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FOREWORD
As all of us are aware, the global COVID-19 pandemic has forced the postponement or cancellation of dozens of
conferences and cultural events worldwide. This is unfortunately also true of the sixteenth Sinkhole Conference,
originally scheduled for late April of 2020 in San Juan, Puerto Rico. Rather than completely cancelling this event, the
organizing committee has chosen to reschedule the conference for the following year. The Sixteenth Multidisciplinary
Conference on Sinkholes and the Engineering and Environmental Impacts of Karst will now meet on April 12 through
16, 2021, at the same venue in San Juan, Puerto Rico. We have issued a call for additional papers to appear in a second
edition of these Proceedings along with the manuscripts that have already been submitted. This second edition will be
available to attendees at next year’s rescheduled Sinkhole Conference.
In spite of the delay, we anticipate a successful and productive meeting. This will be the first Sinkhole Conference to
be held outside the coterminous United States since the conference series began in 1984. Several of the papers in this
first edition focus on karst phenomena specific to the island of Puerto Rico and the Caribbean region.
In 2011 the National Cave and Karst Research Institute (NCKRI) assumed responsibility for hosting the Sinkhole
Conference series. NCKRI is a congressionally-created organization dedicated to pure and applied research on caves,
karst phenomena, and karst hydrology. Several of the staff of NCKRI have a long history of participation in past
Sinkhole Conferences, and we look forward to supporting and hosting future meetings in other areas of the United
States and abroad.
As senior editor of the Proceedings Volume, I would like to thank all of those on the Organizing Committee who have
contributed to making this event happen under these particularly challenging circumstances. In the past three years the
residents of Puerto Rico have endured a remarkable number of natural disasters, discouraging tourism and business
investment. The most important assistance we can provide the people of Puerto Rico at this time is to continue visiting
this geologically and ecologically unique island, and investing in the economy by, frankly, spending our money. Thank
you in advance for your attendance at next year’s conference and enjoy your stay.

Lewis Land, Proceedings Editor
National Cave and Karst Research Institute
Carlsbad, NM USA
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Keynote Speaker

Much to win, even more to lose: assessing karst
water availability in times of environmental change
Dr. Andreas Hartmann

University of Freiburg,
Andreas.hartmann@hydmod.uni-freiburg.de

Many regions across the world are dependent on
drinking water from karst aquifers. Globally, around a
quarter of the world population completely or partially
depends on karst water resources. Karst develops
due to the dissolution of carbonate rock and creates
pronounced surface and subsurface heterogeneity in their
hydrological flow and storage behaviour. Consequently,
water resources management faces significant challenges
in karst regions, in particular at times of environmental
change.
My lecture will provide an overview of established
approaches that can be used to assess the impact of
environmental change on karst water resources. A
walk across scales from the scale of individual caves
to the scale of entire continents will elaborate on (1)
how understanding of their processes can be obtained,
(2) how dominant processes can be identified and (3)
how this understanding can be incorporated into karstspecific modeling approaches. Using two recent largescale studies, I will contrast the opportunities and
challenges of managing karst aquifers across different
climatic regions. The former will demonstrate that,
presently and in the future, disproportionally large
amounts of drinking water are available in karst regions
compared to non-karstic areas. The latter will quantify
the contamination risk of karst water resources that can
go along with inadequate management and how this risk
may be altered through environmental change. These
findings will be linked to the Puerto Rican karst and
climate. Finally, I will propose some possible directions
for future research in karst hydrology.

Biography

Climate variability and land use changes affect karst
water resources and their water quality. Andreas
Hartmann‘s research focuses on the assessment of
water resources in karst regions at various scales using
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novel simulation approaches and model evaluation
schemes. Nontypically for a modeler, he also
performs experimental field research and incorporates
hydrological and hydrochemical information into his
modeling approaches to achieve a high degree of process
representation to increase their reliability for future
projections of climate and land use changes. Andreas did
his PhD in 2013 at Freiburg University before he moved
to the United Kingdom (University of Bristol) and
Canada (McGill University) for his postdoc. His work
as an early career scientist has been awarded the Young
Karst Researcher Prize of the International Association
of Hydrogeologists, the Jim Dooge Award for the best
publication in 2012 in the Journal of Hydrology, and the
Earth System Sciences and the Groundwater Research
Prize of the City of Dresden. Since 2017, Andreas
has been an Assistant Professor and head of his own
lab “Hydrological Modeling and Water Resources.”
As the principal investigator of a €1.5M. research
project founded by the German Research Foundation,
he and a team of four researchers are estimating the
risk of water stress in karst regions around the globe
under changing environmental conditions. Apart from
developing improved modeling approaches that can be
applied on larger scales, the project includes a global
karst monitoring program with study sites in Australia,
Germany, the UK, Spain and Puerto Rico.

banquet Speaker

Puerto Rico karst water resources and climate
change: what’s at stake?
Abel Vale

Ciudadanos Del Karso,
avn@cdk-pr.org

Regardless of any personal opinion and any doubts,
all serious research has confirmed that the climate is
changing to become warmer with higher temperatures,
higher sea levels due to the melting of glaciers and
polar ice shields, changes in rainfall either with extreme
rainfall with floods or more frequent droughts, which are
already affecting all lifeforms.

protection to over 232,000 acres. Looking toward
the future, CDK is now in the process of creating the
Puerto Rico and Caribbean Karst Research Institute, in
a structure in the city of Arecibo that formerly housed a
school.

The Earth’s climate has changed throughout history.
The current warming trend is of particular significance
because most of it is extremely likely (greater than 95
percent probability) to be the result of human activity
since the mid-20th century and proceeding at a rate that
is unprecedented over decades to millennia.
How does this affect Puerto Rico’s water availability;
in particular its effect on karst aquifers is of vital
importance. What’s at stake?

Biography

Abel Vale-Nieves received his B.A. from the University
of Puerto Rico at Mayaguez and his M.A. from SUNY
Binghamton. Abel, with his wife Evelyn, has owned a
small business that provides equipment for the utility
market. An encounter with the karst and caves of Mona
Island, more than 35 years ago ignited his passion for
carbonate rocks and set him to visit and learn about karst
in Europe, Asia, Russia, the Middle East, North, Central
and South America and the Caribbean. He was one of
the founders of Ciudadanos Del Karso CDK a nonprofit
NGO with the mission to protect and conserve the karst
of Puerto Rico through education, scientific studies,
and land acquisition. Abel has been CDK’s president
for the last 25 years and CDK has received numerous
recognitions, locally and internationally, for its work to
protect Puerto Rico’s karst. One of its main achievements
was working with Puerto Rico’s legislature that passed a
law to protect the karst landscape and that gave special
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Combining high resolution spring monitoring,
dye tracing, watershed analysis, and outcrop and
borehole observations to characterize the Galena
Karst, Southeast Minnesota, USA
John D. Barry

Minnesota Department of Natural Resources, Division of Ecological & Water Resources, 500 Lafayette Road, St.
Paul, MN 55155, john.barry@state.mn.us

Tom P. Miller

Westwood Professional Services, 12701 Whitewater Drive, Suite 300, Minnetonka, MN 55343,
thomas.miller@westwoodps.com

Julia R. Steenberg

Minnesota Geological Survey, 2609 Territorial Road, St. Paul, MN 55114, jsteenb@umn.edu

Anthony C. Runkel

Minnesota Geological Survey, 2609 Territorial Road, St. Paul, MN 55114, runke001@umn.edu

Kevin J. Kuehner

Minnesota Department of Agriculture, Pesticide and Fertilizer Management, Preston, MN 55965,
kevin.kuehner@state.mn.us

E. Calvin Alexander, Jr.

University of Minnesota, Department of Earth & Environmental Sciences, John T. Tate Hall, Room 150, 116 Church
Street SE, Minneapolis, MN 55455, alexa00l@umn.edu

Abstract

A combination of spring monitoring and springshed delineation using dye tracing and hydrograph separation
methods has elucidated aquifer characteristics of the
Ordovician Galena Group in southeast Minnesota. The
Galena Group is primarily composed of carbonate rock
with subordinate beds of fine siliciclastics, mainly shale.
It underlies eleven counties in southeastern Minnesota
and is used as a source of water for domestic and agricultural use. In two counties, Fillmore and Olmsted,
it is a thinly covered well-developed karst that supplies
substantial baseflow to streams.
Continuous spring monitoring is being conducted
to measure aquifer properties and recharge response
following precipitation and snowmelt events. Data
are also being used to characterize sources, fate,
and transport of nitrate-nitrogen and other pollutants
within springsheds. Dye tracing and hydrograph analysis are utilized to determine groundwater flow direction and time of travel and to assist in determining the
size and areal extent of the springsheds that supply
perennial discharge to springs. Discharge, water tem-

perature, and nitrate concentration are the emphasis
of monitoring at several of the springs where data are
paired with additional small watershed-scale hydrologic studies conducted at edge of field and small watershed in-stream locations. This allows an estimate
of annual nitrate loading and assessment of agricultural pollutant sources and agricultural best management practice effectiveness.
Base flow temperatures of the monitored Galena
springs are variable, ranging from annual sinusoidal
temperature cycles that are out-of-phase with average
air temperature to nearly constant temperature interrupted by event-scale variations caused by snowmelt
and precipitation events. Recharge events at each of
the springs show characteristic multi-fold increases in
discharge with rapid initial dilution of nitrate-nitrogen
consistent with surface water runoff into sinkholes rapidly emerging via conduits at the springs. Following
these dilution events, mobilization of nitrate-nitrogen
in the soil and in aquifer storage in the Bear Spring
Springshed frequently increases nitrate-nitrogen concentrations to above pre-event levels.
16TH SINKHOLE CONFERENCE
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Introduction

Southeastern Minnesota is underlain by a broad structural depression containing sedimentary Paleozoic bedrock
layers that are Cambrian to Devonian in age (Mossler,
2008). Strata generally dip less than one degree to the
southwest as part of the regional structural trend. As a
result, progressively older bedrock formations subcrop
to the east toward the Mississippi River. Smaller scale
structural features such as folds and faults are superimposed on this regional dip. Carbonate plateaus are more
resistant to weathering and cover a greater extent of land
surface than the softer sandstone and shale formations
which crop out within the walls of valleys and along plateau slopes (Figure 1). Upper Ordovician and Devonian
rocks of southeastern Minnesota are predominately carbonate (limestone and dolostone) and exhibit karst features and karst conduit flow characteristics.
Characterization of karst in Minnesota began in earnest
in the 1970s with a sinkhole inventory conducted by the
University of Minnesota and the Minnesota Speleologi-

cal Survey (Tipping et al., 2015). Since then, countywide karst inventories and watershed specific investigations have routinely mapped sinkholes, sinking streams,
and springs (Dalgleish and Alexander, 1984; Alexander
and Maki, 1988; Magdalene, 1995; Alexander and Lively, 1995; Alexander et al., 1995a; Tipping et al., 2001;
Green et al., 2002; Alexander et al., 2003).
Dye tracing to delineate springsheds and characterize
aquifer properties has occurred in Minnesota for decades
(Alexander et al., 1995b; Green et al. 1997; Green et al.,
2002). Groundwater time of travel for the Galena Group
in southeastern Minnesota is typically very rapid (1.6 to
4.8 kilometers/day, 1 to 3 miles/day). Large-scale conduit networks associated with well-developed karst are
exhibited in Fillmore County, where large caves such as
Niagara Cave, Mystery Cave, Spring Valley Caverns,
Goliath Cave, and Holy Grail Cave are predominately
developed in the Galena Group. Cave leads in nearby Olmsted County are being pushed; however, none to date
have opened up into large cave passages (Martin Larsen,
personal communication).
Characterization of spring flow, temperature, and chemistry has occurred over the last two decades, ranging from
unpublished work conducted by Ron Spong to routine
pesticide and nitrate monitoring by the Minnesota Department of Agriculture. Springshed delineation and spring
flow dynamics for the Moth and Grabau Springshed of
Fillmore County was investigated in the early 1980s
(Mohring, 1983). Water temperature of springs in southeast Minnesota was investigated as a proxy for determining aquifer recharge and geometry (Luhmann, 2011).

Figure 1. Springshed study areas superimposed
on regional geologic setting of Paleozoic
rocks in southeast Minnesota. Upper Devonian
units are depicted with pink hues, Ordovician
units are depicted with light green and blue
hues, and Cambrian units are depicted with
yellow, dark green, and light brown hues (See
Figure 2). Geologic map from Runkel et al.,
2013. Inset depicts mapped Niagara Cave
passage in yellow.
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This paper summarizes the results of our recent research
on the Galena Group karst of southeastern Minnesota.
We provide new insights into this shallowly buried karst
by integrating the results of dye tracing, spring monitoring, outcrop and borehole characterization, and watershed analysis of two springsheds, Bear Spring and Pond
Spring.

Geologic and Hydrogeologic Setting

In Fillmore and Olmsted counties, unconsolidated sediment is generally less than 15 meters thick and overlies Upper Ordovician and Devonian aged sedimentary
bedrock units (Olsen, 1988; Mossler and Hobbs, 1995;
Steenberg, in progress). All Ordovician units are exposed in scattered outcrops across the two counties.

A geologic column for southeastern Minnesota (Figure 2) displays both the lithostratigraphic and generalized hydrostratigraphic properties of Ordovician and
Devonian units. Hydrostratigraphic attributes are generalized into either aquifer or aquitard using relative
permeability. This characterization is based on outcrop,
borehole, and core observations (Runkel, 1996; Paillet et al., 2000; Tipping et al., 2006; Luhmann et al.,
2011; Runkel et al., 2003, 2006a, 2006b, 2018). Layers
assigned as aquifers easily transmit water through conduits, fracture networks, and/or porous media. With the
exception of the St. Peter Sandstone, shallow aquifers
(<100 meters) in Fillmore and Olmsted counties are
composed mostly of carbonate rock. Layers assigned
as aquitards can also have high permeability in a horizontal direction, but differ from the aquifers by containing one or more layers with a low vertical permeability,
which vertically retards flow and helps protect underlying groundwater from contamination. These rocks are
composed mostly of very fine-grained sand, silt, shale,
or dense carbonate, across which vertical fractures are
poorly connected. High permeability bedding parallel
partings are likely to be present, at least locally, in all
formations in Fillmore and Olmsted counties, but are
shown on the column where descriptions from the hydrogeologic reports cited above indicate they are most
common.
Aquitards between the major aquifers result in an anisotropic groundwater system, limiting the volume and velocity of vertical flow and promoting rapid lateral flow
that discharges as baseflow to springs and streams. Although aquitards in Minnesota’s Paleozoic rocks exhibit
very low matrix permeability, they frequently contain
high permeability bedding parallel partings conductive
enough to yield large quantities of water to wells. Many
springs in Minnesota also emanate from units designated as aquitards. Springs commonly emerge on bedding
partings at discrete stratigraphic intervals apparently
resistant to the development of through-going vertical
fractures. These springs supply cool isothermal water
that form the headwaters of many of the trout streams
of the region.

Methods

The springs characterized in this investigation each
emanate from the Upper Ordovician Galena Group.
Their stratigraphic positions were determined using a
combination of correlations to water well records from

Figure 2. Geologic and generalized
hydrogeologic attributes of Ordovician and
Devonian rocks in southeast Minnesota.
Modified from Steenberg et al., 2014. Regional
karst systems described in Runkel et al., 2013.
the County Well Index and field outcrop examination
(Steenberg and Runkel, 2018). The springs are either
instrumented near their resurgence points with pressure
transducers (OTT Orpheus Mini 0 to 4 meter) that record water level and temperature [Bear Spring, Engle
Spring, Stagecoach Spring] or using an area-velocity
sensor (Isco 2150) installed at the outlet of an eightinch smooth-walled pipe [Pond Spring]. The accuracy
of the pressure sensor is ±0.05 percent FS and temperature sensor is ±0.5°C. The accuracy of the areavelocity sensor is ±0.03 meters/second for –1.5 to 1.5
meters/second, and ±2 percent of the reading for flows
1.5 to 6.1 meters/second. Temperature accuracy for the
area-velocity sensor is ±2.0°C. For the springs instrumented with pressure transducers, level was converted
to discharge for each spring using equations developed
through regression analysis of stage-discharge monitoring data.
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Continuous nitrate-nitrogen was monitored using Hach
Nitratax plus sc optical sensors (2 mm measuring gap),
that are capable of quantifying total nitrogen in the range
of 0.1 to 50 mg/L. The meters continuously measure the
total of nitrate + nitrite (NO3-N+NO2-N), but are reported
as nitrate because nitrite in Minnesota groundwaters is
typically insignificant. Average nitrite from the Minnesota Department of Natural Resources (DNR) Groundwater Atlas database is 0.007 mg/L (n=2732). Direct water grab samples were collected from the springs under
a range of flow conditions and analyzed for anion chemistry to corroborate the continuous data results. Anion
concentrations were determined using ion chromatography, EPA method 300.0 at the Southeastern Minnesota
Water Analysis Laboratory. Nitrate of grab samples for
the Pond Spring investigation and for samples collected
in Niagara Cave were analyzed using a benchtop ultraviolet spectrophotometer (Hach DR6000); samples were
typically analyzed within a day of sample collection.
Dye tracing was conducted using fluorescent dyes and a
combination of passive charcoal receptors and direct water
samples. Passive charcoal receptors were deployed prior to
the introduction of dyes and were changed at variable frequencies following dye introduction. Flow of dye through
the hydrologic system was timed and mapped based on when
and where dyes were recovered from passive detectors and
direct water samples. Fluorometric analysis was performed
at the University of Minnesota Earth and Environmental
Sciences Hydrochemistry Laboratory using a Shimadzu
RF5000 scanning spectrofluorometer and PeakFit software.

Spring monitoring station from direct watershed runoff.
Global Mapper software was loaded with 1-meter LiDAR from the DNR to calculate the directly contributing
surface watershed. This analysis delineated a contributing area of 15,378 square meters (3.8 acres) as shown
in Figure 3. Using this watershed, a SCS curve number
(CN=67) was calculated based on an intersection of landcover (from aerial photo) and soils data (USDA, 2019).
A time of concentration of 17.7 minutes was calculated
using a combination of sheet flow, shallow concentrated
flow, and channelized flow. This data was input into HydroCAD 10.00-19 to determine peak runoff rates at the
station for a variety of rainfall conditions.
Precipitation records from the Marion Rest Stop located
2.3 km south (1.4 miles) and Rochester International Airport, NWS Station #217004, located 19.3 km (12 miles)
southwest were used in the watershed analysis. To utilize
these rain gauges for the project site, radar-estimated rainfall (NWS, 2019) was used and calibrated to the recorded
values. The radar-estimated precipitation yielded very
similar patterns to the monitored data but were 14 percent
greater at the same location over the period of complete
years (2017 and 2018). To account for this, the radar-estimated precipitation at the Bear Creek monitoring site was
decreased by 14 percent and used in yield calculations.
Water yield data from similar watersheds in southeast
Minnesota have annual runoff ratios between 0.3 and 0.5

Watershed analysis consisted of a combination of baseflow separation, surface runoff modeling, and precipitation analysis. Annual monitored volumes were compared
to local precipitation records and estimated runoff ratios
were compared to calculated potential springshed areas.
Baseflow separation was conducted using the localminimum method (Sloto and Crouse, 1996) to describe
the monitored flow as three different sources; runoff and
karst conduit flow (N=4), karst fracture flow (N=90), and
matrix flow from storage (N>90). This method uses continuous flow sampling data before and after a given date
to identify baseflow conditions. The flows from each regime were summarized from the recorded timestep and
annual volumes from each source were calculated.
A surface runoff model [SCS TR-20] was also created
to help estimate the potential contribution to the Bear
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Figure 3. Contributing surface runoff
watershed to the Bear Spring monitoring
location.

(MPCA, 2013). Runoff ratios vary widely between years
even within the same watershed but provide a basis for
comparison when reviewing monitored volumes. To estimate springshed size, annual monitored volumes were
compared to local precipitation records and estimated
runoff ratios to calculate potential springshed areas.

As

=

Vma
RR * Pa

where:
As=Springshed Area
Vma=Annual Monitored Volume
RR=runoff ratio (unitless)
Pa=Annual Precipitation
Hydrostratigraphic attributes of the bedrock units in the
study area are documented with outcrop observations of
lithology, fracture density, fracture termination horizons,
and cave passages and geometry. Borehole geophysical
logging data including a combination of electromagnetic
(EM) flowmeter, temperature, fluid conductivity, caliper,
and observations of flow through pore networks obtained
through video logging were reviewed to further define
the hydrostratigraphic attributes. Much of this information is summarized in Runkel et al. (2013).
These datasets coupled with detailed geologic mapping
of the area are critical to understanding groundwater
flow in the subsurface and provide a degree of predictability of flow paths in three dimensions.

Bear Spring Dye Tracing Results

Bear Spring is located west-southwest of Eyota, Minnesota
in a rural area dominated by agriculture. Bear Spring emanates from a bedding plane parting in carbonate bedrock
at the stratigraphic position of the Prosser and Cummingsville contact. A major transportation corridor, Interstate 90,
is located approximately 1.5 miles to the south. Sinkholes
are common in the vicinity. Dye tracing to delineate Bear’s
springshed began in 2015, with additional work completed
in 2018 (Larsen et al., 2019; Barry et al., 2019a). The 2015
traces documented connections between two sinkholes,
55D1312* and 55D1221, and Bear Spring (Figure 6). The
estimated minimum peak groundwater time of travel for the
dyes to travel from the sinkholes to Bear Spring was 3,086
to 6,919 meters/day respectively (10,126 to 22,700 feet/day).
The 2018 traces included two previously untraced sinkholes located closer to Bear Spring. The two closer sink-

holes, 55D860 and 55D861, were included to determine
higher resolution breakthrough curves using auto-samplers. Dye first arrival and peak concentration were assumed to be the same due to very sharp increases and
decreases in the recovered breakthrough curves (Barry
et al., 2019a). The straight-line distances between the
individual sinkholes and time of travel were used to estimate the groundwater flow velocities. Straight-line distances were multiplied by 1.5 to include the tortuosity
of the actual paths (Fields and Nash, 1997) and divided
by the peak concentration times. The average of the two
groundwater first arrival time velocities for these traces
is 9.3 kilometers/day (5.8 miles/day), which is on the
high end of groundwater velocity in shallow Galena conduit flow systems. Traced sinkholes are stratigraphically
in the upper Prosser Formation and an estimated vertical
distance of travel is 35 meters (115 feet).
Inferred groundwater flow paths gleaned from trace investigations have been used to estimate springshed areas (Green et al., 2014). Springsheds delineated through
tracing and estimation methods are available through
the online Minnesota Groundwater Tracing Database
application developed by the Minnesota Department of
Natural Resources (DNR, 2019a). Using this platform,
springshed areal extents can be updated following additional tracing and reports and other pertinent data can be
easily accessed via hyperlinks in the application.
The current estimated springshed for Bear Spring, delineated using the inferred flow paths from the 2015 and 2018
dye tracing is 1,861,554 m2 (460 acres). Land use within the
delineated springshed, determined from 2017 Farm Service
Administration aerial photography, is 91.5 percent agricultural, 5 percent farmstead, 0.7 percent grassed waterway,
1.5 percent roadway, and 1.3 percent woodlands and buffered sinkholes. Agricultural land use varies annually, but is
dominated by corn, soybean, and alfalfa.
*Geospatial data for dye traces, including the locations of karst features and springs, are stored in
parallel databases that share a relatable unique
identifier. This unique identifier is used in the Minnesota Karst Feature Database (KFD), the Minnesota
Spring Inventory (MSI), and the Minnesota Groundwater Tracing Database (MGTD). The unique identifier is a ten character alpha-numeric field, but has
been abbreviated for this report (e.g., 55D0001312
is abbreviated to 55D1312).
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Bear Spring Intensive Spring Monitoring
Results

Discharge at Bear Spring has been measured continuously from February 2017 to the present (Figure 4). Baseflow discharge has varied over the period of record but is
typically 0.017 to 0.034 cubic meters/second (0.60 to 1.2
cubic feet/second [cfs]). Discharge following recharge
events, both snowmelt and precipitation, can increase
over an order of magnitude. Baseflow temperature at
Bear Spring shows an annual sinusoidal temperature cycle, ranging from roughly 8.0 to 11.0°C (46.4 to 51.8°F)
seasonally, that is approximately 3 months out-of-phase
with average air temperature. Within the seasonal cycle,
Bear Spring also exhibits event-scale variations caused
by snowmelt and precipitation that produce short term
temperature fluctuations that vary with the season. Cold
winter precipitation and snowmelt recharge events produce
rapid, short term decreases in spring water temperature to
as low as approximately 4°C (39.2°F) (Figure 4). Warm
summer recharge events behave inversely, with increases in
temperature. A warm summer precipitation event recorded
July 19, 2017 temporarily raised the spring water temperature to over 14°C (57.2°F) for 30 minutes.
Anion grab sampling to quantify nitrate-nitrogen concentration in 2017 showed a range between 19 and 21.5 parts
per million (ppm). More intensive nitrate-nitrogen monitoring began in June 2018 using continuous nitrate probes.
The continuous nitrate data, collected at 15-minute intervals, shows complex nitrate behavior over 2018 and 2019,
related to timing and amount of precipitation. In 2018,
nitrate concentration started around 20 ppm in June at the
beginning of monitoring. Following 36.3 mm (1.43 in) of
precipitation on June 18, 2018, concentration was diluted
roughly 2.5 ppm, to roughly 17 ppm.
Over the next two days, concentrations climbed back
to their pre-precipitation levels, until the next precipitation event on June 20, 2018. During this event, 24.1 mm
(0.95 in) of rainfall resulted in concentrations that climbed
precipitously, peaking nearly 5.5 ppm above the pre-precipitation event level. These instantaneous increases in nitrate without a preceding dilution event are likely related
to fertilizer application timing within the watershed, antecedent moisture conditions, and precipitation mobilizing
nitrate-nitrogen stored in the soil column.
Peak evapotranspiration and a deficit in precipitation
occurred over the next two months, with nitrate slowly
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dropping 3 ppm until additional dilution and mobilization events in September and October.
In 2019, nitrate concentration was near 20 ppm in January and showed two characteristic dilution events during
winter snow melt events (Figure 5). These events occurred during frozen ground conditions when meltwater could have recharged only via direct surface runoff
to sinkholes connected to the spring. Starting in March
2019, nitrate behavior showed a dilution and mobilization pattern evident in an increasing stair-step pattern
that peaked on May 20, 2019. The incremental increase
following dilution events is likely related to antecedent
moisture conditions from a wet precipitation year and
fertilizer application timing within the watershed. The
2019 data illustrate spring conditions under an unusually
wet climate. To date, the Bear Spring area has received
roughly 1.5 times the average precipitation for the area,
with four of the seven months shown in Figure 5 exceeding the 30 year Normal.

Watershed Analysis and Baseflow
Separation Results

Baseflow separation showed a high degree of variation
of the relative contributions from each of the flow types
between the years. The average contribution over the
monitoring period of record was 29 percent from runoff and rapid conduit flow, 34 percent from karst fracture flow, and 37 percent from matrix flow and storage
(Table 1).
Surface water modeling shows only a minor runoff contribution from the local surface watershed (delineated
with orange in Figure 3). The majority of this landscape
is grassed, with only minor impervious area. The overall surface runoff contribution is evident in the rainfall
event of June 27, 2018. The site received ~31.8 mm
(1.25 inches) of rainfall and the gauge showed a corresponding runoff and karst conduit flow increase of
0.20 cubic meters/second (7.0 cfs). For this same event,
the surface water model shows a contribution of only
0.02 cubic meters/second (0.61 cfs) indicating that even
under a fairly large rainfall, ~92 percent of quick-return
flow is from karst conduit contribution.
An average annual volume of 1,322,293 cubic meters
(1,072 ac-ft) was monitored at the Bear Spring site over
the period of record and an annual precipitation over that
period was 991.12 mm (39.02 inches). Assuming a 0.5

or 0.3 runoff ratio (watershed yield), our analysis shows
a potential contributing springshed area of between
2,668,312 and 4,447,186 square meters (659 and 1,099
acres). These estimated areas are larger than the area determined by dye tracing (Figure 6).

Outcrop and Borehole Observations

Carbonate rock matrix bulk porosity and vertical permeability values are typically less than 20 percent and 3x10-6

meters/day (10-5 feet/day) (Runkel et al., 2003). Limited
tests of horizontal permeability indicate that it is commonly about two orders of magnitude greater than vertical permeability where the carbonate rock is horizontally laminated. Matrix characteristics of bedrock are of particular
importance because the greatest volume of water stored is
within the small pore spaces of matrix blocks. However,
most of the rapid movement of water through the aquifer occurs through the fracture networks. Examination of

Figure 4. Bear Spring flow, temperature, and nitrate-N for the period of record February 2017 to
July 2019. Precipitation exceeded the 30 year Normal for twenty of the thirty months monitored.
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Table 1. Baseflow separation summary for Bear Spring. Recorded volumes for 2017 and 2018
represent partial monitoring years.
Recorded Volume (cubic meters / acre feet)
Total Monitored
Runoff and Conduit Flow
(hours to 4 days)
Fracture Flow (4 days to 3
months)
Matrix Flow from storage (>3
months)

Period of Record
4,315,953 / 3499

2017
1,318,592 / 1069

2018
1,335,861 / 1083

2019
1,661,500 / 1347

1,240,883 / 1006

307,137 / 249

318,238 / 258

615,507 / 499

1,466,610 / 1189

457,622 / 371

469,957 / 381

540,265 / 438

1,608,460 / 1304

553,833 / 449

547,666 / 444

505,728 / 410

Figure 5. Bear Spring flow, temperature, and nitrate-N for the period of record January 1, 2019 to
July 31, 2019. Continuous nitrate data from early February through mid-March is missing due to
equipment failure.
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tion, and well-developed cave systems appear to be most
common in the Dubuque and Stewartville formations
(Alexander et al., 1995a).

Discussion

Combining the results of intensive spring monitoring
with the results of springshed delineation determined
through standard dye tracing and findings from watershed analysis provides us with an improved understanding of groundwater transport in the shallow Galena
Karst. By coupling the high flow velocity karst conduit
networks, determined through dye tracing and borehole
and outcrop observations, with the recharge responses
illustrated in continuous high resolution hydrographs,
thermographs, and chemographs, we present a holistic
overview of Galena Karst hydrology.
Figure 6. Bear Spring Springshed areas
determined through dye tracing and
watershed analysis superimposed on bedrock
geology. Geologic map from Steenberg, in
progress.
video and gamma logs within Fillmore and Olmsted counties has shown preferential development of bedding parallel partings within the Spillville Formation and along the
Dubuque/Stewartville and Prosser/Cummingsville contact strata. Examination of large outcrops and quarries has
shown individual vertical fractures with apertures of a few
centimeters are known locally to span entire outcrops that
are tens of feet in height. Vertical fractures preferentially
terminate near the uppermost part of the Cummingsville
Formation and the top and bottom of the Dubuque Formation. These observations are summarized in Runkel et al.
(2003, 2013).
Stratigraphic locations of karst features (springs, seeps,
sinkholes, and sinking streams) in Fillmore and Olmsted counties show springs primarily occur in the lower
Prosser and Cummingsville formations, corresponding
to where our observations indicate that bedding parallel fracture networks are preferentially located and vertical fractures commonly terminate (Runkel et al., 2013;
Steenberg et al., 2014). Seeps primarily occur within the
lower Cummingsville and Decorah formations where
through-going vertical fractures and bedding parallel
partings are less common. Sinking streams and sinkholes
primarily occur in the lower Maquoketa, Dubuque, and
Stewartville formations. Prominent vertical fractures are
typically through-going across the Stewartville Forma-

Prior to integrating chemograph and thermograph response into this discussion, we offer a synopsis of land
use and potential land-use effects on springsheds. In
Minnesota, the use of agricultural fertilizers, the application of road salts for wintertime deicing, and water
softener effluent can lead to elevated levels of nitrate
and chloride in surface water and groundwater systems.
Nitrate concentrations greater than 3 ppm is strong evidence that an aquifer has been impacted by activities on
the land surface (MDH, 1998). Concentrations as low as
1 ppm are used similarly by the DNR and other agencies
and researchers in this region. The Federal drinking water standard for nitrate-nitrogen is 10 ppm.
Elevated nitrate is commonly found in the shallow karst
aquifers of southeastern Minnesota. Groundwater samples
collected as part of the Fillmore County Geologic Atlas
found nitrate greater than 3 ppm in 11 of 15 wells sampled that were completed in shallow Devonian and Ordovician aquifers (DNR, 2019b). Nitrate concentrations
of cave drips and cave stream passages sampled from
June 22, 2015 to October 29, 2019 at Niagara Cave were
consistently elevated in nitrate (Ryan and Aaron Bishop,
unpublished data). Land use in the vicinity of the cave,
other than the commercial cave entrance area, is row crop
agriculture (Figure 1 inset). Samples collected from cave
stream passages and flowstone located in an upper cave
passage had an average nitrate concentration of 9.5 ppm
(n=69). The concentrations of these samples are consistent with water flowing through fractures and conduits,
where mixing lowers concentrations through dilution.
Nitrate concentration at an upper cave flowstone monitor16TH SINKHOLE CONFERENCE
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ing point has climbed steadily over the period of record,
from 6.0 ppm in September 2015 to 9.8 ppm in October
2019. This increase occurred over a period of abnormally
wet years and is attributed to leaching. Samples collected
from stalactites and from flowstone located in lower cave
passage had an average nitrate concentration of 14.9 ppm
(n=69), consistent with higher concentrations of water
moving more slowly through matrix or the smallest, poorly connected fracture networks.
Land use, and in particular crop rotation, within a springshed has a large impact on available nitrate. For instance,
nitrate-nitrogen concentrations collected from a suite
of lysimeters located roughly 8 miles west of the Bear
Spring Springshed (Figure 1) show corn rotation year nitrate concentrations exceed soy rotation concentrations
(Larsen, unpublished data from 2016–2018). In general,
corn rotation average nitrate concentration is nearly double that of a soy rotation year, with corn year concentrations around 20 ppm and soy years around 10 ppm.
Land use and crop rotation also influences pesticide concentration in watersheds (Libra et al., 1991; Rowden et
al., 1993). Rigorous sampling of pesticides in the Bear
Spring Springshed has not occurred to date. However, in
2019, Bear Spring’s water was collected for analysis of
neonicotinoids. The grab samples, taken in March, July,
and October had total neonicotinoid concentrations of
84 ng/L, 53.8 ng/L, and 129.6 ng/L respectively (Berens,
unpublished work). Clothianidin accounted for the majority of the total neonicotinoid concentration, consistent
with typical agricultural usage trends for the area, as clothianidin is used as a pre-planting seed coating for corn
and soybeans.
Large fluctuations in spring discharge and temperature correlate with prompt flow pulses produced by
precipitation and snowmelt recharge events. The initial pulse of recharge reaches the spring on time scales
of several hours, similar to the results of the dye traces. Dramatic increases in spring flux and temperature
fluctuations also correlate with these prompt flow
pulses. However, the out-of-phase sinusoidal temperature pattern is more reflective of slower groundwater
movement through matrix. The combined temperature
response behaviors are similar to patterns 1 (rapid
episodic temperature swing) and 3 (sinusoidal out-ofphase swing from aquifer rock temperature changes)
described by Luhmann (2011) at other springs in
southern Minnesota.
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The fluctuations recorded in spring discharge, temperature, and nitrate-nitrogen concentration reflect surface
water runoff into sinkholes and fast infiltration into solutionally enlarged joints rapidly emerging via conduits at
the spring. Stable isotopic analyses of oxygen and hydrogen from water samples collected during the 2018 trace
at Bear Spring revealed isotopically light snowmeltladen water rapidly arriving at the spring, documenting
surface water runoff into sinkholes emerging via conduits. However, partitioning of the snowmelt portion of
the spring’s flow using isotope results in a binary mixing model indicated the largest portion of the spring’s
discharge following the snowmelt recharge event was
made up of isotopically heavier water consistent with
groundwater released from aquifer storage (Barry et al.,
2019a). These isotopic results are consistent with nitratenitrogen behavior recorded at Bear Spring, where isotopically light snowmelt-laden water coincides with nitrate
dilution events. The isotopically heavier water that made
up the bulk of the spring discharge volume corresponds
to the elevated nitrate-nitrogen released from soil losses
and aquifer storage following recharge events.
The hydrologic behavior and nutrient response characterized at Bear Spring is similar to continuous data
collected at two additional Galena spring monitoring
sites, Engle Spring and Stagecoach Spring, in Fillmore
County (Barry et al., 2018; Barry, in progress). However, nutrient response at Bear Spring also exhibits increases in nitrate that differs from nutrient response at
Engle and Stagecoach springs and scenarios described
elsewhere (Schilling et al., 2019; Huebsch et al., 2014).
At Bear Spring, the initial dilution response followed by
increasing concentration found in 2019 monitoring responds as a superimposed combination of models 1 and
2 described by Schilling. This superimposed behavior is
evident in the nearly instantaneous dilution followed by
increasing concentration from mobilization of nitrate in
the soil overburden and within aquifer storage.
At an additional site, Pond Spring, dye tracing and continuous spring monitoring is used to estimate annual nitrate loading in a small watershed and to assess agricultural pollutant sources and agricultural best management
practice (BMP) effectiveness as part of the Root River
Field to Stream Partnership (Kuehner, in progress). The
Pond Spring monitoring data is combined with average
daily soil temperature at 152 mm (6 in) depth, daily air
temperature, and both field surface runoff and in-steam

monitoring. This combined dataset shows that when
the upper soil profile is frozen, groundwater recharge
through the soil profile is limited and most recharge is
derived from surface runoff flowing directly into sinkholes.
Recharge response at Pond Spring also exhibits characteristic rapid short term fluctuations in discharge and
temperature (Figure 7). Outside of episodic temperature
pulses that are reflective of field surface water runoff
to sinkholes during recharge events, the temperature of
Pond Spring is very stable. The combined temperature
response behavior is similar to patterns 1 (rapid episodic
temperature swings) and 4 (stable aquifer rock temperature) described by Luhmann (2011) at other springs
in southern Minnesota. The stable portion of the Pond
Spring thermograph suggests the baseflow portion of
Pond Spring’s discharge is from an aquifer source with
a longer residence time. Pond Spring emanates from the
lowermost Cummingsville Formation just above the
Decorah Shale.
Nitrate concentration at Pond Spring was measured using grab sampling, therefore the concentration behavior
recorded in the dataset does not have the same resolution

as the other Galena spring monitoring sites. However,
based on the results of continuous monitoring of other
parameters and dye trace findings in the watershed, we
expect the dilution and mobilization behavior recorded
elsewhere to apply to this springshed as well. Nitrate
concentrations at Pond Spring during non-storm-event,
baseflow conditions averaged 12 mg/L. When significant rainfall occurred during non-frozen soil conditions,
nitrate-N concentrations at Pond Spring were reduced by
at least 3 mg/L. During frozen soil conditions, nitrates
decreased by up to 9 mg/L (Kuehner, in progress).
The springshed area of Pond Spring, delineated via dye
tracing from 2010 to 2018 suggests the recharge area is
1,294,994 square meters (320 acres) (Barry et al., 2019b).
Estimates of the springshed area determined from spring
and precipitation monitoring and watershed yield estimates suggest the springshed area is larger. In 2018, a
volume of 752,917 cubic meters (610.4 ac-ft) was monitored at Pond Spring during which there was 1,263 mm
(49.72 inches) of precipitation. Assuming a runoff ratio
(watershed yield) between 0.3 and 0.5, the potential
contributing springshed area is between 1,192,374 and
1,987,290 square meters (294 and 491 acres). The estimated areas range from 92 to 153 percent of the current
area delineated via dye tracing.
A continuum of flow is typical in karst aquifers and triple-porosity aquifer models are often used to describe
the three primary hydrologic flow paths (Worthington,
1999). The model describes open channel flow, fracture
flow, and matrix flow as end members (Figure 8). The
high-resolution monitoring at these springshed locations
has shown elements of each porosity type conceptualized in the triple-porosity model and is useful when
conceptualizing Galena aquifer properties and nutrient
transport through the aquifer.

Figure 7. Pond Spring flow, temperature,
and nitrate grab sample concentrations.
Precipitation and snow depth from edge of
field monitoring station located 1.6 kilometers
(1 mile) from spring.

Open channel flow in Galena Karst occurs in portions of
the aquifer that have been enlarged through dissolution.
It is evident from large scale open conduits with flowing
water that are large enough to crawl and walk through
in Fillmore County, rapid dye trace velocities from dye
tracing, rapid changes in spring discharge and temperature following recharge events, and the pulses of isotopically light water during the 2018 trace at Bear Spring.
Fracture flow occurs within a dendritic network of systematic and nonsystematic fractures that are developed
16TH SINKHOLE CONFERENCE
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apparently is poorly connected to higher conductivity
fracture networks and open conduits.
Groundwater flow speed exclusively through the matrix
in the Galena Group has not been directly measured in
the field, but laboratory measured permeability values
are very low, at less than 3x10-6 meters/day (10-5 feet/
day). Flow is therefore expected to be extremely slow,
when compared to flow in fractures or open channels.
Matrix flow for the Bear Spring Springshed was estimated to make up 37 percent of spring flow in 2019. Additional characterization of matrix properties of the Galena
is warranted.
Figure 8. Galena Group, Prosser Formation
quarry located roughly 9.7 kilometers (6 miles)
west-northwest of Harmony, Minnesota in
Crystal Creek Watershed. Figure illustrates
triple-porosity aquifer concepts (Worthington,
1999). Number 1 denotes mechanical
fractures and dissolution conduits that allow
rapid channel flow, number 2 denotes smaller
scale fracture flow conduits, and number
3 denotes matrix storage-slow release flow.
Person in image is roughly 1.8 meters (6 feet)
tall.
from both mechanical and dissolution processes. Flow
through the fracture network is more rapid than through
the matrix but slower than through open channels. Fracture flow in the Galena has been documented in dye traces with velocities too fast for Darcian flow, but slower
than open conduit rates. Additional evidence has been
noted in borehole geophysics, outcrop observation, and
hydrograph separation analysis. The dimensions and
connectivity of fractures accommodating flow will vary
substantially along a continuum from conditions approximating open channel flow to those of matrix flow.
An example toward the lower end of the continuum,
whereby fractures are of limited size and connectivity,
was documented in a 30.5 meter deep (100 feet) Galena
well, Minnesota unique well number 817784, located
approximately 2.4 kilometers (1.5 miles) south-southwest of Bear Spring. Borehole geophysics, flow logging,
televising, and pumping found no fractures, conduits, or
open bedding planes at depths greater than 6.4 meters
(21 feet). Well yield through the 24.4 meter (80 feet)
open hole portion of matrix rock at this well was low,
approximately 11.4 liters/minute (3 gallons/minute).
This yield was primarily supplied by a single bed parallel parting in the uppermost part of the open hole that
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Conclusion

Dye tracing, spring monitoring, outcrop and borehole
observation, and isotopic characterization at Bear Spring
and other Galena Group springs is assisting in characterizing the conduit systems underlying the local landscape and providing insight into aquifer recharge and the
fate and transport of nutrients within the Galena Group.
The springshed size estimates presented here using traditional surface water modeling techniques show that
springshed sizes may be considerably larger (double
or more) than previously estimated by dye-tracer studies. Other ongoing studies also tend to indicate that the
overall springshed areas may have previously been underestimated. Although these springsheds have been approximated using the techniques outlined in this report,
the lateral extent of springsheds are not sharp boundaries
and move dynamically, both horizontally and vertically,
in response to changes in groundwater levels.
The nitrate results collected using high frequency monitoring are an underutilized but important component of
data collection in karst systems. They can be used for
understanding nutrient mobilization and loss, as a proxy
for aquifer properties, for refined nutrient loading calculations, and to assist in understanding long-term trends.
This work has shown that using a multi-tiered approach
for springshed delineation can help improve nitratenitrogen yield loss computations and computer models
used to measure the effectiveness of nitrogen practices.
It may also be informative in determining where nitrogen management surveys and best management practices
can be concentrated. In Minnesota, springshed maps and
high resolution nutrient data are proving to be effective
tools in nitrogen BMP discussions with area farmers and

crop advisors’ strategy discussions involving minimizing nitrate-nitrogen losses from agricultural activities
(Kuehner et al., 2017; Larsen, 2019).
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Abstract

The karst landscape of Yucatán, Mexico is dotted with
thousands of sinkholes that provide access to fresh water.
These features, called cenotes in Spanish and ts’ono’ot
in Yucatec Maya, range from subterranean caverns with
well-developed speleothems to open-air sinkholes.
While there are a variety of cenote types, all are connected to the subterranean freshwater aquifer. The interconnectivity of cenotes magnifies the impact of cenote
contamination. Because of their significance as water
sources, cenotes were conceived by ancestral Maya
peoples as portals to supernatural forces and guardians
of rain. Today, cenotes remain culturally important and
are located near the center of most Maya communities,
although wells have replaced them as sources of potable
water. Many are now developed for tourism and serve
as important economic resources. Despite their cultural
and economic importance, cenotes are increasingly endangered by contamination caused by industrial and
agricultural run-off, trash dumping, chemical and waste
contamination, and unsustainable recreational use.
One approach to mitigating these threats is through community-driven educational programming aimed at mobilizing youth to study and conserve cenotes in their communities. In 2018, InHerit: Indigenous Heritage Passed
to Present, at the University of North Carolina at Chapel
Hill, collaborated with students and faculty at the Universidad de Oriente in Valladolid, Yucatán, along with
teachers at nine public secondary schools in Maya com-

munities, to develop sustainable experiential education
curricula related to sinkhole conservation, water quality
monitoring, and cultural heritage. Supported by funding
from a National Geographic Society grant, students and
teachers at nine middle schools participated in this project. Here we discuss the goals and methods employed,
as well as how this project is transforming students’
ideas about water conservation, and the application of
Indigenous knowledge for cenote conservation.

Cenotes and the Yucatan Peninsula
Aquifer

The Yucatán Peninsula, traditional homeland of Mayan-speaking peoples, is a karst plain. This 300,000
square kilometer region includes the Mexican states of
Campeche, Yucatán, and Quintana Roo, as well as Belize and northern Guatemala. The porous limestone shelf
contains a significant subterranean freshwater aquifer
system partly fed by seasonal rains that are quickly absorbed into groundwater. Limestone solution sinkholes,
known as ts’ono’oto’ob (singular: ts’ono’ot) in the indigenous Yucatec Mayan language and cenotes in Spanish, form when the surface limestone erodes and dissolves, exposing the freshwater beneath that has, over
time, carved out channels within the layers of limestone
bedrock and sediment that make up the peninsula.
Cenotes themselves can vary significantly in form, from
subterranean caverns with well-developed speleothems to
open-air sinkholes that appear more like lakes, and even
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“dry” cenotes, known as rejolladas, in which the surface
limestone bedrock collapses but does not reach the aquifer. Soils then accumulate in these spaces over time. There
are an estimated 2,000 cenotes in the state of Yucatán
alone, and perhaps over 7,000 in the region (Beddows et
al., 2007, 33; López-Maldonado and Berkes, 2017, 10).
The Ring of Cenotes, a unique geohydrological reserve
within Yucatán with a high concentration of cenotes and
karst groundwater flow, was formed by the impact of the
Chicxulub meteor some 65 million years ago and today is
included on the tentative list of UNESCO World Heritage
sites (Batllori Sampedro, 2017).
Cenotes provide a continual source of freshwater and
deeper, more fertile soils in both rainy and dry seasons, and are critical ecosystems that support regional
biodiversity and the recharging of the Yucatán Peninsula Aquifer. All cenotes are connected, in the sense that
they are or were linked to the aquifer. The Great Maya
Aquifer (GAM) research project, also funded by National Geographic, has spent the last decade mapping
underwater cave systems in this region and identifying
connecting channels that affirm that the Sac Actún system now forms the largest submerged cave known on
the planet (Coke, 2019). Moreover, underwater surveys
within the aquifer continue to document paleontological
and archaeological material of tremendous significance,
including extinct megafauna and some of the oldest biological remains of Native Americans in the New World
tropics, dating to c.13,000 BP (Anda Alanís, 2010; Chatters et al., 2014).
Considering the geohydrological and climatic characteristics of this environment, it is not surprising that cenotes have been central to Yucatec Maya communities for
thousands of years and are still found in or nearby most
cities and towns (Figure 1). Also, cenotes always have
been important to the cultural and religious life of people
in Yucatán. Unfortunately, cenotes and the greater aquifer face significant ecological threats due to industrial
pollution, waste disposal contamination, unsustainable
tourism development, and climate change.
InHerit: Indigenous Heritage Passed to Present is a
university program housed in the Research Labs of Archaeology at the University of North Carolina-Chapel
Hill that is dedicated to building grassroots collaborations in archaeology and cultural heritage conservation
and education programs with descendent communities
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throughout the Americas. In 2018, we began a collaborative cultural heritage education and conservation
project with nine Yucatec Maya communities and middle schools, along with the Universidad de Oriente in
Valladolid, Yucatán. Sponsored by an educational grant
from the National Geographic Society, our project was
designed to promote conservation of cenotes as unique
natural and cultural resources by harnessing the energy
and excitement of students aged 11 to 14 through experiential education activities designed around cenotes in
their communities. Using a biocultural approach (Gavin
et al., 2015) and methods from community-based participatory research (CBPR) we sought to inspire youth
to action in order to protect their cenotes for the future.
This age group is entering a period of emerging social
consciousness, and by engaging them at this time, we
believe some will develop a strong conservation ethic
around cenotes and carry their knowledge and passion
forward. Integrating Indigenous knowledge and traditional appreciation for cenotes with hands-on education
was key to our strategy.

Cenotes as Biocultural Patrimony

Since at least 1000 BCE, Maya populations have lived
in complex urban settlements across the lowlands of
the Yucatán Peninsula. Some of the more famous archaeological sites in the north include the ancient city
of Chichén Itzá that reached its height as a major polity
between 950 and 1100 CE, ancient T’ho (whose ruins
underlie the state capital of Mérida), and the Postclassic Period (1200–late 15th century) city of Mayapán.
Smaller cities, such as Tulum on the eastern Caribbean
coast, were ports of trade in ancient times and are today
major tourist destinations. These ancient cities depended

Figure 1. Cenote Yax Ek’ in Kaua, Yucatan.

on cenotes as natural springs to provide potable water in
lieu of rivers and instead of the brackish lagoons along
the coast. At the same time, these watery caves were also
celebrated as sacred spaces in the cultural and cosmological landscape.
Strong evidence exists, for example, that the ancient
Maya conceptualized cenotes as places that connected
the realms of sky, earth, and underworld. At this nexus,
supernatural forces and deities could transcend domains
and humans could communicate with these forces. Evidence for these associations comes from the many offerings of precious objects as well as human and animal
sacrifice found in archaeological excavations in cenotes. For example, Chichén Itzá’s large “Sacred Cenote,”
which was described in historic records from the 16th
century as a major pilgrimage site, contains thousands
of high value objects made of jadeite, gold, ceramics,
wood, and textiles, along with human bones, dating back
to at least the 7th century CE (Coggins, 1984;1992). The
urban plan of this ancient city and its massive civic-ceremonial center also was guided by the location of cenotes
that formed the spatial axes along which the community
was organized (Guillermoprieto, 2013).

end of the dry season. One such ritual, referred to as a
Ch’a Cháak (or “rain calling”) ceremony is particularly
important.
For this ritual, a rectangular altar is set up with specific
offerings of sacred materials and prepared foods. Certain
trees, small plants, and objects associated with cenotes
are placed on the altar as the embodiments of powers of
the natural world. At each of the four corners of the altar,
four young boys croak, playing the role of supernatural
“frogs” in order to call the rain forth from cenotes to the
sky and back to earth. This ceremony resembles what
we understand from the prehispanic codices in which
cenotes—rather than altars—served as the center of the
ritual. Frogs and deities are pictured surrounding the cenote and connected to particular dates within the ritual
calendar.

The earliest Maya codices—books written in the centuries before the Spanish invasion of Yucatán—also provide us with glimpses into the Indigenous worldview
surrounding cenotes. These painted books, only four
of which escaped the bonfires of Spanish missionaries,
show cenotes with patron deities associated with water,
rain, and fertility— including the rain god Cháak. As
anthropologists Christine Hernández and Gabrielle Vail
(2013, 14) have demonstrated, cenotes appear frequently
in these ancient Maya almanacs because they were associated with agricultural abundance, places of origin and
creation, powerful animals like serpents, and rain as a
source of sustenance and life (2013, 38).

Traditional Maya knowledge and cosmovision, like the
2 million or more people who now live in southeastern
Mexico, have changed significantly over the centuries,
but these examples show us that cenote ecosystems continue to be a complex interweaving of natural and cultural resources—at once essential sources of biodiversity,
community history, and cultural identity. These sinkholes
are irreplaceable elements of Yucatec Maya biocultural
patrimony—a term that refers to their simultaneous biological, ecological, cultural, and historical significance
for Indigenous people who have lived in this landscape
for millennia. These biocultural resources, however, are
increasingly threatened on a number of fronts that include both environmental degradation and a lack of interest (or perceived inability to implement conservation)
at the community level (Figure 2). The latter may be the
result of on-going distancing of young Yucatecos from
traditional knowledge emphasizing the cultural value of
cenotes and the interconnectedness of people and nature
(López-Maldonado and Berkes, 2017, 15).

Today, Yucatec Maya people occupy the same landscape
and many speak the ancestral language. Some people
also practice traditional religious traditions blended with
those of Catholicism, especially in relation to agriculture and rain. Cenotes continue to be an important part
of these rituals and these features often loom large in
traditional stories associated with community origins.
Anthropologist Bruce Love (2012) has extensively documented traditional Maya religious practices aimed at
bringing water and ensuring agricultural fertility at the

As archaeologists and art historians, we have observed
that in Mexico, as elsewhere in Latin America, the Indigenous past and perceptions of cultural heritage are
entangled with identity politics, nationalism, and economic development in complicated ways that can result
in a form of heritage alienation for some communities
(McAnany and Parks, 2012). This is an ideological distancing between the archaeological past and Indigenous
present, between ancestors and descendants, caused by
centuries of reframing heritage discourse in terms of a
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unifying national narrative of racial and ethnic identity
that overlays the significant cultural diversity of these
countries (Clark and Anderson, 2015, 2).
One of the legacies of colonialism and, later, nationalism
is that people who speak Mayan languages today do not
always identify as descendants of the people who built
the ancient temples and palaces featured at the profitable cultural tourism attractions nearby (Arden, 2004;
McAnany, 2016, 71). Local knowledge about natural and
cultural patrimony—and the connections between these
and the current inhabitants of the landscape and scientific ways of knowing—are often left out of the story in
educational curricula. Likewise, cultural anthropologists
conducting ethnographic studies of local beliefs and values associated with cenotes have documented a decline,
or at least lack of consensus, in speaking about cenotes as sacred or protected by “guardians,” or spiritually
powerful animals, humans, or deities (López-Maldonado
and Berkes, 2017, 12–15).

Current Challenges and the PACECCY
Project

Among the conservation challenges affecting the Yucatán Peninsula aquifer are industrial farming, pesticide
pollution, waste contamination, climate change, and
unsustainable tourism development. Environmental impact studies have shown that there is a correlation between the location of large, industrial pig farms and the
hydrogeological units at risk for aquifer contamination
through the water table (López-Maldonado and Berkes,
2017). In more rural areas, cenotes and the aquifer are
at risk of pollution from run-off from agricultural fields
where pesticides are utilized. Based on our initial observations this year, many cenotes located in both small villages and cities have become dumping grounds for trash,
including empty pesticide bottles and lithium batteries.
In some localities, domestic wastewater is routed directly into cenotes that are no longer used (or perceived not
to be used) for freshwater (this was also observed during
the initial phases of our project).
As the resident population continues to rise in the Yucatán Peninsula, both permanently and seasonally with
the influx of tourists, the aquifer is further strained to
provide sufficient tap water. The increase in extreme
weather events that impact the region due to global climate change—whether droughts or hurricanes—also
pose a significant threat to the delicate balance between
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Figure 2. Trash in Cenote Yax Ek’, Kaua,
Yucatan.
freshwater and saltwater above and below the halocline
layer of the aquifer. Coastal storm surges also increase
the likelihood of chemical contaminants entering the
groundwater, creating additional stress on this vital resource.
Furthermore, the increasingly important role that cenotes
are playing in cultural tourism development in the region
is a double-edged sword. On the one hand, tourist interest in visiting and swimming in cenotes has provided
strong impetus for cleaning them up, passing legislation
to protect and manage them through state agencies, and
generating employment opportunities for communities.
On the other hand, this also results in more cenotes being purchased by private individuals and corporations,
reduction in access for local people, and destructive alteration of the physical structure of the cave or cenote
to accommodate tourism infrastructure or change visual
aesthetics. Cenote ecosystems have also been negatively
impacted by the chemicals visitors wear into the water
and the materials they leave behind.
Mitigating these threats requires both top-down policy
changes and grassroots, community-driven initiatives. In
2018 InHerit began a cultural heritage education initiative called Cultural Heritage, Ecology, and Conservation of Yucatec Cenotes, known by its Spanish acronym
PACECCY, in order to increase community interest and
engagement with cenotes and water conservation at the
local level, building on Indigenous knowledge and cultural appreciation to strengthen educational intervention
through participatory science, history, and art. We agree
with López-Maldonado and Berkes (2017, 11) that conservation efforts that build on traditional cultural values
and intergenerational bridging of youth with elders and
teachers will lead to more sustainable positive outcomes.
Our objectives were to collaborate with middle school

teachers in nine Yucatec Maya communities to create
innovative, experiential education curriculum materials
designed to raise awareness of the ecological and cultural importance and vulnerability of cenotes, including
their role in Maya history and literature.
This methodology involves a form of braiding knowledge, an approach advocated by archaeologist Sonya
Atalay (n.d.; 2012) that interweaves scientific research
and methods with local knowledge and experience, in
this case to work synergistically toward shared goals
of resource protection and management. Drawing upon
the multiple complementary elements of Indigenous
and Western knowledge systems, this approach gives
Indigenous communities agency to interpret, monitor,
and conserve sinkhole ecosystems. An equally important
outcome we sought through this program with teachers and students was “repatrimonialization,” in which
people reconnect with their local cenotes as part of their
biocultural heritage, that is integral to their communities
and their stories—past, present, and future.

Project Methods and Results

In both collaborative archaeology and this multi-component educational and environmental conservation project, we incorporate methods from CBPR that emphasize
breaking down colonial power structures when it comes
to exploring and assigning meaning to the past. This process encourages dialogue and engagement between different participants at discrete stages of the investigation,
creating points of intersection for bi-directional knowledge exchange (McAnany, 2016, 132). A communitybased cultural heritage project brings descendent communities’ voices into the process at the level of research
design—from decisions about what research questions
and interpretative strategies to pursue to the methodological approaches and kinds of evidence used to address these questions. This framework has guided our
approach with the PACECCY project.
PACECCY is especially focused on creating experiential
learning opportunities through the study of oral history
and folklore, science and safety, and the archaeology and
heritage of cenotes. PACECCY is a collaborative effort
among Inherit, Universidad de Oriente (UNO) in Valladolid, Yucatán, and the communities and secondary
schools of Tixhualactún, Kaua, Yalcobá, Tikuch, Calotmul, Tahcabo, Cuncunul, Xocen, and Hunukú. Altogether, the team is composed of archaeologists, oral histo-

rians, archivists, art historians, middle school educators
and directors, and university and middle school students.
We chose the nine schools selected for the PACECCY
project based on the presence of a cenote in each community, proximity to Valladolid where UNO is located,
and interest in participating on the part of the community (Figure 3). Early in the project, we worked with 1–2
teachers and the director (principal) from each school to
gauge students’ existing knowledge and interest in cenotes. We then collaborated with community teachers and
directors to create and implement curriculum resources,
informed not only by academic and scientific experts,
but also by the interests of the students. After one round
of in-school implementation, we designed workbooks
that incorporate many of the activities we created and
the teachers implemented in 2018, as well as background
information on cenotes. These processes are discussed
more fully below.
Following Atalay’s (2012, 3) central tenant to “value
information and ways of knowing contributed from diverse knowledge systems,” our methods focused on creating sustainable and equal partnerships between communities and outside scholars that were steered by the
communities and what mattered to them.
With these goals in mind, our team organized the overall
project into these six stages:
1. A planning stage through March of 2018 during
which time which we created an advisory board
of teachers and directors from participating
communities.
2. A pre-project assessment stage using surveys and
photovoice in a sample of schools to understand
students’ perspectives on community cenotes.

Figure 3. The edge of a centrally located
cenote in Cuncunul, Yucatan.
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3. A workshop stage in which three professional
development events—designed and carried out
for teachers and university students—took place
and were based on topics related to cenotes as
biocultural resources.
4. A stage during which we worked with teachers
and researchers to design experiential education
activities related to cenotes and the topics
discussed in the educator workshops. This was
followed by the implementation of those activities
in participating schools.
5. A post-implementation stage during which time
we designed assessment surveys and concluded
activities in the schools.
6. A writing stage to create and publish workbooks
containing background, teaching modules, and
experiential education activities related to cenotes.
Each of these stages allowed for the interchange of ideas
and practices among project participants. They also offered opportunities for the project team to obtain ideas
from middle school students both before and after experiential learning activities were implemented. Such
information was invaluable throughout the course of our
time in the schools, as well as during the creation of the
workbooks. In the following sections, we discuss a selection of these stages more fully.
Planning, Photovoice, and Pre-Project Assessment
Planning for PACECCY began in January 2018 and was
initially guided by InHerit staff at the University of North
Carolina, as well as by faculty and students from the Universidad de Oriente in Valladolid, Yucatán. Dr. Patricia
A. McAnany, Kenan Eminent professor of anthropology
at the University of North Carolina, served as Principal
Investigator for the project with Dr. Dylan Clark, InHerit
Program Director, serving as one of the project’s co-coordinators. The project’s Mexico-based coordinator was
archaeologist Dr. Iván Batún Alpuche who led the project from the Universidad de Oriente (UNO). Dr. Khristin Landry Montes, assistant professor of art history at
Cornell College, served as Project Facilitator and was a
key on-the-ground connection with Batún, bridging the
Yucatán- and U.S.-based teams. The Project Facilitator
also developed connections with school teachers and directors in Yucatán and coordinated the implementation
of experiential learning in the schools.
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Nine undergraduate public administration student ambassadors were selected as student ambassadors from UNO
for this project. Several of these students speak Mayan in
addition to Spanish and English and all grew up in eastern
Yucatan. They served as points of contact and facilitated
ongoing communication with communities’ teachers and
staff. Each of the UNO ambassadors worked with one of
the nine community schools. Their roles were to facilitate
conversation between teachers and the rest of the PACECCY team, to help support the implementation of activities
in the schools, and to attend and aid in the teachers’ workshops (Figure 4). These students also helped with translation from Yucatec Mayan to Spanish, as well as from
Spanish to English. As young adults from Yucatán, several
of whom are Maya themselves, the most important and
overarching role of the UNO ambassadors was to support
and carry forward the energy of the project into the future.
Prior to the first professional development workshop,
project staff and teachers serving on our advisory board
collaborated to design survey questions for students in
order to gauge their baseline knowledge of cenotes, the
aquifer system, and what these biocultural resources
meant to them and their communities. This was an important component of the pre-project assessment that guided
subsequent components. For some survey questions, students were also asked to draw what they knew or thought
about cenotes. These surveys were given to students with
instructions that we wanted to see what they knew about
the cenotes in their own communities and what they wanted to learn more about. In addition to the survey, we employed an assessment technique from CBPR called photovoice in four of the nine communities.

Figure 4. UNO Ambassador Yaremi Tuz May
leading a water quality testing activity with
students in Cuncunul, Yucatan.

Photovoice involves distributing cameras to members of
the community—in our case middle school students—
and asking them to take pictures of their cenote(s). Students then reconvened and discussed their photographs
as a group. A major strength of this technique is that it
gives agency to community members to explore localized strengths and concerns, while also promoting dialogue between the various project participants. Beyond
our own project, photovoice has been used successfully
in other applied anthropology projects (Dedrick, 2018),
as well as in public health research (Wang and Burris,
1997; Thelen and Morgan, 2015).

about. The image-based activities, including the survey
drawings and photovoice images, showed us what students were focusing on in relationship to their community cenotes and what they viewed as important. Many
of the photos that were taken, for example, were of trash
in and around the cenotes. From these photos and the
discussions that followed, we found that contamination
and pollution were of central concern to students. From
the many images of stalactites and stalagmites, as well as
plants and animals, it also was clear that students were
interested in geology and cenotes as ecosystems filled
with life.

In our photovoice activities, students, together with project staff and their teachers, traveled to the cenote nearest
the community to take pictures (Figure 5). Students were
given digital cameras and instructed to take photos of
anything they wanted, as long as photos could be linked
thematically to a cenote. After the first photo sessions,
we downloaded the pictures into computers and printed the photos for the discussion session that followed.
Then, in the first photovoice discussion session, students
were provided with their printed photographs and asked
to select two photos to write about and discuss. They had
roughly 8–10 minutes to write freely and then they presented their photographs with their written thoughts to
the rest of the group. They were asked what had inspired
them to photo-document a particular aspect of a cenote
in the manner they did.

Surveys echoed these interests, and students often wrote
about wanting to know more about cenote formation, the
kinds of plants and animals that live inside cenotes, how
cenotes related to stories they had heard and how cenotes figured into their Maya ancestral past. Importantly,
this activity re-ignited students’ interest in traditional
knowledge related to the oral history of cenotes before
any classroom curriculum materials were even fully

Researchers then engaged with students by asking openended questions to facilitate discussion of photographs.
We found that certain themes naturally came to the forefront during these discussions and so—together with the
students—we identified specific areas of focus for the
next photo session that emphasized these themes of interest. We then went back to the cenote for Photo Session
#2. For this session, students were asked to focus their
attention and their cameras on the themes we identified
in the discussion of photographs in the previous session.
After this photo session was completed, we followed a
similar process to Photo Session #1 and met students for
a second and final discussion session in order to share
the photos that were produced from the second photo
session.
Both surveys and photovoice activities allowed our team
and teachers to understand what students already knew
about cenotes and also what they wanted to know more

Figure 5. Students from Yalcoba, Yucatan
taking pictures of their cenote for photovoice.
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designed, bringing local cultural knowledge and ethnographic approaches directly into the planning phase of
the project.
Moreover, this activity also served to bridge different
generations within the same community, as students
were more motivated to speak with elders and to compare diverse explanations for the hydrology and plant
life of cenotes. Surveys and photovoice also served to
reshape the direction of educator workshops and the
curriculum materials we designed with an eye to the interests and viewpoints of young community members.
Some of the topics that resonated most with students
became central themes around which we built the educator workshops, especially oral history and traditions,
chemistry, plant and animal biology, and ancient Maya
painted manuscripts, or codices.
Advisory Board Meetings and Teachers’ Workshops
During and after photovoice activities, the community
advisory board, consisting of the project staff, school
directors and 1-2 teachers from each school, met to discuss project assessment and plans for the next stages.
Together, with the results from student surveys and
photovoice in mind, the advisory board helped design
three educational and interactive workshops for teachers and student ambassadors that would take place at
UNO. Each of these capacity-building workshops were
designed around broad topics with specific curriculum
and themes. The overall goal of the workshops was to
bring teachers and researchers together to share knowledge and generate curriculum activities for students that
were focused on cenote conservation and aligned with
student interests and curiosities. The three workshop
themes included (1) oral history and folklore, (2) science
and safety, and (3) archaeology and heritage of cenotes.
The workshops created transcultural spaces with opportunities for knowledge sharing in multiple directions between university students and researchers and secondary
school teachers. The workshops are more fully described
below.
For Workshop 1: Oral History and Folklore, we incorporated training and use of oral history backpacks that contained voice recorders, notebooks and pencils, as well as
flashcards with vocabulary and starter questions to aid
students in conducting oral histories with members of
their communities (especially as those histories related
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to cenotes). The workshop was led by experts in the
fields of community-driven archives, oral history, and
Maya literature. As a way to encourage Indigenous storytelling and use of the Yucatec Mayan language, flashcards were bilingual in both Yucatec Mayan and Spanish
and included vocabulary for various things associated
with cenotes (animals, plants, rock formations, etc.), as
well as helpful prompts for asking questions in an oral
history interview. At the end of the workshop, teachers
were given two backpacks to take back to their schools
for use during the subsequent implementation phase, as
well as in the future.
For Workshop 2: Science and Safety, teacher training
focused on the geology and biology (flora & fauna) of
cenotes, water conservation and aquifer hydrology, and
the safety and legal protection for cenotes at the state
level. Experts in each of these fields from Yucatán led the
sessions. Also, teachers were introduced to educational
water-quality test kits provided by the NGO EarthEcho
International. Together with two OpenROV submersible
drones, the test kits were used by classes to conduct citizen- science projects involving water quality monitoring
and underwater exploration of their community cenotes.
The final Workshop 3—Archaeology and Heritage—focused on cenotes as important and irreplaceable cultural
resources as well as part of an inherited Maya past. Invited speakers from both Mexico and the U.S. discussed
the archaeology of cenotes, including the significant archaeological finds that have been recovered from them,
as well as their presence and meaning in the ancestral
Maya codices (Figure 6). The workshop also discussed
cenotes as important elements in Maya cosmovision and
as parts of sacred landscapes both in the past and today.
In the spirit of Paolo Freire’s (1970) critical pedagogy,
secondary school teachers and directors discussed both
theoretical and historical perspectives on pedagogical
approaches to biocultural patrimony in Yucatán’s secondary schools today.
Invited guest speakers, each an expert on a given topical area, were invited to attend and lead and/or facilitate
the workshops. Each of the workshops were attended by
teachers, school directors, project staff, and UNO students and encouraged dialogue about mechanisms for
integrating these topics and curriculum resources into
classroom activities. These workshops helped the group
decide which experiential activities would be most use-

oral and literary traditions, and how to conduct oral history interviews. Then, they conducted their own interviews with family members and elders in their communities, using the oral history backpacks. Many students
chose to interview family members with digital voice
recorders about their experiences with local cenotes and
the stories surrounding them. Students reported to their
class about what they discovered through the interview
process. Other classes preferred conducting interviews
as a group. In one case, students interviewed a local
j’men—traditional Maya healer—about his knowledge
of and experiences with a local cenote. The entire class
attended this event. One student asked questions (in the
Yucatec Mayan language) from the oral history flash
cards while another took notes on the conversation. Other students translated the Maya conversation into Spanish as part of their class project.

Figure 6. Teachers working with facsimiles of
the ancient Maya codices in Workshop 3.
ful to implement with middle school students in the subsequent implementation phase.
Implementation
The implementation phase of the project began in late
August of 2018. Teachers and project staff worked together to schedule meetings with classes in order to
undertake experiential learning activities. The learning
activities implemented during this phase were largely
based on the training teachers had received in the three
educator workshops. Teachers worked with the Project
Facilitator Landry-Montes, co-director Batún Alpuche,
and the nine UNO student ambassadors to schedule
times and days for students to engage in activities. By
encouraging UNO students to lead activities, we created
an opportunity for local young adults to take the lead
in sharing knowledge and inspiring a new generation of
Maya students. In our work together with middle school
teachers, we facilitated the following programming involving experiential learning that grew from the teachers’ workshops:
Oral History and Folklore Concentration: Students from
each of the nine schools learned about oral history, Maya

Science and Safety Concentration: Students from each
of the nine schools had class periods in which they were
trained in the importance of testing for water quality in
the cenotes. They used EarthEcho and LaMotte educational water quality testing kits to study the water quality
of the cenotes in and near their communities. Specifically, students tested for pH, dissolved oxygen, temperature, and turbidity (Figure 7). As part of this exercise,
students participated in EarthEcho’s online Water Challenge by uploading data from their water quality tests
to the EarthEcho International website and comparing
them with information from students participating in the
same citizen-science activity across the globe. In some
cases, and if safety permitted, students were also able
to submerge and drive underwater drones that were obtained for our project from OpenROV. The drones took
video, as well as depth and temperature readings. The
students could see underwater animals and geomorphic

Figure 7. Students perform water quality tests
from their community cenote in Cuncunul,
Yucatan.
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features inside the cenotes, and participated in recording
and archiving the video along with measures of depth
and temperature. In this manner, students not only obtained and compared water quality data, they also got a
glimpse of what cenotes look like from within, including
the life they contain, and the unfortunate truth that many
also contain trash and other contaminants.
Archaeology and Folklore Concentration: Students from
each of the nine schools also had classes that focused
on the history of cenotes in relation to the cultural traditions of ancestral Maya peoples. We concentrated especially on how cenote imagery and cultural value are
manifested in ancient Maya books and as part of a cosmovision that includes sacred landscapes. For these sessions, students worked with facsimiles of two of the four
existing prehispanic Maya codices—the Dresden Codex
and the Madrid Codex. Students identified images of cenotes and deities related to cenotes in these manuscripts,
and also learned to read simple hieroglyphic structures
and dates. Additionally, students learned about the history of the codices and why cenotes often are depicted
in them. Such curriculum emphasized what the codices
can tell us about how important cenotes were in ancient
Maya religion and the sacred landscapes they occupy
today. As part of their experiential learning activities,
students made their own cenote-focused codices in the
ancient Maya style complete with patron deities, dates,
and names written in Maya hieroglyphs (Figure 8).

Post-Implementation Assessment,
Workbooks, and Conclusions

Post-Implementation Assessment
The implementation stage was completed in mid-December of 2018, at which point our team initiated a
post-project assessment stage. At this point we provided surveys to students to assess what they had learned.
Some questions were open-ended and focused on what
they might do to improve education in their communities about cenote history and conservation. Teachers
also were provided with a questionnaire that requested
feedback and asked them to identify and elaborate on the
general and specific applicability of the themes for their
middle school classes as well as the strengths and weaknesses of the program. This stage allowed us to reflect
on the project once more and think about how programming could be improved to be even more useful and integrated into curricula at a greater number of schools in
the region. The project team and teachers also used this
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time to plan the workbooks that would be created in the
coming months.
The Workbooks
The workbooks created from this project are organized
around the experiential learning activities that were undertaken throughout the year, as well as new activities
that were inspired by those implemented in the pilot year
of this initiative. The workbook units and their contents
follow the main themes and concentration areas of the
project, including: Geology and Hydrology, Oral Histories, Plants and Animals, the Maya Codices, Traditions
and Sacred Landscapes, Archaeology and Biocultural
Patrimony, and Caring for our Cenotes. Each unit includes background information on the topic, along with
relevant lesson plans for the experiential learning activities that students took part in during implementation.
Additional resources and ways to order more supplies
(e.g., water quality test kits) are given at the end of each
chapter.

Conclusions

We found that the steps and processes laid out above created a multifaceted context around which different members of our team—from students to teachers to university
affiliates—could intertwine their knowledge and experiences together through the common goal of energizing
secondary school students to be thoughtful and proactive
stewards for their communities’ cenotes. Initial planning
between faculty and staff from InHerit and faculty and
students at UNO provided opportunities for community
collaboration early on in the process. Teacher workshops
and advisory board meetings involving middle school
teachers, as well as field experts, allowed us to create environments for capacity building and new opportunities
for everyone involved to be active leaders and contributors in shaping an educational approach to sustainable
conservation.
These workshops and meetings, as well as active engagement in the classroom during the implementation phase,
provided the chance to incorporate different kinds of information and ways of knowing. Much of the educational content produced was community driven and shaped
by the students themselves. For example, early surveys
and the use of photovoice allowed us to obtain, in both
written and visual form, the perspectives of Maya youth
on cenotes. These perspectives guided much of the organization and selection of activities that followed. Simi-

with local biocultural resources and cenotes as important
elements of Maya sacred landscapes.
Ultimately, we believe the project promotes interconnectivity. It recognizes multivocality, while simultaneously the intentionality of collaborators in selecting the
strands—data, methods, and epistemologies—that they
work to weave together. Through InHerit we strive to
promote conversations that support a paradigm shift in
academia toward community-based participatory research as a way of transforming and decolonizing the
social sciences in order to make the results more applicable to addressing the needs of the communities—in this
case, conservation of the aquifer and cenotes. We anticipate that the Cultural Heritage, Ecology, and Conservation of Yucatec Cenotes project will serve as a model for
future cultural heritage education projects aimed at supporting and mobilizing indigenous heritage for positive
and sustainable change.
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Abstract

Karst aquifer spring habitats around the world support a
diversity of specially-adapted, unusual, or rare aquatic
flora and fauna. Temperature is one of the most appealing attributes of spring habitats because the consistent
groundwater flow associated with springs maintains more
constant temperatures than surface flows susceptible to
seasonal and diurnal fluxes. Karst aquifers commonly
have specific point-source discharge from fractures causing more abrupt changes in local water conditions compared to discharge from granular sand aquifers. Mapping
the temperature distribution associated with karst spring
discharge can help delineate the most important habitat
areas associated with spring-dependent organisms. The
downtown spring complex in the Northern Segment of the
Edwards Balcones Fault Zone aquifer in central Texas is
home to several spring-dependent organisms including an
endemic salamander, Eurycea chisolmensis, that is federally listed as “threatened”. Temperatures were measured
with a Solinst TLC meter and with a hand-held infrared
camera. The Solinst TLC meter measured temperature
rapidly and the FLIR infrared camera provided dramatic
visual images while documenting dynamics associated
with spring discharge temperatures. The temperature data
were comparable to specific conductance data indicating
that temperature could be used to map areas of basic water
chemistry changes in local systems. Aquatic plant assemblages correlated well with the areas delineated by temperature gradients. Overall, temperatures in Salado Creek
and the associated spring orifices of the downtown spring
complex showed a relationship between temperature and
preferred habitat for spring organisms. The results indicated that temperature was an effective parameter to use in
spring habitat studies due to its high importance to spring
dependent organisms, low cost, and ease of collection.

Introduction

The Northern Segment of the Edwards Balcones Fault
Zone (BFZ) aquifer is a valued water resource due to its
high capacity to transmit water and its rapid recharge.
The latter characteristic is due to thin soils over fractured

bedrock. The former characteristic of high capacity is related to the widening of fractures resulting from dissolution of the carbonate rocks along major flow paths. The
same dissolution process also produces karst features
such as caves and sinkholes. The large openings characteristic of karst also allows a variety of aquatic organisms including isopods, gastropods, and salamanders to
live in portions of the aquifer. Opportunistic organisms
can enter the aquifer through the large openings and take
advantage of the nearly constant groundwater temperature insulated from climatic extremes. Such is the case
of the federally threatened Salado salamander Eurycea
chisolmensis. The Salado salamander occurs in several
places within the Salado Creek basin and may occur outside the basin (Devitt et al., 2019). The most important
task in preserving the threatened Salado Salamander is
maintaining spring flow as water demands in the aquifer
increase. The Clearwater Underground Water Conservation District currently manages the Edwards aquifer in
Bell County and has approved a Desired Future Condition of 0.05 m3/s minimal spring flow in the downtown
area. The second concern for the salamander is maintaining its critical habitat. A major component of the critical habitat is suitable water temperatures. Bowles et al.
(2006) found salamander densities were negatively correlated with the standard deviation of water temperature
for the nearby Jollyville Plateau salamander (Eurycea
tonkawae) which also occurs in the northern segment
of the Edwards Balcones Fault Zone aquifer. This study
focuses on water temperature associated with Big Boiling (Brune, 1981) and Side (Wong, 2015) springs in the
downtown Salado spring complex (Figures 1 and 2). Salado Salamanders have been found in the spring runs of
discharging springs and using temperature to map habitat provides an example of how temperature measurements can aid in understanding habitat location.

Setting

Salado Creek is a shallow perennial stream approximately 5–10 meters wide flowing primarily on limestone
bedrock of the Edwards formation with limestone gravel
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alluvium along its floodplain. Moderate baseflow of 0.2–
0.6 m3/s is the norm in the downtown Salado area but
flash floods are common (Williams CR, 2013). The shallow nature of the stream results in seasonal temperature
fluctuations, but major spring discharge points mitigate
water temperatures in certain areas. Salamander habitat
begins in the stable groundwater temperatures at spring
discharge points and extends until surface exposure
significantly changes the temperature or surface water
mixes with the groundwater and changes the temperature through dilution.
The groundwater/stream interaction generally behaves
in a more laminar than turbulent fashion even though the

flow is technically turbulent in the stream. Groundwater
hugs the near bank for some distance downstream, extending the thermally stable range in the channel. This
potential habitat exhibits vegetation that is thought to be
suitable for the salamander and can be mapped using a
temperature/specific conductance probe.

Methods

Cross Sections
Temperatures were measured in the spring orifices as an
endpoint for aquifer groundwater temperature and then
across the widths of Salado Creek at regular intervals
for three cross sections to use as interpretive profiles.
Data were collected in the spring (April) and the sum-

Figure 1. Map of the study setting showing key locations. The study is focused on Big Boiling
and Side springs in the downtown Salado spring complex. The spring complex is located in the
Northern Segment of the Edwards Balcones Fault Zone aquifer.
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The three cross-sections were located in Salado Creek
(Figure 2): within the spring flow of Big Boiling Spring
(cross section one), in Salado Creek upstream of the confluence of Big Boiling Spring (cross section two), and in
Salado Creek downstream of the confluence of Big Boiling Spring (cross section three).

Figure 2. Diagram of Salado Creek showing
key features. Cross-section locations are
indicated by the red lines and labelled 1,
2, and 3.The green areas represent aquatic
vegetation; primarily watercress.
mer (July) to represent a period of minimal temperature
difference and maximum temperature difference.
All three cross-sections were taken perpendicular to flow
direction (Figure 2). The measured parameters included:
depth in feet (ft.), temperature in degrees Celsius (°C),
specific conductance in micro-Siemens (µS/cm), and
flow in feet per second (fps). Measurements were made
across the creek using stadia rod or reel tape laid across
the channel width. Depth was measured using a metal
yard stick. Temperature and specific conductance were
measured using a Solinst TLC meter (Solinst Model 107
TLC Meter; Solinst Canada Ltd., Georgetown, Ontario).
Flow was measured using a Global Water flow meter
(Global Water Instrumentation, College Station, Texas)
or SonTek Flowtracker (SonTek, San Diego, California),
and the discharge for each cross section was determined
using the following equations:
				
where
		
			

(1.1)
(1.2)

where Q is the total discharge for a given cross section
and is equal to the sum of each of the partial discharges
(qx) in cubic feet per second (cfs), vx is the measured
flow velocity in feet per second (fps) at interval x, dx is
the measured depth in feet, and wx is the width of interval x in feet (equations modified from Michaud, 1991).
The specific conductance measurements were made in
the natural water environment without the use of a stilling
well or container, and without filtering the water. The water was very clear (spring flow and base flow conditions)
but was flowing briskly except near the stream banks.

Imagery
A FLIR E5 infrared camera was also used to document
temperature patterns at the GW/SW interface. The camera was hand-held and the settings that did not vary included the emissivity (0.95) and the reflected temperature (20°C). Distance was set to 33 feet as a default value
but was changed when appropriate and either measured
or estimated to give the best apparent results. Although
the lock mode for the temperature scale was used on occasion the auto setting was used as the default because
it provided the greatest contrast. The Hot Spot or Cold
Spot settings were used for direct temperature readings
from the hand-held camera. The camera was set to take
a digital photo and a thermal image simultaneously. The
thermal image used the rainbow color pattern and the
Thermal MSX image mode.

Results

Cross Sections
Cross-section one is characterized by unusual consistency in temperature and specific conductance (Figure 3). Steady depth and temperature values are understandable for spring flow in the landscaped, un-shaded
nature of the Big Boiling Spring pool and channel
due to the discharge volume and its regional nature.
Luhmann et al. (2011) found the temperature patterns
in karst springs in southeastern Minnesota may vary
depending upon the characteristics of the flow systems. The data from Big Boiling Spring exhibits the
characteristics of a thermally effective temperature
pattern (Luhmann et al., 2011) The slight changes in
specific conductance may be the result of variability
in flow velocities that could affect the reading. Similar
specific conductance values suggest a single source
of water; in this setting it is groundwater discharging from Big Boiling Spring. Furthermore, specific
conductance values are similar to those measured at
the Stagecoach Inn Cave, located to the south and upgradient with regard to groundwater flow. The similar
specific conductance values suggest that Big Boiling
Spring and the Stagecoach Inn Cave are part of the
same groundwater system.
16TH SINKHOLE CONFERENCE
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stream is partly responsible for increased temperatures
and lower specific conductance.

Figure 3. Temperature and specific
conductance data for cross sections 1–3 at
two time periods. Note the consistency of the
Big Boiling Spring temperatures and specific
conductance, and the effect of the spring
water on the downstream temperatures and
conductivity in the creek. The cross section is
oriented looking upstream and left to right is
south to north.
Cross-section two is located in the natural channel of
Salado Creek. The cross-section is consistently shallow,
with warm water in July that is characterized by lower
specific conductance than cross-section one. Temperature and specific conductance values were again fairly
consistent across the section. The variation in temperature and specific conductance near the north bank (feet
18–23) are the result of very shallow, muddy conditions.
Higher July temperature and lower specific conductance
values than those measured at cross-section 1 suggest
that flow in Salado Creek upstream of Big Boiling Spring
is dominated by streamflow rather than any nearby direct
groundwater discharge. Although flow in Salado Creek
during these observations was dominated by baseflow
from groundwater, a low-water dam immediately up-
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Cross-section three is located in the natural channel of
Salado Creek, downstream of the confluence with Big
Boiling Spring. Temperature and specific conductance
values at this location show more variability than crosssections one or two. This is to be expected since crosssection three is below the confluence of the spring and
stream flow. Temperature and specific conductance at
this location are intermediate values of those measured
at cross-sections one and two (Figure 3), suggesting a
mixing of stream water (represented by cross-section
two) and groundwater discharging from Big Boiling
Spring on the south side of the channel (represented by
cross-section one). The July temperature rises and specific conductance decreases from the south to the north
in the middle section as more surface water influences
the total water flow. A probable groundwater discharge
on the north side of the channel at the end of cross-section three is likely responsible for the change in temperature and specific conductance. Similar temperature and
specific conductance values also suggest a groundwater
connection between the two discharge points (that is,
Big Boiling Spring and the north bank discharge point).
Such a connection has been confirmed through dye tracing (Wong SS, 2015).
Imagery
April. A digital photograph of Side Spring discharge
shows a very small delta of sediment, but it is impossible
to discern the groundwater impact on the stream (Figure 4) using the digital photo image. The impact of Side
spring is hypothesized to be small because of the flow
ratio when compared to Salado Creek. Discharge from
Side Spring ranges between 0.05–0.2 m3/s and enters
Salado Creek which normally flows from 10–20 m3/s.
The thermal infrared camera documented the impact of
Side Spring and when compared to the digital photo the
impact appears greater than the area of the small delta
but the warmer water from the spring flows laterally
along the downstream near bank (Figure 4). Side Spring
discharges slightly above the normal water line and Salado Salamanders have been found in the small spring run.
Although no salamanders have been found in the creek
along the bank, there is a potential for habitat based upon
temperature. The temperature measured in the spring
was 21°C while the camera measured a temperature of
21.8°C using the Hot Spot feature of the camera.

Discussion

Using temperature to study groundwater/stream interactions relies on contrasts. Therefore, seasons and diel
conditions are important. The specific conductance data
complimented and supplemented the effects seen by the
temperature data and were helpful when temperature
contrasts were not large. Specific conductance values
were generally greater in the groundwater than the surface water and therefore correlated with the groundwater
temperatures. Bowles et al. (2006) found that densities
of Jollyville Plateau salamanders (Eurycea tonkawae)
were significantly higher where specific conductance of
the water was lower but the lower specific conductance
values in their study were similar to the higher specific conductance values in this study. The Bowles et al.
(2006) study compared springs from developed and un-

Figure 4. Images of Side Spring April 2, 2016,
8:33 a.m. The top image is a digital photo of
Side Spring discharge into Salado Creek and
the bottom image is the thermal image of
Side Spring showing warmer groundwater (red
colors) entering Salado Creek and continuing
downstream along the bank.
August. Images of Side Spring August 10, 2016,
4:57 p.m. taken at a different angle, using a different scale, and using the Cold Spot feature show a
similar, but slightly different pattern than the one
observed in April. The digital photograph of Side
Spring discharge shows a slightly larger delta and a
different bank shape, but it is still impossible to discern the groundwater impact on the stream (Figure
5). Using the digital photo image, the thermal infrared camera documented the impact of Side Spring
which closely mimics the delta in size and shape but
the cooler water from the spring is skewed slightly
downstream (Figure 5). The temperature measured
in the spring was 21°C while the camera measured
a temperature of 23.5°C using the Cold Spot feature
of the camera.

Figure 5. Images of Side Spring August 10, 2016,
4:57 p.m. The top image is a digital photo of
Side Spring discharge into Salado Creek and
the bottom image is the thermal image of
Side Spring showing cooler groundwater (blue
colors) entering Salado Creek and continuing
downstream along the bank.
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developed springsheds while this study compared spring
discharge temperatures and specific conductance values
to the receiving stream values.
Knowing the flow in the spring compared to the flow
in the stream was helpful but not necessary to ascertain
potential habitat locations. Seasonal flooding often removed aquatic vegetation within the habitat areas defined
by temperatures, but the vegetation returned shortly after
the flooding at rates that depended upon magnitude of
the flood scouring and the season.
Whether water is surrounded by vegetation or rock material is important when using the Infrared imagery and
can determine optimum time to collect thermal images
or take stream measurements. Although the camera data
can be used quantitatively it is important to know that
recreational use allows human induced changes and the
flashy nature of the stream results in natural changes to
the spring and stream flow regimes making quantitative
comparisons difficult. Cold temperatures such as near
freezing affected the distances that were practical because the cold air would absorb the heat energy emanating from the warm groundwater more quickly.
The shallow nature of the spring runs and the creek
made a two-dimensional approach to habitat assessment
practical and the use of the FLIR infrared camera more
appropriate. If deeper waters are encountered the FLIR
camera would only sense the surface temperatures and
a more detailed profiling at variable depths may prove
necessary.

Conclusions

Studying the observed relationships among temperature, specific conductance, and thermal imagery can be
helpful in identifying potential habitat for temperature
dependent aquatic organisms. Measurements from temperature and specific conductance cross sections provide
quantitative data that can help delineate potential habitat
for aquatic organisms that prefer constant temperatures.
The use of the thermal imagery is also helpful in understanding some of the temperature dependent habitat dynamics and appear useful in communicating information
for management decisions or strategies.
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Abstract

It is widely claimed that temperature inside a deep karst
cave without significant human influence is similar to local mean atmospheric temperature. To test this hypothesis, we collected temperature data for caves through
China from published documents. The difference between cave temperature and local annual mean temperature (ΔT) were then calculated. Results show that the
ΔT is larger than 2° Celsius for nearly half of the caves.
Among these caves, ΔT is larger for caves from Northern
China than those from southern China. Many of them
have flowing water or subterranean streams. This indicates that flowing water may be one of the influencing
factors of cave temperature. This observation that cave
temperature may excurse from local mean atmospheric
temperature should be considered in paleoclimate reconstruction using cave deposits such as speleothems.

Introduction

Speleothems have been widely used for paleo-climate
and paleo-environment reconstruction due to their precise ages determined by U-Th dating and broad distribution. In Eastern Asian Summer Monsoon (EASM)
dominant area, long term variability of EASM on orbital
scale has been well indicated by oxygen isotope records
of cave stalagmites (Wang et al., 2008; Cheng et al.,
2016). These stalagmites with long and continuous chronology are potential materials for absolute temperature
reconstruction to determine the amplitude of temperature changes on glacial-interglacial cycles. Efforts to reconstruct temperatures using stalagmites have long been
attempted and were determined by newly developed
approaches, e.g. Δ47 (Ghosh et al., 2006) and hydrogen
isotope signals in inclusion water of speleothems (Uemura et al., 2016). In general, speleothem-based tem-

perature reconstruction assumes that cave temperature
is stable throughout the year and is similar to the mean
annual temperature of outside atmosphere. However, our
monitoring data of a cave located in northeastern China
showed that cave air temperature could be significantly
higher than mean annual temperature of outside atmosphere (Wang et al., 2016). This offset is not a special
case. It has been reported in studies of some caves in
Northern China (Cai et al., 2009 & 2011). The objective
of this research is to investigate the extent and magnitude of this offset in Monsoonal China.
In this study, we collected published temperature data of
cave air through the monsoonal China. The difference
(ΔT) between cave temperature and local mean annual
temperature is then calculated. The spatial distribution of
those caves with significant ΔT is analyzed.

Data Source and Analysis

All data used in this study are extracted from published
journal papers, of which most were written in Chinese
with English abstracts. A total of 97 effective datasets
(caves) are finally selected for further analysis (Figure 1).
Each dataset represents one cave with parameters including cave air temperature, mean annual atmospheric
temperature, cave location, length, as well as elevation,
orientation and number of entrances. Whether it has
flowing water is also noted. Due to space limitation, the
original references of these data are not included in this
paper.
The criteria to choose cases of cave air temperature are
(1) The temperature at the site without significant sea16TH SINKHOLE CONFERENCE
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set, negative offset and similar temperatures to the outside atmosphere (Figure 3).
The group with positive offset includes 39 caves, while
negative offset exists in only 6 caves. There are 50 caves
showing no significant difference between cave air tem-

Figure 1. Schematic map showing locations of
caves involved in this study.
sonal variability is adopted in case several sites had been
surveyed in one cave; (2) The mean value is adopted
from long term (seasonal or yearly) monitoring data. For
the mean annual atmospheric temperature, we use the
long term mean temperature calculated with instrumental data from the closest meteorological station.

Results and Classification

Cave air temperature varies from 1℃ to 37℃ with a
mean value of 15.6℃, and outside atmospheric mean
temperature varies from 7.8℃ to 23.5℃. Values of ΔT
vary between –10.2 ℃ and 18.3℃.
The relationship of cave air temperature and outside atmospheric mean temperature is shown in Figure 2. In
general, cave air temperature is positively correlated to
atmospheric mean temperature, except for three special
caves (Figure 2). In two of these caves, there are hot
springs in the cave (Deng et al., 2013), causing much
higher ΔT values. Therefore, we exclude them from further analysis and discussion. For the other cave from
northern China, it exhibited more negative ΔT value
(10.2℃). This cave connects to a narrow doline and is
located at much higher elevation than nearby meteorological station (Meng et al., 2006).
Considering the errors arising from measurements of
cave air temperature and from different distances of
meteorological station to each cave, we define absolute
value of 2℃ as the confidence interval of ΔT. Absolute
values of ΔT larger than 2℃ indicate significant differences, while absolute values of ΔT less than 2℃ mean
insignificant difference or similar temperatures between
cave air and outside atmosphere. With this criterion, all
caves, except for two special caves with hot spring water
pool inside, are classified into three groups, positive off-
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Figure 2. Scatter plot of cave air Temperature
against local atmospheric mean temperature
by difference Temperature (ΔT).

Figure 3. Scatter plot of temperature difference
(ΔT) vs. latitude classified by ΔT (excepting for
two special caves with hot springs).

perature and local atmospheric mean temperature (Figure 4). Totally there are 47% of caves have significant
ΔT, within these, there are many more caves exhibit
positive offset of ΔT than those with negative offset.
Spatial Distribution of ΔT
The ΔT in monsoonal China exhibits clear spatial distribution. Nearly all caves from Northern China show positive offset of cave air temperature versus local long term
mean annual atmospheric temperature (Figures 3 and 5).
The only exception is the cave from Shanxi Province
(Figures 3–5). Its abnormal negative value of ΔT is more
likely due to bias arising from high elevation of the cave
site which is far away from meteorological station. The
zonal boundary of this kind of cave with positive offset
is around 34° in latitude (Figure 3), coinciding with the
QinLing Mountain range, the geographical boundary between northern and southern China.
In contrast, there is no distinct tendency of ΔT in southern China (Figures 3 and 5). Both positive offset and
similar ΔT can be found in caves from southern China. A
few of them show negative offset.
Potential Influencing Factors
There are a number of factors which influence cave climate, e.g. cave location (elevation, latitude and longi-

Figure 5. Schematic map showing locations of
caves whose cave temperatures are similar to
(blue circle), greater than (red triangle), and
lower than (yellow star) local mean annual
atmospheric temperatures.
tude), orientation, number and size of cave entrances,
geothermal gradients. Some of these factors differ from
one cave to the other. Because of the limitation of original
information, it’s difficult to estimate influencing factors
in this study. Furthermore, the special factor that influences ΔT is not the main purpose of this study. It is critical to identify the discrepancy between cave temperature
and local mean annual atmospheric temperature. Indeed,
it is quite interesting that cave air temperature in caves
from northern China is clearly offset from local mean atmospheric temperature. This pattern may indicate a universal phenomenon because there is no significant correlation between ΔT and elevation (Figure 6). Considering
that the climate in monsoonal northern China has more
seasonal variation with cold-dry winter and wet-warm
summer, this positive offset of cave air temperature may
correlate to seasonal climate pattern related to EASM.
It is noticeable that nearly half of caves from northern China have flowing water. We suggest investigate the influence
of subterranean streams on cave energy balance. It should
be noted that data involved in this study are limited both in
sample size and in influencing factors for statistical analysis. Further study should increase sample size and improve
the method to identify this spatial distribution. A case study
may also be necessary to explore its broader impacts.

Conclusions
Figure 4. Pie chart of three groups of caves.
The figures of 50, 39, and 6 correspond to the
number of caves for cave air temperatures
with similar, positive offset and negative offset
to local mean atmospheric temperature.

There are 47% of caves from monsoonal China exhibit
significant difference between cave air temperature and
local long term mean atmospheric temperature. Most of
them have positive offset (41%), while few show negative offset.
16TH SINKHOLE CONFERENCE
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Figure 6. Temperature difference (ΔT) plotted
against elevation above sea level at cave
entrance (excluding two special caves with
hot springs inside).
Positive offset is found for nearly all caves from northern China. This spatial pattern indicates that the behavior
of cave air temperature for caves from northern China
could be a universal phenomenon. It may correlate to
more distinct seasonal climate than those of monsoonal
southern China. This fact should be considered when using speleothems for paleoclimate reconstruction, especially for paleo-temperature estimation. More data and
intensive monitoring, as well as case studies are necessary for further investigations.
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Abstract

During the past several years, an increasing number of
large dairy farms have located, or proposed to locate, in
karst terrain in the Midwestern United States. The large
amounts of manure produced by such dairy farms proves
especially problematic to groundwater in karst terrain.
Controversies have erupted in Minnesota, Illinois, and
Wisconsin, among other states.
In response to the proposed dairies, citizen groups have
filed a number of lawsuits against the dairy operators, the
dairy industry has filed lawsuits against state agencies,
and states have enacted heightened regulations for dairy
operations in karst. The majority of the debates have
centered on state rules and enforcement. However, local
zoning has also been implicated.
The outcomes of these actions have been mixed and have
led to increased uncertainty for the dairy operation and
its neighbors. On the other hand, regulators and courts
have struggled to come up with consistent guidelines to
deal with dairies in karst.
This article reviews the regulation of concentrated animal
operations, and particularly manure management within
such operations, in selected Midwestern states. The commonalities and differences in the regulations are analyzed.
The research finds that regulations focused on karst terrain
vary greatly, ranging from no special rules for karst in a
number of states, to very detailed and complex regulations
in Iowa. Common provisions include vertical separation
requirements for distances between manure facilities and
bedrock in karst, horizontal separation requirements for
surface distances between karst features and manure facilities, and more stringent design and construction requirements for facilities located within karst areas. At least two
states, Iowa and Ohio, require geological studies prior to
locating concentrated animal facilities within karst areas.
The article concludes by suggesting future directions for
state regulation of concentrated animal facilities in karst
areas. Proactive regulation may reduce conflicts between
citizens and animal facility operators in the future.

Introduction

Controversy surrounding the location of concentrated
animal operations, particularly large dairies, in karst areas in the Midwestern United States has increased significantly in recent years. These operations produce large
amounts of manure. While manure management for
these facilities presents challenges everywhere, the challenges prove even more important in karst areas. Karst
terrain is more vulnerable to groundwater contamination
and citizens have objected to these facilities for that reason, among others (See, e.g., Panno et al., 1996).
This controversy has resulted in lawsuits among state
agencies, citizens opposed to the operations and the
owners and operators of concentrated animal facilities.
Some of the disputes revolve around whether more stringent rules should apply in karst areas, or, more basically,
whether the area in question is a karst area. The disputes
raise multiple issues, including the question of how states
are regulating location of concentrated animal facilities
in karst areas differently than location in other areas. If
states treat location of concentrated animal facilities in
karst areas differently, what approaches are taken?
This article first reviews the distinctions in regulation
of concentrated animal facilities and their consequent
manure management structures in Illinois, Iowa, Minnesota, and Ohio. The regulations in each state that apply
particularly to karst areas are summarized. The author
then compares the provisions in the four states, looking
for commonalities and differences.
Finally, the article concludes with recommendations
for regulation of location of concentrated animal facilities in karst areas.

State Regulations

Many states regulate concentrated animal operations,
including large dairies. Regulations include permitting
requirements, locational restrictions, and design and
construction standards. Although disputes focused on location of such facilities in karst areas abound, no literature examines state regulations specifically aimed at con16TH SINKHOLE CONFERENCE
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centrated animal facilities in karst areas. Attempting to
partially fill this gap in the literature, this research began
by searching comprehensive legal databases Westlaw
and LexisNexis for state laws and regulations imposing
different rules on concentrated animal facilities located
in karst areas as opposed to general regulation of these
facilities. The search terms sought to identify regulations
including “animal” and “karst or sinkhole”, as well as a
combination of these terms, including “manure”.
The results of the search identified no rules or regulations in many states. In other states, only very limited
regulations, generally imposing setbacks between the
concentrated animal facilities and/or manure storage facilities associated with those facilities and karst features.
Four states stood out in the search as including more
robust regulation of concentrated animal facilities and
their manure in karst areas: Illinois, Iowa, Minnesota,
and Ohio. The regulations in those states were identified,
examined and summarized.
Illinois
Illinois regulates manure management under the Illinois
Department of Agriculture. Waste handling facilities for
large livestock operations are covered. 510 Ill. Compiled Statutes 77/13 provides construction standards for
livestock waste handling facilities (other than earthern
livestock waste lagoons). All livestock waste handling
facilities constructed of concrete must meet the strength
and load factors set forth in the Midwest Plan Service’s
Concrete Manure Storage Handbook (MWPS-36) and
any future updates. Other general requirements refer to
waterstops, waste storage volume and protection from
precipitation (510 Ill. Compiled Statutes 77/13(a)(1)). In
addition, standards are set for prefabricated handling facilities, facilities keeping semi-solid livestock waste and
solid livestock waste, and holding ponds used for the
temporary storage of livestock feedlot run-off (510 Ill.
Compiled Statutes 77/13(a)(2)-(5). The Midwest Plan
Service’s Livestock Waste Facilities Handbook (MWPS18) provides standards in these areas.
Additional construction requirements and siting prohibitions apply to construction in floodplains, in areas where
aquifer material is present within 5 feet of the bottom of
the facility, and karst. The regulations prohibit construction of livestock management facilities and livestock
waste handling facilities in the 100-year floodway of a
100-year floodplain (510 Ill. Compiled Statutes 77/13(b)
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(1)). A non-lagoon livestock waste handling facility
constructed in area where “aquifer material” is present
within 5 feet of the bottom of the facility must be “designed to ensure structural integrity of the containment
structure and to prevent seepage of the stored material to
groundwater” (510 Ill. Compiled Statutes 77/13(b)(3)).
Footings and underlying structure support must be incorporated into the design standards in accordance American Society of Agricultural Engineers (ASAE) EP393.3
Dec1998 (R2018) Manure Storages (Ibid). “Aquifer material” includes “fractured carbonate that is ten feet or
more in thickness” (8 Ill. Admin. Code 900.103).
Construction of non-lagoon livestock waste handling facilities in karst areas must meet the design standards in
ASAE EP393.3 Dec1998 (R2018) to prevent seepage of
the stored material into groundwater (510 Ill. Compiled
Statutes 77/13(b)(2)). Owners and operators should consult with the soil and water conservation district, the
University of Illinois Cooperative Extension Service,
or other resources to determine whether the proposed
location consists of a karst area. (Ibid). In addition, no
such facilities may be constructed within 400 feet “of
any natural depression in a karst area formed as a result
of subsurface removal of soil or rock materials that has
caused the formation of a collapse feature that exhibits
internal drainage” (Ibid). The USGS 7.5 minute quadrangle topographic map or Department of Agriculture
field determination shall indicate whether such a natural
depression exists (Ibid).
Iowa
Iowa regulates the management of manure from large
livestock facilities under the Animal Agriculture Compliance Act, Iowa Code Ann. §§ 459.101, et seq.; the
Animal Agriculture Compliance Act for Open Feedlot
Operations and Animal Truck Waste Facilities Act, Iowa
Code Ann. §§ 459A.101, et seq.; and the Animal Agriculture Compliance Act for Dry Bedded Confinement
Feeding Operations, Iowa Code Ann. §§ 459.102, et seq.
Prior to constructing, expanding, or modifying a confinement feeding operation structure, information must
be submitted and a permit acquired (Iowa Admin. Code
567-65.9(459, 459A)). The information must include
whether the proposed location is in karst terrain (Iowa
Admin. Code 567- 65.9(459, 459A)(1)q.). If the location
lies within karst terrain, a soils exploration study must be
included unless a qualified Illinois Department of Agriculture staff member states that a soils exploration study

is not needed (Ibid). A printed map that clearly shows
the location of each structure must be included in any
case, and the soils exploration study must be included
if the site lies on karst terrain (Iowa Admin. Code 56765.9(459, 459A)(5)).

tance exists between the bottom of the structure and the
underlying limestone, dolomite, or other soluble rock
(Iowa Code Ann. § 459.308(3)). However, the regulations flatly prohibit these structures in karst terrain (Iowa
Admin. Code 567- 65.15(459, 459A)(8)a.).

“Formed manure storage structures” refer to “a covered or uncovered impoundment used to store manure
from an animal feeding operation, which has walls and
a floor constructed of concrete, concrete block, wood,
steel, or similar materials” materials (Iowa Code Ann.
§ 459.102(30)). Although formed manure storage structures are allowed in karst terrain, increased standards
for concrete apply (Iowa Admin. Code 567-65.15(459,
459A)(15)c.). In addition, these structures must also
meet the following requirements if storing dry or nondry
manure and located on karst terrain:
• A professional engineer, National Resource
Conservation Service (NRCS) qualified staff
or qualified organization must submit a soil
exploration study based on results from soil
borings or test pits to determine the vertical
separation. A minimum of two soil borings or
test pits is required. After the soil exploration, the
borings and pits must be properly plugged.

Additional requirements apply to stockpiling dry manure
on karst terrain. A vertical separation of at least 5 feet of
low permeability soil or rock must exist between the bottom of the stockpile and the underlying bedrock (Iowa
Code Ann. § 459.311D(1)); (Iowa Admin. Code 56765.2(459, 459A)(10)b.(1)). A professional engineer licensed in Iowa, a Natural Resources Conservation Service
staff or a qualified organized must submit a soil report to
support the application (Iowa Admin. Code 567-65.2(459,
459A)(10)b.(1)). The report must be based on soil borings, test pits or well data that describes the subsurface
material and the vertical separation (Ibid). A minimum of
2 soil borings or test pits, one at each of the stockpile, is
required if acceptable well data are not available (Ibid).
Each soil boring or test pit must be properly plugged and
the plugging documented in the report (Ibid).

•

A minimum 5-foot layer of low permeability
soil or rock between the bottom of the structure
and the bedrock is required if the structure is not
designed by a professional engineer or qualified
NRCS staff member.

•

If the separation distance is less than 5 feet,
the structure must be designed and sealed by a
professional engineer or qualified NRCS staff
member who certifies the structural integrity of
the structure. A 2-foot-thick lawyer of compacted
clay liner material must be constructed beneath
the floor of the structure. However, the regulations
recommend that the structure be above ground if
the vertical separation distance is less than 5 feet.
(Iowa Admin. Code 567-65.15(459, 459A)(15)c.).

“Unformed manure storage structures” are generally
prohibited in karst terrain or an area that drains into a
known sinkhole (Iowa Code Ann. § 459.308(3); Iowa
Admin. Code 567-65.15(459, 459A)(8)a.). “Unformed
manure storage structures” lack walls and a floor made
of concrete, concrete block, wood, steel, or similar materials (Iowa Code Ann. § 459.102(30), (58)). The statute
provides that unformed manure storage structures may
locate in these areas if a 25-foot vertical separation dis-

If dry manure is stockpiled on karst terrain for more
than fifteen consecutive days, a structure with walls and
a floor made of concrete, concrete block, wood, steel or
similar materials; or a qualified stockpile cover must be
used (Iowa Code Ann. § 459.311D(2); (Iowa Admin.
Code 567-65.2(459, 459A)(10)b.(2)). If using a qualified
stockpile cover, however, the stockpile must be located on
reinforced concrete at least 5 inches thick (Ibid). A qualified stockpile cover is a “barrier impermeable to precipitation that is used to protect a stockpile from precipitation”
(Iowa Code Ann. § 459A.102(4), (6), (19), (41)). Dry bedded manure stockpiled on karst terrain or an alluvial aquifer area must comply with the same requirements as dry
manure (Iowa Admin. Code 567-65.2(459, 459A)(11)b.).
An unformed animal truck wash effluent structure may
not be constructed on karst terrain or an area that drains
into a known sinkhole unless a 25-foot vertical separation exists between the bottom of the structure and the
bedrock (Iowa Code Ann. § 459A.404(5)). An unformed
animal truck wash effluent structure “means a covered
or uncovered impoundment used to store” “ a combination of manure, washwater-induced runoff, or other
runoff” coming from “an operation engaged in washing
[vehicles] used to transport animals” (Iowa Code Ann. §
459B.201(1)).
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Construction of a dry bedded confinement feeding operation structure on karst terrain or in an alluvial aquifer area
must contain a vertical separation distance of low permeability soil or rock of at least 5 feet from the bottom of
the floor of the structure and the bedrock material or the
underlying sand and gravel aquifer (Iowa Code Ann. §
459B.201(1); Iowa Admin. Code 567-65.15(459, 459A)
(8)b.(1)). A professional engineer licensed in Iowa, a Natural Resources Conservation Service staff or a qualified
organized must submit a soil report to support the application (Iowa Admin. Code 567-65.15(459, 459A)(8)b.(1)).
The report must be based on soil borings, test pits or well
data that describes the subsurface material and the vertical separation (Ibid). A minimum of 2 soil borings or test
pits, one at each of the stockpile, is required if acceptable well data are not available (Ibid). Each soil boring
or test pit must be properly plugged and the plugging
documented in the report (Ibid). In addition, the structure
must have a floor consisting of reinforced concrete at
least five inches thick (Iowa Code Ann. § 459B.201(2);
Iowa Admin. Code 567- 65.15(459, 459A)(8)b.(2)).
Iowa Admin. Code 567-65.15(459, 459A)(14) provides
further standards for the concrete.
Iowa regulations also require an increased separation distance between manure stockpiles and qualified
stockpile structures and sinkholes of 400 feet for dry
bedded manure and 800 feet for all other stockpiles
and stockpile structures (Iowa Admin. Code 56765.11((459,459B)(8)b.).
Finally, the Iowa Department of Agriculture may “evaluate” any animal feed operation to determine whether (1)
manure from the operation is being discharged to waters
of the state and the operation fails to provide the minimum level of manure control; (2) manure from the operation is causing or can reasonably be expected to cause
pollution of a water of the state; or, (3) manure from the
operation is causing or can reasonably be expected to
cause a violation of state water quality standards. (Iowa
Admin. Code 567-65.5(459, 459A)(1)). The Department
may consider, among other factors, the proximity of the
operation to sensitive areas, including karst terrain (Iowa
Admin. Code 567- 65.5(459, 459A)(2)a.).
Minnesota
Minnesota’s Pollution Control Agency shares authority
with counties with respect to regulating animal feedlots.
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An animal feedlot or manure storage area may not be
constructed within 300 feet of a sinkhole (Minn. Rules
7020.2005, Subpart 1). Counties, however, must forward
to the state for permit issuance and other proceedings
any facility capable of holding 500 or more animal units
or the manure produced by 500 or more animal units
proposing liquid manure storage areas within 1,000 feet
of an open or filled sinkhole, a known cave, a resurgent
spring, a disappearing stream, a karst window or a blind
valley (Minn. Rules 7020.1600, Subpart 4a).
Construction or expansion of a liquid manure storage
area is generally prohibited in areas where geologic
conditions are suitable for sinkhole development and
where four or more sinkholes exist within 1,000 feet of
the proposed site, if the manure storage area possesses
a capacity of more than 250,000 gallons (Minn. Rules
7020.2100, Subpart 2). Likewise, animal feedlots capable of holding fewer than 300 animal units or manure
storage areas capable of holding liquid manure produced
by fewer than 300 animal units may not construct a liquid manure storage area where the distance to bedrock is
less than 5 feet (Ibid). Where the distance to bedrock is
more than 5 feet but less than 20 feet, the manure storage
area must be concrete-lined, above ground, or composite-lined (Ibid).
Animal feedlots in these sinkhole areas that are capable of holding 300 or more, but less than 1,000 animal
units, and manure storage areas capable of holding manure from that number of animal units, generally may
not construct a liquid manure storage area where the distance to bedrock is less than ten feet (Ibid). The manure
area may be constructed where the distance to bedrock
is five feet or more, but less than ten feet, where the
manure storage is (1) aboveground; (2) concrete-lined
with a secondary liner consisting of a synthetic liner,
HDPE liner two foot or greater cohesive soil liner; or,
(3) composite-lined with at least a three-foot compacted
cohesive soil liner under the synthetic liner (Ibid). Where
the separation distance is ten feet or more, but less than
30 feet, the manure storage area must be concrete- lined,
aboveground, or composite-lined (Ibid).
For animal feedlots capable of holding 1,000 or more animal units or manure storage areas capable of holding the
manure produced by that number of animal units, a liquid manure storage area is prohibited where the distance
to bedrock is less than ten feet (Ibid). Where the distance

to bedrock is ten feet or more but less than 15 feet, the
manure storage must be (1) aboveground; (2) concretelined with a secondary liner consisting of a synthetic
liner, HDPE liner, or a two foot or greater cohesive soil
liner; or, composite-lined with at least a three-foot compacted cohesive soil liner under the synthetic liner (Ibid).
Design plans and specifications for liquid manure storage
areas require soils records that identify the soil texture,
depth to regional water table, and depth to the seasonal
high water table (Minn. Rules 7020.2100, Subpart 4). In
areas susceptible to soil collapse or sinkhole formation,
this information must be recorded to at least a depth ten
feet below the bottom of the proposed liquid manure
storage area, or until bedrock is encountered (Ibid). In
addition, in these areas, a map must be produced of the
proposed site, showing the location of all open and filled
sinkholes, depression areas in the landscape, known
caves, resurgent springs, disappearing streams, karst
windows, and blind valleys within one-half mile of the
proposed site location (Ibid).
The owner or operator of an animal feedlot must prepare a manure management plan. The plan must include, among other items, “…a description of protective measures to minimize the risk of surface water
and groundwater contamination when applying manure or process wastewater in…soils with less than
three feet above limestone bedrock…and land within
300 feet of …sinkholes without constructed diversions…” (Minn. Rules 7020.2225, Subpart 4, D(9)).
In addition, manure cannot be applied to land within
50 feet of a sinkhole. (Minn. Rules 7020.2225, Subpart 8). Where manure is applied to land that slopes
towards a sinkhole and is less than 300 feet from the
sinkhole, the manure must be incorporated within 24
hours (Ibid). However, no setback is required where
diversions prevent manure-contaminated runoff from
entering the sinkhole (Ibid).
Short-term manure stockpiles may not be located within 300 feet of flow distance and 50 feet horizontal distance of sinkholes or rock outcroppings (Minn. Rules
7020.2125, Subpart 2). Finally, no animal manure, manure-contaminated runoff, or process water from an animal feedlot may be discharged to a sinkhole, fractured
bedrock, or “other natural or constructed channels that
convey fluids to groundwater” (Minn. Rules 7020.2003,
Subpart 1).

Ohio
Regulation of concentrated animal facilities in Ohio falls
under the purview of the Ohio Department of Agriculture. Specifically, Chapter 903 of the Ohio Code, Ohio
Revised Code §§ 903.01, et seq., addresses the permitting and regulation of concentrated animal feeding facilities, including manure management on such facilities. Operators of concentrated animal feeding facilities
must obtain a permit from the state (Ohio Revised Code
§903.03). The application for a permit must include a
manure management plan that conforms to best management practices (Ohio Revised Code §903.03(C)(3)).
Regulations provide details as to permitting and manure
management. Manure storage or treatment facilities shall
be designed and constructed in accordance with the regulations (Ohio Admin. Code 901:10-2-02). No fabricated structures, manure storage ponds or manure treatment
lagoons may be located in a karst area without groundwater monitoring and engineered controls (Ohio Admin.
Code 901:10-2-02(H)). The groundwater monitoring and
engineered controls must be installed and implemented
as approved by the director of agriculture (Ibid).
Before installation of fabricated structures, a subsurface
geological exploration must be completed (Ohio Admin.
Code 901:10-2-03(A)). For fabricated structures storing
liquid manure, the subsurface geological exploration
must evaluate whether the proposed structure will be located within a karst area (Ohio Admin. Code 901:10-203(A)(2)(g)). Similar subsurface geological explorations
must be completed for manure storage ponds or manure
treatment lagoons (Ohio Admin. Code 901:10-2-03(B)).
These explorations must also determine whether the
storage pond or lagoon will be located within a karst area
(Ohio Admin. Code 901:10-2-03(B)(6)).
The only substantive guidance for design and construction in karst areas applies to manure storage ponds or
manure treatment lagoons located in karst areas (Ohio
Admin. Code 901:10-2-06(A)(10)). Ponds or lagoons
within karst areas must be designed to prevent seepage
of manure to groundwater (Ohio Admin. Code 901:102-02(A)(10)(a)). Any portion of a manure storage pond
or manure treatment lagoon that is located below preconstruction soil levels and located within a karst area
must be utilize a rigid material like concrete or steel or
a properly designed clay or synthetic liner, when appropriate (Ohio Admin. Code 901:10-2-02(A)(10)(b)). The
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findings of the geologic exploration dictate the requirements (Ibid).
Summary of the Four States’ Regulations
The state regulations examined ranged from the extremely detailed and complex requirements in Iowa to
the relatively minimal requirements in Ohio. No conclusions are advanced as to which state regulations are, or
could be, more effective.
However, although Ohio requires a subsurface geological exploration and special design and construction standards, little detail or guidance is provided. Iowa, on the
other hand, includes extremely detailed requirements.
Further research needs to determine whether the requirements are based on sound science and will yield favorable results.
Common regulations in the four examined states include
vertical separation considerations. Illinois, Iowa, and
Minnesota all used these criteria in some respects. All
four state regulations also include more stringent design
and construction requirements for facilities in karst areas. Illinois relies on uniform design and construction
standards, while the other states promulgate specific
standards or give discretion to the permitting body.
As summarized in Table 1, three of the four states (Ohio
being the exception) address horizontal separation (setbacks) between animal and/or manure facilities and karst
features. Two states (Iowa and Ohio) require studies,
while Minnesota and Ohio also require a plan. Minnesota requires soil records, but not a study.

Conclusions and Recommendations

States vary greatly with respect to whether and how special regulations apply to location of concentrated animal
facilities and associated manure facilities in karst areas.
Recent and ongoing debates and controversies suggest
that special requirements may be warranted. In addition,
the public should be involved in the promulgation of
these regulations to provide transparency and increased
likelihood of acceptance.
Many states do not distinguish location of concentrated animal facilities in karst areas from location in
other areas. If karst areas are distinguished, often very
little additional regulation is provided in karst areas.
Illinois, Iowa, Minnesota, and Ohio appear to more ro-
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bustly regulate location of concentrated animal facilities in karst areas. Even amongst these states, however,
the regulation differs greatly, ranging from relatively
minimal regulation in Ohio to detailed and complex
regulation in Iowa. However, these four states generally regulate both vertical and horizontal separation between animal and manure facilities, and karst features.
In addition, more stringent design and construction requirements in karst areas are typical in these four states.
Specific geological investigations and plans also prove
fairly typical.
The four states included in this study represent the most
stringent regulators of concentrated animal facilities and
resulting manure in karst terrain. Many states fail to provide any special requirements in karst areas.
State legislatures and regulators in states with karst areas should study the regulations in these four states and
incorporate some of the regulatory techniques. Iowa and
Minnesota employ a broad range of tools. The particularized requirements in Iowa also provide a model.
Given the heterogeneity of karst areas, studies and plans
that focus on specifics may prove more effective than
uniform regulations. Iowa and Ohio require studies,
while Minnesota requires soil records. The information
from the studies can be used to tailor requirements to
particular sites, which should prove more effective than
general requirements.
Further research is needed to address the effectiveness
of particular regulatory techniques. In addition, Illinois,
Iowa, Minnesota, and Ohio stakeholders should be consulted to determine the effectiveness of their programs.
In the meantime, states with karst regions that presently
fail to provide special protections from groundwater
contamination in karst areas from concentrated animal
facilities should use the four states examined here as
models for regulatory regimes.
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Illinois

Iowa

Minnesota

Vertical
separation
requirements

5 feet minimum;;
or the bottom of
the facility must
be “designed to
ensure structural
integrity of the
containment
structure and to
prevent seepage
of the stored
material to
groundwater”

5-foot layer of
impermeable soil or
rock if not designed
by professional
engineer for some
structures; differing
standards depending
on structure

5 feet, concrete or
composite lining
requirements if less
than 20 feet

More stringent and
construction
requirements

ASAE EP393.3 Dec
1998 (R2018)

Designed by professional engineer unless
vertical separation
requirement met

Concrete or composite liner requirements, depending
upon vertical
separation

Horizontal
separation
requirements

400 feet from certain
karst features

400 feet or 800 feet
from certain karst
features for certain
structures

Short-term manure
stockpiles may not
be located within
300 feet of flow
distance and 50 feet
horizontal distance

Soil Exploration
Study

Soil records required

Subsurface geologic investigations

Design Plan; Manure Management
Plan

Manure Management Plan

Geological
investigations
Plans

Prohibitions
on certain
facilities
Increased
concrete requirements

Unformed manure
storage structures

Ohio

Ponds or lagoons within karst areas
must be designed to prevent seepage of
manure to groundwater; Any portion
of a manure storage pond or manure
treatment lagoon that is located below
pre-construction soil levels and located
within a karst area must be utilize a
rigid material like concrete or steel or a
properly designed clay or synthetic liner,
when appropriate

Manure storage
area possesses a capacity of more than
250,000 gallons

X

Table 1. State requirements in karst.
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Abstract

Monthly in situ monitoring of cave air CO2 and drip water chemistry were carried out in Shenqi Cave, Sichuan,
southwest China, during a hydrological year from April
2016 to December 2016. Results indicate that the cave
temperature (~11.7℃) and relative humidity (~100%)
were stable during the whole year. The air CH4 concentrations changed from ~2000ppb outside the cave to
~500ppb inside the cave. The average CO2 concentrations varied from ~550ppm in winter to ~1200ppm in
summer, with their δ13C values from ~ –15‰ to ~ –21‰,
indicating the influences of seasonal biologic activities
and cave ventilation caused by climate change.

Introduction

Over the last few decades, speleothem paleoclimate records increased significantly in number and hind-casting
value (Henderson, 2006). Precise 230Th/U dating and
single or multi-proxy geochemical approaches allow
for detailed paleoclimate reconstructions (Fairchild and
Baker, 2012; Cheng et al., 2013; Tan et al., 2019). A
wide range of processes in soil, epikarst and karst zone,
as well as fractionation dynamics, can alter proxy data.
To gain a better and quantitative understanding of the
processes involved, sophisticated monitoring programs
have been established (e.g., Bögli, 1978; Fairchild and
Baker, 2012). During the cave process, CO2 plays an important role on the degree of carbonate supersaturation
of the dripwater and water supply, as well as the fraction-

ation and incorporation of isotopic and elemental signatures in speleothems (Frisia et al., 2000, 2011; Spotl et
al., 2005; Lechleitner et al., 2016; Pu et al., 2016). Thus,
recording cave air pCO2 is critical for those interested in
assessing speleothem precipitation behavior and proxy
dynamics. However, there are few studies that trace the
generation and dispersal of CO2 in deep karst systems,
e.g., as a gas and in dissolved form within a linked system comprising soil, caves and the vadose zone.
Generally, the rainwater infiltrating the soil zone absorbs plant-and microbial-derived CO2 and constitutes
a main source for CO2 in caves. Carbonic acid is produced in the soil and subsoil, dissociates to bicarbonate, and is transported into the cave via fissures, fractures, and pore-space of the host rock. Low cave air
pCO2 values, relative to the pCO2 of the dripwater, facilitate CO2 degassing, with higher CO2 gradients, leading to higher precipitation rates of calcium carbonate
polymorphs (Bögli, 1978; Fairchild and Baker, 2012).
Another source of cave air CO2 is from the ground air,
which exists in gaseous form in the karst vadose zone
and is transported into the cave system via fissures, fractures, and pore-space of the rock. More recent studies
revealed that ground air is most likely the main source
of cave air CO2 rather than soil air (e.g., Mattey et al.,
2016; Baldini et al., 2018). CO2 ground air is produced
by microbial oxidation of organic matter in infiltrating
water, as revealed by radiocarbon measurements, hint16TH SINKHOLE CONFERENCE
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ing on CO2 derived from the decay of old carbon and elevated δ13CCO2 values (e.g., Noronha et al., 2015; Mattey
et al., 2016). Pools in cave or subterrain river, biological
productivity in the cave, and hydrothermal CO2 can also
act as additional CO2 sources for cave air CO2 (Fairchild
and Baker, 2012). Thus, a proper understanding of the
causes and dynamics of seasonality in cave air CO2 is
fundamental for climate proxies of speleothems (Fairchild and Baker, 2012).
Cave air carbon dioxide partial pressure (pCO2) depends
on the CO2 productivity of its sources, and cave ventilation (Fairchild and Baker, 2012; Lechleitner et al., 2016),
which influence speleothem isotope composition and
growth dynamics as well as concentrations of carbonates.
Ventilation can be influenced by very different physical
mechanisms: cave breathing, with air pressure differences
driving air exchange, wind-induced air flow, chimney circulation, convection, either forced or free, due to differences in air density and water-induced air flow (Fairchild
and Baker, 2012). These processes can act from hourly
to multi-annual timescales (Fairchild and Baker, 2012).
However, microclimate monitoring in caves is rarely conducted by cave air pCO2 and δ13C of cave air together.
Here, we present results from a one-year and monthly resolved monitoring of cave air pCO2, air temperature and
δ13C of cave air in the Shenqi Cave System.

Study Area and Methods

Shenqi cave (28°56′ N, 103°06′ E, 1407 m above sea level)
is located 37 km southwest of Ebian county, Sichuan, China
on the southeast margin of the Tibetan Plateau (TP). The
cave, formed in Triassic dolomitic limestone, has a small
entrance of 3 by 4 meters, with its total length exceeds
400 m (Tan et al., 2018). An underground river was developed in the cave along with the main passage (Figure 1).
Monitoring results during September 2014 and October
2016 show stable temperature and relative humidity inside
the cave, comparing with large variations of temperature
and relative humidity outside the cave on diurnal-to seasonal-timescales (Figute 2). The temperature and relative humidity inside the cave were continuously measured every
two-hours by using a HOBO U23 Pro v2 Temperature/RH
data logger suspended on cave floor. The average temperature inside the cave is around ~11.7°C, slightly lower than
the annual temperature outside the cave (12.8°C). Relative
humidity inside the cave maintains ~100% all year around.
Abundant modern and fossil speleothems formed in the
cave. The annual precipitation is 1290 mm with more than
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Figure 1. Plan view of Shenqi cave. The red
circles indicate monitoring sites (Tan et al.,
2018).
80% occurring during the monsoon season (late May to
October, data from Leshan station, 95 km northeast Shenqi
cave, during 1951 to 2013 AD). Modern vegetation above
the cave is composed of evergreen broad-leaved shrub and
forest. Spatial correlation analysis indicates that rainfall
variations around the area of Shenqi cave are positively correlated with those in southwestern China, especially in the
southeastern TP (Figure 1) (Tan et al., 2018).
Seven drip-site monitoring stations with glass plates
were placed on the floor of the main chamber of the cave

Figure 2. (A) Temperature and (B) relative
humidity variations inside (blue) and outside
(red) Shenqi cave during September 2014–
October 2016. The monitoring interval is two
hours. Results reveal a stable temperature and
relative humidity inside the cave on diurnalto seasonal-timescales comparing with those
outside the cave (Tan et al., 2018).

(Figure 1). The pH and EC of the 10 ml sub-sample were
measured in situ immediately, using a HACH HQ340d
multi-parameter meter (±0.01 pH units). The glass tip of
the pH probe is very small (micro pH meter) and sensitive to pH changes; when immersed in about 3–5 drips
it can measure the pH value and record it. The 100 mL
sample was immediately divided into two sub-samples
of 50 mL. The drip-water and cave-air were sampled per
double months in 50 ml vials and 5 L airbags, respectively. Both of the containers were completely filled and kept
sealed until measuring. The CO2 concentration and δ13C
value of atmospheric samples in this paper were measured using a Picarro G2131-I carbon isotope analyzer
with a measurement accuracy of <0.1 ‰.

Results and Discussion

Gases in soil, caves, and space of the vadose zone as well
as atmospheric air are diffused into the cave by seasonal
ventilation. Karstic vadose zone are generally enriched
in CO2 relative to open atmosphere. The abundance and
isotopic compositions of CO2 in cave environments are
primarily controlled by the mixing between a CO2-rich
ground air component and background atmospheric air
diffused into the cave by seasonal ventilation (e.g., Fairchild and Baker, 2012; Mattey et al., 2016).
Larger pCO2 differences between drip water and cave air
results in faster degassing and higher calcite deposition
rates. Variations in cave air CO2 concentrations are a balance of the flux from the epikarst and exchange with the
outside atmosphere. Site-specific time series investigations are necessary to decipher these relationships and
further the understanding of climate effects on calcite
growth and isotopic compositions. Temperatures outside
and inside the cave are also strongly seasonal. Monitoring results show that temperature plays a key role in controlling cave air pCO2 by changing the ventilation modes
during winter and summer. We have compiled a representative collection of Shenqi cave air pCO2 and carbon
isotopic composition (δ13C) (based on 7 different sites
(Figure 1)). The average CO2 concentrations in Shenqi
cave varied from ~550 ppm in winter to ~1200 ppm in
summer, with their δ13C values from ~ –15‰ to ~ –21‰
(Figure 3d), and the low pH values of cave water (including drip water and underground water) in summer
confirmed this cave air pCO2 variability (Figure 4). As
shown in Figure 4, the drip water sites have higher pH
value than the underground river and pool water. After
dissolving limestone bedrock, the seepage water get

more Ca2+ and HCO3-, resulting in higher pH values in
dripwaters. Consistent with previous studies (Baldini
et al., 2018; Mattey et al., 2016; James et al., 2015), it
suggests variable mixing of different components of
CO2 sources, e.g., one with lower pCO2 and higher δ13C
(around ~ –11‰) (Figure 3d) and the other with substantially elevated pCO2 and lower (but locally variable) δ13C
values (around ~ –19‰) (Figure 3a, b, and c). The first
component was influenced by atmospheric CO2, while
the second one was dominated by plant-and microbialderived CO2 in soil air pCO2, degassing during calcite
precipitation and the decay of old carbon (Mattey et
al., 2016). The CH4 concentration outside Shenqi cave
is ~2000 ppm, which is very similar to the latest atmosphere CH4 data (~1800) from the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). The CH4 concentration inside the cave is ~500 ppb, suggesting less influence of the atmosphere and a relative stable environment
inside the cave.
Previous studies suggest high CO2 concentration in unsaturated zone (Baldini et al., 2018; Mattey et al., 2016;
James et al., 2015). If the second reservoir of cave air
CO2 is from soil air, the δ13C would reflect photosyn-

Figure 3. Summary of pCO2 monitoring and
carbon isotopic composition of CO2 collected
from May 2016 to December 2016 in Shenqi
caves. We only show monitoring sites 2# (a),
5# (b), 7# (c) site and 11# (outside the cave,
d). The others are similar, but monitoring times
are shorter.
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Bögli A. 1978. Karsthydrographie und physische
Speläologie. Heidelberg: Springer. 292 p.

Figure 4. Monthly total pH of drip water, pool
water and underground river from April 2016
to Dec. 2016. The gray area has shown the
summer half year with relatively lower pH
values.
thetic pathway of the vegetation overlying different
monitoring sites (e.g., between −22 and −25‰ VPDB
for C3 vegetation and between −10 and −15‰ VPDB for
C4 vegetation) (Baldini et al., 2018). The cave air δ13C
have values between −15 and −21‰, reflecting a mixing
of C3 and C4 vegetation outside the cave.
Higher temperature and monsoon rainfall during summer and autumn enhance the vegetation density and
microbial activities outside the cave, producing more
CO2 with lower δ13C values, causing depleted δ13C of air
inside Shenqi cave. In contrast, lower temperature and
rainfall during winter and spring reduce the vegetation
density and microbial activities outside the cave, producing less CO2 with higher δ13C values, resulting in
increased δ13C of air inside Shenqi cave. In addition, enhanced ventilation during dry season may also dilute the
CO2 concentration and enhance the δ13C values inside
the cave (Tan et al., 2015 and reference therein).

Conclusion

Monitoring results indicate the air CH4 concentrations
change from ~2000 ppb outside the cave to ~500 ppb
inside the cave. The average CO2 concentrations varied
from ~550 ppm in winter to ~1200 ppm in summer, with
their δ13C values from ~ –15‰ to ~ –21‰, indicating influences of seasonal biologic activities and cave ventilation caused by climate change. In addition, the pH values
were higher in winter and lower in summer.
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Abstract

Cave ecosystems in north Alabama provide vital habitat
for the federally endangered Alabama Cavefish (Speoplatyrhinus poulsoni), Alabama Cave Shrimp (Palaemonias alabamae), and Gray Bat (Myotis grisescens).
Furthermore, Key Cave has been designated as critical
habitat for the Alabama Cavefish, which is known only
from pools within the cave. Cathedral Caverns also has
a diverse aquatic fauna, but none of its members are currently afforded protection. Time series data were collected using data loggers on an hourly/daily schedule from
November 2017 to July 2019 to determine aquifer water quality characteristics (water level, specific conductance, temperature patterns, and water quality baseline)
in the areas within and around Key Cave National Wildlife Refuge and Cathedral Caverns State Park. One cave
and two wells were monitored in and near Key Cave National Wildlife Refuge and one cave and one well were
monitored in and near Cathedral Caverns State Park. A
rain gauge was installed at each site to evaluate waterlevel response to precipitation events. Reservoir pool
level of Pickwick Lake of the Tennessee River, adjacent
and hydraulically connected to Key Cave, was provided
by the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA). Streamflow
at Cathedral Caverns was measured in the cave and at
a spring outflow. Sites were visited monthly to download data and perform routine maintenance, and once a
year to collect water samples. Samples were analyzed
for major anions and cations, nutrients, and total organic
carbon.
There are some differences between sites in baseline
water chemistry, specific conductance, and temperature values in response to precipitation. The major ionic
composition of water collected from Key Cave and Cathedral Caverns is dominated by calcium and bicarbonate ions. Temperature varied at Key Cave from 11.7°C

to 18.3°C and between 10.2°C and 24.3°C at Cathedral
Caverns. Conductance ranged between 226 and 428 µS/
cm at Key Cave and 52 to 383 µS/cm at Cathedral Caverns. Water levels at Key Cave Wildlife Refuge changed
6 m in the cave, 3 m in Pickwick Reservoir (TVA), 5 m
in Blue Hole Well (077Y26001), and 6.4 m at Key Cave
Well (077Y10001). At Cathedral Caverns State Park,
water levels fluctuated 10.8 m in the cave and 1.9 m at
Anderson Well.
The purpose of these studies was to delineate the recharge area and aquifer characteristics of each cave to
enable local, state, and federal agencies and interested
citizens to develop, manage, and protect the water resources that support these species.
Key words: karst, caves, springs, sinkholes, cross sections

Introduction

Key Cave is located in the Tennessee River drainage basin in south-central Lauderdale County, Alabama about
8 km southwest of Florence in an area underlain by the
Mississippian-age Tuscumbia Limestone and Fort Payne
Chert (Figure 1). Key Cave and the immediate vicinity comprise the Key Cave National Wildlife Refuge,
a satellite of Wheeler National Wildlife Refuge, and is
designated for protection of an assortment of federally
protected and state conservation priority species, with
no public access and stringently restricted access to professional researchers (Ponta et al., 2018).
Cathedral Caverns is also in the Tennessee River drainage basin, located approximately 8.0 km northeast of
Grant in Marshall County, Alabama, an area underlain
by stratigraphically upper Mississippian-age Bangor and
Monteagle limestones (GSA, 2018). Cathedral Caverns
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Figure 1. Karst and potential karst areas in soluble rock in Alabama with locations of Key Cave
and Cathedral Caverns. Not all limestones/dolomites units are shown on the map (modified from
Ponta, 2018).
and the immediate vicinity comprise a state park open to
the public. Karst features in both areas include sinkholes,
springs, caves, and sinking streams. Sinkholes are more
frequent in Interior Low Plateaus Province where Key
Cave is located, and caves are abundant in Appalachian
Plateaus Province where Cathedral Cavern is situated
(Ponta, 2018).
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Methods

Time series data were collected using one OTT ecoLog
800 data logger installed in Key Cave where water level, specific conductance, and temperature are measured
every hour and data are transmitted to the Geological
Survey of Alabama (GSA) office daily using cellular
communications technology. Two nearby wells are

equipped with OTT Orpheus Mini pressure transducers
and data loggers.
Various instruments and methods are used in the analyses
of water samples by the GSA Geochemical Laboratory.
Equipment used for water sample analyses included a Leeman Labs Prodigy inductively coupled atomic-emission
plasma spectrometer, a Perkin-Elmer Model AAnalyst600
Zeeman graphite furnace atomic absorption spectrometer,
a Thermo Scientific Dionex Aquion ion chromatograph,
a Seal AA3 Segmented Flow Analyzer, a Shimadzu UV1800 ultraviolet-visible spectrophotometer, a Leeman Hydra cold-vapor atomic fluorescence spectrophotometer, a
Shimadzu TOC-L, and a YSI Model 5000 meter. Water
analyses were conducted in accordance with established
GSA procedures based on methods delineated in USEPA
(1983, 1991), Fishman and Friedman (1989), and Greenburg and others (1992). Quality assurance/quality control
procedures for the collection, preservation, and retention
times of water samples were in accordance with O’Neil
and Meintzer (1995).

Key Cave

Key Cave is located approximately 91 m north of the Tennessee River and is developed in the Tuscumbia Limestone
with pools of water interconnected with the Tuscumbia
Limestone aquifer. Water levels, specific conductance,
and temperature were measured continuously from December 2017 through August 2019, when an OTT probe/
transducer was installed. Seasonal fluctuations up to 6 m
were observed in this pool, which demonstrates the unconfined nature of this aquifer in the vicinity of the cave.
Of primary importance to the protection of Key Cave and
its aquifer is the presence of the Alabama Cavefish. The
Alabama Cavefish was described by Cooper and Kuehne
(1974) from a series of nine specimens collected from
March 1967 to May 1970. Another keystone species in
Key Cave is the federally endangered Gray Myotis. Key
Cave is considered a priority one maternity cave for the
species and, based on past emergence counts, on average about 20,000 to 30,000 Gray Myotis over-summer in
Key Cave annually (Rob Hurt, USFWS, written comm.,
October 3, 2018). It is currently recognized by the State
of Alabama as a species of Highest Conservation Concern (Shelton-Nix, 2017).
Key Cave contains 3,338 m/10,953 feet of mapped passages (Alabama Cave Survey/ACS, 2019) with an exten-

sion1 of 360 m/1,180 feet and branching index2 of 9.28
(Povară et al., 1990). Based on these coefficients, Key
Cave is a labyrinthic type cave (Figure 2) or fissure, network maze (Palmer, 2007). From a hydrogeologic point
of view, it is a base-level spring cave or a water table
cave with preponderant autogenic recharge.
Geographic information systems (GIS) mapping for this
project was conducted using ArcMAP software (Ebersole and Hill, 2016). In addition, the 2011 LiDAR data
for Lauderdale County was used to create a bare-ground
Digital Elevation Model (DEM) using the Create LAS
dataset tool and the LAS dataset toolbar in ArcMAP (Ebersole, unpublished map, 2017).
The Key Cave recharge area covers over 51 km2/20 mi2,
based on dye studies performed in 1986 and the early
1990s, (Aley, 1986, 1990) and Kidd et al. in 2001. A
modified version of the International Association of Hydrogeologist (IAH) legend was used on Figure 3 (Ponta,
2019). The legend shows only the aquifers types present
on each map (Figures 3 and 9).
A hydrogeologic cross section was produced to show the
relationships between different geologic formations in
the Key Cave Wildlife Refuge. Two wells were located
in the study area in the Tuscumbia Limestone and Fort
Payne Chert (Figure 4).
Well 077-Y-10-001 (Blue Hole Well) with a total depth
of 25.5 m is an unused domestic supply well in the northcentral part of the study area (7.2 km north of Key Cave)
The well is constructed in the Tuscumbia Limestone and
Fort Payne Chert aquifer. The initial water level was recorded at 148 m above mean sea level (MSL) in May
2018 and continuous water level measurements were
made through August 2019, with a few short data gaps
(Figure 5). Water levels declined from the initial measurement in May 2018 through a minor drought in June–
September 2018, then stabilized through November and
declined again in the summer of 2019. Significant seasonal fluctuations of around 5 m are depicted on the hydrograph, indicative of an unconfined aquifer.
Well 077-26-Y-001(Key Cave Well) is a domestic supply
well located 2 km northwest of Key Cave and constructed
Distance between the furthest points of a
cave on the map.
2
Branching index is the ratio between the
length of the cave and extension.
1
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Figure 2. Key Cave map.
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Figure 3. Karst hydrogeological map with flow directions established by Aley (1990) and Kidd et al. (2001). Karst hydrogeologic symbols
and legend after Ponta (2019).

Figure 4. Hydrogeological cross section between wells 77 Y 10 001, 77 Y 26 001, Key Cave, and
Pickwick Reservoir.
in the Tuscumbia Limestone and Fort Payne Chert aquifer.
The initial water level was measured at 129 m MSL in
May 2018 followed by continuous measurements through
July 2019, with minor data gaps (Figure 5). Seasonal fluctuations of water level up to 6.4 m, depicted on the hydrograph, are indicative of an unconfined aquifer.
The shallowest water levels in the Tuscumbia Limestone
and Fort Payne Chert aquifer occurred in an area near the
northern updip limit of the aquifer (well 077-Y-10-001)
south of the Blue Hole (spring), and deeper water levels
were encountered near the Tennessee River.

500 to 600 L/s. The recharge area of this spring has not
been determined and it is very possible the recharge area
extends to the Florence city limits. As such, the spring
could be vulnerable to contamination. Blue Hole spring
is located in the headwaters of Sinking Creek, the main
surface feature in the area aside from the Tennessee River, and flows mostly over limestone and chert. It is very
possible that Sinking Creek loses some water from this
spring to recharge the Key Cave aquifer. Due to the location of this spring and the possibility of a connection to
the Key Cave aquifer, GSA recommends sampling this
spring in the future.

The largest spring in the area, located 8 km north of Key
Cave, is Blue Hole Spring, with an estimated flow of

Results of water-level investigations in and around Key
Cave indicate that the hydrology of the cave is likely

Figure 5. Plot of specific conductance and water level in Key Cave, water wells 077Y10001 and
077Y26001, and Pickwick Reservoir with precipitation from November 1, 2017 to August 1, 2019.
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controlled by groundwater originating in the soils and
shallow karst terrain around the cave (epikarst/vadose
zone) and direct conduits through which surface runoff
enters the cave during storm events, and a phreatic zone
component recharged several kilometers away from the
cave (Figures 3 and 4). As shown on the cross section, the
water level elevation between monitoring wells and Key
Cave define a gentle slope towards the Tennessee River,
at the interface between vadose and phreatic zones.
These findings suggest that Key Cave is a phreatic/
aquifer/lentic/water table cave most of the time, with a
stream component (vadose cave) after abundant precipitation as in January/February 2019 (110.32 mm) when
Key Cave Sometime Spring was flowing. The last documented flow was recorded in 1990 by Aley.
Plots of daily parameter measurements for specific
conductance, temperature, and surface water elevation
are depicted in Figure 5, along with daily precipitation
records provided by the rainfall station located about
1.7 km to the northwest of Key Cave (Figure 3). The
rainfall events can be directly correlated with rising water level in Key Cave. Average water level in Key Cave

is highest from January through April and lowest from
August through October. The maximum water surface
elevation measured since 2017 was recorded on February 23, 2019, at 130.8 m MSL (Figure 6). The area had
received 110.34 mm of rain that day. Water usually exits
only through Coffee Slough Spring (Aley, 1990), an underwater spring about 125 m west of Key Cave. During
storm events, additional water enters the system generating a stream in the cave which resurfaces at Key Cave
Sometime Spring, which was observed flowing in March
2019. The greatest variation of water level was recorded
in February and early March, when the area received a
large amount of rain, and subsequently greater quantities
of surface water runoff. Water is present continuously in
isolated pools in Key Cave.
Key Cave has a very stable water temperature regime
throughout the year and ranged from 11.7 to 18.3°C and
averaged around 16.0°C for the monitored period (Figure 5). Temperature generally was constant between February and September, with large variations after storm
events. During a winter/spring storm event the temperature decreased with rising water level. After a summer
storm event the temperature rose along with water level

Figure 6. Plot of specific conductance and water level in Key Cave, water wells 077Y10001,
077Y26001, and Pickwick Reservoir with precipitation from February 20 to March 8, 2019. The
water level response in the wells is 11 days later.
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elevation. In both scenarios, a rapid return to ambient
water temperature and conductance was recorded. Figure 5 also shows the water level elevation of Pickwick
Reservoir, demonstrating its interconnection with the
water in Key Cave. The graph overlapped the water level
elevation at all times except during large storm events,
when the water-level elevation of Pickwick Reservoir is
lower due to control by the dam operator.

At Key Cave, the minimum pH measured was 7.3 and
maximum was 7.6. The highest DO was 12.2 mg/L recorded in November 2017 (range 7.1 to 12.2 mg/L).

Figure 5 also depicts the water-level elevations of two
domestic wells, one located about 2 km northeast of
Key Cave and the second about 7.2 km north of the
cave. Both graphs depict a descending trend of the water level which is in agreement with water-level elevations of Key Cave and Pickwick Reservoir for the period monitored.

Water collected from Key Cave exhibits an average alkalinity of 192.75 mg/L, hardness –215.63 mg/L, TDS
–229.5 mg/L, Ca2+ –83.06 mg/L, and SO42– –2.66 mg/L
values.

Figure 6 shows the immediate effects of a substantial
rain event on February 23, 2019, with an immediate rise
in water level and decrease in specific conductance in
the cave pool. The two wells monitored nearby at the
site, recorded a slight water level rise only on March 6,
2019 (two weeks later) confirming the complexity of the
karst aquifer.

Water Quality

Water samples were collected from three sites in the Key
Cave area in December 2016 and three more times from
Key Cave in November 2017 and in March and September 2018. Sampling was performed in accordance with
the Alabama Department of Environmental Management’s (ADEM) guidelines found in Alabama’s Water
Quality Assessment and Listing Methodology (ADEM,
2010). Water-quality parameters measured in the field
with an YSI Professional Plus instrument included specific conductance, pH, dissolved oxygen, oxidation/reduction potential (ORP), and temperature.
The quality of groundwater in Key Cave is controlled
by surface runoff into the cave, solubility conditions between the surrounding limestone and groundwater, and
quality of groundwater from phreatic aquifers that contribute to the cave’s water supply. Average specific conductance for the monitoring period ranged from 226 µS/
cm to 428 µS/cm. During winter months, higher water
levels typically result in lower specific conductance and
temperature values. During summer months (after heavy
rains), higher water levels typically result in lower specific conductance and higher temperature values.
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The major ionic composition of water collected from
Key Cave Wildlife Refuge, as illustrated by the Piper
diagrams in Figure 7, is dominated by calcium and bicarbonate ions.

Chloride ranged from 4.21 to 5.10 mg/L in Key Cave
samples. The elevated chloride concentration in Key
Cave indicates a possible connection to polluted runoff
affecting the groundwater. Sulfate concentration ranged
from 1.67 to 3.72 mg/L.
Analytical results indicated the presence of NH3 concentrations in November 2017 (0.02 mg/L) and September
2018 (0.04 mg/L) in Key Cave. Ammonia concentrations
exceeded the background concentration level of 0.01 mg/L
for uncontaminated streams (Maidment, 1993) at this site.
However, the toxicity limit (0.5 mg/L) was not exceeded
in any of the samples collected during the project period.
The critical nitrate concentration of surface water for excessive algae growth is 0.5 mg/L (Maidment, 1993). The
limit was exceeded in all four water samples collected
during this project, ranging from 2.75 to 3.52 mg/L.
Generally, an inverse correlation between nitrate concentrations and water level elevation was observed. All
samples collected in Key Cave had an elevated concentration of nitrate due, in part, to the presence of the guano
in the vicinity of the cave pool.
Total phosphorus (total-P) concentrations in water
samples collected in the Key Cave area exceeded the
0.05 mg/L total-P limit for excessive algal growth in three
of the four samples. Key Cave samples ranged between
0.04 and 0.09 mg/L. High concentrations measured at Key
Cave were associated with high-water level. However, it
is possible that the total-P concentrations measured in Key
Cave are related to the presence of guano in the cave pool.
Lead (Pb) is pervasive throughout aquatic systems, but
none of Key Cave water samples exceeded the USEPA pri-

Figure 7. Piper trilinear diagram showing major ion composition of water collected from the Key
Cave Wildlife Refuge area.
mary/secondary drinking water standard for lead of 15 µg/L
ples. Barium (Ba) concentration ranged between 14.8 to
(USEPA, 1996). The highest concentration was measured
22.7 µg/L in all samples. Manganese (Mn) concentrain November 2017 (2.27 µg/L) which corresponded to the
tions did not exceed the USEPA (1996) primary/secondlowest pH value recorded during the sampling event.
ary drinking water standard of 50 µg/L at any sites.
Iron (Fe) concentrations did not exceed the USEPA (1996)
primary/secondary drinking water standard of 300 µg/L at
any sites. The highest concentration of iron (9.1 µg/L) was
recorded at Key Cave in March 2018. Iron was below detection limit at all other sampling events.

A limited group of organic constituents were analyzed
in collected water samples. They include total organic
carbon (TOC), phenol, and oil and grease. At Key Cave
TOC was detected only in December 2016 at a concentration of 1.23 mg/L.

Aluminum (Al) was not detected at any of the sites and
did not exceed the USEPA (1996) primary/secondary
drinking water standards of 60 µg/L in any of the sam-

Cathedral Caverns

Cathedral Caverns has 3,356 m/11,012 feet of mapped
passages (ACS, 2019) with an extension of 621 m/2,040
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Figure 8. Cathedral Caverns map.
feet and branching index of 5.3. Based on these coefficients, Cathedral Caverns is a branchwork type cave
with a stream at the water table (Figure 8) with preponderant allogenic recharge. The Cathedral Caverns watershed covers over 20 km2/8 mi2.

the spring, our assumption is that these waters discharge
through Cathedral Caverns Spring, located 1 km south.
Between the Cathedral Caverns entrance and the spring,
there should be another cave which is waiting to be
found/discovered.

A pressure transducer was installed on a bridge in the central part of the cave. The large fluctuations of water level
during precipitation events is controlled by a small restriction located downstream of the bridge along the Mystery
River, which cannot take large amounts of water after a
significant rain event, creating a temporary lake.

Plots of daily parameter measurements for specific conductance, temperature, and surface water elevation are depicted in Figure 11, along with daily precipitation records
provided by the rainfall station located at Cathedral Caverns (Figure 9). The rainfall events can be directly correlated with rising water level in the cave. Average water
level in Cathedral Caverns is highest from January through
April and lowest from August through October. The maximum water surface elevation measured since 2017 was
recorded on February 24, 2019, at 221.75 m MSL. The
area had received 297 mm of rain between February 12
and 24, 2019. The greatest variation of water level was
recorded in February and the beginning of March, when
the area received a large amount of rain, and subsequently
greater quantities of surface water runoff.

As shown on the karst hydrogeological map of the area
(Figure 9), the main sinking point feeding the underground stream is Dry Branch, with waters derived from
impervious rocks and springs.
Based on these findings we can say that Cathedral Caverns
is a vadose cave or a cave with a stream at the water table.
Anderson Well, located 750 m southwest of the cave (Figure 10), is installed in the phreatic zone and has no connection with the cave stream. Cathedral Caverns Well is used
by the park for cave maintenance (not drinking water) and
is completed in such a way that it cannot be monitored.
In addition, the karst hydrogeological map of the site
shows the Mystery River (Figure 8) disappearing underground in the vicinity of the cave entrance and, based
on monthly discharge measurements in the cave and at
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Cathedral Caverns’ water temperature regime throughout the year ranged from 10.2°C to 24.3°C with large
variations after storm events. Figure 12 depicts the water level elevations between November 5 and 20, 2018
showing an 88 mm rain event on November 8, 2019 with
a water level rise in the cave 5 days later associated with
an increase of specific conductance in the cave stream
(opposite Key Cave). The rain’s effect in the cave stream

Figure 9. Hydrogeological map of the Cathedral Caverns area. 1. Local or discontinuous productive
aquifers, or extensive but only moderately productive aquifers: qh1- Quaternary. 2. Extensive and
highly productive aquifers: Ppv – Pottsville formation. 3. Highly productive karst aquifers: Mb – Bangor
limestone Mm- Monteagle limestone. 4. Local or discontinues productive karst aquifers: Mp –
Pennington Formation. Karst hydrogeological symbols and legend after Ponta (2019)
was not recorded until February 13, 2019 (5 days later),
confirming the complexity of the karst aquifer.

Only one water sample was collected from Cathedral
Caverns, on February 2, 2017 next to the transducer.

specific conductance and temperature values. Seasonal
fluctuations up to 10.81 m were observed in the river.
At Cathedral Caverns, the minimum pH measured was
6.58 and maximum was 8.11 with a medium of 7.68.
The highest DO was 9.96 recorded as December 2, 2017
(range 6.67 to 9.96 mg/L).

Average specific conductance for the monitoring period
ranged from 52 µS/cm to 383 µS/cm. During winter
months, higher water levels typically result in higher

Water sample collected from Cathedral Caverns exhibits
hardness –69 mg/L, TDS –118 mg/L, Ca2+ –22.6 mg/L,
and SO42– –7.49 mg/L values. Chloride was 3.91 mg/L.

Water Quality
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Figure 10. Hydrogeologic cross section of Cathedral Caverns.

Figure 11. Plot of specific conductance and water level in Cathedral Caverns and water well
095A29002r with precipitation and discharge measurements from November 1, 2017 to August 1, 2019.
The elevated chloride concentration in Cathedral Caverns indicates a possible connection to polluted runoff
affecting the groundwater.

carbon (TOC) and phenol. Only TOC was detected at a
concentration of 2.61 mg/L.

The critical nitrate concentration of surface water for
excessive algae growth is 0.5 mg/L (Maidment, 1993).
That nitrate limit was exceeded in the water sample collected in the cave, with a value of 3.01 mg/L. Barium
(Ba) concentration was 0.023 mg/L.

Parameters investigated in this study exhibit seasonal, as well as spatial, variability. In the investigated aquatic systems, specific conductance values
varied with water level elevation, discharge, and
contaminant concentration. Given the association
of higher SC values with low water level elevation/
flow events, it is possible that waters with higher
contaminant levels during low water level elevation/

A limited group of organic constituents were analyzed in
the collected water samples. They include total organic
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Conclusions

Figure 12. Plot of specific conductance and water level in Cathedral Caverns and water well
095A29002 with precipitation and discharge measurements from November 5 through 20 2018.
flow events are diluted during higher water level elevation/discharge episodes.
The low levels of ammonia suggest that nitrate in the
pool/stream waters may originate from the nitrification
of ammonia in the unsaturated zone. Furthermore, high
nitrate concentrations are associated with elevated chloride concentrations. Consequently, the presence of nitrate may be associated with leaching of residual nitrate
from soil when the photosynthesis process is dormant.
Metals, with the exception of lead, which is pervasive
in the investigated waters, do not pose a contamination
problem in the Key Cave area. No lead concentrations
were above the USEPA primary/secondary drinking water standard of 15 µg/L (USEPA, 1996). Aluminum (Al),
barium (Ba), iron (Fe), and manganese (MN) concentrations did not exceeded the USEPA primary/secondary
drinking water standards.
Overall, the analytical data indicate that the investigated
waters are affected by agricultural practices and developed land from surrounding areas. The presence of highly conductive soils in the study area and relatively low

topographic relief results in an environment favorable to
rapid water infiltration and reduced runoff rates. Therefore, contaminants, such as nitrate, will migrate through
the soil to the saturated zone.
Additionally, analytical data suggest that shallow
groundwater may have a greater input of nutrients to
deep groundwater than runoff.
Most of the field parameters measured at the site and the
values of constituents from Cathedral Caverns are significantly lower. More than likely this difference is a result
of two types of caves: a water table/aquifer/phreatic cave
(Key Cave) and a Vadose Cave (Cathedral Caverns). In
a phreatic cave the water flow is substantially slower,
permitting sufficient time for limestone to be dissolved
and conductance values to rise.
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Abstract

We give an overview of past work using synthetic aperture radar (SAR) interferometry (InSAR) to detect, observe and characterize sinkholes, present the advantages
and disadvantages of using satellite-borne SARs for this
application, and discuss the availability to the community of free and open SAR data. In particular, we discuss the planned NASA-ISRO Synthetic Aperture Radar
(NISAR) mission, a joint venture between the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) and the
Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO) currently
being built for launch in 2022.

Introduction

Because of the prevalence of rock susceptible to dissolution, natural sinkholes can be found on all the continents
except Antarctica (Ford and Williams, 2013). In fact, it
is estimated that up to 40% of the contiguous US is susceptible (Weary and Doctor, 2014) and the at-risk area
is even larger when cavity collapse in general, including that unrelated to dissolution of rocks, is considered
(e.g., collapse of mines, pipes, and lava tubes). The spatial scale alone of the area to be covered makes groundbased monitoring difficult, encouraging the application
of remote sensing methods to sinkhole location and assessment. Indeed, one can argue that even many groundbased methods are ‘remote’ in that they seek to identify
underground caverns from the surface. However, here
we consider a different scale of operation and take up
the topics of how well sinkholes can be identified and
studied from space and what instruments are available
to use for the purpose.
No Earth-observing spaceborne instruments currently
exist that can identify subterranean caverns directly, so
all sensors detect ground surface conditions that could
be indicative of a sinkhole, and rely on ancillary data
and in situ measurements for validation. Sinkhole mapping and change tracking using remote sensing methods
can be done based on several identifying features, all of
which are also used in field surveys.

Historically topographic survey methods have been
used most commonly to identify areas of subsidence,
with surface elevation, change in elevation, and shape of
the depression as the primary sinkhole indicators. These
remain the most commonly used sinkhole indicators accessible with remote sensing. Soil moisture, standing
water and vegetation type, particularly that which is different from the surrounding area, are secondary indicators also measurable to some extent with remote sensing.
Additionally, because sinkholes form where rainwater or
snowmelt percolates through the soil, their presence can
sometimes be inferred from the water flow pathways,
particularly from changes in the presence or absence of
standing water without an apparent surface run-off path
(e.g., Hofierka et al., 2018).
Although several remote sensing instruments are available (radar, lidar (Light Detection and Ranging), and optical/infrared imagers), lidar is now the most frequently
used remote sensing technique for sinkhole identification. Unfortunately, no existing spaceborne lidar has the
needed resolution for this purpose. A future lidar-based
land surface topography mission with ground spacing of
1-m to 5-m was identified as a high priority in the 2017
Decadal Survey undertaken by the National Academy
of Sciences but was acknowledged to be not yet technically feasible (NAS, 2018). This leaves radar as the most
promising candidate for measuring the topographic indicators of sinkholes from space. Today there are a number of spaceborne synthetic aperture radars (SARs) with
spatial resolution sufficient to be of use for some of the
larger sinkholes, at least, and more are planned for the
future, including a NASA Earth observing SAR mission
scheduled for launch in 2022. These instruments and
their suitability are the topics of the following sections.

SAR Applied to Sinkhole Study

Overview
SAR imaging instruments available in the civilian sector
in general are not able to achieve the decimeter spatial
resolution of optical imagery. The finest available SAR
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spatial resolution of order 0.5-m and more typical values are in the range of 10 to 20-m. The advantage of
SAR over optical and infrared imagers is its potential
for measuring surface elevation and surface deformation
through interferometry, or InSAR (Massonnet, 1997).
There are two types of InSAR, one that uses the data from
two SARs simultaneously imaging the surface but from offset positions, called single-pass InSAR, and often referred
to as radar altimetry because it is used for topographic mapping, i.e., measuring surface elevation. The other form of
InSAR, known as differential InSAR (DInSAR), measures
surface deformation, i.e., change in surface position over
time, and uses one SAR instrument imaging the surface at
different times to measure the change in line-of-sight distance to the ground. Figure 1 shows pictorially how DInSAR works by relating the change in phase of the backscattered signal to a change in the distance between the radar
antenna and the scattering surface. In the literature, the term
InSAR is often used in reference to differential interferometry, but we choose to use the term DInSAR herein to differentiate it from single-pass InSAR.
Both single and repeat pass InSAR (herein called InSAR
and DInSAR, respectively) are of value to sinkhole studies. The two subsections below provide a short review of
the type of sinkhole research and results to date.

Single-pass InSAR (Radar Altimetry or InSAR)
InSAR is used for topographic mapping much like lidar
and leveling surveys, and in the same way can be used
to identify terrain with either active or inactive sinkhole
activity through elevation contrast and the shape of depressions.
DInSAR has been used more for sinkhole studies than
InSAR, and this is mainly because there is only one instrument, TanDEM-X operated by the German Space
Agency, that is capable of high spatial resolution topographic mapping. In addition, TanDEM-X data and derived products are available through a commercial provider (not free and open). The commercially available
digital elevation model (DEM) derived from TanDEM-X
images, WorldDEM, is generated with a horizontal resolution of 12-m, although the underlying imagery used
has higher spatial resolution (5-m). The WorldDEM has
a root mean square height error of 1.1-m in low vegetation and 1.8-m in forests (Wessel et al., 2018), making
it useful only for studying large sinkholes. To date, no
sinkhole study based on WorldDEM has been reported.
However, one study of TanDEM-X’s utility for sinkhole

Repeat-pass InSAR (Differential InSAR or DInSAR)
DInSAR is specifically sensitive to changes in the surface, so it is useful for identifying actively deforming
landscapes. Sinkholes can be identified using DInSAR
because it highlights the shape of the deforming areas
combined with subsidence relative to the surrounding
terrain. Because it measures deformation, DInSAR cannot map inactive sinkholes or sinkholes that show no or
very slow surface subsidence.
Research has shown that some actively deforming sinkholes can be identified using DInSAR. In particular, it
has been used to identify areas experiencing ground
movement indicative of sinkhole initiation and progression (Conway and Cook, 2013; Jones and Blom, 2015;
Shi et al., 2019), measure surface deformation velocity
and acceleration (Kim et al., 2019), measure precursory
ground movement before catastrophic collapse (Nof et
al., 2013; Jones and Blom, 2014) and identify likely locations for catastrophic collapse sinkhole formation (Atzori et al., 2015; Baer at al., 2018).
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Figure 1. Schematic of DInSAR
Differential, or repeat pass, SAR interferometry
(DInSAR) works by measuring the phase
change between the return pulses from a
surface imaged at two different times from
the same orbit and location. If the surface
was displaced during the interval between
when the images are acquired, then there is
a change in the phase of the backscattered
signal. One radar wavelength corresponds
to 4π radian phase change in the two-way
path length along the line-of-sight direction.
[Derived from (Jones, 2016)]

studies has been published, in which the authors generated a higher resolution DEM from TanDEM-X imagery
(Vajedian and Motagh, 2019). In that study, sinkholes of
diameter ~20-m to 40-m were identified with accuracy
of ~1-m in both depth and diameter.

Pros and Cons of Spaceborne SAR for
Sinkhole Study

Spaceborne imaging has a number of advantages over
ground-based monitoring methods, the most obvious being wide spatial coverage in a single image, reliable and
regular repeated imaging, consistent measurement methodology independent of location, and seamless imaging
of areas not easily accessed by ground. Satellite-based
instruments provide the combination of large spatial coverage and regular temporal repeat needed for sustained
regional surveying. Depending upon the data access
policy, e.g., NASA’s sensors’ data are free of charge, satellite remote sensing can be very cost-effective. SARs,
which operate in the microwave portion of the electromagnetic spectrum, have the additional advantage of being able to image through clouds and not needing solar
illumination of the surface since they emit pulses and
receive the backscattered signals (‘active’ instruments).
The efficacy of sinkhole detection with any particular
instrument depends upon its spatial resolution, measurement accuracy, and the ability to penetrate vegetation to
measure the properties of the ground. The first two can
vary with the mode of operation for a single instrument;
the last depends upon the operating frequency of the
SAR: The ability to penetrate vegetation scales with the
frequency of the radar, with higher frequency (shorter
wavelength) instruments less able to penetrate vegetation than lower frequency (longer wavelength). Typical
wavelengths are 3.3 cm (X-band missions TerraSAR-X/
TanDEM-X, COSMO-SkyMed), 5.5 cm (C-band missions Sentinel-1, Radarsat-2, Radarsat Constellation
Mission) and 23.8 cm (L-band missions ALOS-2, SAUCOM). The choice of frequency is quite important for
sinkhole studies, particularly in areas where vegetation
and soil moisture vary significantly over time (e.g., seasonally or with the precipitation/drying cycle) as is often
the case in sinkhole-prone areas.
Typically, measurements of ground deformation using
DInSAR can achieve accuracies of order a centimeter for
a single pair of images, and ground deformation rates with
accuracy in the millimeters per year range are achievable
given a sufficiently long times series of acquisitions for

which phase coherence is maintained. Loss of phase coherence due to temporal decorrelation is caused by activities that disrupt the surface (e.g., plowing), and can be reduced by increasing the frequency of acquisitions (shorter
time between acquisitions). For DInSAR, images must be
acquired sufficiently often for the surface to not decorrelate between imaging (Zebker and Villasenor, 1992).
However, spaceborne instruments have fixed repeat-orbit
intervals, usually in the 1-to-3-week range. Constellations
of identical instruments can achieve shorter repeat intervals using images from several instruments, but currently
the maximum number of instruments in a SAR constellation is four (for COSMO-Skymed), and Sentinel-1 uses
two instruments to achieve a 6-day repeat interval.
Decorrelation is less severe for longer wavelength radars, so L-band is preferred for sinkhole studies in areas
where decorrelation is a problem. Most DInSAR-based
sinkhole studies to date have been done in arid environments where temporal decorrelation is not an issue (e.g.,
Dead Sea sinkholes and the west Texas Wink Sinks).
However, the measurement of precursory deformation
associated with the Bayou Corne sinkhole used L-band
and obtained a good measurement across a 1-year time
interval (Jones and Blom, 2014). The sinkhole was
caused by collapse of a mined cavern within a salt dome
in southern Louisiana. The setting in that case was one
with dense vegetation and high soil moisture, so precursory movement detection is an encouraging outcome for
those interested in studying sinkholes with DInSAR in
areas like Florida with similar SAR imaging challenges.
Geological hazards that result in large scale surface deformation like earthquake fault ruptures and volcanic
dome expansion have been long studied with DInSAR,
but sinkholes provide additional challenges for spaceborne imaging not present for those studies. Sinkholes
come in a wide range of sinkhole sizes (<1-m to >100m) and the smaller ones cannot be resolved reliably. To
have confidence in identification, a cluster of pixels must
show consistent movement so, e.g., an instrument with
20-m resolution is unlikely to be useful for identifying
sinkholes of size <100-m. The small size of the features
can also be an advantage however, because identifying
sinkholes only requires that the sinkhole show subsidence relative to the surrounding ground and DInSAR’s
relative accuracy is much higher than its absolute accuracy and does not require tie points to a geodetic frame
(e.g., GNSS stations within the imaged area).
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In areas where sinkhole collapse occurs rapidly, i.e.,
over weeks to months, frequent updates to the survey are
needed for identifying active sinkholes based on surface
displacement. Obviously, precursory movement cannot
be detected for sinkholes that progress from the state of
no surface indication to collapse more rapidly than the
SAR imaging interval (orbit repeat interval).
A major source of error for DInSAR is noise introduced
by changes in temperature, pressure, and water vapor
in the troposphere (Doin et al., 2009) and total electron
content in the ionosphere (Gray et al., 2000). However,
these artifacts vary on the scale of kilometers or larger so
they have less impact on sinkhole detection. To the extent
that atmospheric noise is random, its affect is reduced
through the use of many different acquisitions processed
as a time series (a ‘stack’) (Bekaert et al., 2015).
The utility of single-pass InSAR for sinkhole studies is
largely driven by the combination of spatial resolution
and height accuracy of the DEM derivable from the data.
Future improvements in DEM resolution and accuracy
will directly impact the utility of single-pass InSAR for
sinkhole mapping. However, updates to a global DEM
will not be made often (usually it is several years at
least before a DEM is updated) so DInSAR remains the
best option for identifying new and active sinkholes and
monitoring their development from space.
Neither DInSAR or InSAR can replace measurements
made from the ground, with the most notable disadvantages being (1) spatial resolutions of 1-m at best and
10-20-m for the most abundant currently available data,
that provided by the European Space Agency’s (ESA’s)
Sentinel-1 mission; (2) no on-demand data acquisitions
because a satellite must be in position to image the site
and orbits typically repeat at days-to-weeks intervals; (3)
the need for specialized processing to obtain deformation information for which many users are untrained; and
(4) the cost of the data and the processing. However, it is
an effective tool in identifying likely sinkhole sites and
for monitoring of the larger active sinkholes.
There are a number of online sites freely offering information on InSAR and tools/training for processing. Interested readers could use the Alaska Satellite Facility’s
Webinar and Tutorial website as a starting point (https://
earthdata.nasa.gov/learn/user-resources/webinars-andtutorials). The SAR cost disadvantage is less significant
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than it was in the past because ESA currently offers the
Sentinel-1 data open source and free of charge. The Sentinel-1 mission can achieve 6-day repeat interval, however not all land areas are acquired on every pass and,
although most land areas are eventually imaged, there
is no formal commitment to do so and in practice the
6-day repeat imaging occurs for few locations outside
Europe. The situation will change in the near future because NASA will launch its own satellite SAR mission,
NISAR (for NASA-ISRO SAR), and offer the data open
source and free of charge. With that in mind, the NISAR
mission and its suitability for sinkhole studies are described below.

NISAR: The NASA-ISRO SAR Mission

The NISAR mission is being developed through a partnership between NASA and ISRO to provide a set of instruments and observations of broad utility for science
and applications. The mission will collect data in support of ecosystem, cryosphere and solid earth sciences.
The acquisition plan is designed for studying dynamic
processes that occur at the week-to-year timescale and
the mission will provide global measurements suitable
for determining the causes and consequences of land
surface changes through Earth system modeling. The
mission does not have any requirements for sinkhole science specifically, but given the technical capabilities of
the instrument, the data acquired will be useful for that
purpose. The mission and its utility for sinkhole studies
are described below.
NISAR Instrument and Mission Description
The NISAR satellite will carry two SAR instruments,
both designed for InSAR, one operating at L-band provided by NASA (L-SAR) and the other operating in the
S-band (10-cm wavelength) provided by ISRO (S-SAR).
The mission is scheduled to launch from Satish Dwawan
Space Center in Sriharikota, India, on an ISRO Mark II
launch vehicle during the period January–May 2022. The
L-SAR and S-SAR mission components are designed for
a minimum lifetime of 3 years and 5 years, respectively
but on-board propellant supports a longer mission so operations are likely to extend if the instruments remain in
operating condition.
Unlike many satellite SAR instruments, NISAR is designed to provide simultaneously both high spatial resolution and a wide imaging swath using a new technology,
SweepSAR (Freeman et al., 2009). The L-SAR image

An Assessment of NISAR’s Sinkhole Study Capability
NISAR will provide several significant improvements
over other available SAR missions that can benefit
sinkhole study specifically. We focus on the L-band
SAR because it is to collect data over nearly all land
globally. We mainly compare to Sentinel-1 because
that instrument has the nearest comparable coverage
and its data are free and open to all, as are the data
from all NASA Earth Observing missions, including
NISAR. This is a crucial factor in making SAR remote
sensing accessible to many who could not otherwise
afford to use it.
Figure 2. Schematic of the NISAR Satellite
NISAR uses a 12-m diameter antenna
reflector and the transmit/receive SweepSAR
technology to obtain a 240-km wide image
swath independent of the spatial resolution.
The current operational plan is to acquire
6-m x 7-m spatial resolution data over North
America and 12-m x 7-m data over much of
the rest of the globe’s land areas.
swath is 240-km wide, independent of spatial resolution.
The wide image swath enables the mission to achieve a
12-day repeat orbit cycle with global coverage capability. The orbit repeat cycle is determined by the number of
orbits needed to cover the globe with a non-overlapping
240-km swath width at the equator. A single orbit takes
100 minutes to complete.
The L-band instrument will acquire data over almost
all land surfaces and sea ice between latitudes 87.5°S
and 77.5°N. For land, the L-band instrument’s spatial
resolution is planned to be 6-m x 7-m in North America
and 12-m x 7-m elsewhere. The S-band instrument will
mainly acquire data over India and targets in its national
interest, however the L-band and S-band radars are designed to operate alone or together. The mission will acquire and downlink approximately 35 Tbits/day of data
for the L-band instrument alone, and an additional estimated 8-9 Tbits/day for the S-band instrument. For normal processing, products will be generated and released
within 48 hours of acquisition. Although the NISAR
mission is focused on Earth science, the mission system
is designed to provide rapidly processed products, within
5 hours of acquisition, when tasked for disaster response.
More information is available online on the NISAR applications, science, technology and operations in NISAR
Science Users’ Handbook (NISAR, 2018).

First, the L-band radar is better suited to imaging below vegetation and will maintain higher coherence.
Because the repeat interval is 12 days, this means that
excellent long-term ground motion monitoring will
be possible in areas where slow subsidence cannot
be well monitored with other instruments. The spatial
resolution is well-matched to observing sinkholes and
it is reasonable to expect that surface features as small
as 30-m in diameter could be identified in some areas where 6-m spatial resolution imagery is acquired.
There are plans in review for the NISAR project to
provide atmospheric corrections as standard layers in
the DInSAR products, which means that many SAR
users will not have to implement or purchase specialized processing to remove those artifacts from the
data. The combination of reliable imaging and open
data access is key to enabling operational sinkhole
hazard monitoring, and the global scope of the data set
will allow this type of capability to be implemented
on a region-specific basis.
The NISAR Science Team in association with NASA
Headquarters has undertaken a number of activities to
engage the end user community in advance of NISAR’s
launch to further the use of the mission’s data by engineers and decision makers. The activities and white papers describing other practical applications of SAR are
available on the NISAR Applications website (https://
nisar.jpl.nasa.gov/applications/).
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Abstract

On July 14, 2017, a cover-collapse sinkhole formed in
the front yard of a home in Pasco County, FL. Starting as a depression, the initial collapse occurred rapidly (120 minutes) with subsequent slumping over the
course of three days. The sinkhole is oval and coneshaped with a northeast-southwest long axis and ridges on the northwest and west slopes. A combination of
remote sensing, geophysics, and soil borings are used
to characterize the temporospatial surface changes and
subsurface structures at this sinkhole. Repeat surveys
started four days post-collapse and concluded 10 months
post-collapse. Surface changes over time are computed
using terrestrial laser scanning (TLS) and drone-based
structure-from-motion (SfM) photogrammetry, with the
Multiscale Model to Model Cloud Comparison algorithm. The initial collapse area measured 1,395 square
meters (day 4) and grew to a maximum of 1,626 square
meters (day 32) before stabilization efforts partially the
sinkhole and built up the perimeter walls. Post-collapse
and pre-stabilization activity in the form of perimeter
growth occurred on the northeast and southwest edges.
Ground-penetrating radar detected a semicontinuous horizon within sands and silts that appears to correspond
to the historic ground surface present before portions of
the nearby Saxon Lake were filled in as part of agricultural and housing development modifications to the area
in the 1960s and 1970s. The direction of the collapse’s
long axis, post-collapse activity, and the orientation and
depth of a semicontinuous subsurface horizon all suggest a northeast-southwest trending linear or elongated
karst feature contributed to the collapse and subsidence.

Introduction

On July 14, 2017, a cover-collapse sinkhole occurred
in the front yard of a home in Pasco County (Figure 1).
Starting as a depression, the initial collapse occurred rapidly with subsequent slumping happening for three days.
Two homes were destroyed; seven surrounding properties were deemed unsafe. By July 19, the water and
debris-filled collapse measured approximately 52 meters
southwest–northeast and 42 meters northwest–southeast.
The collapse is located in west-central Florida within the
Ocala Uplift physiographic district, which is defined by
karstic bedrock close to the ground surface and a layer of
undifferentiated sand and clay of variable thickness covering it (Tihansky 1999). A cover-collapse occurs where
the increased cohesion of a relatively higher clay content
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Figure 1. Data coverage map for each
technique. TLS and UAV photogrammetry
coverage is shown as coverage extent as
opposed to point locations of the scanner,
targets, and drone position for presentation
purposes. Timeline of events and data
collection starting with the initial collapse
(red polygon) and including the start of
stabilization (arrow). The frequency of repeat
acquisition was different for each method.
Ground-penetrating radar was collected on
different days, but ground coverage does not
overlap.
in the overburden delays failure until a collapse happens
(Sinclair et al. 1985).
Locally, the subsurface consists of 3 to 4.5 meters of silty
sand underlain by clayey sand to sandy clays that overlie a weathered limestone (Geotechnical Environmental
Consultants 2017; Professional Service Industries 2018).
Seismic data suggests this total cover thickness may be
locally as large as 20 m. The groundwater levels are seasonal and highly dependent on rainfall. Following the
collapse, the water table ranged from 0.9 to 1.8 meters
below the surface (Professional Service Industries 2018).

The immediate objectives of this project were to capture
the initial morphology of the sinkhole and take repeat
measurements at daily, weekly, and monthly intervals
to document changes. Terrestrial laser scanning (TLS)
(Jones 2006; Perroy et al. 2010; Viles 2016; Tilly and
Kelterbaum 2017; Benito-Calvo et al. 2018), and dronebased structure-from-motion (SfM) photogrammetry
(Colomina and Molina 2014; James et al. 2017; Petschko et al. 2017) have been shown to rapidly and accurately record terrain and surface features. Geophysical
methods are also useful for characterizing the subsurface
(Gutiérrez et al. 2011; Gómez-Ortiz and Martı́n-Crespo
2012; Viles 2016). A combined survey strategy using integrated 3D data acquisition can yield valuable understanding of rapidly-occurring, multiscale events (Collins
et al. 2017).
In this paper, we present the results of repeat TLS and
unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV)-based SfM photogrammetry survey, and bathymetric measurements used to capture the surface features in and around the sinkhole, and
ground-penetrating radar (GPR) data used to characterize
the subsurface in the immediate vicinity surrounding the
sinkhole. Repeat surface measurements provide a temporal component to the high-resolution spatial data necessary to detect small changes in three-dimensional space.

Methods

Each dataset has its own horizontal and vertical spatial
resolution (Table 1). We note that two seismometers were
installed around the sinkhole to detect sinkhole growth,
but anthropogenic noise obscured almost any possible
signals from the natural system. One natural event—a
wall collapse on the west side of the sinkhole—was recorded 22 days post-collapse and overnight when heavy
equipment, cars, and home air conditioning systems are
off or minimally running.
Surface
TLS of the collapse and surrounding area was conducted four times (July 25, August 2, August 4, August 14,
2017) post-collapse. Using two FARO Focus 330 phaseshift 3D laser scanners (2 mm resolution), each survey
completed approximately 30 scans from positions along
a transect that circumvented the collapse. Scans were
placed at intervals that ensured line of sight coverage.
External spherical targets were placed at various elevations around the sinkhole and used for registration
control from one scan position to the next. Scans were

horizontal
vertical
TLS
2 mm
2 mm
SfM
<20 cm
<20 cm
GPR
1 cm
5–17 cm
Water depth (hand probe)
1.5 m
~50 cm
Water depth (sonar)
0.10–3 m
3 cm
Table 1. Data resolution by field method.
processed in SCENE (FARO) and aligned using targetbased registration. Registration error ranged from 2.95.9 mm with the largest error occurring between scans
of tree canopy.
Aerial UAV surveys were flown five times in the seven
weeks after the collapse (plus a final flight 43 weeks
post-collapse) with an unmodified DJI Mavic Pro quadcopter UAV. Photos taken during a flight measure the position of at least six ground control points. Photos were
captured during free flight up to 122 meters above the
ground, with all areas of the ground having at least nine
photos covering that location. Ground control points
were captured using a Trimble Geo7x with the centimeter
package and a Zephyr 3 antenna. Photogrammetry was
carried out using Photoscan Professional 1.4 (AgiSoft)
and exported as point clouds. Resolution, as reported in
orthoimages, ranges from 0.92 to 2.47 cm.
Additionally, commercial aerial UAV company Halo Imaging flew five additional times in July 2017 in the two
weeks following the collapse. Halo Imaging deployed a
Sensefly Real-time kinematic (RTK) Ebee fixed-wing
UAV and processed their imagery in Pix4D Mapper software to produce point clouds, digital surface models, and
orthophotos. Halo Imaging provided raw images from
their surveys, as well as their processed photogrammetry
derivatives.
To detect changes in the collapse’s perimeter and volume as remediation progressed, repeat surveys were
compared relative to each other. Since no control (precollapse) data exists, all data is compared relative to the
first-day measurements (July 18, 2019, four days after
the collapse). TLS and SfM photogrammetry are handled as point clouds– each dataset existing as its own
point cloud. Point clouds are brought into CloudCompare v.2 and aligned in 3D by surrounding infrastructure
not damaged by the collapse (i.e., house roof corners).
Moving and temporary features (i.e., people, equipment,
cars) are removed with the qBroom plugin.
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By looking at changes in the perimeter alone we can see
changes in the sinkhole’s surface extent. However, the
perimeter is determined by a plane-view line of sight.
Small changes along the walls of the sinkhole, within the
water or under overhanging features (i.e., tree canopy)
area not accounted for. By comparing point clouds with
the M3C2 algorithm, changes in all directions can be detected and quantified.
Point clouds were compared to each other using the Multiscale Model to Model Cloud Comparison algorithm
(M3C2) (Lague et al. 2013). For each point in a subset
of points from the first point cloud (the data that was
collected first), a surface normal was calculated based
on neighboring points within a defined radius. The surface to this normal was compared to the surfaces in a
second cloud (the data that was collected at a later time).
This approach is more effective than simply calculating
the difference in z-value between point cloud because it
can determine changes occurring underneath tree canopy
and overhangs. Furthermore, M3C2 measures the precision of a given set of points-based surface roughness to
determine if a measured change is considered significant
(aka real) or a product of inherently irregular surfaces.
Subsurface
GPR transects were collected two weeks post-collapse and
again at five weeks. GPR data were collected as a grid south
of the collapse and a series of profiles running tangential
to and radially out from the collapsed perimeter (Figure 1)
using the MALÅ ProEx system and a 250 MHz shielded
antennae. GPS positioning was synchronously collected
using a Trimble R10 rover and Zephyr 3 antenna. A best
fit average velocity for the whole data set (0.08 m/ns) was
determined by fitting diffraction patterns in the data to a velocity model. Data was processed in ReflexW (Sandmeier,
Inc.). Profile data points (traces) were interpolated to be
equidistance in the transect direction. A dewow filter was
then applied to remove the long wavelength component. A
time-zero correction was performed to shift the first positive peak to the direct wave arrival time. A step-wise average of 100 traces were subtracted along the profile followed
by a three-trace running average subtraction. A gain was
applied and return signals later than 160 ns were cut off as
little to no useful information was returned. Travel time was
converted to depth with a constant ground velocity.
Existing soil borings were used to correlate horizons imaged with GPR to lithology and strata. Additionally, the
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horizons are interpolated between GPR transects to produce a surface map to compare with the extent and depth
of lithologic layers identified from soil borings.
Bathymetry
Water depth within the sinkhole was mapped on two different days (August 3 and October 5). The first survey
was conducted by boat with a soil probe and measuring tape performed in an evenly-spaced grid fashion
(n=120). The available contour map (Geotechnical Environmental Consultants 2017) was digitized to compare
with the subsequent survey.
After the debris was removed from the water, the bottom of the collapse was mapped using a Lowrance HDS
5 Gen 2 Wide Area Augmentation System (WAAS) enabled Global Positioning System (GPS) with fathometer
(bottom sounder) to determine the boat’s position and
bottom depth in a single measurement. Measurements
were collected every 10 cm in circular transects with approximately 3-meter transect spacing. The data was then
exported into ArcGIS Pro (ESRI) for processing using
triangular irregular network (TIN) modeling to create
a basis for bathymetric contour creation. The result is
an estimate of the collapse’s area, mean and maximum
depths, and volume.
Water depth data points were converted to point clouds
for the M3C2 algorithm and integration with terrain
point clouds.

Results

Surface Changes
Here we highlight the ability to capture changes over
time by focusing on data acquired before and after known
post-collapse events (Figure 2). These events include the
removal of two houses and associated structures that intersected the sinkhole on the east and north side. These
structures gradually collapsed over the course of three
weeks until they were completely removed by mid-August. Stabilization efforts began in August 2017, which
added large volumes of fill material in and around the
sinkhole, and was used to build a rim around the perimeter of the collapsed area. During stabilization, seismic
activity not associated with anthropogenic noise is interpreted to be a machinery-induced wall collapse in early
August. Seismic records from October 2017 to April
2018 suggest no significant sinkhole activity. A final
UAV-flight was done in May 2018, which is compared to

the first post-collapse dataset. The two homes partially
collapsed when the sinkhole formed and the one on the
east edge continued to collapse inward as the perimeter
grew. Results from the M3C2 algorithm shows a negative surface change between July 18 and July 20 where
that house stood (Figure 2a). Although the house on the
north edge had also partially collapsed, no change occurred during this time. The water surface within the
sinkhole does show a larger positive change, which is
attributed to water levels rising.
M3C2 results show a small positive change within the
sinkhole between July 20 and July 25 as water levels
continued to rise (Figure 2b). Negative surface changes are detected along the side of the partially standing
house indicating further damage. Additionally, a negative change is detected on the northwest edge of the sinkhole where more ground material collapsed.
Stabilization efforts began at the beginning of August.
M3C2 results from Aug 02 to Aug 14 show more negative change at the site of the houses, which by this time
had been removed completely (Figure 2c). The entire
sinkhole and much of the edge show a positive change.
Water levels in the sinkhole had stabilized by this time
so this positive surface change is likely water levels being displaced by large volumes of fill material. It is also
fill material that accounts for the positive change around
the perimeter.
Figure 2. Results of an M3C2 algorithm
between SfM photogrammetry datasets
on July 18 and July 20, 2017; SfM
photogrammetry and terrestrial scanning
on July 20 and July 25, 2017; and terrestrial
scanning datasets on August 02 and 14,
2017. All results are underlain with July 18,
2017 photogrammetry-derived point cloud
for reference. The largest negative change
occurs where the perimeter grew (along
the east edge July 18-20 and the southwest
edge Aug 2-14) and where a partially
destroyed home collapsed completely. There
is little change detected between July 25
and August 2 (not shown). Small areas of a
relatively large change within the sinkhole is
due to debris movement. The sinkhole as a
whole does experience a positive change in
the beginning of August due to large volumes
of fill added and increasing water levels.
Changes in tree canopy have been removed.

Seismic records detected sinkhole-related activity on August 5, interpreted to be a wall collapse. This activity is represented in the M3C2 results as a negative change along the
western edge of the sinkhole. There is also negative surface
change to the northwest of the sinkhole that may be the results of heavy machinery compacting the top soil.
Over the course of the study, the most prominent changes are negative surface changes where the two houses
once stood and a positive change along the perimeter
where a stabilizing rim was constructed. M3C2 results
from July 18, 2017 to May 05, 2018 do not show surface
changes due to perimeter growth as they are overprinted
by changes made during stabilization efforts (Figure 3).
Nevertheless, negative change is detected on the western edge where the wall collapse occurred. The negative
change within the sinkhole is likely due to a large amount
of debris in the first dataset that was later removed and
not present in the second comparative dataset.
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Subsurface Changes
The M3C2 algorithm was not able to determine any significant change between bathymetry data on August 03,
2017 and October 5, 2017 because the change in water
depth between surveys was so large and minimal threedimensional overlap exists. A total of 10,432 cubic meters of material was used to partially fill the sinkhole and
stabilize the walls. Not surprisingly, this results in a drastic decrease in water depths and substantial change to the
overall shape of the collapse.
The total volume from the first bathymetric survey (Aug
03) is 7,600 cubic meters (Figure 4a). The surface water’s
stage was 1.6 m below the ground surface and exhibited
a maximum depth of 12.2 m. The sinkhole is generally
oval-shaped with a northeast-southwest trending long
axis. Within the sinkhole there are ridges on the northwest and west walls. The total volume from the second
survey (October 5) is 1,945 cubic meters, representing a
75% decrease (b). The bottom of the sinkhole, besides

becoming much shallower with a maximum depth of
3 meters, now has a flat bottom. There were 21 measurements collected within the region that exhibited the
deepest depths (up to 5 m). (Figure 4b, red circle). These
data points are not typical of a slope found in natural systems and may represent a small vertical opening or depth
anomaly caused by bottom debris. The water levels did
not change, but the ground has been built up around the
sinkhole putting it 3 meters below the ground surface.
Subsurface Structures
Standard penetration tests (SPT) and cone penetrometer
tests (CPT) are in-situ tests performed to quantify soil
strength and were available in consultant reports (Geotechnical Environmental Consultants 2017; Professional
Service Industries 2018). About 3–4.5 meters of loose
sand is underlain by sediment with varying ratios of sand
and silt down to 11-13 meters below the ground surface.
About 2.5–3 meters of soft clay or silty clay lies beneath
sand and silt before borings encountered firm limestone.

Figure 3. Relatively large changes as determined by the M3C2 algorithm between SfM
photogrammetry datasets on July 18, 2017 and May 05, 2018 underlain with May 05, 2018
photogrammetry-derived point cloud for reference. The most notable negative changes (blue)
correspond to houses that collapsed and were removed, perimeter growth on the east side of
the sinkhole, and the complete removal of a tree to the west of the sinkhole. The most notable
positive change (red) corresponds to the built-up rim around the sinkhole. Additionally, perimeter
growth occurred on the southwest edge, but it is overprinted by the rim. The water levels within
the sinkhole were slightly lower in May 2018 than immediately following the collapse in July 2017.
Changes in tree canopy have be removed.
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GPR coverage surrounding the sinkhole was limited by
accessibility. Nevertheless, a high-amplitude semi continuous horizon is observed in numerous GPR profiles
(Figure 5). It resides within a sand to silt layer and corresponds to changes in physical properties, but not necessarily a lithological contact. The interpolated surface
for this horizon is compared to the depth of the top of
limestone and the historic lake boundary (Figure 6). The
horizon is shallowest (<0.5 m) to the northeast and generally dips to the southwest. On the western edge of the
sinkhole, the horizon is 1.25–1.75 meters deep and deepens steeply (2.5+ m) to the southwest. Interruptions in or
down warping of the horizon were noted in consulting
reports (Professional Service Industries 2018) as GPR
anomalies associated with downward migration of sediments. The horizon resides within a sand to silt layer and
corresponds to changes in physical properties, but not
necessarily a sharp lithological contact (i.e., sand over
clay). The areas in which the horizon is the deepest were
once a part of the Saxon Lake as seen in historic aerial
imagery with the shoreline indicated by the gray line depicted in Figure 6. The top of limestone is highly variable but is generally deepest around the sinkhole. The
horizon is deepest where the top of clay is also deepest
(18 m deep) and the lithology alternates between weathered limestone, clays, and sands.

Discussion

The most prominent post-collapse surface changes are
the continued collapse and subsequent removal of two
houses, rising water levels within the sinkhole, and perimeter growth. Perimeter growth, due to overburden
failure, occurs along the northeast and southwest edge,
which is also the direction of the long axis.
Figure 4. Side by side comparison of sinkhole
bathymetry. Water levels remained relatively
constant after the initially syn-collapse rise.
(A) Before stabilization efforts began the
sinkhole was generally oval and cone-shaped
with a northeast-southwest trending long
axis and ridges on the northwest and west
walls. Maximum water depth is 12.2 meters.
(B) Post-stabilization measurements show a
significant decrease in water depths (3 meters
maximum) and flattened bottom. The red
circle denotes data points not typical of a
slope found in a natural system and may
represent a small vertical opening or depth
anomalies caused by bottom debris.

When the first surface dataset (July 18, 2017, four days
post-collapse) is compared with the last dataset (May 05,

Figure 5. Example of the high-amplitude,
semicontinuous horizon observed in GPR
and used to interpolate a surface within the
uppermost unconsolidated sediment.
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Figure 6. Interpolated surface of a semicontinuous horizon observed in numerous GPR profiles
(Figure 5). The horizon resides within a sand to silt layer and corresponds to changes in physical
properties, but not necessarily a lithological contact. It is shallowest (<0.5 m) to the east and
northwest of the sinkhole and generally dips to the southwest. On the western edge of the
sinkhole, the horizon appears shallow (1.25–1.75 m) and quickly becomes deeper (2.5+ m)
to the southwest. Interruptions in the horizon (dotted red lines) may be due to local zones of
subsidence. The areas in which the horizon is the deepest were once a part of the historic extent
of Saxon Lake as seen in early aerial imagery (gray line). The top of limestone (points) is highly
variable but is generally deepest around the sinkhole.
2018) there are large expected changes due to house and
tree removals and a constructed stabilization rim. A negative change is also detected just southwest of the perimeter. This area experienced a large negative change (perimeter growth) in the first half of August, corresponding
as well to when seismometers recorded activity in the
sinkhole. This suggests continued failure of overburden
(albeit potentially heavy machinery-induced) almost a
month after the initial collapse. Regardless of the cause,
failure is occurring in line with the long axis of the collapse.

The horizon is deepest (3 meters) to the southwest of
the sinkhole. As indicated from soil borings, this is also
where clay is the deepest and strata is more variable with
alternating lithology starting approximately 14 meters
below the surface. Interestingly, the deep portion also
falls in line with the northeast-southwest long axis of the
sinkhole. It is possible that the karst feature responsible
for the collapse extends southwest. In that case, overburden, including the horizon, may be deepest in the southwest because this area subsided. This would agree with
negative surface changes in the same area.

When compared to historic lake edge boundaries (aerial
imagery from 1957 and earlier), the horizon is about
1 meter or less deep outside historical lake extents and
below 1 meter within extents. The lake’s extent changed
with time as the edge was filled using dredge muck from
the Saxon Lake bottom to create more land for development (Henderson 1983). The horizon appears to represent a predevelopment surface.

Conclusions
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A combination of remote sensing, geophysics, and soil
borings are used to characterize the temporospatial surface changes and subsurface structures at a cover-collapse sinkhole. The sinkhole is oval and cone-shaped
with a northeast-southwest long axis and ridges on the
northwest and west slopes. The initial collapse measured
1395 square meters and grew to a maximum of 1626

square meters. The direction of the collapse’s long axis,
post-collapse activity, and the orientation and depth of
a semicontinuous subsurface horizon suggests a linear
or elongated karst feature responsible for the collapse.
The historic lake edges also reveal the collapse—and
characteristics just mentioned—spatially correspond to
the lobe-like reach of the lake edge as it was in 1957 and
earlier. This suggests the extent of lake bottom sediments
may have played a role in the location of the collapse.
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global positioning system (GPS) fieldwork, and conducted portions of the GIS analysis. Shawn Landry and
David Eilers designed and carried out some of the bathymetric fieldwork and processed the data. Sarah Kruse,
Sajad Jazayeri, Sanaz Esmaeili, Henok Kiflu designed
and carried out the majority of GPR fieldwork. Jochen
Braunmiller designed and carried out the seismic fieldwork and processed seismic data.
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Abstract

Memorial Athletic Field, State College, Pennsylvania
was installed within an existing doline shaft system.
Although its early history included such uses as waste
disposal and limestone mining, the Works Project Administration in the late 1930s converted the doline into
Memorial Stadium. Subsequently, a surface opening
(throat) on the north side of the field was connected to a
series of pipes that drain 20 hectares of street runoff. A
major issue with exploiting the throat for runoff disposal
is that the void beneath grew over time due to erosion,
dissolution, and subsidence.
The top of rock within the athletic field is roughly
funnel-shaped and the interior of the “funnel” contains
periglacial sediments as imaged through electrical imaging (EI) and microgravity (MG) mapping. Profiles
of the EI data using a forward modeling program show
a well-developed void beneath the bleachers. The microgravity data also show the presence of a north-south
deep-rooted fracture system that probably opens to a
larger series of voids at depths of greater than 20 meters.

Introduction

Memorial Athletic Field, a high school football field located in State College, Pennsylvania, has served many
purposes since State College was incorporated in 1896
(Figure 1). Through much of the 19th century and the
beginning of the 20th century, the Memorial Field depression was used for waste disposal, and referred to
as “The Hollow” (Smith, 2011). Penn State University
purchased the sinkhole land in 1914 with plans to develop the area as a recreation space for a new elementary
school located on Nittany Avenue.
Eventually, the Chamber of Commerce saw the land’s
potential and had Penn State’s Architecture Department design plans for a campus extension that included

a sports stadium. There was no real progress with the
project until 1935, when a program under the New Deal
funded the project with approximately $100,000 (Smith,
2011). The Works Progress Administration program included mining limestone with most of the stone quarried
to be used for the development of the field that included
building retaining walls and the southern bleachers (Figure 2). Quarrying, apparently, was not a separate commercial endeavor.
The first sporting event was held October 1, 1937. In
1946, the stadium was renamed Memorial Field in honor
of the high school students from State College who gave
their lives in World Wars I and II.
At some point, following the development of the field,
a throat on the north side of the field that connected to a
deep-seated void was subsequently exploited for street
drainage. A series of storm water pipes were connected
from adjoining streets and provided street drainage via
the throat (Figure 3). The throat, located beneath the
bleachers on the north side of the field, has shown steady
subsidence in the decades since street runoff of some 20
hectares was routed to the sinkhole. A major issue with
years of storm water discharge to the throat is that the
throat widened and the void beneath grew due to erosion, dissolution, and subsidence.
Geophysical methods, microgravity and electrical imaging, were determined to be the most expedient and least
expensive method to image the void beneath the sinking
bleachers and the athletic field.

Geology

Memorial Field is developed into the karst-forming dolomitic Axeman Formation, a part of the Ordovicianaged Beekmantown Group (Figure 4). The Beekmantown is over 2,000 meters (m) thick in the area study
area (Thompson, 1999). Memorial Stadium is located on
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Figure 1. Digital elevation model (1 m grid; North American Vertical Data 1988, 2006–2008
Department of Conservation and Natural Resources PAMAP) of Memorial Athletic Field in State
College, Pennsylvania. Upper right inset map shows existing storm drains at Memorial Athletic
Field (in red).
the northwestern side of the northeast plunging Nittany
Syncline (Clarke, 1965).
Several of karst features, consisting of dolines, voids and
shafts, within the State College area have been identified and geophysically-mapped (e.g., Hutchinson and
Vidarsson, 2006; Hutchinson et al., 2020). Many of the
dolines are circular and tens of meters in diameter but
show only minor surface depression, on the order of a
few meters. Unfortunately, surface expression in the
form of subsidence usually occurs after surface disturbance or from construction; consequently, if left undisturbed these features do not seem to readily enlarge or
collapse (Hutchinson et al., 2020).

Geophysical Methods

The geophysical investigation into the extent and nature of the doline shaft system of Memorial Stadium
consisted of EI and MG mapping. EI and MG profiles
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Figure 2. Works Project Administration workers
during the construction of Memorial Field,
circa 1937. View of the stadium to the south
(from Smith, 2011).

Figure 3. Excavation of the subsiding reinforced concrete manhole in April 2013. Note the
0.5 meter diameter pipes feeding the manhole.
were collected parallel to the established football field
grid. Collection occurred every 3 meters for the EI
profiles and microgravity soundings were collected
every 1.5 meters along the “10-yard” chalk-marked
lines.

Electrical Imaging
Electrical resistance is based upon Ohm’s Law; where,
resistance is equal to the ratio of potential to current
flow. Resistivity, then, is a measure of the resistance
along a linear distance of a material with a known crosssectional area. Consequently, resistivity is measured in
Ohm-meters and data can be presented as geo-electrical
profiles or tomographs that represent a geoelectrical response to subsurface conditions.
Electrical currents propagate as a function of three material properties (1) ohmic conductivity, (2) electrolytic conductivity, and (3) dielectric conductivity. Ohmic conductivity is a property exhibited by metals (Kaufman, 1992).
Electrolytic conductivity is a function of the concentration
of total dissolved solids and salts in the groundwater that
exists in the pore spaces of a material (Reynolds, 2011).
Therefore, the matrix of most soil and bedrock is highly
resistive. Of these three properties, electrolytic conductivity is the dominant material characteristic that influences the apparent resistivity values collected by this
method (Milsom, 1989).

Figure 4. A portion of the State College,
Pennsylvania geologic 1:24,000 quadrangle
map. Geologic units include the Ordovician
Stonehenge/Larke (Osl); Nittany Formation
(On); Axeman Formation (Oa); Bellefonte
Formation (Obf); and Benner Formation to
Loysburg Formation (Obl) (Berg and Dodge,
1981).

In general, resistivity values decrease in water-bearing
rocks and soil with increasing: fractional volume of the
rock occupied by groundwater; total dissolved solid and
chloride content of the groundwater; permeability of the
pore spaces; and, temperature.
Materials with minimal primary pore space (i.e., limestone, dolomite) will exhibit high resistivity values
(Mooney, 1980). Highly porous, moist or saturated soil,
such as fat clays, will exhibit very low resistivity values.
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In homogeneous ground, the apparent resistivity is
the true ground resistivity; however, in heterogeneous
ground, the apparent resistivity represents a weighted
average of all formations through which the current
passes (Mooney, 1980). Data was collected using GF Instruments ARES II continuous ground resistivity meter.
Each profile was collected using a Schlumberger array
with 3 m electrode spacing.
A forward modeling subroutine was used to calculate the
apparent resistivity values using the EarthImager program (AGI, 2002). This program is based on the smoothness-constrained least-squares method (deGroot-Hedlin
and Constable, 1990; Loke and Barker, 1996).
The EarthImager program divides the subsurface 2-D
space into a number of rectangular blocks. Resistivities of each block are then calculated to produce an apparent resistivity pseudosection. The pseudosection is
compared to the actual measurements for consistency.
A measure of the difference is given by the root-meansquared (rms) error.
The processed readings were converted to a color that
represents solid rock (>300 Ohm-m; dark blue-red hues),
saturated fractured rock (35 to 300 Ohm-m; green hues),
and saturated voids (<35 Ohm-m; light blue hues). Subsurface voids are interpreted as clay-filled and/or fully
saturated, thus have a very low apparent resistivity;
whereas, the dolomite/limestone has a very high apparent resistivity. Unfortunately, it is difficult to separate
water-filled voids from clay-filled voids with electrical
imaging methods.
Microgravity
MG measurements are not readily impacted by cultural noise; consequently, MG measurements can be col-

lected in buildings and adjacent to urban development
(Milsom, 1989). Microgravity has been used for many
geologic purposes; however, for the environmental geophysicist, microgravity is used to determine the presence
of subsurface voids, to image subsurface bedrock topography, and to find the depth of waste (Carmichael and
George, 1977; Kick, 1985; Stewart, 1980).
Small changes in rock density produce small changes in
the gravity field that can be measured by the MG (Hinze,
1990). These readings change from day to day due to
tidal response and lunar pull, among other phenomena
that have an impact on the earth’s gravitational flux.
MG measures the acceleration due to the earth’s gravitational field (in mGal=0.001 cm/sec2) using an astatic
spring mechanism (Carmichael and George, 1977).
Gravity is calculated in units of acceleration, thus the
CGS (centimeter, gram, second) system units for gravity, mGal, has been replaced by the SI unit for the pull
of gravity, g.u. (1 g.u.=1 υm/s2; and 1 g.u.=0.1 mGal).
Processing raw gravity data includes corrections for latitude, elevation, Bouguer gravity, tidal, and terrain.
Latitude corrections were automatically corrected by
the MG meter by subtracting the International Gravity
Formula normal datum from the observed gravity. The
elevation or free-air correction normalizes the gravity
data to a given datum that does not have to be sea level.
Bouguer corrections account for the rock mass between
the measuring station and sea level which is related to
density and known thickness above sea level.

Geophysical Investigation

Electrical Imaging
The EI profiles show the top of the carbonate rock beneath the field to be funnel-shaped with the interior of

Figure 5. An example of an inverted geoelectric profile along the eastern “50-yard” line of
Memorial Athletic Stadium showing the funnel-shape to the sinkhole. See text for color scale;
map scale as shown with no vertical exaggeration.
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the “funnel” filled with periglacial clay (Figure 5). This
interpretation did not show the potential for collapse or
subsidence. Structurally, though, clay tends to migrate
towards the center or deepest part of the “funnel” over
time; however, this phenomenon is not quantifiable
but has been recorded in other areas of State College
(Hutchinson, et al, 2020). Some subsidence was noticed
on the southern side near the southern bleachers suggesting that basinward migration is occurring.
The historical and recent subsidence beneath the northern
bleachers triggered this investigation of the throat that receives storm water discharge. The void below the throat is
rimmed with an inferred 1.5 meter cap or roof of carbonate rock (Figure 6). The void is estimated to be 12 meters
by 15 meters in size in plan view. The base of the void
beneath the throat is >6 meters below surface at its deepest
part and is almost invariably clay-filled.
Microgravity
A plan map using gravity data created with a forward
modeling program also shows a well-developed clayfilled sinkhole beneath the bleachers (Figure 7). In the
southwest-northeast orientation, the deepest portion of
the sinkhole beneath the bleachers is estimated to be
4 meters wide; whereas in the northwest-southeast direction the sinkhole is estimated to be 10 meters wide.

Figure 6. Plan map of the sinkhole area
beneath the northern bleachers at Memorial
Stadium. Depth to top of rock map based
upon EI profile interpretation. Note location
of interpreted regional fracture (blue). Plan
map based upon North American Datum 83
Pennsylvania North State Plane (m).

Forward modeling of the gravity data shows that the top
of rock is 6 meters below grade consistent with the EI
profiles. The forward model is based upon limited gravity data (i.e., sounding or point collection); consequently,
the gravity model did not quite meet the exact footprint
of the interpretation from the EI profiles.
Structurally, the top of the void has supported the stands
for many years. The long-term use of the void as a discharge point for storm water runoff; however, has eroded
the deeper cavern and possibly thinned the roof of the feature thus causing the subsidence of the bleachers.
The MG investigation within the athletic field of Memorial Stadium was pivotal in determining areas of potential
hazards. A plan map of the depth to rock from forwardmodeled MG data shows that the top of the limestone
is funnel-shaped (Figure 8). The forward model used to
create this map was based upon the specific gravity of
clay which is much lower than that of limestone/dolomite (Figure 9).
The top of rock map generated from forward modeling
of gravity profile data within the athletic field shows
a well-developed periglacial clay-filled sinkhole (Fig-

Figure 7. A 3-D representation of the
corrected microgravity data showing the
void beneath the northern bleachers. The
color contours represent depth to the top of
carbonate rock beneath the bleachers. Plan
map based upon North American Datum 83
Pennsylvania North State Plane (m).
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ure 8). The microgravity data also shows the regional
fracture (area between blue lines) that accounts for the
surficial karst features in this area (Figure 8).
Further, the deep-rooted fracture that is inferred to
run nearly north-south can be documented by: (1) the
surface subsidence noted near the copse of trees by
the northern access driveway; (2) the location of the
throat of the void; (3) the deepest portion of the doline
in roughly the center of the athletic field; and, (4) the
subsidence noted along S. Fraser Street (Figure 8).

This fracture system probably opens to a larger series
of voids at depths of greater than 20 meters (Figure 5).
A doline shaft system model most appropriately describes the athletic field’s relationship to karst development (Figure 10).

Conclusion

A sub-regional south-north oriented fracture system is
inferred to cut through the center of Memorial Athletic
Stadium. A doline exists along the fracture trace that is
centrally located within the stadium. The doline, now

Figure 8. Top of rock map based upon the differential gravity and superimposed on Memorial
Stadium. Coordinate system North American Datum 83 Pennsylvania North State Plane (m). Area
between the blue lines represents the regional fracture system.
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deeper subregional fracture/cavern system (i.e., greater
than 6 m).

Figure 9. Forward-modeled profile of the
sinkhole beneath the “35 Yard” line in
Memorial Stadium. Vertical exaggeration 1.5
times.
represented by an athletic field, is filled to grade with
periglacial clay.
A surface hole or throat to a void located beneath the
northern bleachers to Memorial Stadium is situated
along the alignment of the sub-regional fracture system.
The throat is in communication with the subregional
system, probably through a system of well-developed
caverns and enlarged, interconnected fractures. In plan
view, the shallow void beneath the bleachers is approximately 12 meters by 15 meters. This void, used for storm
water disposal, is no deeper than 2 meters below grade
at its deepest point but is in full communication with a

The throat is currently a discharge point for the City of
State College’s storm sewer for approximately 20 hectares that surround the stadium (Figure 1). The historical
use of the throat for storm water disposal has weakened
the rock supporting the roof of the void causing subsidence in the area around the inlet to the throat. This
subsidence will likely continue as the void grows from
erosion and dissolution caused by the continued use for
storm water disposal.
The differential gravity map provides a sub-regional
view of the extent of doline development within the athletic field and that Memorial Field is a well-developed
clay-plugged doline.
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Abstract

Personnel with the National Cave and Karst Research
Institute conducted a series of electrical resistivity (ER)
surveys over and beyond mapped portions of Phantom
Lake Spring Cave, currently the deepest underwater
cave in the United States, and one component of the San
Solomon Spring Group, a network of karstic springs in
far West Texas. This work is part of a larger investigation of the regional hydrologic framework of the San
Solomon Springs, and was motivated by concerns about
the impact of new oil and gas operations on water resources and water quality in the region.
Most of the cave is partially or completely flooded with
brackish water, and appears on ER profiles as a zone of
low electrical resistivity. ER surveys show electrically
conductive zones indicative of a flooded conduit more
than 400 m beyond the farthest downgradient station in
the mapped portion of the cave. A dye trace study conducted in 2013 demonstrated that water in Phantom Lake
Spring Cave flows at an apparent velocity of ~1000 m/
day through conduits formed in Cretaceous limestone,
eventually discharging from San Solomon Spring at
Balmorhea State Park, six kilometers east of the cave
entrance. Low resistivity anomalies identified on ER
surveys conducted west of the park probably represent
those flooded karstic conduits that provide the hydrologic link between Phantom Lake Spring Cave and San
Solomon Spring.

Background

In 2016, news outlets announced the discovery of Alpine High, a large oil and gas complex in West Texas
in the southwest corner of the Delaware Basin, near the
junction of Culberson, Jeff Davis, and Reeves counties
(Blackmon, 2016). The announcement was met with

enthusiasm by stakeholders, as well as concern about
the impact of the development on water resources and
water quality in the region. The southwest edge of the
basin contains the San Solomon Spring Group, a series
of six karst springs that discharge groundwater from
Cretaceous limestones along the northeast flank of the
Davis Mountains. The springs and related groundwater
provide water resources for much of the agricultural activity in the area. The main San Solomon Spring discharges into the pool at Balmorhea State Park, another
important component of the local economy. The springs
also provide habitat for several federally listed endangered species, including the Comanche Springs pupfish
(Cyprinodon elegans), the Pecos gambusia (Gambusia
nobilis), and the Phantom Lake springsnail (Tryonia
cheatumi) (US Fish and Wildlife Service, 2013; Land
and Veni, 2018).
The San Solomon Spring Group is located at the far
western edge of the Edwards Plateau, one of the largest
karst regions in the United States (Kastning, 1983; Figure 1). The San Solomon Spring area also lies within
the boundaries of several regional investigations of the
greater Edwards-Trinity Aquifer system, conducted
over the past 26 years by the US Geological Survey
(Barker et al., 1994; Kuniansky and Holligan, 1994;
Barker and Ardis, 1996; Kuniansky and Ardis, 2004;
Bumgarner et al., 2012; Thomas et al., 2013) and the
Texas Water Development Board (e.g., Anaya, 2001;
Mace et al., 2001; Anaya and Jones, 2009). However,
previous research conducted by hydrologists at the
University of Texas at Austin (e.g., LaFave and Sharp,
1987; Sharp, 2001; Sharp et al., 2003) indicates that
the San Solomon Springs occupy a different hydrologic
regime that has little to do with the Edwards-Trinity
Aquifer.
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Figure 1. Physiographic map of south-central Texas. West of the Pecos River (Trans-Pecos region)
the Edwards Plateau is sometimes referred to as the Stockton Plateau. The various components
of the greater Edwards-Trinity Aquifer System are indicated by color shading (Land and Veni,
2018).
Based on geochemical and isotopic data (e.g., Chowdhury et al., 2004; Uliana et al., 2007), these studies conclude that discharge from the San Solomon Springs is
fed by two sources of water: Cretaceous limestones and
volcanic rock in the Davis Mountains a few kilometers
to the south; and a more distant source, originating from
groundwater recharge in alluvial basins to the west in
central Culberson County (Figure 2). Groundwater in
these alluvial basins then flows through Permian carbonates of the Capitan Reef complex in the Apache Mountains, and into Cretaceous rocks juxtaposed by faulting
against the Capitan Reef carbonates in the subsurface
(Figure 3). Groundwater first discharges from Phantom
Lake Spring Cave, and subsequently from the five downgradient springs, including discharge from San Solomon
Spring into the pool at Balmorhea State Park, six kilometers east of the cave entrance. This conceptual model
thus defines a regional groundwater flow system that
extends for more than 120 kilometers from west to east.
Other investigators have observed that there has been little
analysis of hydraulic and geologic data to support these
models of regional flow (Finch, 2018, written communi-
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cation). Investigations of the karstic nature of the aquifer
are limited to two studies: (1) Cave divers have explored
and surveyed Phantom Lake Spring Cave upstream for
1.4 km northwest of the entrance and ~500 m downstream
to the south, for a total surveyed length of 3075 m. The
cave continues unexplored at its upstream and downstream surveyed ends. Phantom Lake Spring Cave is now
the second deepest cave in Texas, and the deepest underwater cave in the US, with a depth of 140.8 m at the current limit of exploration (ADM Exploration Foundation,
2013). (2) In 2013 personnel with the National Cave and
Karst Research Institute (NCKRI) injected uranine dye
into the downgradient section of Phantom Lake Spring
Cave and deployed dye detectors in all of the downgradient springs. The dye appeared in the pool at Balmorhea
State Park six days later. Dye was not detected at any of
the other springs or at any of the four monitored wells,
suggesting little inflow from other sources into the cave
stream between the dye injection point and San Solomon Spring. This study unequivocally demonstrated that
groundwater flows downgradient through the cave to San
Solomon Spring in Balmorhea State Park at a minimum
velocity of about 1 km/day (Veni, 2013).

In April 2019, NCKRI personnel began conducting electrical
resistivity (ER) surveys over mapped portions of Phantom
Lake Spring Cave to establish the resistivity signature of the
cave. These geophysical surveys are part of a larger investigation of the regional hydrologic framework associated with
the San Solomon Spring system. The cave map is confidential to prevent vandalism or drilling into the cave to exploit
water resources contained therein. For this reason we are not
including a location map of the ER surveys over the cave.

Methods

ER surveys are a common and effective geophysical
method for detection of subsurface voids (e.g., Land and
Veni, 2012; Land, 2013; Land et al., 2018). The basic
procedure involves generating a direct current between
two metal electrodes (stainless steel stakes) implanted in
the ground, while measuring the ground voltage between
two other implanted electrodes. Given the current flow
and voltage drop between the electrodes, differences in
subsurface electrical resistivity can be determined and
mapped. Modern resistivity surveys employ an array of
multiple electrodes connected with electrical cable. Over
the course of a survey, pairs of electrodes are activated
by means of an electromechanical switchbox and a resistivity meter. The depth of investigation for a typical ER
survey is approximately one-fifth the length of the array
of electrodes.

Figure 2. Regional groundwater flow systems
in West Texas. Modified from Sharp (2001). 1
= Phantom Lake Cave; 2 = San Solomon and
downgradient associated springs. Arrows
indicate regional groundwater flow paths. Tan
shading indicates Quaternary basin fill; brown
shading indicates igneous and volcanic rock;
blue shading represents carbonate outcrops.
Dashed lines show subsurface extent of the
Capitan Reef (from Land and Veni, 2018).

Figure 3. Generalized geologic map of the Pecos-Van Horn region of West Texas (from Land and
Veni, 2018).
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We use a SuperSting™ R8/IP electrical resistivity system
provided by Advanced Geosciences, Inc. (AGI) to collect
resistivity data, powered by two deep-cycle lead-acid batteries and employing a dipole-dipole array configuration.
Rollalong methods were used at some sites to extend the
length of the survey lines (e.g., Land and Asanidze, 2015;
Land et al., 2018). During rollalong surveys, after data are
collected using the initial array of electrodes, the lower
half of the array is shifted forward to the far end for a 50%
overlap. Although this method does not increase the depth
of investigation, it permits a seamless ER profile much
longer than the length of the main array.
While resistivity data are collected, a Topcon GR3™
GPS instrument package is used to collect survey-grade
GPS coordinates for each electrode in the array. Elevation data collected during these surveys are used to correct the resistivity data for variations in topography at
each survey site. ER data are processed using EarthImager-2D™ software. The EarthImager software chooses a
resistivity scale designed to highlight natural conditions
in the subsurface, thus resistivity profiles from a given
survey area may not have the same resistivity scale. AGI
technical staff report that, in general, it is not advisable
to force the software to adhere to a specific scale, and attempts to do so may yield misleading results.

brackish, with a specific conductance of 3591 µS/cm and
total dissolved solids (TDS) content of ~2300 mg/l. The
cave passage thus displays on ER profiles as a zone of
low electrical resistivity.
We used the confidential map of the cave to determine
the locations of our 2D ER survey lines. All of the resistivity arrays deployed over Phantom Lake Spring Cave
and its extensions were oriented roughly perpendicular
to the underlying cave passage, with their center points
located over the mapped cave.
ER survey line PLC1 is located ~110 m west and upgradient of the cave entrance. This survey employed a 56
electrode dipole-dipole array with 3-m electrode spacing
and achieved an exploration depth of ~40 m. According to the cave map, the main, fully flooded passage is
beneath electrodes 23 and 24, at an elevation of 1053 m,
which coincides with a broad zone of low resistivity between electrodes 18 and 29 on the ER profile (Figure 5).
Another low resistivity anomaly is present between electrodes 32 and 41. That feature may be an unsurveyed,
water-filled conduit with no known physical connection

Resistivity profiles illustrate vertical and lateral variations in subsurface resistivity. The presence or absence
of electrically conductive water or water-saturated soil
or bedrock is one of the most significant factors influencing the results of an ER survey. Air- or water-filled
caves and conduits in the survey area will thus display as
zones of higher or lower resistivity, respectively, on ER
profiles relative to the surrounding bedrock.

Results and Discussion

Phantom Lake Spring Cave ER surveys
Most of the mapped portion of Phantom Lake Spring
Cave is partially or completely flooded (ADM Exploration Foundation, 2013). Discharge from the cave has
diminished in recent years and now rarely flows from the
cave entrance. The US Bureau of Reclamation pumps
water from inside the cave into a refugium pool, which
flows over a small dam back into the cave, to provide
habitat for endangered species of fish and invertebrates
at that location (Figure 4; Veni, 2013). Measurements of
water quality in the refugium pool using a YSI™ multiparameter meter indicate that water in the cave is slightly
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Figure 4. Gated entrance to Phantom Lake
Spring Cave, formed in upper Cretaceous
Buda Limestone.

to the explored cave, although one known passage that
has not been explored may link to this probable conduit.

southwest dip is clearly visible in the bedrock outcrop at
both survey areas.

Line PLC2 also employed a 56 electrode dipole-dipole array at 3 m electrode spacing, with an exploration depth of
~40 m. Line PLC2 is located ~250 m northwest of PLC1
and 360 m from the cave entrance. This upgradient portion
of the cave passage trends northwest from the entrance for
more than a kilometer, but at one point makes a short bend
to the northeast. PLC2 runs parallel to that northeast bend
in the passage. The cave geometry at this station displays
as a concentrated pod of low resistivity, with a conductive
section extending to the northeast (Figure 6).

Line PLC4 is located over the downgradient portion of
the cave passage, ~280 m south of the cave entrance.
This portion of the cave is described by the cave diving
team as a much narrower passage with strong flow. The
PLC4 survey also employed a 56 electrode dipole-dipole
array at 3 m electrode spacing, achieving an exploration depth of ~36 m. The data quality from this survey is
much noiser than measurements made over the upgradient portion of the cave, with an RMS error of 32.03%.
The poor data quality may be due to the fact that the survey was conducted over exposed limestone bedrock, and
it was necessary to drill holes in the bedrock for installation of the electrodes. The ER profile nonetheless shows
a small conductive zone ~12 m below ground level (bgl)
beneath electrode 28, coincident with the mapped cave
passage (Figure 7).
ER line PLC6 is located downgradient and ~490 m from
the cave entrance. The survey is also located ~50 m south
of the southernmost mapped station on the cave map.

Lines PLC1 and PLC2 both show a shallow zone of low
resistivity dipping down from the land surface to the
south, west of the cave (Figures 5 and 6). We interpret
this phenomenon to be caused by groundwater flowing
downdip along bedding planes into the shallow subsurface. The survey area is located on the northeast limb of
the Rounsaville Syncline, where the upper Cretaceous
Buda limestone dips to the southwest (Figure 3). The

Figure 5. ER line PLC1, located upgradient from, and ~110 m west of the cave entrance.

Figure 6. ER line PLC2, located upgradient from, and ~360 m northwest of the cave entrance.
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Because of uncertainty about the depth and diameter of
the cave passage at this location, we used a 70 electrode
dipole-dipole array, but decreased the electrode spacing
to two meters to more effectively resolve the smaller
cave passage.
The eastern half of the PLC6 array was located on exposed limestone bedrock, where it was again necessary
to drill holes in the rock for installation of the electrodes.
The western half of the array was located on alluvium in
a dense thicket of mesquite. These challenging field conditions probably account for the very noisy data set, with
an RMS error >28% (Figure 8). Despite the poor quality of the data, we nevertheless achieved an exploration
depth of 33 m and succeeded in identifying a low resistivity anomaly between electrodes 36 and 43, ~12 m bgl,
which we assume corresponds to a southerly extension
of the cave passage. The surface and near-surface geology are also clearly indicated on the ER profile. A layer
of very high resistivity beneath the east half of the survey line can be seen dipping down to the west, reflecting
the surface outcrop of the Buda limestone dipping down
into the subsurface beneath the west half of the line. The
orientation of the conductive zone, also dipping a few
degrees to the west, suggests that the passage geometry
may be influenced by southwest-dipping bedding planes
in the Buda Limestone.

ER line PLC8 is located ~850 m south-southeast of the
cave entrance, and employed an 84 electrode dipole-dipole array at 2 m spacing. This survey is ~450 m south of
the southernmost mapped station in the cave. We chose
this array configuration to increase our exploration depth
without sacrificing resolution, because of uncertainties
about the depth, orientation and diameter of the cave
passage.
The PLC8 survey achieved a 41 m depth of investigation with a relatively low RMS error of 12.3%. This
low RMS error probably reflects the fact that the survey line was deployed on alluvium substrate, where the
Buda limestone is no longer exposed at the surface. The
most distinctive feature on the ER profile is an elongate
zone of low resistivity between electrodes 22 and 55,
~12 m bgl (Figure 9). This geometry suggests that line
PLC8 may have crossed the cave passage at an oblique
angle as it begins to turn to the northeast.
Giffin and San Solomon springs ER surveys
During June and August 2019, NCKRI personnel conducted ER surveys in the vicinity of Giffin and San Solomon springs. Giffin Spring is located ~200 m northwest
of Balmorhea State Park. From 1953 to 2001 Giffin
Spring had an average discharge of 112 L/s, the second
greatest spring flow in the San Solomon Spring Group

Figure 7. ER line PLC4, located downgradient from, and ~280 m south of the cave entrance.

Figure 8. ER line PLC6, located downgradient, and ~490 m south of the cave entrance.
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(Ridgeway et al., 2005). San Solomon Spring is the highest volume spring of the San Solomon Spring Group,
discharging at an average rate of ~850 L/s (30 cfs) directly into the swimming pool within the park boundaries (Figure 10).
Most of the Giffin and San Solomon Spring surveys employed 112 electrode dipole-dipole arrays at 2 m electrode spacing, achieving an exploration depth of 45–
58 m below ground level. Rollalong methods were used
at most of the sites to extend the length of the survey
lines. RMS error for all of the surveys was <10%.
ER survey SS1 was conducted ~400 m west of Balmorhea State Park along the west shoulder of the southbound portion of Highway 17 (Figure 10). The survey
employed a 112 electrode dipole-dipole single deploy-

ment array (no rollalong) with 2 m electrode spacing.
The most distinctive features of the SS1 profile are several pods of low resistivity below 980 m elevation (Figure 11), suggesting the presence of at least three discrete
conduits flooded with brackish water formed in more
resistive host rock.
ER survey SS2 employed a 112 electrode dipole-dipole
array at 2 m electrode spacing with two rollalongs, for a
total survey length of 446 m, achieving an exploration
depth of 56 m. The SS2 array was deployed parallel to
a dirt road extending southeast to northwest, immediately west of Balmorhea State Park (Figure 10). Several
pods of low resistivity below ~995 m elevation indicate
conduits in the limestone bedrock flooded with brackish
water (Figure 12). A shallow layer of higher resistivity,
indicated by yellow and orange shading, probably rep-

Figure 9. ER line PLC8, located downgradient and ~850 m SSE of the cave entrance.

Figure 10. ER surveys conducted near Giffin and San Solomon Springs (red lines).
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resents unsaturated alluvium. If that is the case, the SS2
record suggests a variable thickness of alluvium overlying an irregular bedrock surface.
ER survey SS3 also employed a 112 electrode dipoledipole array at 2 m electrode spacing with two rollalongs, for a total survey length of 446 m, achieving
an exploration depth of 58 m. The SS3 array was deployed along the south shoulder of eastbound Highway 17, immediately adjacent to the north boundary
fence at Balmorhea State Park (Figure 10). A zone
of low resistivity between electrodes 85 and 110 is

<30 m north of the spring outlet beneath the pool diving board in the park.
As with all of the previous surveys near the park, an irregular zone of low resistivity is visible below ~995 m
elevation (Figure 13), including several low resistivity
pods indicative of flooded conduits. The record also suggests upward leakage of brackish water from these conduits into near-surface alluvium.
ER survey GS1 was conducted along a dirt road extending north-northwest from Highway 17. The survey line

Figure 11. ER profile SS1, located ~400 m west of the pool at Balmorhea State Park (Figure 10).

Figure 12. ER profile SS2. The low resistivity pod beneath electrode 165 is ~40 m southwest of the
southern arm of the pool at Balmorhea State Park (Figure 10).

Figure 13. ER profile SS3, conducted along the SW-NE section of Highway 17 immediately
adjacent to Balmorhea State Park (Figure 10). Several electrodes had to be skipped in this survey
because of two road crossings. The low resistivity zone centered beneath electrode 90 is ~23 m
north of the spring outlet below the pool diving board.
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is located 100–200 m west of Giffin Spring, across the
highway north from Balmorhea State Park (Figure 10).
GS1 employed a 112 electrode dipole-dipole array at
2 m electrode spacing, with one rollalong for a total survey length of 334 m and an exploration depth of 46 m.
Three days later we reoccupied the site and conducted
a second survey (GS4), using a 112 electrode single
deployment array (no rollalong) at 3 m electrode spacing, thus increasing our exploration depth to ~82 m,
although sacrificing some resolution relative to the
2 m spacing conducted earlier. The GS1 and GS4 surveys coincide precisely with each other and are both
334 m long.
The most distinctive features of the GS1 profile are
a near-surface layer of relatively high resistivity extending to ~12 m bgl, and an irregular zone of lower
resistivity below ~995 m elevation (Figure 14A). The
shallow higher resistivity layer probably represents
air-filled porosity in unsaturated alluvium (yellow-orange shading) and possibly bedrock (green shading).
The lower resistivity layer, shown in shades of blue

and ranging from 2 to 20 ohm-m, probably indicates
flooded conduits and brackish water-saturated bedrock formed below the water table. The low resistivity
zone near the north end of the profile has a distinctive
vertical fabric, which may reflect solution-enlarged
vertical fractures formed in the Buda Limestone.
The low resistivity features visible on the GS1 profile
are also apparent on GS4 (Figure 14B). It is worth noting that the layer of low resistivity does not extend down
to the bottom of the profile, as we might expect with the
saturated zone in a more conventional sand/gravel aquifer, but is confined to a discrete layer between 970 and
1000 m elevation. We interpret this phenomenon to indicate a karstified layer with solution-enlarged conduits
in the uppermost 30 m of the Buda Limestone, through
which groundwater is flowing east toward Giffin Spring.
Thickness of the alluvial layer overlying the limestone
bedrock is an important question about the study area
that remains unanswered. The lithologic log from a water well located 1.5 km south-southwest of the park reports an alluvial thickness of 120 m overlying limestone

Figure 14A. ER profile GS1, showing results of a 112 electrode dipole-dipole rollalong survey (one
roll) at 2 m electrode spacing. The low resistivity zone beneath electrode 35 is ~100 m WSW of
Giffin Spring.
Figure 14B. ER profile GS4, same location as GS1, showing results of a 112 electrode dipole-dipole
single-deployment array (no rollalong) at 3 m electrode spacing. The low resistivity anomaly
beneath electrode 23 coincides with the low resistivity zone beneath E35 on GS1. Both profiles
are 334 m long.
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bedrock. By contrast, a well located 1.3 km west of the
park reports water in Cretaceous limestone at a depth of
only 23 m.
The results of these ER surveys are consistent with
known or likely hydrogeologic conditions. The surveys
over known portions of Phantom Lake Spring Cave
clearly illustrate the cave at its known depth and location. Surveys over unexplored downgradient areas along
the cave’s projected route reveal probable conduits consistent with the likely extent and position of the continuation of the cave.
The ER surveys adjacent to Giffin and San Solomon
springs indicate distributary flow patterns, which are
common at some karst springs (Veni, 2012). When alluvium restricts flow through the initially-formed
spring conduit, groundwater backs up and is diverted
under higher pressure into adjacent fractures and bedding planes, enlarging them into conduits that discharge
through new nearby springs. Leakage of groundwater
into alluvium near the springs and the alluvium-bedrock
contact are apparently observable, awaiting verification
by proposed drilling.
The distributary conduit network around Giffin and
San Solomon springs requires further study. The close
proximity of these conduits suggests probable mixing of
groundwater from the sources of each spring, while dye
tracing data to date suggest no mixing occurs.

Conclusions

The San Solomon Spring Group is one component of an
extensive and underinvestigated karstic aquifer system
in West Texas. Electrical resistivity surveys have been
shown to be an effective tool for characterizing flooded
cave passages and karst springs that make up this regional aquifer, in an area where there are few wells or
other subsurface information available. The results of
this study will thus provide important information about
the downgradient end of a regional groundwater flow
system originating over 120 kilometers to the west. This
investigation will also provide hydrogeologic context for
any impacts on water resources or water quality associated with oil and gas extraction in the region.
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Abstract

Sinkholes in west-central Florida are usually formed
from the erosion of overlying soil and sediment into
open fissures of dissolved limestone bedrock. They are
one of the leading natural disasters in the area, and therefore, precursory detection is crucial to alleviate risks of
property damage. Using the Interferometric Synthetic
Aperture Radar (InSAR) method, we can detect surface
subsidence in selected study areas over which InSAR
scenes were captured every 22–45 days over ~two years.
InSAR is an airborne remote sensing technique that uses
multiple Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) images to resolve elevation changes over time. Using the Persistent
Scatterer Interferometry (PSI) method, processed InSAR datasets can be used to create time-series datasets
of localized subsidence. We complete a statistical analysis to determine if individual InSAR time series points
show evidence of discontinuous behavior (as might be
expected for sinkhole activity), which could be indicated
by a slope break within the time-series. These time-series points with statistically identified slope breaks are
compared against other terrain data. We examine the relationship between subsidence rates and distance from
surface water features identified from both aerial images from 1944 and present surface water features from
the USDA database. The proximity of InSAR points to
surface water features was determined using the NEAR

analysis technique in ArcGIS Pro. This analysis shows a
weak correlation between subsidence rates and distance
to both past and present surface water features. We also
examined how subsidence rates relate to the elevation
of the study area. This analysis shows no correlation between subsidence rate and local elevation.

Introduction

West-central Florida is considered “sinkhole alley” due to
its high rate of sinkhole activity. Sinkholes in this region
are usually formed from the erosion of overlying soil and
sediment into open fissures of dissolved limestone bedrock
(Tihansky, 1999). Since sinkholes are one of the leading
natural disasters in this area, precursory detection is crucial to alleviate the risks of property damage. Detection
of surface subsidence is possible using the Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (InSAR) method. Synthetic
Aperture Radar (SAR) is a radar technique used to create
high-resolution images of the Earth’s surface, InSAR uses
the difference in phase between two SAR images to create elevation models (Burgmann et al., 2000). The InSAR
technique has a millimeter-scale vertical resolution and
therefore can detect small surface changes. It also allows
for spatial analysis of potentially sinkhole—related features on a regional scale. The method has been successfully used to assess sinkhole deformation in the Dead Sea
region (Nof et al., 2019; Atzori et al., 2015; Yechieli et
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al., 2016). Imaging sinkholes in Florida is much more difficult due to vegetation that lowers the coherence of SAR
images and the smaller diameter (up to 5 m) of Florida
sinkholes (Oliver-Cabrera et al., 2018). Therefore, to help
assess the use of InSAR time series datasets for detection
of sinkhole-related subsidence in west-central Florida,
we seek to understand the relationship between subsiding
points and karst-related surface and hydrological features.
Previous research approaches focused on creating hazard
and risk maps and models for sinkholes using already collapsed sinkhole locations (Frumkin et al., 2011; Tharp,
1999). Other studies delineated sinkhole occurrences as
they related spatially to drywell complaints, differences
in groundwater head, and other surface hydrological
features (Aurit et al., 2013; Whitman, 1999). This work
analyzes the spatial distribution of possible sinkhole locations identified from InSAR-derived time-series datasets
showing subsidence in west-central Florida. We use aerial
photos to see how surface water features in the 1940s relate to current InSAR-detected subsiding areas. A digital
elevation map (DEM) of the study area, retrieved from the
USGS National Elevation Dataset, is also used to compare
local subsidence and elevation.
InSAR Data Acquisition and Analysis
InSAR data acquisition was completed by the TerraSAR-X satellite with an X-band sensor. The repeatpass interferometry and spotlight acquisition mode were
used to collect high-resolution data (0.25 to 1.1 m pixel
resolution) between the years 2015–2018 for three site
locations in West Florida (Figure 1). Due to budget
constraints InSAR acquisition is limited to a two-year
sampling period. For this paper, we focus on one of the
three sites, site 2, which is 15 km2 in area. The Stanford
Method (StaMPS) software was used to implement the
Persistent Scatter Interferometry (PSI) method to produce displacement information for three site locations in
west-central Florida (Oliver-Cabrera et al., 2018).

Methodology

To analyze the relationship of InSAR derived subsidence
points and surrounding surface water and topography,
we first complete a statistical analysis to identify points
within each time series that indicated a sudden surface
movement. These sudden changes in movement (slope
breaks) are assumed related to sinkhole formations and
therefore used as a selection criterion for the InSAR
points used in this paper. We then use spatial techniques
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Figure 1. InSAR study area in west-central
Florida. This study focuses on site 2 (middle),
which is 15 km2.
in GIS: extract DEM elevation at each InSAR subsidence point and NEAR analysis to understand how time
series datasets with defined slope breaks relate spatially
to other surface features.
Slope Break Analysis
Slope break analysis was carried out using Matlab,
where a single model with the slope and intercept
of two lines was fitted to each time series. A kink in
this two-line model was shifted throughout the selected time series to calculate line statistics for locating points of sudden surface movement (Figure 2).
The time of a possible slope break was determined
by finding the model fit where both lines before and
after the selected kink had the lowest combination of
slope uncertainty values. A p-test was then computed
to determine if the points were statistically better represented by a two-line fit than a single line regression.
For this study, we used the time series datasets best
represented by a two-line fitted (kink) model with the
assumption that they may represent sinkhole-related
activity. The subsidence rate for each point used in the
analysis described here, however, is the best-fit value
to the total time series (e.g., blue line in Figure 2).

GIS methods

Digitizing Aerial Photos, Near Analysis
Aerial photos from 1944 from the University of Florida
(UF) library database were georeferenced in ArcGIS

Figure 2. Example of a time-series dataset
with slope break/offset location. To find the
location of a slope break a two-line model is
moved along the time series. The kink model
is then selected by comparing slopes of the
lines before and after the kink, the model with
the lowest combination of slope uncertainties
is selected. The slope break for this dataset is
in early 2016.

Figure 3. Image of site location in west central
Florida overlain by a georeferenced aerial
image from 1944. Surface water features can
be identified by low (black) pixel values. Site is
located in Hernando County, Florida.

Pro. Areas that were apparent surface water features
were digitized for analysis. These water features had low
pixel values similar to pixel values of the present-day
water features (Figure 3). Surface water features can be
seen in Figure 4. Using the Near Analysis geoprocessing
tool, the distances between each time-series point and
their nearest surface water polygon features were calculated. This was applied to polygon features from both the
USDA surface water hydrography layer and the digitized
surface water features from the 1944 aerial imagery. Results for the distance analysis are present in Figure 6.
Figure 5 shows a plot of the relationship between the
time-series slopes and elevation.

Results and Discussion

In Figure 4 the USDA surface water features outnumber
the surface water features identified in the 1944 aerial
imagery, therefore as we would expect the time-series
points are closest to surface water features in this layer
(Figure 6).
NEAR analysis values show that faster subsiding points are
on average closer to water features in both the 1944 and the
USDA surface water features (Figure 6). Surface water fea-

Figure 4. Map of digitized surface water
features from the 1944 aerial imagery in Figure
3 and surface water features from the USDA.
Time-series subsidence points are also on
map.
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tures from 1944 can be assumed a representative of older
collapses and therefore one might expect faster subsidence
points to be in closer proximity to these older features (Figure
6 – bottom). This relationship, however, is not strong.
Figure 5 shows little to no correlation between subsidence
rates and elevation. This suggests that InSAR-detected subsidence points are dispersed across the landscape without regard to elevation. However, we note that sinkholes in Florida
are typically 3–5 m in width, which is close to the resolution
of the 3 m DEM. Thus, the DEM will not show any small
depressions that could indicate sinkhole formations. The geological significance of the elevation data can also be affected
by human development of land within the area. Also, the top
of limestone is very irregular and partially controls topography (Downs, 2017). Regional wetlands hydrology shows a
connection between surface water and the confined Upper
Floridan Aquifer. These wetlands are found in both uplands
and lowlands suggesting karst features, which also drive
sinkhole activity, are at least partially controlled by other factors besides topography.

Conclusion

The distance of points to surface water features from
both the digitized 1944 aerial imagery and USDA hydrography shows a weak correlation to subsidence
rates. InSAR subsidence rates in the study area do not
correlate with elevation. To further this analysis, using

Figure 6. Plots showing the correlation
between subsidence rate of each time series
point and their distances to the closest water
feature from the USDA layer (top) and the
1944 digitized water features (bottom).
higher resolution elevation models, we will complete a
Depression/Sink Evaluation to determine the location of
possible sinks in the survey area. We will also complete
a principal component analysis (PCA) to identify how
topographic, anthropogenic (land use land cover), and
hydrological activities relate to the distribution and slope
of the InSAR derived subsidence points.
Figure 5. Relationship between elevation
from 3-meter DEM (USGS-National Elevation
Dataset) of study area and slope of
subsidence points.
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Abstract

Ripon is a historic city and market town in North Yorkshire. It is unique in being the only city in the UK to define
planning zones based on the potential for bedrock dissolution. The underlying geology comprises marls, limestone
and gypsum of the Permian Edlington, Brotherton and
Roxby formations, capped by glacial deposits (till). It is the
rapid rate of dissolution of the gypsum (hydrated calcium
sulphate) that enables the karst to evolve on human time
scales. Following the collapse that formed a sinkhole in the
rear garden of a property in Magdalens Road, Ripon, UK
in November 2016 the British Geological Survey, funded
by a Natural Environment Research Council grant, initiated
a programme of monitoring of a nearby depression. This
feature is forming in a recreation area and is one that local
residents reported to have grown in dimensions.
The density of development precludes the use of satellite-based monitoring systems. Instead, we have inte-

grated ground-based LiDAR imaging with geophysical
techniques (micro-gravity and passive seismic). Monitoring has revealed that this depression lies over a palaeosinkhole that is in the order of 10 m in diameter and
extends to a depth of a similar order of magnitude. The
monitoring has been continued in the context of PhD
research (University of Sheffield) that is more broadly
focused on understanding sinkhole triggering processes.
The developing sinkhole is on the eastern side of Ripon
close to the southerly flowing River Ure, where upwelling confined groundwater contributes to the river base
flow. In this context the hypotheses that growth can be
correlated with rainfall or river discharge can be tested.

Introduction

On the night of 9th November 2016 a sinkhole opened in
the rear garden of a terraced house in Ripon, North Yorkshire, UK. This required the evacuation of seven houses
at the eastern end of the terrace. The British Geological
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Survey (BGS) responded with a team that worked alongside the emergency services and monitored the impact
using an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) to obtain aerial
images (Figure 1). Ripon is a historic city and market
town in North Yorkshire with a legacy of sinkhole impacts. It is unique in being the only city in the UK to
define planning zones based on the potential for bedrock
dissolution (Cooper, 1998). The underlying bedrock geology comprises marls, limestone and gypsum of the
Permian Roxby, Brotherton and Edlington formations
(Figure 2). The bedrock is capped by glacial deposits including Till and Glaciofluvial sand and gravel deposits.
It is the rapid rate of dissolution of the gypsum (hydrated
calcium sulphate) that enables the karst to dissolve on
human time scales.

Figure 1. UAV survey of the sinkhole feature
in November 2016. (Reproduced from British
Geological Survey data © UKRI (2019) with
permission).

The sinkhole was remediated with a concrete plug.
BGS was successful in obtaining Natural Environment
Research Council Urgency funding (NE/P020933/1) to
investigate the remediated feature using geophysical
techniques (micro-gravity, electrical resistivity tomography and passive seismic) that are sensitive to changes in
the density of the ground. These techniques successfully
constrained the geometry of the feature. The technique
of nesting the sensors by re-occupying predefined monitoring points was used to determine sub-surface change.
However, the footprint of sinkhole remediation overlapped with that of an earlier sinkhole making it difficult
to interpret the results.
During the monitoring of the sinkhole behind the terrace
of houses, local residents reported that they had noticed
that a hollow in a park (Paddies Park; Figure 3) immediately to the east of the terrace had grown during recent
months. The park is open to the public and is managed
by Harrogate Borough Council. With the permission of
the Council, this feature has become the focus for the
monitoring being undertaken as part of a PhD investigating triggering processes in gypsum karst.

Research Question

In the UK, gypsum is not widespread. Triassic gypsum
is thin and lies bedded between impermeable mudstone
where it is protected from water. However, Permian gypsum is thicker and sinkholes have been recorded on a
belt approximately 3 km wide and 100 km long in the
north east of England (Farrant & Cooper, 2008). They
are most common close to rivers, where buried valleys
reduce the thickness of the mudstone cover (Cooper, et
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Figure 2. Geological sequence encountered
in the Ripon area, see Figure 4 for legend.

always persists and what effect this has on the hydrology
of the area, it depends on the nature of the fill. At depth,
there may be interaction between developing collapse
sinkholes and previously buried sinkholes formed higher
in the sequence.

Figure 3. Bedrock geology of the Paddies Park
area (red) showing the Brotherton Formation
(blue) and Edlington Formation (orange)
(Reproduced from British Geological Survey
data © UKRI (2019) with permission. Contains
Ordnance Data © Crown Copyright and
database rights 2020. Ordnance Survey
Licence no. 100021290).
al., 2013). Ripon lies upon this belt and at the confluence
of the River Ure with the River Skell, which is suspected
to be the cause of the high sinkhole rate.
Due to the eastward dip of the Permian rocks and the
higher ground to the west of the gypsum belt, water in
the Cadeby Eormation aquifer (Figure 2) experiences artesian pressures. The water is confined by the impermeable mudstone of the Edlington Formation. In Ripon and
surrounding areas, artesian springs contain dissolved
carbonates and sulphates. This indicates that the water
has passed through and dissolved gypsum from the Edlington Formation before upwelling where the mudstone
is thinned by a buried valley (Figure 4; Cooper, et al.,
2013). This information provides the basis for understanding how collapse sinkholes form in Ripon. However, buildings in Ripon have also been affected by slow
subsidence. A previous survey of a proposed building
site found a 40 m column of soft silty deposits, filling an
old sinkhole (Patterson, et al., 1995).
When a sinkhole collapses it creates a column of broken rock and sediments which extends upwards from the
gypsum layer at depth, and therefore connects the confined artesian aquifer and unconfined perched aquifer.
When buried, it is not known whether this connection

The buried sinkhole that is being monitored is in the
order of 10 m in diameter, and is approximately 50 m
from the location of the 2016 collapse sinkhole. It is on
the eastern side of Ripon close to the southerly flowing
River Ure. The park is situated on the dolomitic limestone of the Brotherton Formation, but an outcrop of the
older Edlington Formation, consisting of mudstone and
gypsum, lies directly to the east of the park, where the
buried valley is suspected (Figure 3). Boreholes show at
least 15 m of superficial deposits in the area.
The purpose of this study is to monitor the rate at which
the depression grows and to determine the subsurface
conditions including stratigraphy and mechanical properties. This will feed into a larger study aiming to produce a conceptual model of Ripon hydrogeology and
sinkhole triggering mechanisms. It will involve further
geophysical investigation of the location of the buried
valley, a hydrological investigation to find the chemical
composition of upwelling confined groundwater and the
rate at which it contributes to the river base flow.

Methods

The monitoring of the buried sinkhole in Paddies Park is
being undertaken using ground based LiDAR, together
with nested microgravity and passive seismic techniques
(Figure 5). The gravity technique relies on measuring
small variations in the earth’s gravitational force due to
density contrasts in the ground that might be attributable
to sub-surface dissolution or collapse. It is undertaken
using a LaCoste & Romberg Graviton EG Meter. The
Graviton is an all-in-one, fully automated, self-levelling
portable gravity meter based on highly sensitive zerolength spring sensor technology with a typical repeatability of 3 µGal under field conditions.
During the survey, control readings are taken at the base
station approximately every two hours. A line of microgravity survey stations has been established across the
site using station spacings of 10 m around the depression
and 5 m directly over the depression. Raw microgravity data are automatically corrected by the gravity meter
software for Earth tides, ambient temperature and tilt.
16TH SINKHOLE CONFERENCE
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Figure 4. Conceptual model for sinkhole formation, modified from Cooper et al. (2013).
Readings are manually corrected for short-term instrumental drift using the base station readings and assuming
linear drift between base readings. The raw data are corrected to a common datum (gravity data reduction), such
as the geoid, in order to remove the effect of features that
are not of direct geological interest. The gravity anomaly
is derived from the difference between observed gravity values and those determined either from a theoretical
prediction for the same location, or relative to the gravity
benchmark station (Micro-g LaCoste, 2007).
The seismic technique uses seismic noise, which exists
everywhere, consisting mainly of low-amplitude sur-
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face waves produced by the constructive interference
of P and S waves in near-surface layers. Generally frequencies <1 Hz are associated with natural phenomena
(wind action, waves, variations in atmospheric pressure),
whilst frequencies >1 Hz are associated with man-made
sources (road traffic, trains, machinery etc.) and are
termed microtremors. Microtremor measurements from
a single station allow the seismic resonance induced by
the presence of strong impedance (velocity x density)
contrasts in the subsurface to be recorded. Such impedance contrasts can then be detected by calculation of
the horizontal to vertical spectral ratio (HVSR) of noise
records. Peak H/V values represent maximum imped-

Figure 5. Survey point positions. Note that the previously mapped dolines are outdated and their
position is not accurate. Contains Ordnance Data © Crown Copyright and database rights 2020.
Ordnance Survey Licence no. 100021290.
ance contrast, often associated with a soil layer overlying bedrock. An estimate of the shear wave velocity
vs is required for processing and interpretation. For the
SH-resonance frequency in a single layer of thickness h
above the bedrock resonator
. The local survey
grid, as established for the microgravity survey, is occupied by the seismometer. Monitoring is carried out using
a Tromino digital 3-component seismometer (Micromed
s.p.a., 2009). At each station a shallow hole is excavated

(~5–10 cm deep), clearing away any soft loose soil and
the surface approximately levelled. The Tromino unit
is then set firmly into the ground stabilized by three
spikes, whilst ensuring the base plate is in good mechanical contact with the ground and aligned N-S. Seismic noise is recorded for 12 minutes. The microtremor
data are processed using the ‘Grilla’ software package
(Micromed s.p.a., 2009), applying the SESAME Project
methodology and criteria (Bard, 2004). Calculation of
16TH SINKHOLE CONFERENCE
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the H/V curves uses geological information from nearby
borehole records and from the BGS Borehole database.
An average shear wave velocity vs of 300 m/s has been
assumed for the cover sequence. The curves are used to
calculate the impedance using the software, which produces a vertical cross section of impedance plotted using
colour-filled contours.

and attributed with RGB and Amplitude (Intensity) values. This work is carried out in RiScanPro and the data
are exported as ASCII (txt) or LAS files. The data are
then imported into one of six software packages in order
to grid, map or model the data and one of two software
packages in order to visualise it.

Repeat topographical surveys are carried out to establish the exact baseline elevation of the buried sinkhole.
The survey is carried out with a Leica System 1200 Total
Station used to obtain highly accurate elevations with a
Leica VIVA Real-Time Kinematic Differential GPS system using a Leica VIVA GS15 GNSS smart antenna for
general purpose surveying. The positional measurement
accuracy quoted by the manufacturer for this system in
Network-RTK mode is <1 cm in the horizontal direction
and <2 cm in the vertical direction. The LiDAR scanning and processing workflow that is employed follows
standard methodological procedures (Jones, 2017). The
scans are geo-rectified using the corresponding GNSS
data, aligned using multi-station adjustment algorithms,

A region of low impedance (June 2019), coincident with
the surface depression measures 20 m across and extends
30 m below the ground surface (Figure 6).

Results

The LiDAR scan of Paddies Park shows the depth of the
depression to be approximately 50 cm (Figure 7). The
scan also shows that the eastern side of the park is slightly lower, and highlights further depressions in the park.
The microgravity anomaly plots from a preliminary survey in December 2017 and the first of a series of quarterly surveys in June 2019 show a well-developed doline
(Figures 8 and 9).

Figure 6. Contour plot of impedance from H/V ratio across Paddies Park depression.
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Figure 7. Aerial view of LiDAR scan (NNE to the right). Surveyed sinkhole in top right corner as
indicated in white. Elevation in meters above mean sea level.

Figure 8. Paddies Park gravity profile December 2017. Line of section shown in
Figure 5.

Discussion

Both the gravity surveys and passive seismic surveys
show a clear change in the ground composition where
the depression lies. The negative gravity anomaly indicates a region of lower density, while the passive seismic
results indicate an area of low impedance in the same
region.
The LiDAR scan highlights the depression and allows
its depth to be estimated. Further LiDAR scans will be
used to detect subsequent changes in depth at millime-

Figure 9. Paddies Park gravity profile - June
2019. Line of section shown in Figure 5.

ter scale. The scan also identifies further depressions
to the west of the park that were previously mapped.
While these appear deeper than the depression being
surveyed, they are situated within a larger area that has
subsided.
The passive seismic result shows an impedance contrast
at approximately 15 m depth, where the rockhead is anticipated. This result was achieved using a shear wave
velocity input of 300 m/s, typical of gravel. However,
geology maps indicate the area is overlain by glacial
16TH SINKHOLE CONFERENCE
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clay, and initial in situ shear wave velocity tests using
a SoilSpy Rosina seismograph returned values of approximately 100 m/s. In this case it may be that the impedance contrast is associated with a change of soil type
at a shallower depth. Further investigation and material
testing is required to determine an appropriate value for
Vs and the increase exponent. A feature is also present
at approximately 30 m below ground level. The slightly
lower impedance across the entire section possibly indicates another change in strata.

In order to interpret the results further, investigation into
the properties of the soil, such as the density, shear wave
velocity and water content are required. Once these have
been determined it will be possible to draw further conclusions about the composition of the site and sinkhole
fill, and the mechanics of its subsidence. In the future,
integration of the subsidence data with hydrological data
such as rainfall and river flow data will provide insight
into groundwater flow patterns and how these trigger
collapse or buried sinkholes.

The micro-gravity profile shows the anomaly has decreased between December 2017 and June 2019 (i.e.,
the ground density has increased). There are a number
of reasons for this change, including seasonal moisture
content changes, further compaction of the ground or inaccuracy in the measuring equipment. Further quarterly
surveys will be conducted in the future to monitor the
continuous change with time.
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density or higher porosity. The microgravity surveys show
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again indicative of a region of lower density material beneath the depression. From these geophysical surveys it
can be concluded that the depression lies over a former
collapse sinkhole which has been filled with loose soil deposits and possibly low density peat deposits. The cause
of the depression is the compaction of these deposits.
There is some evidence to suggest this compaction will
continue – between the two microgravity surveys the
negative anomaly decreased, suggesting an increase in
density. Quarterly surveys planned in the next year will
be used to monitor seasonal and absolute changes in the
size and composition of the buried sinkhole.
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Abstract

Kentucky River Lock and Dam 8, Jessamine and Garrard Counties, Kentucky, were constructed in 1900 and
have for the past 120 years experienced significant degradation due to karst geology. The cement capped woodcribbed dam is anchored to the karstic Grier Limestone.
Due to the dissolution of limestone, water seepage
around and under the dam has created unstable conditions for the dam that required engineering rehabilitation many times over the years. A recent rehabilitation
project to prevent river water from seeping under the
dam included installing engineered secant grout curtains
anchored into the Grier Limestone.
During the intrusive investigation a void was encountered
in a boring in Cell 2. A secant grout curtain was proposed
to prevent groundwater from migrating through the void.
Six crosshole tomographic profiles between 4 cased borings imaged a fracture zone. The fracture zone displayed
lower p-wave velocities in contrast to the surrounding
material within the survey area. This low velocity zone
is interpreted to be water- or mud-filled voids or vuggy
zones within the fracture in the limestone.

Introduction

Kentucky River Lock and Dam 8 are located between
Garrard and Jessamine Counties, Kentucky (Figure 1).
Dam 8 has experienced deformation, erosion and collapse since its completion in 1900 primarily due to karst
conditions (Welshans et al., 2011). The 120-year-old
crib-work dam was repaired several times over the years
and was, as of 2011, a concrete-capped, rock-filled timber crib dam (Figures 2 and 3). The original lock and
dam were constructed between 1898 and 1900 as a timber crib structure, consisting of an outside frame of timbers filled with dirt and rock. A cement cap was installed
in the 1920s. Construction from 1993–1995 included
removing a river guide wall, filling downstream face
voids with concrete, and placing derrick stone below the
dam. In 2001 a concrete cutoff wall was built in the lock
chamber and lock filling valves were sealed. Grout bags

Figure 1. A location map of Lock and Dam 8
located south of Lexington, Kentucky.
were placed along the far abutment in 2002 to cut off
leakage. The replacement dam will be a concrete-filled
cellular sheet pile structure upstream of the existing dam
(USACE, 1999).
Initial work included digging a series of borings to assess subsurface conditions prior to building coffer dams
(Figures 4 and 5). Secant grout walls are to be installed
to prevent groundwater from migrating under the dam.
The replacement dam will be a series of concrete-filled
cellular sheet pile structures installed upstream of the
existing dam.
Boring B-13, within coffer dam Cell C-2, penetrated a
0.43 m void (Figures 3 and 6). The concern was that
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to the overlying approximately 10-m thick Tanglewood
Limestone Member and conformably overlies the 6-m
thick Curdsville Limestone Member. Rock units in the
vicinity of the dam are flat lying with little measurable
dip (Hatton, 2018).
This dam site is located 2,400 m east of the Kentucky
River Fault system. The Kentucky River Fault System is
the north-bounding fault system of the Rome Trough, a
Paleozoic-aged aulacogen (Vanarsdale, 1986). This fault
was active after the deposition of the Lexington Group,
and was possibly active up to 1 million years ago.

Figure 2. Aerial view to the northeast
(upstream) of Dam 8 on the Kentucky River
as of 2017 showing the completed concretefilled cellular sheet pile structure.
pumping the grout slurry into a boring with a void would
cause the slurry to dissipate into the surrounding fractured rock and voids. This would prevent the secant curtain from restricting groundwater flow through or under
the dam, potentially destabilizing the dam.

Geology

The dam site and surrounding area consist of the Middle
Ordovician-aged Grier Limestone Member of the Lexington Group (Figure 7). The approximately 40-m thick
Grier is a fossiliferous medium gray limestone with
shale partings throughout its vertical extent (Walcott,
1970). The Grier resides conformable but gradationally

The Kentucky River Fault System has been described
as having transpressive motion (compressional to strikeslip motion) that has not been overprinted by the multiple episodes of the Appalachian Orogenesis (Morisen,
2004). Transpressional movement probably occurred
during the Pennsylvanian-Permian Allegheny Orogeny;
however, this region probably evolved through polyphase faulting under separate yet distinct stress regimes
from the Ordovician through the Quaternary.

Crosshole Tomography

Crosshole tomographic imaging is commonly used when
high resolution deep seismic data is needed or a surface
seismic survey cannot be performed. To collect a profile of p-wave velocity, the survey uses 2 cased borings;
one serving as the source hole and the other as the receiver hole. A fixed array of geophones or hydrophones
is placed in the receiver borehole, while a seismic wave
is initiated from the source borehole. The seismic event
is triggered at intervals over the length of the casing that
covers the area of interest (Figure 8). Since the raypath

Figure 3. Left photo shows the collapsed portion of the dam near the left abutment in 1994. Right
photo shows dye leakage at the left abutment in 2001 (Welshans et al., 2011).
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Figure 4. Location of 4 crosshole borings (T-1, T-2, T-3, and T-4) and boring B-13 within coffer dam
Cell C-2 from design drawing for the rehabilitation of the dam (Welshans et al., 2011). Depth
contours (in m amsl) of a fracture zone are shown as green dashed lines.
lengths between the borings are known, the 1-way travel-time of first arrival time of the seismic wave front can
be used to calculate the velocity (V) of each raypath:
V=L/T
Where L is distance and T is time of first arrival of the
wave front.
The exact distance between boreholes must be measured for
each geophone and source to calculate the velocity from the
arrival time of the first wave front. The position of each receiver and shot point within their respective boreholes were
measured through a downhole deviation tool (Mt. Sopris;
QL40-DEV). The deviation tool orientation sensor contains
a 3-axis fluxgate magnetometer and a 3-axis accelerometer
to accurately determine the inclination (tilt) and azimuth of
the borehole (Figure 9). The vertical deviation of a borehole
was used calculate the distance between boreholes.
Data resolution is determined by the number of shot locations that are acquired and distance between borings.
The higher number of shot locations, the higher the data
resolution because more raypaths overlap and their velocities are averaged (Figure 8). In processing, the ray-

paths are divided into a number of blocks where each
block is assigned a velocity based on 1-way travel-time
of overlapping traces. Velocities of each block are then
calculated to produce an apparent velocity model. The
model is compared to the actual measurements for consistency. Anomalous zones are detected by strong velocity contrasts within the data sets (Reynolds, 1997).

Crosshole Survey

Six cross-sections were collected between the 4 PVC
(100 cm) grouted borings. A string of eight 1-m spaced
10 Hz hydrophones (Geospace MP-25-250 Sidewinder)
were placed in water-filled receiver borings T1, T2, and
T3. The bottom hydrophone was positioned at 142 m
above mean sea level (amsl) in the borings and repositioned at 149 m amsl for full coverage over the 10-m vertical limestone rock interval of interest (Figure 8). The
survey was modified from the initial 10-m interval and
expanded to 14-m interval to collect more data above the
elevation of the B-13 void.
Data were acquired to cover between elevations 142 and
155 m amsl using a Geometrics ES-3000 seismograph.
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Figure 5. Location of coffer dam, Cell C-2, within the cellular dam system (September 19, 2016).
The 18-m diameter coffer dam is in the process of being tremie grouted with a cement-grout
mixture subsequent to the crosshole work (September 2015).
Seismic events were triggered with a Ballard Shear
Wave Energy Source. To create a seismic event, water
was bailed out of the 3 source borings (T1, T2, and T4).
Triggering of the downhole source occurred at five shot
elevations; 155.8, 152.2, 149, 145.6, and 142.2 m amsl
(Figure 8). The seismic events were recorded and postprocessed using Geogiga XW Tomo 8.0. These data were
then inverted to obtain the associated p-wave velocities
and used to create tomographs (Figures 10 and 11).
Seismic methods rely on acoustically quiet areas and are
negatively impacted by surrounding noise. The flow-
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ing river and water rushing into the coffer dam did not
provide an ideal testing site and may have interfered by
camouflaging the first arrival times of the p-wave. To
maximize the signal to noise ratio numerous stacks of
the data were acquired at each shot location.

Analysis

Six profiles were collected within Cell C2 of the Kentucky River Lock 8 site. The profiles imaged the p-wave
velocity of 14 m of the subsurface from elevations 142
to156 m amsl. Boring logs indicate the top of limestone
to be at approximately 152.4 m asml. Of the 6 profiles

Figure 8. Source to receiver raypaths for the
first arrival of the p-wave energy.

Figure 6. Stratigraphic column from boring
B-13.

collected, the p-wave velocities range from 3,500 m/s
to 6,000 m/s, consistent with the velocity of limestone.
Velocities greater than 5,000 m/s (yellows and reds)
are interpreted to be competent bedrock. Lower velocities, values less than 5,000 m/s (blues and greens), are
considered weathered/fractured zones (Figures 10 and
11). The lower velocities above the top of the limestone
(152.4 m amsl) reflect the poorly consolidated conglomerate and engineered materials used to stabilize the floor
of the coffer dam. Data appear to be consistent in profiles
sharing the same boreholes as the tightness of the velocity contours correlate well within a few hundred m/s.
T1–T4
Profile T1–T4 exhibits lower p-wave velocities throughout
and is interpreted as heavily fractured and weathered. Boring B-13 is offset approximately 1.4 m to the southwest at
position 4 m along the profile (Figure 10). The anomaly
encountered during the drilling of B-13 is present within
this tomograph, indicating that the void is at least 1.4 m
wide and 7 m long. A low velocity zone at the base of the
tomograph probably represents vuggy conditions associated with the fracture noted on tomograph T3-T4.

Figure 7. Geology in the vicinity of the
Kentucky River Lock and Dam 8 (Walcott,
1970).

T3–T4
Profile T3–T4 shows lower p-wave velocities above the
top of the limestone at 152.4 m amsl associated with the
coarse gravel and engineered fill (Figure 10). A frac16TH SINKHOLE CONFERENCE
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fractured/weathered zone exists between position 0 m to
approximately position 2 m and occurs between elevations 144.3 to 146.3 m amsl. Competent rock is inferred
be represented by the green to red color contours surrounding this low velocity zone.
T2–T4
Profile T2–T4 crosses the site for a distance of 15 m,
which is a long distance for a seismic event to travel
without the seismograph recording noise (Figure 11).
A small, potentially fractured/weathered zone is present
between positions 12 m and 15 m and at an elevation of
between 146 m and 148.5 m amsl. This zone may represent vuggy conditions.

Figure 9. Borehole orientation with respect to
neighboring borehole.
tured/weathered zone is depicted in the tomograph from
between elevations 142 to 148 m amsl.
T3–T2
Profile T3–T2 also exhibits lower p-wave velocities above
the top of the limestone (Figure 10). This site also shows a potentially fractured/weathered zone that is better displayed on
tomograph T2–T1. Competent rock is inferred as the green to
red color contours surrounding this low velocity zone.
T2–T1
Profile T2–T1 also exhibits lower p-wave velocities
above the top of the limestone (Figure 10). A potentially

T1–T3
Profile T1–T3 exhibits lower p-wave velocities throughout and is interpreted as heavily fractured and weathered. This profile is oriented parallel to the strike of the
fracture and does not show up well (Figure 11). Boring
B-13 is offset from the profile approximately 2 m to the
northeast at 4 m along the profile.

Conclusion

A total of 6 crosshole tomographic profiles were collected
inside the Kentucky River Lock 8 Cell C-2. The seismic data
indicate a fracture zone that displays lower p-wave velocities
in contrast to the surrounding material within the survey area.
Profiles T1–T4 and T1–T3 are closest to B-13 and show low
velocities throughout, indicative of heavily weathered zones.
The fracture zone strikes N1oE and dips 30oW (Figure 12). Hatton (2018) reported strikes of fractures in

Figure 10. Crosshole p-wave velocity tomographs between each cased boring showing top
of limestone (blue line); possible void (thin black line on T1–T4) below projected B-13 void (red
circle); and fracture (red dashed line).
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Figure 11. Crosshole p-wave velocity tomographs between each cased boring showing top of
limestone (black dashed line); projected B-13 void (red circle); and fracture (red dashed line).
Velocity color scale is shown on Figure 10.
surface measurements with orientations of between
N4oW to N11oE, consistent with the results presented
here. The fracture zone is inferred to be 1 meter wide
and may not be present below 142 m amsl.
Cell C-2, a steel-pile coffer dam, was filed with a cement-grout mix prior to the installation of the secant
wall. After curing, a series of overlapping grout-filled
borings that represent the secant wall were installed ver-

tically into the cement-filled coffer dam. Additionally,
several grout-filled borings were installed 1 m on either
side of the secant wall alignment at an angle of 15o (from
the vertical) to the right or left of the wall. The purpose
of the secant wall is to decrease the flow of groundwater
through the formation as water flows downstream. The
flow of water through the formation could destabilize the
dam. Clearly the secant wall, as installed, will decrease
the potential for groundwater to seep through the dam.

Figure 12. Cross section A-A’ showing the relationship of the secant wall to the fracture zone (see
Figure 4).
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Seismic methods rely on acoustically quiet areas and are
negatively impacted by surrounding noise. The flowing
river and water rushing into the cell did not provide a
quiet environment for the survey and may have interfered by camouflaging the first arrival times of the pwave. It is recommended to ground truth the seismic
data, particularly in the interpreted weathered/fractured
zones.
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Abstract

Water resources in karst systems are particularly vulnerable to contamination by polluted surface water, such
as stormwater runoff, due to their specific geologic and
hydrogeological characteristics. Better understanding
of near-surface karst systems may inform contaminant
transport and protective management of karst aquifers and springs. Ground penetrating radar (GPR) and
electromagnetic (EM) geophysical data were collected
in three stormwater retention basins within the Silver
Springs springshed in Florida to investigate configuration of the near-surface karst system. The reported sinkhole data indicated 14 sinkhole occurrences with diameter ranging from 0.6 to 6 m in Basin 1, 11 sinkholes
with diameter ranging from 0.6 to 3 m in Basin 2, and no
sinkholes in Basin 3. Several sinkholes were identified
by visual field survey, including a 2-m diameter sinkhole
in Basin 2 that connected stormwater runoff directly
with the surficial aquifer. GPR (270 MHz with 110 to
150 nanosecond time ranges) was accomplished in 3 m
perpendicular transects, with penetration depth of 6 to
6.7 m. EM34-3 was applied with 10-m intercoil spacing in vertical and horizontal coplanar modes. 1.5% of
survey area in Basin 1 is covered by surface sinkholes,
while 2.5% of the area is covered by detected subsurface

karst anomalies. An overall correlation can be observed
between surface and subsurface features in Basin 1.
Low conductivity EM zones in the vertical (rather than
horizontal) coplanar are correlated fairly well with the
detected GPR anomalies. Surface sinkholes consist approximately 0.4% of survey area in Basin 2 while no
considerable subsurface anomaly was detected by GPR,
suggesting no correlation between surface and shallow
karst system. The spatial variation of EM response in
the vertical coplanar is relatively correlated with the
spatial distribution of sinkholes in Basin 2. Though surface sinkhole was not recorded or observed in Basin 3,
approximately 11% of the survey area is covered by
subsurface anomalies. The near-surface karst system in
the study area is highly heterogeneous, indicating that
transport rates and contaminant transformations in the
subsurface are likely to be similarly heterogeneous.

Introduction

Stormwater management in karst regions requires adequate understanding of contaminant transport within
karst aquifers. Regions of karst geology may contain sinkholes, sinking streams, subsurface voids, and
springs. Land surface, vadose soil layers, and aquifers
may be characterized by high heterogeneity and anisot16TH SINKHOLE CONFERENCE
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ropy of hydraulic conditions, resulting from dissolution
processes in carbonate rocks (Ford and Williams, 2013;
Shokri et al., 2016; Moore and Beck, 2018). Karst aquifers are typically susceptible to contamination due to the
potential direct connections from contaminated surface
water to groundwater with little or no attenuation by soil
(Bonneau et al., 2017; Moore and Beck, 2018). Nonpoint sources of nutrient and contaminants delivering
from roadways and urban areas can be a major source of
groundwater pollution (Bouchard et al., 1992; Pitt et al.,
1999; Mallin et al., 2009; Suthar et al., 2009; Eller and
Katz, 2017).
For instance, stormwater management with dry and wet
retention basins in karst areas of Florida requires particular attention since substantial volumes of surface
runoff infiltrate in such retention basins. In addition to
infiltrating stormwater runoff as their primary functions
which provide drainage for roadways and urban areas,
stormwater retention basins are designed for treating
contamination through physical, chemical, and biological activities in their upper layer of soil (Harper and Baker, 2007). However, their performance can negatively be
influenced by configuration of bottom of basins as concentrated water may flow through subsurface karst features. Degrading water quality in Florida’s lakes, rivers,
and springs such as Silver Springs in Central Florida has
received widespread attention due to excess non-point
nutrient pollution (Heffernan et al., 2010; Hicks and Holland, 2012; Liao et al., 2019). Proactive techniques to
characterize contaminant transport in karst systems and
design protective measures against aquifer contamination are necessary in karst regions. Thus, particular attention is needed with respect to configuration of nearsurface karst systems in the vicinity of water retention
basins.
Non-intrusive surface geophysical techniques such as
ground penetrating radar (GPR) and frequency-domain
electromagnetic terrain conductivity meter (EM) have
been utilized for characterizing near-surface karst features. For instance, GPR and EM have been used to
detect caverns, sinkholes, conduits and structural discontinuities, and preferential flow paths of percolating
water in karst systems (Militzer et al., 1979; Smith,
1986; Ahmed and Carpenter, 2003; Jardani et al., 2007;
Zhu et al., 2011; Chalikakis et al., 2011; Fernandes et
al., 2015; Sevil et al., 2017). The combination of GPR
and EM techniques have been utilized for charactering
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near-surface conditions in karst areas (Doolittle and Collins, 1998).
GPR can typically provide high-resolution images for
near-surface investigations (Chalikakis et al., 2011).
However, the EM34-3 allows for various exploration
depths by applying different intercoil spacing (10, 20,
or 40 m) and two dipole modes of data collections (horizontal and vertical) (McNeill, 1980). The principal of
EM technique is based on a set of transmitter and receiver coils within which electrical current is generated.
A primary transmitter coil is set to a discrete frequency
and a secondary magnetic field is generated depending
upon the conductivity of subsurface media (Chalikakis
et al., 2011). The electrical conductivity of media is related to mineralogy, porosity, pore water conductivity,
and degree of saturation.
The objective of this research is to characterize nearsurface karst feature anomalies using GPR and EM techniques in three stormwater retention basins located within the springshed of a high-magnitude freshwater spring
(Silver Springs) in Florida. This geophysical research
can provide important information about near-surface
karst condition in the area to local municipalities and organizations aimed at protecting water quality.

Study Area and Geological Setting

The study area is comprised of three water retention
basins (Basin 1, Basin 2, and Basin 3) located near the
city of Ocala in Marion County, Florida (Figure 1).
These study basins are located in the springshed of Silver Springs (2,362 km2), a first-magnitude freshwater
spring supplied by the Upper Floridan Aquifer (UFA)
(Figure 1).
Hydrogeologically, an unconfined surficial aquifer (Pliocene to Holocene) consisting of sand, silty sand, to clay
sediments overlays a semi-confining unit of interbedded
quartz, sand, silt, and clay of Hawthorn Group (Miocene) (Knowles et al., 2002; Phelps, 2004). The semiconfining unit separates the surficial aquifer from the
UFA which forms by limestone to fossiliferous sandy
limestone of Suwanne Limestone (Oligocen) and white
to creamy granular limestone and dolomite formation of
Ocala Limestone (Upper Eocene) (Knowles et al., 2002;
Phelps, 2004). The surficial aquifer has varied thickness
and is typically absent in the area where carbonate rocks
are exposed (Phelps, 2004; Knowles, 1996).

Figure 1. Silver Springs springshed in Florida (A, dotted polygon), stormwater retention basins
investigated with respect to Silver Springs (B) with including reported sinkholes. Sinkhole data is
from Florida Department of Transportation. Note: solid green color lines present border of the
basins while light dotted green color lines indicate the geophysical coverage area within the
basins.
Geomorphologically, the springshed is low-gradient
(55 m of relief), and the lowest elevation corresponds to
the location of main Silver Springs vents, forming a local
base level for groundwater.
Closest to the springshed divide at elevation of 17 m a.m.s.l,
Basin 1 (1.56 ha) is rectangular with dimensions of approximately 182 m by 85 m and 4700 m distance from Silver
Springs (Figure 1). Basin 2 (2.45 ha, located approximately
3400 m from Silver Springs) is semi-trapezoidal with basin
elevation of 13.4 m a.m.s.l, about 4.5 to 6 m lower than the
adjacent roads. Closest to Silver Springs (550 m), Basin 3
(0.22 ha) is semicircle (approximately 61 m by 37 m) with
basin elevation of 13 m a.m.s.l. The storm water basins were
dry during data collection, however, some parts in the middle
of Basin 1 and Basin 2 could hold water for two or three days
after heavy rainfalls. The basins were covered with sparse
vegetation which were mowed before surveying.

Methods

A GSSI GPR SIR 3000 system and a Geonics EM34-3
were used at the three study basins. The GPR data was

collected on 3-m grids across each site with 270 MHz of
frequency of antenna (512 samples per scan) and time
range of 150 (Basin 1) and 110 nanoseconds (Basin 2
and Basin 3) in 16-bit data formats. The collected data
provided depth investigations of 6 to 6.7 m. EM data
were collected using 10-m intercoil spacing with 6 m
spacing between the stations and frequency of 6.4 kHz
(maximum accuracy of 0.1 millimhos/m) in vertical coplanar (horizontal dipole) and horizontal coplanar (vertical dipole) modes, providing an effective exploration
range of 7.5 m and 15 m, respectively (McNeill, 1980).
GPR data were processed with Radan 7. The air-ground
contact which is referred as the distance between the
ground surface and receiver and usually reflects in the
data was removed for providing more accurate estimation of the depth to the reflectors. A dielectric constant
of 6, appropriate for semi-saturated sandy sediments in
Florida, which is associated to velocity of pulses and
thus estimation depth, was chosen for the analysis. The
location of the anomalies identified in the GPR data were
transferred on to scaled field maps and then digitized for
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further interpretations. The anomalies were categorized
in terms of apparent level of severity into severe level
(level A) and less severe (level B) anomalies. This level
of severity was based upon two parameters: (1) the localized increased in the penetration depth of the GPR
signal relative to the surrounding (non-anomaly) area
and (2) the increase in amplitude of the GPR signal at
depth within the anomaly area in comparison to the surrounding non-anomaly areas. Considering the dimension
of the surface sinkholes (reported and observed) and detected subsurface features, spatial statistical calculations
with respect to survey area at each basin were calculated.
The EM data were used for generating spatial variation
of conductivity in the basins. The contour maps of con-

ductivity measurements were created using a kriging
method and inspected in combined with the prepared
GPR maps.

Results and Discussion

Basin 1
Field observations indicated open sinkholes in Basin 1.
In total, 14 sinkholes were recorded in Basin 1, with estimated area of about 245 m2. A large (approximately
3 m diameter) collapsed sinkhole was observed in the
northeast part of Basin 1, near the stormwater inlet (Figure 2A). A small, deep (approximately 1 m) soil pipe was
observed in southeast part of Basin 1 (Figure 2B). Sixtyfour subsurface features were detected by GPR at depths

Figure 2. (A) Collapsed sinkhole near stormwater inlet pipe in Basin 1, (B) small deep soil pipe
in Basin 1, (C) partially-collapsed pits in Basin 2 and (D) open sinkhole in Basin 2. Note: surface
water runoff was directly discharging into local surficial aquifer in an open sinkhole in Basin 2.
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ranging from 0.6 to 6 m (Table 1), categorized as 7 levelA anomalies and 11 level-B anomalies (Table 1 and Figure 3A and 3B). The ratio of the area of surface features
to the survey area in Basin 1 is relatively similar to that
for detected near-subsurface features (Table 1). The correlation of the EM horizontal dipole contour map is a
better fit with detected GPR anomalies than the vertical
dipole (Figure 3A and 3B). Such result is likely related to
the comparatively same depths of survey in the horizontal dipole mode of EM data collection (approximately
7.5 m) with the GPR (6 to 6.5 m) technique than that in
vertical dipole mode of data collection (approximately
15 m) (McNeill, 1980).
There is relatively good corroboration between various
techniques of detecting potential near-surface karst features in Basin 1. For example, observed good correlation between low conductivity areas (red-colored areas
in the middle-west and southeast parts of the basin) and
high conductivity areas in the northeast part of the basin (blue areas) (Figure 3A and 3B). Low conductivity
areas are associated with presence of media with low
clay content (Kovalevsky et al., 2004). Occurrence of
several level-A anomalies detected by the GPR within
the low conductivity EM zones in the middle-west and
southeast of the basin may confirm this result (Figure 3A
and 3B). The high-conductivity anomaly in the northeast
part of Basin 1 (Figure 3A) corresponds to the location
of the collapsed sinkhole shown in Figure 2A. That high-

conductivity area may be associated with a filled sinkhole as a conductive zone or an enhanced moisture zone
(Ahmed and Carpenter, 2003). The location of the collapsed sinkhole, near the drainage pipe system, may be
characterized by higher moisture content than the rest of
the basin. In addition, a good correlation can be observed
between reported sinkholes and detected uncategorized
GPR anomalies in this basin (Figure 4).
Basin 2
Eleven sinkholes and partially-collapsed pits were reported/observed in Basin 2 (Figure 1 and Figure 2C and
2D). At least three sinkholes were observed in the north
and west edge of Basin 2 during visual field survey. It
was likely that the observed sinkholes were associated
with reported sinkholes in the basin (Figure 1). The open
sinkholes were directly connected to the surficial aquifer, allowing contaminated surface runoff to directly discharge into the aquifer (Figure 2D). Despite the fact of
observed surface sinkholes and many reported sinkholes
in Basin 2, GPR detected only one subsurface feature
with the depth of about 2.3 m and area of 2.5 m2 (Table 1
and Figure 4). The location of the detected subsurface
feature was near (~5 m) the observed open sinkhole
(Figure 2D). Despite GPR data, EM contour maps suggested a relatively good correlation between low conductivity regions and locations of observed sinkholes
(Figure 3 and Figure 1). Although sensitivity to geologic
anomalies are higher in vertical dipole mode of EM data

Table 1. Characteristics of surface and near-surface detected features in the surveyed area of
the basins.
Basin

1

2

3

Feature area (m2)

Feature

Number of
Features

Min

Max

Mean

STD

Total

Depth
range (m)

S

14

0.3

118.2

101.2

31.4

245.6

0.6 - 6

N-S

64

0.4

46.1

19.5

15.1

400.3

0.5 - 6.7

S

11

0.1

14.3

2.5

4.4

27.9

0.6 - 3

N-S

1

NA

NA

NA

NA

2.5

2.3

S

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

N-S

53

0.4

31.7

2.6

4.6

137.5 0.3 to 6

Survey
area
(ha)
1.56

% total area of
feature to survey
area of basin
1.5
2.5

1.44

0.13

0.4
1.7×10-3
NA
10.9

Note: Under feature column, S indicates surface feature and N-S indicates near-surface features.
Surface features include reported data by Florida Department of Transportation. Feature area is
the area associated to the features. Survey area is the area within the basin which was surveyed
by GPR and EM techniques.
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Figure 3. Variation in EM horizontal and vertical dipoles and GPR anomalies in Basin 1 (A and
B), Basin 2 (C and D), and Basin 3 (E and F). The intercoil spacing in EM survey was 10 m. Note:
Depth of investigation in EM horizontal dipole is approximately 7.5 m while that is approximately
15 m in vertical dipole mode. The depth of GPR anomalies in each pair map are same.
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(Nobes, 1999; Caminha-Maciel and Figueiredo, 2013), a
better correlation can be observed between horizontal dipole mode and the distribution of surface sinkholes (Figure 3C). The better correlation may be due to relatively
shallower depth of exploration in EM horizontal dipole
mode (approximately 7.5 m) than vertical dipole mode
of its data collection (approximately 15 m).
The groundwater table is shallow in Basin 2 and limestone bedrock is exposed, partially due to low elevation of the basin (~5 to 6 m lower than the adjacent
roads). Surface runoff can directly discharge into
groundwater through open sinkholes, providing inefficient management of surface runoff in the basin. To
prevent additional sinkhole failure, groundwater level
monitoring is needed in the basin since any decline
in groundwater levels, either seasonal or uncontrolled
abstraction, can reduce the stability of the rock media
and lead to further sinkhole failure in the basin (Xeidakis et al., 2004).

Basin 3
No surface karst features were detected in Basin 3.
However, fifty-three near-surface GPR anomalies of
potential karst features were detected which were categorized as 4 level-A anomalies and 2 level-B anomalies (Table 1, Figure 3, and Figure 4). The most severe
anomalies are mainly located in the north part of the
basin while the less severe anomalies are located in
the south and west of the basin (Figure 3E and 3F).
The analysis of EM conductivity contour lines suggests
poor correlation between different dipole modes of data
collection and poor correlation with GPR anomalies
(Figure 3E and 3F). The uncorrelated variations may
be due to interference of nearby power supplies. Approximately 10.9 % of survey area in Basin 3 is covered
by near-surface features (Table 1). However, no surface
sinkholes were observed in the basin. This result may
suggest more development of near-surface potential
karst features likely due to deep soil depression impacted by deep karst conduits.

Figure 4. Unclassified detected GPR anomalies (yellow color polygons) with the reported sinkhole
data (red circle points) within geophysical survey areas (light green color dashed lines) in the
Basin 1 (A), Basin 2 (B), and Basin 3 (C).
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The detected subsurface features within Basin 3 is in
agreement with the GPR survey conducted by Chang et
al., (2015). Basin 3 is dry during most of the year and
the top soil within the basin consists of sand (Chang et
al., 2015). Detected subsurface anomalies explain the
dry condition in the basin during most of the year. It is
likely for contaminated stormwater runoff to infiltrate
into groundwater quickly without sufficient attenuation
by top soil. Special consideration is needed for treating
contaminated water.

Summary

GPR and EM34-3 geophysical data characterize nearsurface karst conditions in three stormwater management basins near Silver Springs, Florida. We find highly
heterogeneous conditions with different surface and subsurface configurations below the three stormwater basins, likely due to intrinsic complex and heterogeneous
condition of karst system. For instance, interpretation of
EM data in karst region of Germany and the Mediterranean came with difficulties due to complexity of its
karst system, though the applicability of EM in detecting
karst features was noted (Vogelsang, 1987). The effectiveness of GPR in detecting near-surface karst features
in this research is in agreement with the obtained results
in Florida by Doolittle and Collins (1998). We noted that
absence of surficial karst features does not necessarily
indicate absence of subsurface features. The combination of different geophysical techniques can improve the
level of confidence in interpretation of subsurface feature in complex condition of karst areas. Subsurface heterogeneity within the aquifer can influence contaminant
transport and water resources management. Stormwater
management in karst areas must be designed to protect
groundwater from contaminated surface runoff.
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Abstract

Over a period of several years, multiple investigation
methods were used to assess conditions within the area
of a stormwater infiltration basin. The initial investigation was a conventional geotechnical study using auger borings. This was supplemented with conductivity
based electrical methods of geophysics. No adverse risk
was identified in the initial investigation, however sometime later sinkholes formed and additional investigations
were undertaken. The new investigation added seismic
and spontaneous potential geophysics, as well as, rock
cores with borehole televiewer. Subsequently, the area
was excavated to expose the top of rock surface. Comparison of both the initial and additional investigations to
the exposed conditions show limitations of the methods
used. This paper presents a comparison of the results by
the different methods and the actual conditions exposed
in excavations as well as the effectiveness of each method in representation of subsurface features.

Introduction

In areas of carbonate bedrock, the potential sinkholes is
a factor to be considered for development. Geophysical and geotechnical testing are often performed in addition to conventional geotechnical borings in efforts to
evaluate the presence and nature of subsurface karst features for geotechnical engineering purposes. Numerous
geophysical methods are often used for investigation of
karst with varying degrees of success. These most commonly consist of electromagnetic and seismic methods,
though other methods such as gravity survey also have
application.
The subject of this paper is a confidential location within
an area of carbonate geology with a regional history of
sinkhole activity. Investigations were conducted using
electromagnetic methods of geophysics together with
soil borings to collect information for design of a stormwater infiltration basin. The site developed sinkholes

shortly after the basin was constructed and additional
investigations were made.
The general area was known to be carbonate geology
with dipping beds. There were sinkhole features mapped
within areas nearby the project site, but no features had
been recorded within the project boundary. Accordingly,
some limited investigation was planned by the designer
to assess the sinkhole potential. Ground water is deep at
the site, generally below 50 ft depth

Initial Geophysical Methods

A number of geophysical methods are available for geotechnical subsurface characterization as listed in ASTM
D6429 and USACE EM 1110-1-1802. While these
documents are helpful, they do not specifically address
karst. The initial investigation of the site included two
different geophysical methods of investigation. These
included terrain conductivity (TC) and capacitively-coupled resistivity (CCR). The intent was for the TC survey, completed using a Geonics EM-31, to assess near
surface conditions within the upper 15-20 ft, and for
the CCR survey, completed using a Geometrics OhmMapper, to assess deeper conditions 30 to 50 feet deep.
The initial investigation included a few shallow borings,
typically 4-6+/- feet deep to evaluate soil properties for
infiltration.

Terrain Conductivity

The TC method is based on inducing a current in the
subsurface by applying an electromagnetic field from a
source coil. The induced current produces a secondary
electromagnetic field through a second coil. The Geonics EM-31 has a fixed coil spacing of 10 ft. At this spacing the effective depth of investigation is expected to be
about 20 feet, depending upon conditions. The device
can measure ground conductivity in quadrature-phase
16TH SINKHOLE CONFERENCE
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and magnetic susceptibility through in-phase measurements. The quadrature phase is typically most useful
in karst investigations for measuring variations in the
ground conductivity associated with differences in material conductivity between areas of unweathered rock
versus soils and voids associated with karst. The method
is sensitive to the presence of conductive materials at or
above the surface near the area of testing and the presence/absence of groundwater which will affect conductivity of soils, voids, and rock.

Capacitively-Coupled Resistivity

Resistivity generally measures the resistance of the
ground to an applied voltage between electrodes inserted
in the ground. The CCR method is intended to achieve
roughly the same result, but uses an ungrounded dipole
transmitter and receiver, to induce and measure the current similar to the TC method. Its advantage over conventional resistivity testing is the elimination of the need
to install electrodes, which can be time consuming and
problematic in paved areas. Through CCR, the AC current coupled into the earth by the transmitter and measured as a voltage at the receiver which is proportional to
the resistivity of the earth between the dipoles. Apparent
resistivity is calculated using the appropriate geometric
factor for the capacitively-coupled antenna array. The
spacing between the transmitter and receiver are varied
to produce measurements reflective of different depths.
For this investigation, the resistivity from CCR was reported in the inverse as conductivity for ease of comparison with the TC data.

Figure 1. Initial Terrain Conductivity Results.
Note the presence of metal detected along
roadway and perimeter

Initial Findings

The initial TC investigation indicated generally uniform
conditions with no abrupt changes in conductivity that
would indicate karst anomalies. The conductivity was
elevated around the site perimeter and along an access
way through the site (magenta areas in Figure 1).

Figure 2. Capacitively-Coupled Resistivity; 35’
target depth, plotted as conductivity.

The elevated conductivity appears to have been related
to interference from a wire fence on the site perimeter
and the presence of slag aggregate in the access roadway.
The deeper conditions at the 30 ft target depth reflected
by the CCR method showed generally similar conditions
with less apparent influence of surface metallic features
around the perimeter of the site (Figure 2). The CCR with
antenna array set for 50 ft target depth likewise showed

fairly little variation and no evidence of discreet karst
features within the center of the site but indicated some
higher conductivity around the site perimeter (Figure 3).
The borings conducted to depths of 4 to 6 ft encountered
only soils consisting sandy silty clay. Based on the absence of identified karst features by the geophysics and
soil sampling, the risk of sinkhole formation was consid-
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Second Investigation

As a result of the sinkhole development, additional investigation was conducted with the intent to evaluate the
collapse areas and assess likelihood for occurrence of
additional sinkholes at other locations within the basin.
The additional investigation included Seismic Refraction (SR) and Spontaneous Potential (SP) geophysics,
geotechnical borings with rock core and televiewer survey, and test excavations.

Seismic Refraction

ered low by the designer and the site was developed as
an infiltration basin.

Seismic Refraction is a surface geophysical method
whereby a seismic pulse is induced on the ground surface and the refracted seismic pulse is received by seismic receivers (geophones) spaced along a line on the
ground surface. The timing of first arrival of the seismic
pulse is plotted against distance to identify changes in
velocity attributed to refraction from deeper layers of
higher velocity. The results of multiple tests are combined and assessed tomographically to develop seismic
velocity profiles for each test line. The lines are plotted
together to assess the iso-velocity topography as contour
maps that indicate the depth to a specific velocity layer.

Post Construction Sinkholes

Spontaneous Potential

Figure 3. Capacitively-Coupled Resistivity; 50’
target depth, plotted as conductivity.

With the addition of surface water infiltration, the previously unidentified karst conditions revealed themselves.
Sinkholes opened within the basin shortly after construction. The subsidence occurred within the southern
portion of the basin shortly after the basin was put into
service. In an area approximately 50 feet in diameter,
two collapses occurred after a large precipitation event
(Figure 4).

Spontaneous potential measures the naturally occurring
voltage in the ground between electrodes inserted into
the soil surface. These SP surveys use high-impedance
digital microvolt meters to measure naturally-occurring
electrical potential differences at the surface of the Earth.
Small natural electrical potential differences occur between almost any two points on the ground surface.
These natural potential differences are the result of fluid

Figure 4 . View of Basin Showing Sinkhole Locations
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moving through a permeable medium that gives rise to
voltages known as streaming potentials. Downward infiltration often result in SP negative readings, while high
positive values often surround these because of electrostatic attraction surrounding the negative areas.

perimeter of the borehole continuously to the top of the
cored hole. It is only useable where the rock has sufficient integrity to stand open.

Wightman et al. (2003) indicate SP to be a useful method
in karst conditions. This is because flow is concentrated
in karst features generating spontaneous electrical potential which can be measured at the surface. For this study,
SP readings were collected, using an Advanced GeoSciences, Inc. Sting R-1 meter and non-polarizing ceramic
electrodes, at grid stations surrounding the zone of subsidence. The reference potential electrode is placed outside the area of measurement.

Test excavations were conducted over the area of the
sinkholes to assess conditions and verification of the
geophysical investigation.

Borings and Televiewer

Borings were conducted with a typical soil boring rig
using hollow-stem augers through the soil overburden
to the top of rock. Standard split-spoon samples were
collected to assess soil consistency and type. The hollow
stem auger was used as a casing and HQ-size diamond
core was taken a minimum of 10 ft into rock and up to a
depth of 40 ft.
The Televiewer is a device that uses optical and acoustic
survey methods to record conditions on the walls of the
borehole. The device is oriented and lowered into the
hole and it records conditions in 360 degrees around the

Figure 5. Post Construction Sinkholes
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Test Excavations

Results of Second Investigation

The second investigation revealed greater variability
than was indicated in the initial investigation. The uppermost layer of soil was designated for compression
wave (P-wave) velocities from 300 to 1,400 meters per
second (mps)(1,000 to 4,500 fps), a range typical for
unconsolidated silt and clay soils. The zone below that
between 1,400 to 3,000 mps (4,500 to 10,000 fps)was
interpreted as an epikarst zone. Sound rock, the deepest
layer, has velocities greater than 3000 mps (10,000 fps)
(Carmichael, R. S., 1989). For the purposes of assessment, the inferred bedrock was taken at seismic velocity of 2100 mps (7,000 fps). Area plots generated topographic assessment of the interpreted top of epikarst and
top of sound rock are shown in Figures 5.
Three borings were drilled to characterize the materials
and to be used to ground-truth the geophysics. The boring locations and elevations are shown on the epikarst

and inferred bedrock maps in Figure 5. As can be seen,
the top of rock elevation from the borings is in excellent
agreement with the inferred rock for the SR survey generally falls within the range between inferred top of karst
and inferred top of rock..
The SP testing produced an interesting pattern of values
that can be correlated to the location of infiltration zones
within the site that is expected to correlate to locations
of active karst pathways for seepage. Figure 6 illustrates the results of the SP tests. The zones of downward
seepage tend to generally coincide with areas of deeper
indicated bedrock/epikarst north of the sinkhole area.
Sebsequent to this study, additional sinkholes opened directly over most of these downflow areas.
While the SP and SR testing provide an improved picture
over the TC and CCR testing, concerns remain about the
localized variability that would not be detected by these
methods. Resolution of these methods is limited by the
spacing between survey lines, irregularity and depth of
the rock surface and nature of karst features. Where
karst features consist of discrete openings or conduits
through the rock, SR will tend to miss these details. The
SP would tend to identify features where water flow is
present but may not identify all features.

The presence of closed conduits within the rock was
assessed using rock core and the televiewer. Borehole
locations were selected at locations surrounding the
sinkhole area along geophysical survey lines for use in
ground-truthing the geophysics. In the recovered core,
no clear evidence of voids was recorded, however, evidence of soil filled weathered zones was noted. In boring, B-1, a drop of the core barrel was noted in core run
C-5 at elevation 171. The value of the televiewer is demonstrated in Figure 7 where the recovered core from run
C-5 and the corresponding televiewer imagery are displayed. The openings indicated in the cores were generally small on the order of 400 mm and smaller.
As it turned out, the borehole locations ended up in areas
of very similar shallow rock depth and considering the
variability of the rock surface, agreed reasonably with
the seismic refraction survey. None of the boreholes
were in areas where seismic refraction indicated lows in
the top of rock surface. Ideally, the boreholes would be
located to assess deeper rock locations as well.
A test trench excavated across the sinkhole area confirmed the trend in bedrock surface indicated by the geophysics, however, the rock surface changed much more
abruptly than the geophysics indicated. While the over-

Figure 6. Seismic Refraction Results: (left) Top of Epikarst (1400 mps/4500 fps); (right) top of
inferred rock. Top of rock elevations encountered in borings are shown. Red dotted circle
depicts the area of sinkholes and dotted gray lines represent the geophysical survey lines.
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Figure 7. Spontaneous Potential Survey Results. Circle depicts area of sinkholes. Line indicates
location of test trench and gray dots indicate measurement locations.
all trend was similar, the orientation and depth of rock,
especially in the deeper areas was not in good agreement.
One test trench was excavated along the line of a seismic
refraction profile line for comparison purposes. The profile encountered in the test excavation is over-laid on the
seismic refraction profile is illustrated in Figure 8. The
profile clearly indicates the inconsistency, but it should
be noted that the inferred top of epikarst from the geophysics is in fairly good agreement with the highest rock
encountered in the test excavation. Similarly, the top of
sound rock inferred from the seismic refraction agrees
pretty well with the deepest rock encountered in the test
excavation.
It should be noted that the rock surface varies in three
dimensions, and off-line pinnacles affect the measured
seismic velocities. Since seismic signals travel all
around solution features and through the soil that fills
them, there is an averaging affect that arises from seismic refraction surveys.
The spontaneous potential patterns of infiltration zones
matched the pattern of sinkholes and agreed reasonably
well with the features identified. While there is not a
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Figure 8. Rock Core C-5 and Televiewer

one-to-one agreement in all cases, the spontaneous potential test revealed a pattern of behavior that mimicked
the sinkhole occurrence at the site.

Discussion

The difference in the results indicated by the methods is
affected by a number of things including groundwater,
rock, surface features, etc. Given that groundwater
was deep below the top of rock within the site, the
surface electromagnetic methods (TC and CCR) were
likely unable to resolve the subsurface features due to
insufficient contrast, between the dry soils, voids, and
sound rock, which would all have displayed relatively
high resistivity.
TC generally requires multiple coil spacings to obtain
vertical sounding information that would depict the variable depth to top of sound rock (USACE, 1995). Also,
anthropogenic features (access roadway, fences, etc.)
clearly displayed much higher contrast making it difficult to resolve subtler variation in the subsurface. Had
groundwater levels been nearer the surface, the electrical
contrast between saturated soil and intact bedrock would
likely have resulted in improved results.
The seismic refraction was better able to discern the
higher contrast in stiffness between the sound rock
and the soils, in light of the deep ground water surface.
The relatively low density soils have much lower seismic wave velocity than the sound bedrock. While the
method was able to identify the general bedrock topology, it was unable to resolve the full depth of individual
solution troughs due to averaging of the wave velocities
crossing through pinnacles and soil. While individual
pinnacle and trough features were not well defined, the

method did, however, quite reasonably depict the upper and lower bounds of the epikarstic zone. The spontaneous potential test did identify active seepage areas
that agreed well with the locations of features that had
already developed, but also areas where features had,
as yet, revealed no surface expression. The increased
seepage within the basin induced by water infiltration in
the active basin post-construction enhanced the results
from the SP survey. While, the groundwater dynamics would have been reduced in the open field prior to
the development of the basin, it is highly probable that
the most active infiltration areas would still have been
detected. On an interesting note, new sinkholes opened
some months after the repair of the initial sinkholes at
this site at locations predominantly in the areas indicated
to have relative downward seepage by the spontaneous
potential survey.
There is little doubt that the most accurate methods were
excavation and televiewer in cored holes. However, test
excavation is highly disruptive and would require extensive soil removal and replacement unless, locations can
be selected to depict the essential features and borings
are limited to a small diameter at a discrete location and
cannot depict the full variability of the rock surface. Accordingly, it is clear that the most effective approach is to
use appropriate geophysics to focus the more disruptive
test excavations and improve chances for boreholes to
intersect features of interest.

Conclusions

The only way to fully identify all covered karst features
would be stripping off all of the overburden to expose
the top of rock. This is not a practical solution and it is
necessary to characterize the variability of the subsur-

Figure 9. Test Pit Overlay on Seismic Refraction Profile. Dashed line indicates rock surface
exposed during sinkhole remediation subsequent to the test excavation.
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face in order to assess the risk for development of a site.
Surface geophysical methods can provide useful information helpful to the evaluation of karst sites. However,
all surface methods have limitations and have reduced
resolution with depth. Karst sites are especially challenging and impose many limitations on the interpretation of geophysical methods.
The purpose of this paper is not to prescribe any specific
approach, but to compare the results of several of the
low-cost surface methods used at this site. It should be
noted that ground penetrating radar (GPR) was not considered appropriate for this site due to the clay content
of the soils that typically limits the depth of resolution to
three feet or less in this area.
Regarding the methods used:
•

•

•

•

•

•

Terrain conductivity and CCR were unable to depict the covered karst conditions at this site, likely
due to a lack of electrical contrast at depth due, in
part to deep groundwater levels and the absence
of sounding data in highly variable conditions.
Seismic refraction provided an improved picture of subsurface variations but was unable
to depict abrupt changes in the bedrock surface reflective of solution features at depth.
A limited number of borings confirmed top of
rock indicated by the seismic refraction at most locations within a few feet at a few locations. It is
clear that additional borings would have changed
the interpretation of conditions. It is important
that sufficient borings are used to depict the full
range of the depths and conditions expected.
Coring of the rock provided some evidence of dissolution, but no clear indication of voids. Televiewer survey of the cored hole provided high
resolution of solution features and voids within the
rock at the borehole locations. The televiewer is
useful to identify and evaluate the nature of karst
openings, such as whether they are open or filled.
Test excavations provide the best overall image
of the subsurface conditions but were highly disruptive and not practical for large scale site assessment. Test excavations are useful for ground
truthing where site conditions permit their use.
Spontaneous potential provided a very low cost picture of infiltration zones that revealed subsurface
variation differently than did the other methods.
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•

Taking the combination of seismic refraction and spontaneous potential, together with
ground truthing test excavation, provides the
best overall characterization of the site variability in the rock surface across the site.

This study indicates the importance of understanding site
conditions prior to selecting and relying on a single geophysical method (e.g. the presence of clay, groundwater
levels, etc). It also illustrates the value of using multiple
methods to develop an improved characterization of site
conditions. Given its low cost and the direct correlation
of downward seepage gradients to subsurface karst features, spontaneous potential is considered a good low
cost first level survey that could be incorporated into initial surveys where conditions are suitable. While EM
methods are low cost, and often the go-to method for
initial surveys, an evaluation of anticipated electrical
contrast and consideration of expected groundwater levels is appropriate before performing terrain conductivity
for sites like this.
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Abstract

The state of Florida sits on the karst terrain where soluble bedrocks are underlain; thus, a sinkhole is a common geohazard. These sinkholes have caused damage to
property and infrastructure, as well as threatened human
life. It is essential to develop a tool for predicting the
potential of sinkhole occurrence. This study presents the
methodology of the development of the sinkhole hazard model and map. An artificial neural network (ANN)
method was employed. A sinkhole inventory map was
prepared using Subsidence Incident Reports of Florida
Geological Survey (FGS) with GIS. Hydrogeological
factors related to soil erosion and stability (or ground
collapse) were identified and used in model development. The selected seven contributing factors include
hydraulic head difference, groundwater recharge rate,
soil permeability, overburden thickness, surficial aquifer
system thickness, intermediate aquifer system thickness,
and proximity to karst features. The results show that the
Orlando area has a higher probability of larger sinkholes
than the Ocala area. This result is consistent with the
fact that areas with thick overburden layers create larger
sinkholes than thin areas.

Introduction

Sinkholes are a common geohazard in karst areas where
soluble bedrock is underlain. Stories about sinkholerelated incidents often make headlines in the news, and
the sinkholes can cause heavy losses to property and in-

frastructure. On average, sinkholes result in more than
$300 million in damage each year in the United States,
and this estimate is likely to increase as the U.S. population and related developments continue to grow (Kuniansky et al., 2016; Weary, 2015). In Florida, sinkhole
claims surged from 2,360 to 6,694 between 2006 and
2010, totaling 24,671 claims at an approximate cost of
$1.4 billion according to the report by the Florida Office of Insurance Regulation (Florida Office of Insurance
Regulation, 2010).
To ensure stable land use and development in karst regions, it is critical to develop the regional management
and prevention plans for sinkholes. Sinkhole susceptibility mapping is one of the most important steps to minimize or mitigate the damages associated with sinkholes
by predicting the sinkhole prone areas in advance. Various methodologies and techniques have been proposed
for producing sinkhole susceptibility maps. They are
generally grouped into two: qualitative and quantitative
approaches (Gutiérrez et al., 2008; Zhou et al., 2016).
The qualitative method is subjective, based on expert
knowledge, and demonstrate the hazard levels in descriptive terms. The quantitative method, on the other hand, is
objective which estimates the likelihood (or probability)
of sinkhole occurrence in the area based on numerical
expressions of the relationship between the distribution
of sinkholes and contributing factors (Kim and Nam,
2018; Kim and Nam, 2017; Ozdemir, 2016; Subedi et
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al., 2019). Nowadays, conventional qualitative methods
have been gradually losing popularity and frequency in
use due to the less reliable and subjective nature.
Sinkhole susceptibility maps are useful for planners and
engineers to make well-informed decisions in the management and mitigation of sinkhole hazards. Traditional
sinkhole susceptibility maps only provide location-related information, not the size information. Since the level
of damage varies depending on the size of the sinkhole,
it is important to consider the sinkhole size information
for accurate sinkhole hazard assessment. In addition, if
the sinkhole size can be estimated, proper remedial measures can be taken for the degree of damage and the excessive loss can be minimized.
The main objective of this study is to construct a methodology to develop the sinkhole location-size model. In
order to achieve this goal, there are difficulties in the existing hazard mapping methods and techniques because
sinkhole-contributing factors are either statistically dependent or independent. Therefore, an ANN method was
used and could integrate the location and size of the sinkhole occurrence.

Study Area

The East Central Florida (ECF) region was selected as
the study area in this paper. Geographically, this area lies
within latitude from 29°25' N to 27°50' N and longitude
from 82°35' W to 80°30' W and covers an area of about
22,000 km2 (see Figure 1). Topographically, the ECF region has a generally flat land surface ranging in altitude
from 0 to 94 m above mean sea level. Geologically, the
main lithology in the area includes marine limestone,
dolomite, shale, sand, and anhydrite (Lichtler, 1972;
Tibbals, 1990). ECF is under subtropical climate with
repeated wet and dry seasons. The average annual rainfall is 1,350 mm. The wet season normally is from June
to September and the dry season is from October to May.
The mean monthly rainfall dramatically increases from
84 mm in May to 222 mm in June and decreases from
153 mm in September to 84 mm in October. The lithologic sequence underlying ECF is generally divided into
three hydrogeologic units based on hydrologic characteristics of the formations. From top to bottom, the hydrogeologic units are (1) surficial aquifer, (2) intermediate
aquifer or, if these rocks have no water-supply potential, intermediate confining unit; and (3) Upper Floridan
aquifer system (Hickey and Vecchioli, 1986; Lee et al.,
1991). The surficial aquifer system (SAS) is predomi-

Figure 1. Location of the study area and sinkhole inventory.
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nantly sand, the intermediate aquifer system (IAS) is interbedded siliciclastics and carbonates, and the Floridan
aquifer system (FAS) is massive carbonates (Tihansky
and Knochenmus, 2001). In ECF, unconsolidated overburden comprised of layers of surficial and intermediate
aquifer sediments covers the carbonate bedrock, mainly
limestone and dolostone.

All layers of sinkhole contributing factors were collected
from state and federal agencies as well as other digital
GIS databases (e.g. St. Johns River Water Management
District, U.S. Geological Survey, and FGS), and processed in ArcGIS with a grid size of 500 m x 500 m.

The northwestern area of ECF is characterized by extensive karst features, while rarely found in areas further
south and along the east coast. The northern area has a
thin overburden soil layer as opposed to the southern
area that has a relatively thicker overburden soil layer
(up to 100 m) overlying bedrock. In addition, the east
coast generally has lower hydraulic head difference and
groundwater recharge rate than the inland areas. Geologically, the overburden soils of the east coastal area
contain more fine-grained carbonate and less clay, which
leads to very limited karst (Upchurch et al., 2019). These
hydrogeological characteristics of ECF are closely related to the distribution of sinkholes.

In order to verify the selection of contributing factors,
the relationship between the sinkhole density and sinkhole contributing factors in the study area was evaluated.
In this process, factors that are not correlated with sinkhole occurrence can be identified and removed before
modeling. 550 sinkholes (70%) were randomly selected
and analyzed for this purpose. Figure 2 shows the correlation between sinkhole density (per square kilometer)
and seven contributing factors. As seen in the figure,
the sinkhole densities in ECF generally either increase
or decrease with increasing the value of the contributing factor. These sinkhole density patterns confirm that
all seven contributing factors selected correlate with the
development of the sinkhole, which can be considered as
input variables for the sinkhole hazard model.

Data Preparation

The sinkhole database of this study comprises a sinkhole
inventory map and seven sinkhole contributing factors
as input variables, namely hydraulic head difference,
groundwater recharge rate, soil permeability, overburden
thickness, SAS thickness, IAS thickness, and proximity
to karst features. In this study, the sinkhole inventory
map was prepared by using the Subsidence Incident Report (SIR) database. In ECF, a total of 1,051 sinkholes
have been reported since the 1950s (FDEP, 2019). The
SIR database contains information about the location
and size of the sinkholes.
It is important to note that the spatial distribution of reported sinkhole locations is highly dependent on population size since most SIR databases are based on purely
voluntary reports. In fact, 75% (786) of the reported
sinkholes were found in areas with high population densities (more than 100 people/km2), which covers only
25% of the study area. Despite sinkhole favorable hydrogeological conditions (i.e. high hydraulic head difference and groundwater recharge rate) in the Ocala National Forest, a noticeable decline of sinkhole density is
observed, which may be due to underreported sinkholes
(see Figure 1).

Sinkhole Contributing Factors

As the value of factors related to soil erosion such as
head difference, recharge rate, and soil permeability increase, the density of sinkholes also increases. It can be
seen that sinkholes are rarely developed in areas with a
low head difference, recharge rate, and soil permeability.
And, as a result of the factors related to stability, excessive increase in overburden thickness as well as both
SAS and IAS thicknesses, generally decreases sinkhole
density. In addition, as the proximity to karst features
increases, the sinkhole density tends to decrease.
The correlation between the seven factors was also determined by Spearman’s correlation test and the results
are shown in Table 1 (Corder and Foreman, 2009). As a
result, it was confirmed that the factors are closely related to each other and that a factor such as proximity
to karst features has a significant correlation with all six
other factors. Overburden thickness, for example, was
positively correlated with SAS and IAS thicknesses and
proximity to karst features, and negatively correlated
with head difference and recharge rate.
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Figure 2. Correlation between sinkhole density and contributing factors: (a) head difference, (b)
recharge rate, (c) soil permeability, (d) overburden thickness, (e) SAS thickness, (f) IAS thickness,
and (g) proximity to karst features.
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Methodology

The workflow used in this study is shown in Figure 3. In
the first step, the sinkhole inventory map and layers of
sinkhole contributing factors were prepared. In the second step, the correlation of the sinkhole contributing factors to sinkhole occurrence was checked to ensure the selected factors are used as input to the model. In the third
step, the sinkhole location-size model was developed using an artificial neural network (ANN) technique. In the
fourth step, categories of sinkhole sizes were defined. A
total of ten size categories were set at 3-meter intervals.
Category 1 is no sinkhole, Category 2 is a size of 0 to 3
m, Category 3 is a size of 3 to 6 m, and so on. Category
10 is a size greater than 24 m. For any sinkhole data that
have no size information, the Markov chain Monte Carlo
(MCMC) method was used to impute the missing values.
In this process, various statistical analysis methods such
as Box-Cox transformation, Grubbs’ outlier test, and

Spearman’s rho correlation were used (Smith, 2018). In
the fifth step, the ANN method was applied to assess the
sinkhole hazard, and then the sinkhole hazard map was
produced.
ANN is a nonlinear computational method that was inspired by the biological interaction in the neural system
(Zou et al., 2009). It consists of numerous interconnected
processing elements (neurons) that work simultaneously
to solve a specific problem. By default, the neural network consists of an input layer, one or more hidden layers, and an output layer. All inputs are fed to the model
through the input layer, and hidden (process) layers are
used to process the inputs received from the input layers. After processing, the data is available in the output
layer. The structure of the ANN model in this study is
illustrated in Figure 4.

Figure 3. The workflow of the location-size sinkhole hazard analysis.
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Table 1. Correlation matrix by Spearman’s correlation test.
(Note: Values in bold are different from 0 with a significance level alpha=0.05.)

Figure 4. Structure of the ANN model.

The backpropagation algorithm is the most commonly
used algorithm for training ANN. It repeats a cycle, including signal propagation and weight updates. The signals in the data are propagated forward throughout the
network, layer by layer, and then the loss function is
used to compare the result with the expected output. The
error propagates backward through the network from the
output layer to the input layer and adjusts the weights
and thresholds of each neuron based on the associated
error value.
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The learning rate is usually the most important hyperparameter for tuning neural networks and affects model
performance (Wu et al., 2019). In this study, the learning rate is calculated by Equation 1 where η(n) is the
learning rate in the n-th times training, ηmin and ηmax are
the minimum and maximum value of the learning rate,
respectively, and d is the delay rate.

Equation 1

In this study, the ANN model consists of an input layer,
one hidden (process) layer, and one output layer. Each
neuron in the input layer represents seven sinkhole contributing factors, while ten output neurons represent different categories of sinkhole sizes at 3-meter intervals
(see Figure 4). The number of neurons in the hidden
layer is selected based on the common heuristic law,
which is equal to two times the number of input layer
neurons plus one, resulting in 15 hidden neurons (Stathakis, 2009). Category 1 indicates no sinkhole, while category 10 indicates that the sinkhole size is greater than
24 m. The neural network is constructed by adjusting a
number of parameters, including the learning rate, the
momentum factor coefficient, the number of training epochs (iterations) and the root mean square error (RMSE).
The learning rate is a constant controlling the adjustment
of the weights associated with the connections, which
was set to 0.02 for this analysis. The momentum factor was used to prevent problems of divergence during
research for minimum errors and was used to accelerate
convergence. It was selected to be 0.9. The number of
iterations was set to 10,000, and the RMSE value used
for the interrupt of the training phase was set to 0.01.

Results and Discussion

The sinkhole hazard model was constructed using the
ANN analysis with seven input variables, sinkhole size,
and the presence or absence of sinkholes. It was found
that about 20% of sinkhole data have no size information. Sinkhole size data follows a lognormal distribution
with parameters μ = 1.1095 and σ = 1.202. Then, the
Box-Cox transformation was applied in order to improve
normality in the sinkhole size dataset and also to reduce
the effect of outliers. The Grubb’s test was also carried
out to identify outlier data prior to ANN modeling. Finally, missing values were imputed by means of the
MCMC approach and utilized for ANN modeling. As a
result, the average and standard deviation of the sinkhole
sizes in ECF are 5.41 m and 5.38 m, respectively.
The ANN results were presented on the sinkhole hazard
map (see Figures 5 and 6). The probability distribution
for each location with a 500 x 500 m grid is provided
throughout the study area. Ten size categories were configured on the output layer, resulting in a total of ten
sinkhole hazard maps. For example, the sinkhole hazard
map for Category 1 (i.e. no sinkhole) shows the spatial
probability distribution that no sinkhole will occur in

Figure 5. Sinkhole susceptibility map showing
the probability of all sizes.
ECF in the future. The Category 2 map represents the
probability distribution of sinkholes whose size is greater than 0 m and less than 3 m. After obtaining the probability distributions of the total ten categories, the probability of sinkhole occurrence with a certain size or more
in a specific location was calculated. The probability of
sinkhole occurrence greater than 0 m corresponds to the
sum of the probability distributions from Categories 2
through 10; thus, this map represents a typical sinkhole
susceptibility map (see Figure 5). It is an important note
that the time variable is not considered in the model development, thus the valid time of the model prediction
would be similar to the time of sinkhole data collection
under similar climate and/or human activities (e.g., urban construction, groundwater pumping for irrigation,
etc.). Similarly, the map of Category 10 shows the probability distribution of sinkholes over 24 m. Figure 6
shows four examples of sinkhole hazard maps when the
sinkhole size is 0 to 3 m (Category 2), 3 to 6 m (Category
3), 6 to 9 m (Category 4), and greater than 9 m (Category
5 and up).
The probability of sinkholes larger than 0 m is widely
distributed in both Ocala and Orlando areas, while the
probability of sinkholes larger than 3 m is significantly
lower in the Ocala area and somewhat higher in the Orlando area. This is consistent with the fact that sinkholes
in the Orlando area are on average larger than sinkholes
16TH SINKHOLE CONFERENCE
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Figure 6. Sinkhole hazard maps of (a) category 2 (size: 0 to 3 m), (b) category 3 (size: 3 to 6 m),
(c) category 4 (size: 6 to 9 m), and (d) category 5 and up (size: > 9 m).

in the Ocala area. In addition, the probability of sinkholes in some areas of central Florida region larger than
9 m is quite high, over 76%.

Conclusions

This paper introduces a methodology to develop the
sinkhole location-size prediction model and presents a
preliminary result. The study area was limited to ECF
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where active sinkhole activities are present. Key sinkhole contributing factors were selected and each variable
was validated by checking the relationship with the sinkhole frequency. Missing values of sinkhole sizes were
imputed using various statistical methods. The ANN
method was then applied to develop the probabilistic
sinkhole model, and GIS-based mapping was employed.
The sinkhole hazard map shows that the northwestern
(i.e. Ocala area) and central (i.e. Orlando area) parts of

ECF are most susceptible to sinkholes. The map also
shows that the Orlando area has a higher probability of
larger sinkholes than the Ocala area. This result is consistent with the fact that areas with thick overburden layers produce larger sinkholes than thin areas. As future
research, time information may be incorporated into the
location-size model. This will allow to predict the probability distribution of when, where and how large sinkholes will likely occur in ECF.
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Abstract

In September 2017, Hurricane Irma made landfall on the
state of Florida. This extreme weather event produced
an average of 20-40 centimeters of rainfall across the
state. In the following weeks, at least 30 new sinkholes
were reported throughout the affected area. An investigation of the sinkhole sites where openings occurred in
the middle of a roadway, was carried-out. Multiple cone
penetration tests (CPT) were performed at those collapsed sites. In this paper, a comprehensive case study
of a sinkhole collapse is presented. First, a hydrogeological assessment on the sinkhole site was conducted.
Second, CPT data were investigated. Particularly, a sinkhole evaluation index, the Sinkhole Resistance Ratio
(SRR), was used to evaluate the sinkhole vulnerability
in the collapsed site. Lastly, a finite element (FE) based
analyses was employed to further investigate the effect
of precipitation on sinkhole stability. The CPT results
were used to estimate soil type and strength parameters
as inputs to the FE model. Based on the results of multiscenario simulations, it is believed that the main triggering mechanism in the US 441 site was a rapid increase of
hydraulic gradient (or seepage velocity) that accelerated

soil erosion and piping. In addition, the effect of raised
groundwater table on the failure condition of overburden
soil layer may not be significant.

Introduction

Sinkholes are known as a naturally occurring hydrogeological process that causes life-threatening events and
can cause significant structural losses. Economic loss
due to sinkholes is significant. For example, the economic damage caused by sinkholes in the United States
is estimated to be more than $300 million per year (Kuniansky et al. 2016). According to the Florida Office of
Insurance Regulation, the total reported insurance claims
in Florida increased from 2,360 in 2006 to 6,694 in 2010,
costing approximately $1.4 billion (Florida office of insurance and regulation 2010).
Many researchers have conduced geological and hydrogeological studies on karst sinkholes (Beck 1986;
Waltham et al. 2005; Brinkmann et al. 2008; Gutierrez
et al. 2014; Xiao et al. 2016). In the meantime, engineer16TH SINKHOLE CONFERENCE
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ing-based studies have been performed to understand
geotechnical engineering behaviors of sinkholes, including sinkhole physical modeling (Perez et al. 2017),
sinkhole numerical analyses and stability evaluation
(Drumm et al. 2009; Soliman et al. 2018; 2019), and
site characterization and vulnerability indexing (Jammal
1986; Foshee and Bixler 1994; Shamet et al. 2017;2018).
In addition, a regional-scale sinkhole hazard map of east
Central Florida has been also proposed to quantitatively
determine the vulnerability of sinkhole occurrence (Kim
et al. 2017; 2018). Several researchers have adopted remote sensing techniques such as LiDAR data for sinkhole assessment at large scales (Doctor and Young 2013;
Rahimi and Alexander 2013; Kim et al. 2019).
It is known that extreme water events trigger sinkhole
formation. For example, Tropical Storm Debby in June
2012 brought a large amount of precipitation and triggered the formation of many sinkholes throughout the
state (Kromhout 2017). It is proposed that groundwater
flow is a key factor to trigger sinkhole occurrence and
the process of internal soil erosion (Xiao et al. 2016).
Tihansky (1999) also reported that an increase in surface water due to rainfall events increases the load on
subsurface cavities through raising the water level in the
surficial aquifer, resulting in greater erosion of overburden soils.

Figure 1. Path of Hurricane Irma (from
National Hurricane Center, 2018).

In this paper, one of the post-Irma sinkhole sites, US
441 in Marion County, Florida, is presented as a case
study. The case study shows how the sinkhole “reconnaissance” investigation was conducted. This sinkhole
investigation includes three key tasks: (1) assessment of
hydrogeological factors, (2) in situ subsurface exploration (e.g., CPT), and (3) finite element based numerical
analyses.

Background on Hurricane Irma

Hurricane Irma made landfall in central Florida on September 10, 2018 and produced an average of 20-40 cm
of rainfall across the Floridian peninsula. Hurricane Irma
had maximum sustained winds of 185 mph for 37 hours.
Irma stretched nearly 1100 km in diameter and affected
at least nine US states. Making landfall in southwest
Florida as a Category 4 on September 10, Irma was classified as a hurricane from August 31 until September 11.
The projected path of Hurricane Irma is shown in Figure 1. Due to this extreme rainfall event, many sinkholes
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Figure 2. Map of central Florida showing postIrma sinkholes.
were formed. Just within two weeks after Irma, at least
30 sinkholes were reported in the state. Figure 2 presents
a map of central Florida showing the locations of those
30 sinkholes that formed after Irma (red circles).
It is hypothesized that the extreme rainfall event triggered by Hurricane Irma significantly impacted groundwater flow conditions (water table rise and increased

groundwater recharge to the Floridan aquifer), leading
to active sinkhole in central Florida. Groundwater wells
nearby the US441 sinkhole were investigated and the
one in Ocala, FL was selected.
This well location is about 16 km away from the US 441
site and the well depth is about 47 m. Figure 3 shows
the well data of upper Floridan aquifer and the resulting
increase during the affected time of the hurricane. Considering a slower respond of Florida aquifer to surface
water inputs than a surficial aquifer, the groundwater table of surficial aquifer would have larger increase during
Irma. This occurrence may result in a temporary higher
head difference between the two aquifers (i.e., larger hydraulic gradient between two aquifer systems).

US441 Post-Irma Sinkhole Investigation
Methodology

The research team conducted a post-hurricane investigation on the US 441 sinkhole site with different scales and
aspects. As seen in Figure 4, the methodology includes
three main tasks: (1) assessment of hydrogeological factors, (2) in situ subsurface exploration (e.g., CPTs), and
(3) finite element (FE) based numerical analyses.
First, the hydrogeological assessment at a regional scale
was conducted as an initial check prior to the field geotechnical assessment. This initial assessment investigated the regional-scale maps of groundwater recharge,
head difference (between surficial and confined aquifers), thickness of overburden layer, and aquitard thickness to understand overall hydrogeological conditions in
the surrounding area of the US 441 sinkhole.
Second, a CPT-based subsurface investigation was carried out. After the sinkhole collapse at US 441, a total
of 13 CPT soundings were conducted around the collapse point (see Figure 5). CPT sounding profiles were
used to evaluate the vulnerability of sinkhole in both a
qualitative and quantitative manner. As seen in the CPT
sounding profiles (see Figure 5), a sudden drop of cone
tip resistance (qc) in the profile indicates the existence of
soil raveling.
Due to the raveling of soils, qc becomes extremely low
within this zone, generally less than 5 tons per square
foot (tsf), which was a rough raveling criterion proposed

Figure 3. Precipitation and potentiometric
elevation trends of Floridan aquifer during
time of Hurricane Irma (after USGS 2018).

Figure 4. Post-Irma sinkhole investigation tasks

by Foshee and Bixler (1994). As internal soil erosion
proceeds, the size of the raveled zone increases while
the area of competent overburden soils decreases. A
sinkhole vulnerability index, Sinkhole Resistance Ratio
(SRR) proposed by Nam et al. (2018), was used to quantify the level of sinkhole vulnerability, due to raveling,
within the site.
Lastly, a FE analysis was conducted to further investigate the geo-mechanical behavior of sinkhole formation
such as the distribution of stress/strain and p-q stress
path. The soil profile, from top to bottom, consists of
2-m medium dense silty sand, 6-m clay, and limestone.
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Figure 5. Aerial view showing the CPT locations and a CPT profile showing the raveled zone.

Figure 6. Numerical modeling of the US441
site in PLAXIS2D

It is hypothesized that the hurricane raises the surface
groundwater table (GWT) and an existing subsurface
cavity grows due to the seepage induced soil erosion.
Thus, the analysis was aimed at investigating the effects
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of both variables on the stability of sinkhole. The authors
ran the FE simulations with different scenarios of cavity
size, overburden layer thickness, and groundwater table
elevation. The values of those parameters were varied in
the simulations so that critical conditions causing failure
were identified. Mohr-Column failure envelope in the
p-q diagram was used as a criterion of sinkhole stability. Particularly, the p-q stress paths of two critical points
shown in Figure 6 were investigated. For simplicity, the
raveled zone was modeled as a half-circular cavity and
the hydrostatic condition was employed in investigating
the effect of GWT. Figure 6 also shows the FE modeling
and initial strength input parameters estimated from correlations using the CPT resistance values (Kulhawy and
Mayne 1990) and triaxial test simulations in PLAXIS2D.

Results and Discussion
Assessment of Hydrogeological Factors

Hydrogeological conditions of the US 441 site were investigated using the maps of those key hydrogeological
factors. The relationship between sinkhole occurrence
and those factors can be found in Kim et al. (2018).

Figure 7. Hydrogeological factor maps showing (A) recharge (B) head difference C)
overburden thickness (D) aquitard thickness
The map of each factor (shown in Figure 7) was created and reclassified with the ArcGIS software. As seen
in the figure, it is apparent that the US 441 location lies
where all hydrogeological conditions are highly favorable for sinkhole. The recharge rate of the study site is
quite high with an estimated value between 30 and 118
cm/yr, favorably eroding the soil into fissured limestone
bedrock. The head difference in this location is relatively
high with a value of 13 meters; thus, the location has a
high potential of internal soil erosion due to groundwater
flow. The overburden soil thickness in this area is less
than 6 meters and the aquitard layer is either absent or
relatively thin (from 0 to 8 m). It is believed that groundwater may freely flow or circulate between surficial and
upper Floridan aquifer systems that may expedite the
dissolution of limestone bedrock.

CPT-based Assessment

A total of 13 CPT soundings were performed around the
collapse. Selected CPT qc profiles that indicate the raveling condition are presented in Figure 8. CPTs-1, 2, 3 and
5 were taken at the closest points to the collapse, and the
others are relatively distant from the collapse. All CPTs
were pushed until a bearing layer was encountered. This
stiff layer was assumed to be the weathered limestone
through investigation of nearby borings and the visual
observation of limestone at the bottom of the sinkhole.
As observed through the CPTs, the elevation of encountered weathered limestone “bedrock” significantly varies
even within the relatively small area (compare CPT-9
and CPT-13). This is common in a karst area. Although
a sinkhole was formed at this site, each CPT location exhibits varying qc values along depth, which is commonly
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Figure 8. CPT tip resistance (qc) profiles around the sinkhole collapse (note: TSF = ton/ft2 =
95.7kPa)

observed in karst area. Interestingly, the distance from
the collapse does not always correlate with the severity of raveling; for instance, CPT-1 nearby the collapse
does not seem as severe as CPT-3 and CPT-5. Rather,
CPT-9 shows more severe raveling in the qc profile. This
observation suggests that raveling can be developed in
the form of channels or multiple subsurface voids rather
than a sinkhole large cavity. The SRR at each CPT location was computed by the following equation:

Where:
qover = Average measured cone resistance in overburden, competent soils (MPa)
qravel = Average measured cone resistance in raveled
zone (MPa)
tover = Depth to encountered raveled zone (m).
travel = Thickness of raveled zone (m)
= Effective vertical stress created from overburden soils (MPa)
Figure 9 presents the SRR computed at each CPT location. The authors categorized the SSR values into four
categories with different colors, and each CPT location
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Figure 9. Plots of SRR values at the sinkhole site US 441, Marion County
was numbered in the figure. Interestingly, some of locations nearby the surface collapse are not all severely
raveled. CPT-2 shows the SRR value greater than 7. This
value is similar to CPT-13, which is farthest from the
collapse. It is postulated that raveling (or internal erosion) in this site is more localized and the collapse may
be due to subsurface soil erosion or piping rather than
the growth of single gigantic cavity by which the Winter
Park Sinkhole was formed (Jammal 1986). The most severe raveling locations are observed in CPT-3, 5, 9, and
12, which indicates the influence area of raveling as a
dash-line circle in the figure. It is important to note that
the surface collapse is not always vertically aligned with
the sinkhole source. The sinkhole source, which is the
initiation point of cavity growth, is considered as a point
of groundwater recharge. Often the raveling progresses
as piping channels propagating in a diagonal direction,
thus the location of surface collapse can be distant from
the sinkhole source.

Numerical Analysis

The soil stratigraphy of the US 441 site was estimated
from CPT-1 sounding data, which exhibits a relatively

less raveled condition. It was assumed that the soil condition at CPT-1 represents the in situ state of the site before hurricane Irma and contains the typical amount of
raveling expected from a normal central Florida sounding profile. Using Robertson’s soil behavior type (SBT)
chart (Robertson, 1990), the CPT data showed a soil
profile composed of 2 m of silty sands followed by 6 m
of clayey soils. The sounding terminated at a depth of 8
m which is assumed to indicate the limestone (bedrock)
underlying the overburden soils. The soil profile was implemented into the finite element software PLAXIS2D.
A half-circular void was assumed to evolve at the soilbedrock interface to trigger surface failure. In the FE
anlaysis, the effects of cavity growth and raised GWT
on the stress field of overburden soil were investigated.
In the simulations the radius of the cavity was increased
from 0 m to 2.5 m. The depth of GWT was assumed to
be 4 m from the ground surface (typical in that area),
and the analysis was performed at one meter rising increments till reaching the ground surface. Also it is important to note that the anlaysis was conducted under
hydrostatic condition.
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Principal effecive stresses at two points, points A (along
the vertical centerline of the cavity) and B (4 m away
horizontally from point A), were determined (see Figure 10). The stress paths at those points were plotted in
MIT’s stress space (Wood, 1990). More unstable behavior was shown as the the size of cavity increases. Point
A exhibits a stress path towards the failure envelope
while point B shows the stress path to the right-diagonal
direction. In other words, point A shows an unloadingshearing (i.e., the and point B shows a loading-shearing
behavior. On the other hand, an increase of GWT causes
a reduction in the mean effective stress due to an increase
in pore water pressure, resulting in the stress path shifted
to left at both points A and B. When compared to the effect of increased cavity size, the raised GWT exhibited
smaller impact on the stability. According to the results,
the rapid increase in the groundwater table may not significantly reduce the mechanical stability but increases
the hydraulic gradient (i) around the cavity, which contributes to internal soil erosion and piping.

Summary and Conclusions

The authors performed an investigation on a sinkhole
formed within US 441 in Marion County, resulting from
Hurricane Irma in September of 2017. The investigation
method includes three approaches: a hydrogeological assessment at regional-scale, a subsurface exploration with
CPTs, and a FE-based numerical analyses. Key observations and findings are summarized. First, Irma’s impact
on sinkhole formation was obvious. A total of 30 sinkholes were formed within two weeks after Irma. Second,
CPT sounding data indicates not all collapse-nearby locations have severe raveling; thus, the main triggering

mechanism of the US441 sinkhole is likely internal soil
“piping” not growth of a single large cavity. Third, the
US441 site contains a thick cohesive soil layer. The high
precipitation due to Irma caused a rapid increase in GWT
of the surficial aquifer but slowly recharge the upper
Floridan aquifer; thus, a rapid increase of head difference
(∆h) between surficial and upper Floridan aquifers may
generate an increase of hydraulic gradient (i). This high
hydraulic gradient leads to large seepage velocity, which
accelerates the internal soil erosion/piping. Fourth, the
FE analysis results support that the impact of raised
GWT is not as significant as the increased cavity size on
the failure of collapse. In summary, it is concluded that
the main sinkhole triggering mechanism in the US441
site is a rapid increase in hydraulic gradient (or seepage
velocity) rather than the impact of raised GWT on the
failure condition of overburden soil. Although the erosion/piping is the predominant mechanism in this site, a
thick cohesive overburden soil layer may cause a covercollapse type of sinkhole in the site.
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Abstract

One of the major finishing projects in Slovenia is to link
the country via modern expressways. Almost half of Slovenia is karst and more than half of its supply of water
comes from karst aquifers. Slovenia is the home of the
Classical Karst region, which gave name to numerous
world languages for the type of landscape that develops
on carbonate rock and where the science of karstology
began to develop. Comprising an important part of our
natural and cultural heritage, the sensitive karst landscape demands from us good knowledge and serious effort for its preservation. This paper describes the value
regular research of karst features revealed during the
construction of expressways for spatial planning in karst
regions of Slovenia.

Introduction

Since 1994, Slovene karstologists have cooperated
closely in the planning and construction of expressways
in karst regions. With the consideration of the integrity
of the karst landscape in the foreground, we have recommended avoiding important areas of karst phenomena (sinkholes, poljes, collapse dolines, karst walls, etc.)
and already known caves in the selection of routes for
expressways. We have devoted special attention to the
impact on karst waters of building and using the expressways. Expressway should be impermeable. Water from
the road surface is first collected in oil separators and

then released clean into the karst. We have also studied
the pollutants in the water that flows off the expressways
every day (Knez et al. 2011, 2012, 2015, Knez & Slabe
2016).
Construction work has provided a series of important
discoveries about the formation of karst and its development on various bedrock, in different conditions, and
through various processes. We have studied the karst
along expressways on Classical Karst (southwest Slovenia), the central part of the Dolenjska karst region
(southeast Slovenia), and the young karst in the Vipava
Valley (southwest Slovenia). Classical Karst is mainly
composed of Upper Cretaceous, primarily thick-bedded
pure limestones and often thin-bedded Palaeogene limestones. The predominant rocks in the Dolenjska karst region are Triassic and Jurassic limestones and dolomites.
The Vipava Valley is made up of Quaternary breccias.
This selection of sites includes the most important areas of our karst regions. We have acquired a great deal
of information about surface karst phenomena and the
epikarst, and where excavation work has cut deeper in
the surface and in tunnels about the vadose zone and the
paleokarst. Everywhere the development of the karst left
important traces, above all in the numerous old caves.
More than 350 new caves were opened on the 70-kilometer section of expressway (Knez & Slabe 2016) built
on karst (Figure 1). Based on previous investigations,
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geological data and broad karstological knowledge, we
anticipated the number and density of caves for an individual section of the expressway. As a result, most of the
caves were anticipated. In the Kastelec tunnel (Classical
Karst) we anticipated the largest cave, which was discovered during expressway construction; it is over 500m
long and its passages wind their way around both tunnel tubes (Knez et al. 2008). The project of constructing
modern expressways in Slovenia has been underway for
the past 25 years, divided into several stages and into
tens of construction sections. Most caves were discovered during earthmoving works.

ered by flysch and 2. shafts (Figure 2) through which water vertically percolates from the permeable karst surface
to the underground water. The deepest shaft found measured 109 meters (Figure 3). Some old caves are empty,
almost two thirds of them are filled with alluvium, and
one third are unroofed caves.

Relative to the development of the aquifer, we distinguish between 1. old caves through which watercourses
flowed when the karst aquifer was surrounded and cov-

Figure 2. Shaft opened during the construction work on Classical Karst.

Figure 1. Caves opened during the construction work on Classical Karst. Legend: 1a-cave,
1b-cave filled with sediments, 2-shaft.
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Figure 3. Different caves uncovered during
the motorway construction on Classical Karst.

Classical Karst, southwest Slovenia

In the karst region of western Slovenia, we have studied
surface karst phenomena such as dolines and karren. The
numerous newly opened caves have revealed the perforation of individual parts of the aquifer. These include
old caves that today are dry since they are located high
above the water table and shafts through which water
flows from the permeable karst surface to the aquifers
below. A good part of the caves is filled with alluvial sediments (Figure 4). In combination with other speleological features, patterns of cave networks and their parts,
and subsoil rock forms, these sediments helped to determine important periods in the formation and development of caves and their age. Paleomagnetic determination of the age of sediments assists us here (Zupan Hajna
et al. 2008). Sediments are more than 5 million years
old. That shows that they were filled after the Messinian
crises when the groundwater level, connected with the
rising and filling of the Mediterranean Basin, rose (Bosák
et al. 2007, Zupan Hajna et al. 2008). We can therefore
rank them among our oldest caves, and their age exceeds
our previous estimates. The opening of unroofed caves,
(Figures 5, 6) also provided important information, as
we discovered that these traces of the development of the
aquifer helped form the karst surface much more than
we previously suspected. Due to atmospheric factors,
the surface lowers by roughly 100m every million years
(Gams 2004), revealing old subterranean forms which
merge with the surface. Unroofed caves have been 20%
of all caves discovered all along the layout.
Unroofed caves, which are the consequence of the lowering of the karst surface, comprise a new form that we

Figure 4. Cave filled with sediment opened
during the construction work on Classical
Karst.

have added as a unique form to the international list of
karst forms. We first described unroofed caves as a new
karst surface form in a shorter text published in 1994
(Knez & Šebela 1994); it was followed by numerous

Figure 5. Unroofed cave opened during the
construction work on Classical Karst.

Figure 6. Unroofed cave opened during the
construction work on Classical Karst.
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scientific papers in international literature, some o them
(Knez & Slabe 1999, 2002, 2004, 2005, Bosák et al.
2007, Knez et al. 2015, Knez & Slabe 2016, Čeru et al.
2018).
On the majority of karst surfaces overgrown with forest, traces of human activity have been discovered, the
history of their former intensive exploitation, primarily
for agriculture and water supply. Classical Karst has an
extraordinary and rich history. Over a hundred years ago,
this region was almost completely bare due to intensive
agriculture and animal farming. After land use was gradually abandoned, the Classical Karst became overgrown,
in part due to human intervention (Kranjc 1997).

10, 11, 12). Here the karst formed in young breccia that
developed from the consolidated slope rubble below
Mount Nanos. With the percolation of water from the
surface, sinkholes of similar shape began to form. Many
types of caves were discovered. Smaller caves character-

Alluvium-covered karst, southeast Slovenia

Construction work on the low and largely alluvium-covered Dolenjska karst primarily revealed the subsoil shaping of the karst (Figures 7, 8, 9). Here we can find subsoil
stone forests and subsoil shafts, forms first comprehensively recorded in Slovenia’s karst region. Large areas of
stone forests with their characteristic subsoil rock forms
have revealed all the wealth of the subsoil shaping of
karst surfaces. The water that penetrated through the soil
and sediment uniquely shaped the different carbonate
rock. Consolidated subsoil streams of percolating water
carved subsoil shafts, hollows that are similar to empty
shafts but more or less completely filled with alluvium.

Figure 8. Large areas of stone forests with their
characteristic subsoil rock forms, southeast
Slovenia.

Karst in breccia, southwest Slovenia

Excavation work building the expressway through the
Vipava Valley provided a unique discovery (Figures

Figure 7. Primarily revealed the subsoil shaping of the karst, southeast Slovenia.
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Figure 9. A fissure cave filled with fine-grained
sediment, southeast Slovenia.

Figure 10. A cupola-shaped widening of the
cave passage, southwest Slovenia.

Figure 12. Fissure caves in breccia, southwest
Slovenia.

Figure 11. The entrance to a flysch cave,
southwest Slovenia.

istic of karst developed in the most consolidated parts of
the breccia and larger caves formed at the contact with
the flysch that lies below the breccia. Through them run
smaller streams. Fissure caves are the consequence of
stresses in the slope breccia that lies on inclined flysch
bedrock. The majority of water also flows at such contacts.

Conclusion

The regular research of karst features revealed during
the construction of expressways (Figure 13) has enriched our knowledge of the natural and cultural heritage
and deepened karstological knowledge. In any case, the
construction work assisted by karstologists has exposed

Figure 13. During the construction caves of
various shape and largeness were revealed
dictating further earthworks.

karst features and presented and preserved them for further study. The research results are also a starting point
for spatial planning in karst areas and for protecting the
karst landscape as well as for ongoing project planning
of new railway crossing Classical Karst.
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Abstract

Karst aquifers have unique characteristics that make
them highly productive, but vulnerable to contamination.
Groundwater flow in these highly heterogeneous aquifers range from diffuse to conduit flow modes, showing
variable response to hydrologic events. The karst aquifer
of northern Puerto Rico is characterized by a mixture of
both diffuse and conduit flow modes. This work assesses
the response of groundwater levels to different hydrologic events and conditions in various areas of the karst
groundwater aquifer of northern Puerto Rico. Spatial and
temporal data analytics methods were applied to precipitation and groundwater levels from multiple stations and
sites along the study area. The analysis showed that there
are sites with rapid response in groundwater levels after
a rainfall event, whereas others have a slow response to
rainfall events. The response is related to flow and recharge modes, antecedent moisture, and storage characteristics in the epikarst. This study will ultimately help
in the prediction of flow and transport of contaminants
in karst groundwater systems characterized by high primary and secondary porosity, such as those found in
northern Puerto Rico.

Introduction

Karst aquifer are formed by dissolution of soluble rocks,
principally limestone and dolomite systems, along joints,
fractures, bedding planes, and other openings (White,
2002). The well-developed conduit porosity and high permeability zones give these aquifers unique and complex
characteristics that are very different from other types
of aquifers (Bakalowicz, 2005; Anaya et al., 2014), that
render them highly productive (Ghasemizadeh et al.,
2012). As a result, karst aquifers are important sources
of freshwater, providing 20–25% of the global popula-

tion water needs (Ford and Williams, 2007; Butscher and
Huggenberger, 2009; Torres et al., 2019). In the United
States, karst aquifers underlie 20% of the continent and
provide over 40% of the groundwater used for drinking
water purposes (Veni et al., 2001; Green et al., 2006). In
Puerto Rico karst terrains overlie about 28% of the island
and provide water to nearly 500,000 people, as well as
industry, commerce, and agriculture (Vale-Nieves, 2018).
Groundwater in karst aquifers moves down-gradient
through fractures, conduits, and the rock matrix (White,
2002; Martin and Dean, 2011). Differences in flow capacity through these regions give rise to a spectrum of
flow modes, which range from diffuse flow to conduit
flow. Although generally one type of flow predominates,
these two flow systems are end members of a flow continuum and most carbonate aquifers are characterized by
a mixture of both (Schilling and Helmers, 2008, Anaya
et al., 2014). Conduit-dominated flow concentrates water
flow in conduits, while most water is stored in the rock
matrix (Martin and Dean, 2001). This is the case for karst
aquifers that are characterized by dense, low-porosity
rocks with a well-developed conduit network (Vacher
and Mylroie, 2002; Bailly-Compte et al., 2010). Karst
aquifers with high primary porosity and permeability in
the rock matrix may have a significant diffuse flow component through the rock matrix (Anaya et al., 2014). As
a result, both conduit and matrix flow could contribute to
flow in these carbonate aquifers. Conduits in these systems may act as drainage features (Ghasemizadeh et al.,
2016) and many are associated with springs.
Flow Response to Hydrologic Events in Karst
Aquifers
Flow in karst aquifers show variable response to hydrologic events (Ghasemizadeh et al., 2012). Interconnected
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conduits and high permeability zones that are well connected to sinkholes, sinking streams and other surface
features provide for direct recharge into the groundwater
systems (Padilla and Vesper, 2018; Torres et al., 2019)
and often reflect a rapid hydraulic response to rainfall
events (Green et al., 2006). Diffuse flow in karst aquifers, on the other side of the flow spectrum, may behave
similarly to that of porous media, reflecting slower, laminar, and relatively uniform flow. Regions dominated by
diffuse flow generally show delayed and attenuated response to rainfall events.
Rainfall and recharge events induce variations in hydraulic head potential and gradients dimension of saturated
regions and spring discharge. Spatial variations reflect
properties of the terrain in which the flow is occurring.
For instance, conduit-controlled regions show rapid water level and pressure response to recharge events, while
those in more diffuse zones show slower response (Bailly-Compte et al., 2010).
The response of groundwater to variations in precipitation had been studied in different parts of the world. Cai
and Ofterdinger (2016) analyzed the response to rainfall,
seasonal variations, and estimated groundwater recharge
using 19 groundwater level hydrographs from two Irish
sites. Using correlation and spectral analysis of rainfall
and groundwater level time series, they found a rapid
groundwater level response to rainfall, with little seasonal variability, suggesting recharge from fast infiltration
flow pathways. Lorenzo-Lacruz et al. (2017) also studied the response of groundwater level to precipitation
variability and other aquifer characteristics in Mallorca,
a Mediterranean island with limited resources and very
vulnerable to climate variability. Their study found that
aquifers responded in short (<6 months), medium (6–24
months), and long (>24 months) time scales, which were
related to multiple factors, including climate, lithology, and management. Karimi et al. (2018) studied the
groundwater flow in different springs to determine the
aquifer characteristics of the karst aquifer from western
Iran. Through analysis of spring hydrographs, physicochemical parameters, and geological topographical characteristics they determined that the aquifer was dominated by a diffuse-conduit flow system.
This study assesses the response of groundwater levels
in different wells to hydrologic events and conditions
in different areas of the karst groundwater aquifer sys-
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tem of northern Puerto Rico. It is hypothesized that the
response of the groundwater level in wells depends not
only on the amount of rainfall, but also on the hydrogeological properties of the region (aquifer type, sinkhole
coverage, hydraulic conductivities). With the response
of the groundwater levels to hydrologic events and conditions, potential areas with conduit or diffuse flow in the
study area are identified.

Site Description

The karst aquifer system of northern Puerto Rico (KANPR) comprises 19% of the island and contains the most
extensive and productive aquifers of the island (Padilla
et al., 2011; Maihemuti et al., 2015; Torres et al., 2019).
The area of study (Figure 1(a)) is located in the KA-NPR
between the municipalities from Arecibo to Toa Baja.
The KA-NPR is comprised by four major hydrogeological units (Figure 1(b)): an upper aquifer, a middle
confining unit, a confined aquifer, and a basal confining
unit. Structurally, the rocks form a gently north dipping
wedge, abutting southward against a volcanic mountain
chain and thickening northward to about 1400 meters
by the seashore (Ghasemizadeh et al., 2012). The upper aquifer, contained within the Aguada and Aymamon
Limestones (Figure 1), is mostly unconfined and linked
to the surface throughout most of its outcrop area (Padilla et al., 2011; Torres et al., 2018). It is characterized
by highly variable porosity and permeability properties
over short distances reflecting the variable distribution
of conduit porosity (Ghasemizadeh et al., 2012). The
lower aquifer mostly contained within the Montebello
and Lares Limestones (Figure 1) and is confined toward
the coastal zone. It outcrops to the south of the upper
aquifer, where it is recharged. There is a direct connection between the upper and lower aquifers along the outcrop of the confining unit, allowing groundwater flow
from the unconfined part of the lower aquifer into the
upper aquifer (Torres-González et al., 1996; Torres et al.,
2019).
The KA-NPR is characterized by a karst topography
having distinctive surface and subsurface features associated with sinkholes, springs, caves, as well as sinking,
losing and gaining streams. Elevation is highest toward
the south, where the lower aquifer outcrops, and lowest toward the coastal area, where outcrops of the upper
aquifer intermingle with surface alluvial deposits (Torres
et al., 2019).

Figure 1. (a) Hydrogeology of the KA-NPR study area; rainfall stations, wells with groundwater
levels information, wells, and springs in the study area; (b) Hydrogeology cross section of the
area between Barceloneta and Florida (Modified from Renken et al., 2002).
Flow in the KA-NPR occurs in conduits and the rock
matrix (Anaya et al., 2014; Torres et al., 2018; 2019).
Groundwater enters the system through surface infiltration and direct injection of runoff into karstic conduits
via sinkholes. Flow in the upper and lower aquifers
moves regionally northward toward the Atlantic Ocean
(Ghasemizadeh et al., 2012) and locally to surface
streams and wetlands (Renken et al., 2002). Discharge
occurs at wells, springs, and through seepage at surface features. Springs mostly drain the unconfined parts
of the upper and lower aquifers (Rodríguez-Martínez,
1997). Groundwater is mostly extracted from the upper aquifer because it is the most accessible for drilling
and pumping, although several industrial and municipal
wells extract from the lower aquifer. These aquifers are
the principal groundwater source of water supply in the
region (Torres-González et al., 1996; Conde-Costas and
Rodríguez-Rodríguez, 1997; Cherry, 2001).

Methodology

Precipitation and groundwater levels data were integrated with hydrogeological characteristics of the aquifer to
determine the response of groundwater levels to different hydrologic events and conditions in the study area,
and identify potential areas with conduit or diffuse flow
types. Daily precipitation data from the period of 2011–
2018 was collected from multiple National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) (NOAA, 2019)
stations in the study area (Figure 1). Although more stations have precipitation data in the study area, daily precipitation was only available in 5 stations for the period
from 2011 to 2018. Depth to water level from 2011–2018
was obtained from the United States Geological Survey
(USGS) National Water Information System (USGS,
2019) for multiple wells in the study area (Figure 1).
Groundwater levels were calculated by subtracting the
depth to water level from the ground elevation. Hydro16TH SINKHOLE CONFERENCE
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geological properties and characteristics (Figures 1 and
2) from the study area (aquifer type, sinkhole coverage,
and hydraulic conductivity) were collected from Giusti
and Bennet (1976) and Renken et al. (2002). Location
and information about major documented springs in the
study area was also collected from Rodríguez-Martínez,
1997 and the Puerto Rico Testsite for Exploring Contamination Threats (PROTECT) Project Database (Torres et al., 2019).
Data collected was analyzed using spatial, temporal,
and statistical methods. Geographic Information System (GIS) was used to locate wells and springs in the
study area and to identify the hydrogeological characteristics of the aquifer. Wells with water level information
were associated with the closest precipitation station to
perform the temporal and statistical analysis between
daily groundwater levels in wells and precipitation. The
“Proximity Analysis-Create Thiessen Polygon Tool” in
GIS was used to determine which precipitation station
was closer to the different wells in the study area.
Data was analyzed using multiple statistical methods,
including descriptive statistics, correlation analysis, and
time series analysis. Time series analysis was performed
for wells that have the most amount of continuous data
for the period of study on the different rainfall seasons.
The cross-correlation function (CCF) or rxy (k) (Minitab,
2019) was used to determine potential relationships between daily precipitation and groundwater levels time
series and obtain the response lag-times for different
months. The response lag-time was estimated from the
maximum of the cross-correlation function and defined
as mean response time between water-level in a well to a
rainfall event (Cai and Ofterdinger, 2016). The correla-

tion between two time series was identified to be significant at a 95% confidence interval (α=0.05) when,
where n is the number of observations and
k is the lag-time (Minitab, 2019). Cross correlation was
performed at different months during the study period
from 2011–2018 to compare if the lag-times change with
different hydrological conditions (rainfall conditions).
Seasonal hydrological conditions were classified as extremely dry, dry, wet, and extremely wet based on the
quartiles (Q1, Q2, and Q3) of total monthly precipitation
from all the stations in the study area (Figure 1). Total
monthly precipitation at the nearest precipitation station
to a well was compared to the quartiles to classify the
seasonal hydrological conditions for the area around the
well in a particular month. If the total monthly precipitation (TMP) at the nearest rainfall station was less than
Q1, the month was classified as “extremely dry”. If TMP
was greater than Q1 but less than or equal to Q2 it was
classified as “dry”. If TMP was greater than Q2 but less
than or equal to Q3 it was classified as “wet”, and if TMP
was greater than Q3 it was classified as “extremely wet”.
This information was used for the time series analysis, to
select the different months, according to the hydrological conditions in the area surrounding the different wells.

Results and Discussion

Spring Density
The number and density (number of springs per square
kilometer) of major springs varies in the study area.
Though minor springs may be present in the study area
that have not been reported, it is assumed that these
would not affect the overall observed distribution. The
number and density of major springs tend to be higher
on the western side of the study area than on the east-

Figure 2. (a) Hydraulic conductivities and (b) sinkhole coverage area; location of wells, springs,
and rainfall stations in the study area.
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ern side (Figure 3). Most of the springs on the western
side of the study area are classified as conduit, whereas
several springs on the east side are classified as diffused
(Rodríguez-Martínez, 1997). Higher number and density
of springs are generally associated with areas of greater
sinkhole coverage (Figure 2), and potentially to a greater
connection to direct recharge into the groundwater system.
Precipitation Data Analysis
Analysis of precipitation data showed the mean of total
monthly precipitation for all stations in the study area
to vary between 114 ± 78 mm at the Arecibo 5.2 ESE
station and 187 ± 105 mm at the Arecibo Observatory
station (Figure 4) during the 2011–2018 period. In 2011,
mean total monthly precipitation varied from 176 ±
93 mm in Manatí 2E station to 205 ± 102 mm in Arecibo Observatory station. Mean total monthly precipitation in the rainfall stations decreased during the next few
years, with Manatí 2E station showing the lowest mean
total monthly precipitation in 2012 (164 ± 78 mm), 2013
(157 ± 88 mm) and 2014 (113.48 ± mm), and the Arecibo
Observatory station showing the highest average precipitation values in 2012 (210 ± 103 mm), 2013 (175 ±
110 mm), and 2014 (159.63 ± 120 mm). In 2015, all the
stations, except for Arecibo Observatory and Palmarejo
stations showed mean total monthly precipitations below 100 mm (Figure 4). The lowest average precipitation
in 2015 was observed in Arecibo 5.2 ESE station (59 ±

56 mm). This decrease in precipitation corresponded to
a drought that occurred in Puerto Rico from 2015–2016,
with the most intense period of drought occurring in August 2015 (NIDIS, 2019). In 2016, mean total monthly
precipitation increased compared to the previous year,
with values ranging from 128 ± 62 mm in Manatí 2E station to 201 ± 80 mm in the Arecibo Observatory station.
In 2017, average precipitation show an increase, compared to 2016, with the highest total monthly precipitation observed in September 2017 (Figure 4), when Hurricane María hit Puerto Rico, the strongest hurricane to
make landfall on the island since 1928, breaking rainfall
records (Keellings and Hernández Ayala, 2019). In 2018,
average decreased in all stations, except for Palmarejo
station in Vega Baja (Figure 4).
Groundwater Levels Analysis
Groundwater levels from 11 wells were analyzed from
the period of 2011–2018, but the results from two sites
are presented and discussed here. These two sites represent a wide range of observed hydraulic responses,
which are related to the wide spectrum of flow modes in
the study area.
Well #1, as identified in Figure 1, shows rapid increase
in water levels for periods when precipitation increased
rapidly, as observed in September 2011, December 2011,
May 2012, May 2013, August 2013, August 2014, September 2017, and December 2017 (Figure 5 and Fig-

Figure 3. Number of springs per square-kilometer, determined by using the “Create Fishnet Tool” in
GIS, rainfall stations, wells with groundwater levels information, wells and springs in the study area.
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Figure 4. Total monthly precipitation from
2011–2018 at NOAA stations in the study area.
ure S1). Water levels in this well tend to have a smooth
response to precipitation during periods of low precipitation, as observed during the periods of January–March
2011, 2013, 2014, and 2017. In 2015 (Figure 5c), when
the peak of the drought was occurring, Well #1 show
lower groundwater levels than the previous years, with
maximum water levels at approximately 1.2 m above
mean sea level (amsl). In general, precipitation and
water levels near this well show a decreasing tendency
through time.
Lag-times in Well #1 during the analysis period (Figure 6)
range between 1 and 11 days, with an average of 2 days.
In general, the lag-times are similar for different hydrological conditions, except in 2015 when the lag-times are
higher than the other years. In December 2013, which
is considered a dry month according to the calculated
statistics for seasonal classification, Well #1 also shows
a lag-time higher than the other months in the same year
and the previous year. These higher lag-times are generally associated with low CCF values and lack of correlations between water levels and precipitation (Figure 6).
The high lag-time in groundwater levels during 2015 and
December 2013 is mostly attributed to diffuse flow coming from storage during drought conditions. Any rainfall
during these periods would most likely be retained in the
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Figure 5. Time series plot of daily precipitation
(upper graphs) and groundwater levels (m
amsl) (lower graphs) for Well #1 for: (a) 2011–
2012; (b) 2013–2014; (c) 2015–2016; and (d)
2017–2018.

Figure 6. Lag-time and cross correlation for
different hydrological conditions in the area
surrounding Well #1. The values
of show the significance of the correlation
between rainfall and groundwater levels.

epikarst before reaching the saturated zone and affecting
water levels. Though it was not possible to calculate the
lag-time and observe the response of groundwater levels
prior to the Hurricane María (September 2017) because
of the lack of precipitation data in that area for that period of time, water levels show rapid increase. Lag-times
in extremely wet conditions ranged from 0 to 2 days,
except for May 2013, when it was 4 days. Lag-times for
dry and extremely-dry months ranged from 0 to 2 days
when preceded by wet or extremely wet months, except
for the 2015 and 2016 period and December 2012. This
is attributed to sufficient antecedent moisture in the epikarst to support recharge into the saturated zone.
Well #1 is located in the upper aquifer in areas having
low-to-intermediate hydraulic conductivities (Figure 2).
Although Well #1 is located in areas classified with low
sinkhole coverage (Figure 3), there are areas with higher
sinkhole coverage upstream (south) of the well. It is,
therefore, likely connected to sinkholes that may cause
the rapid response of groundwater levels to precipitation.
Slow response of groundwater levels during extremely
dry conditions, as observed in the period of 2015–2016,
is attributed to the low-to-intermediate hydraulic conductivities.
Well #2 shows a slow response of groundwater levels to
changes in precipitation (Figure 7 and Figure S2), having
smooth curves in the time series plots. Even with high precipitation changes, groundwater levels peaks are not well
defined as in the case of Well #1 (Figure 5). The time series analysis of groundwater levels and precipitation data
in Well #2 indicate highly variable lag-times for different
hydrologic conditions, with an average lag-time of approximately 5 days and a maximum value of 12 days (Figure 8).
Similar to Well #1, the higher lag-times are generally associated with low CCF values and lack of correlations between water levels and precipitation (Figure 6).
Well #2 is located in the upper aquifer on the eastern side
of the study area, in regions of low hydraulic conductivities, low sinkhole coverage, and spring density (Figures
2 and 3). Sinkhole coverage upstream of Well #2 is also
low. Low sinkhole coverage near and upstream of this
well reflects low connectivity to surface features and
suggests diffuse recharge. The low and slow response
of groundwater levels to precipitation in this well are attributed to lack of direct connection to surface features
and low hydraulic conductivities.

Figure 7. Time series plot of daily precipitation
(upper graphs) and groundwater levels (m
amsl) (lower graphs) for Well #2 for: (a) 2011–
2012; (b) 2013–2014; (c) 2015–2016; and (d)
2017–2018.

Figure 8. Lag-time and cross correlation for
different hydrological conditions in the area
surrounding Well #2.
Time series analysis for all the wells show that average
lag-times in the wells varied from 2 to more than 8 days
(Figure 9 and Figure S3 to Figure S12). The wells are
widespread over the study area, but do not show a particular spatial pattern. From all sites analyzed, most of
the sites (55%) show average lag-times between 4 and
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6 days, and suggest mixed flow modes. Those sites are
located in areas with different hydraulic conductivities
but low sinkhole coverage. Wells with faster average
lag-times are located at or near areas of higher sinkhole
coverage. A well showing a lag-time greater than 8 is
located in an area with many pumping wells that may
be capturing flow and affecting water levels artificially.
Results, thus, suggest that rapid response associated with
conduit-flow are more likely to occur in wells located
near high sinkhole coverage. This is attributed to greater
potential for direct recharge.
It is important to recognize that other variables, not taken
into consideration in this study, may further influence
the hydraulic response of the groundwater system, and
should be considered for a better characterization of the
aquifer in relation to the response of groundwater levels
to precipitation. These include proximity to and influence of pumping wells. Uncertainty on the areas that
contribute recharge to observation wells may pose some

limitations in using the closest rainfall stations for the
analysis. Enhancement of the method to better characterize the system thus requires greater temporal and spatial
resolution and continuous measurements of rainfall and
groundwater level data in the watershed that influence
the recharge of a particular well.

Conclusions

Temporal analysis of precipitation and groundwater
levels data from multiple wells and rainfall stations in
the karst aquifer of northern Puerto Rico show variable hydraulic response of the ground water levels to
precipitation. The variability is associated with a wide
spectrum of flow modes, ranging from conduit- to diffuse-dominated flows. It is also related to the connectivity of the flow region around the well to sinkholes and
other surface features that promote direct recharge into
the groundwater system. Wells showing rapid response
(low lag-times values) are generally near areas with high
sinkhole coverage, whereas those with slow response
are located in areas with low sinkhole coverage. Results
also show slow response time and lack of correlations
between water levels and precipitation during extended
dry conditions, such as the drought of 2015–2016, and
periods of low-preceding precipitation. These results are
indicative of diffuse flow coming out of storage from the
rock matrix and antecedent moisture conditions in which
any rainfall would be taken into storage in the epikarst.
The results obtained from this study will help to assess
the factors affecting the hydraulic response of groundwater in karst systems characterized by high primary
and secondary porosity, such as those found in northern
Puerto Rico.
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Abstract

Puerto Rico is an oceanic tropical archipelago with
about 3.2 million inhabitants, located between the Caribbean Sea and the Atlantic Ocean. It has a land area
of 9104 km2. Groundwater provides about 15 percent of
the freshwater used in Puerto Rico and is an important
reserve during droughts. A monthly groundwater level
index was calculated for Puerto Rico from 1982 to 2017.
Sub-indices were calculated for the karst North Coast
Limestone aquifer, the non-karst South Coastal Plain
aquifer, and for the non-karst Rest of Puerto Rico. The
index was calculated with data from 80 non-pumping
observation wells operated by the United States Geological Survey. Each station has more than 100 water levels
on the Internet. The study also looks at rainfall and demographic data that affects groundwater.
Groundwater levels in Puerto Rico, the North Coast
Limestone and the Rest of Puerto Rico are rising.
Groundwater levels in the South Coastal Plain aquifer
are falling. The declining water levels on the south coast
are probably due to changing pumping and recharge patterns and not climate change. The island shows spatial
correlation. High levels of the index are associated with
landslides in areas without aquifers. Low levels of the index are associated with water rationing. The index shows
temporal correlation with the index rising or falling for
years at a time. The index rose between 1994 and 2011.
The all-time maximum was a massive rainfall event in
August 2011. The second highest peak of the index was
caused by Hurricane Maria on 20 September 2017. Hurricane Maria was the largest single recharge event in the
36-year period of the index. The minima of the index in
1994 and 2015 are associated with water rationing in the
San Juan metropolitan area. In the final analysis, based
on demographics, precipitation, and groundwater levels,
the current pattern in the karst North Coast Limestone
is more sustainable than in the non karst South Coastal
Plain.

Introduction

Puerto Rico is an oceanic tropical archipelago, with
about 3.2 million inhabitants. It is located between the
Caribbean Sea and the Atlantic Ocean. The islands are
a territory of the United States of America. About 15
percent of the water used in Puerto Rico comes from
groundwater (Molina-Rivera 2014).
Are groundwater levels in Puerto Rico falling, holding
steady, or rising? The hypothesis of this study is that
groundwater levels are rising in Puerto Rico. What is the
relationship between groundwater levels and destructive
events on the surface like floods and water rationing?
Throughout the world, climate change and changes in
the economy will probably cause groundwater levels to
decline in some areas and rise in others. This paper will
look at how Puerto Rico fits into global trends.
With a production well, when the groundwater level
drops below the level of the pump it will be abandoned,
thus reducing access to water. The abandoned well may
be replaced with a deeper well. Decreasing groundwater
levels can raise the cost of energy to pump it to the surface. All the major aquifers in Puerto Rico are coastal
and in a coastal aquifer lowering groundwater levels can
cause saline water intrusion from the ocean. The lowering of the groundwater levels can mobilize low quality
water that is deeper in the aquifer. In the long run declining groundwater levels in an aquifer can result in less
available, higher cost, and lower quality water.
On Earth two billion people drink groundwater. Groundwater is used to produce 40 percent of the global food
supply. Cities with more than 12 million people that depend on groundwater for 25 percent or more of their water supply include Mexico City, Kolkata, Tehran, Shanghai, Buenos Aires and Jakarta (Morris et al. 2003).
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The concentration of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere
is increasing and this will cause the atmosphere and the
oceans to become warmer. Warmer water in the oceans
will lead to more evaporation. The atmosphere has virtually no storage capacity and increased evaporation will
lead to the average rainfall on Earth increasing. Even as
the average rainfall on Earth increases, many wind and
current patterns will change, and some areas will probably experience decreasing amounts of rain. Rainfall may
also become more erratic with floods and droughts both
becoming more common.
Popular conception is that groundwater levels are falling
in all parts of the world. Two aquifers famous for falling
groundwater levels are the Ogallala in the central United
States and the Punjab that crosses the border between India and Pakistan. In places the groundwater levels in the
Ogallala have declined by 30 m (Kornikov 2013). In the
Punjab groundwater levels are falling 600 mm/year and
the nitrate concentration has increased 10-fold (Yadav
2012). Both areas are highly productive areas to grow
wheat and other crops. In Puerto Rico the use of furrow
irrigation had the unintended consequence of artificially
increasing the recharge to the non-karst South Coastal
Plain aquifer (SCP). The change to drip irrigation saves
water but reduces the recharge to the aquifer.
Groundwater levels are rising in many large cities as
industrial production and groundwater production have
moved away from the city center. Groundwater contamination has caused many wells near cities to be closed. In
cities such as London, Barcelona, Moscow, and Riyadh
groundwater levels are rising (Morris et al. 2003). Rising
groundwater levels can cause flooding of underground
facilities that then need to be pumped. In Puerto Rico
the closing of factories, sugar mills, and steam-operated
railroads has led to decreased groundwater production in
some areas.
The climate will change. The economy will change. In
some areas, groundwater levels will rise, and some areas groundwater levels will fall. Long-term groundwater
level data are needed from many parts of the world to
understand how this valuable resource will be affected
by these changes. The population of Puerto Rico has
been declining for more than a decade as people move
to other parts of the USA to look for work. The last time
that the population of Puerto Rico declined was in the
16th century when the native Tainos died of European
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diseases brought by the Spanish conquistadors. The
population decline of the 16th century is poorly documented. In 1765, a census carried out by the Spanish
government found 44,883 people. With every census the
population rose until the census of the US government
found 3,808,610 in 2000. The population declined to
3,725,787 in 2010, a decline of 2.2 percent (US Census
Bureau 2020).
On 5 October 1985, a massive rainfall event caused the
most lethal landslide in the history of the USA. A mudslide buried the working-class community of Mameyes,
Ponce and killed an estimated 130 people (Silva-Tulla
1986). Besides the landslide there were deaths when a
bridge collapsed and when a community flooded for a
total of about 180 people.
On 20 September 2017, Hurricane Maria, a category 4
storm, crossed Puerto Rico. It was the worst hurricane
in Puerto Rico since 1928. Hurricane Maria caused the
complete collapse of modern society. There was no electricity, telecommunications, transportation, newspapers,
postal services, radio and TV stations went off the air,
and supplies of food, water, gasoline, propane, cash,
and medicine were very limited. After almost a year of
debate the most definitive study puts the death toll at
almost 3000 people (Santos-Burgoa et al. 2018). More
than three million people lost power and for about half
the power was out for three months. It was the second
largest power blackout in the world. The largest power
blackout in world history was caused by Typhoon Haiyan hitting the Philippines in November 2013 (Criss
2018). Hurricanes, typhoons, and cyclones are different
names for the same atmospheric phenomena. Presumably Typhoon Haiyan raised groundwater levels in the
Philippines. The two-day rainfall totals ranged from 129
to 963 mm. The long-term effect on the population is
unknown. About 200,000 people left the island after the
hurricane and it is unknown how many will return as the
situation returns to normal (Hernández 2018). How did
the rainfall of that caused the Mameyes landslide and
Hurricane Maria affect the levels of groundwater?
In the years after Hurricane Maria drought is returning to
the island of Puerto Rico. As of 27 August 2019, the US
Drought Monitor classifies 21 percent of the island as
being moderate to severe drought. The dry area is in the
southwest of the island. Puerto Rico has limited storage
and in less than a year after the massive rain of Hurricane

Maria water is scarce in some areas (Helm 2018). Lago
Guajataca is a reservoir located on the Río Guajataca in
northwest Puerto Rico. For about three months in the
spring of 2019, water rationing affected customers served
by the reservoir. In the affected area people had one day
with water and one day without (Notiuno630AM 2019).
Most of the water for the San Juan metropolitan area
comes from Lago Carraizo, which is a reservoir fed by
the Río Grande de Loiza and Lago La Plata, which is a
reservoir fed by the Río de la Plata. In 1994 and 2015
low water levels in the reservoirs caused water rationing.
At the height of water rationing many homes had water
for two days per week (Janssen 2015). Groundwater is
an important reserve when surface water is unavailable
due to drought. The aquifers tend to be in coastal areas
and not in the drainage basins of the major rivers. If a
drought was of small scale than one river could have
water rationing, but the groundwater levels would not
be affected. If the drought covers the whole island, then
periods of water rationing will be associated with low
groundwater levels.
El Yunque mountain in northeast Puerto Rico is the wettest part of the island and the south and southwest are in
its rain shadow. It is obvious that the SCP is drier than
other parts of Puerto Rico. The vegetation is more xeric,
cacti are more common. The rivers are ephemeral, and
brushfires are more common. In the January to March
dry season the median strip of the divided highway often is brown while it is green in San Juan. The National
Weather Service has published a map of the average annual rainfall between 1981 and 2010 (NWS 2018). This
map was used to estimate the average annual rainfall
at each of the 80 stations used in this study. The karst
North Coast Limestone (NCL) has 73 percent more rain
than the non-karst SCP. Over the last 120 years numerous changes have been to the flow of water in the SCP.
Lago Carite is a manmade reservoir on the headwaters of
the north-flowing Río de la Plata. The project was completed in 1913 and includes a tunnel to divert water to
the SCP for irrigation. When sugarcane is watered with
furrow irrigation about 30 percent of the water infiltrates
and recharges the aquifer. When water is diverted from
northward flowing streams to the south via tunnels, the
net effect was that the water levels in the aquifer rise.
(Kuniansky and Rodríguez 2010).
Rainfall is increasing at eight stations located throughout Puerto Rico. The year was divided into four seasons;

dry (December to March), first rainy season (April and
May), Summer Minimum (June to August), and second
rainy season (September to November) for a total of 32
data points. Of the 32 data points at 29 the rainfall is
rising. At Lajas in the southwest and Ponce in the south
some seasons had declining rainfall although at both stations the net effect was rising rainfall. At the other six
stations the rainfall is rising in all parts of the year (Martínez-Sánchez, Odalys, written communication).
The main problem with water resources in Puerto Rico
is the lack of storage. Puerto Rico has more rainfall than
most places on Earth but in an undammed stream, most
of the rainfall is back in the ocean in 24 hours. (Richards 2016) Manmade reservoirs (called Lagos in Spanish) can store the water for months. The aquifers are very
inefficient, when there are massive amounts of rain the
aquifers capture a tiny fraction of the water but can store
it, in some cases, for years.
Locations of the two main aquifers in Puerto Rico are
shown in Figure 1. The karst NCL and the non-karst SCP
are described by Renken et al. (2002). The SCP covers
474 km2 and extends 70 km along the south coast from
Ponce in the west to Arroyo in the east and is 3 to 8 km
wide. The flat terrain of the SCP is the most important
center for agriculture in Puerto Rico. The SCP is a series of alluvial fans that have coalesced. The size of
the alluvium ranges from silt to cobbles in a complex
depositional environment that includes downward moving grabens. The SCP is crossed by southward flowing
ephemeral rivers that lose water to the aquifer.
Three of the eight municipios that use the most groundwater are in the SCP. The combined pumping of the
muncipios of Santa Isabel, Juana Díaz and Salinas is
1200 L/s (Molina-Rivera 2014). Municipios are the
equivalent of counties in the USA. Compared to Puerto
Rico as a whole, the SCP has about 5 percent of the land
area and10 percent of the population.
The NCL stretches 120 km from Aguada in the west
to Canovanillas in the east. In places it is 25 km wide.
Where the limestone is overlain by unconsolidated alluvium, the terrain is flat. In the south and west where the
limestone outcrops it is often very rugged. In the NCL
the porosity of the aquifer has been increased by dissolution. The sediments of the NCL were laid down in the
Oligocene and Miocene. The sediments slope northward
16TH SINKHOLE CONFERENCE
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Figure 1. Map of Puerto Rico. The map shows the locations of the karst North Coastal Limestone
and the non-karst South Coastal Plain aquifers. Rest of Puerto Rico is everything that is not SCP
or NCL. The circles are the locations of the non-pumping observation wells used in this study. The
municipios shown in bold are the eight with the highest production of groundwater, in liters per
second (Molina-Rivera 2014). The municipios not in bold are others that are mentioned in the
text.
at about 5 degrees. The NCL has an upper and a lower
unit which are divided by the confining Cibao formation.
The NCL is crossed by northward flowing permanent
rivers that gain water from the aquifer. Three of the eight
municipios that pump the most groundwater are in the
NCL. Arecibo, Manatí, and Vega Baja have a combined
pumping of 1110 L/s (Molina-Rivera 2014).
In this paper the small, disconnected, non-karst aquifers
that make up the majority of the land area of the island
are called Rest of Puerto Rico (ROP). In the dry southwest part of the island the ROP includes two of the eight
municipios with the most production of ground water.
Table 1 gives data about the eight municipios with the
highest production of groundwater. The data includes
population, change of population, groundwater consumption, ranking, and the percentage that groundwater
is of the total water supply for the municipio. In Puerto
Rico, the per capita water consumption has been steady
since 1980 (Larsen 2000).
Arecibo, in the karst NCL, pumps groundwater at 702
L/s and is the municipio with the largest production of
groundwater in Puerto Rico. It is an outlier as it has twice
the population of other municipios that use groundwater.
It has other sources of water and groundwater is only
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Table 1. The eight municipios in Puerto Rico
with the highest groundwater production. The
columns are municipio, region, population
in thousands, population growth from
2000 to 2010 in percent, the groundwater
production in liters per second, the rank of the
groundwater production, and the percent of
the water supplied by groundwater.
13 percent of the total municipal water supply. Between
2000 and 2010 the three municipios in the karst NCL
lost an average of 3.4 percent of their population. The
three muncipios in the non-karst SCP, on average gained,
2.6 percent in the same time period. The population
changes in the non-karst ROP are erratic. Guánica lost
11.2 percent of its population while Cabo Rojo gained
8.5 percent. Recent events are expected to continue the
population decline in Guánica. On 7 January 2020 an
earthquake with a magnitude of 6.4 destroyed buildings
in the area. Dozens of shocks both before and after the

main earthquake have left people fearful that their house
will collapse. As this is being written in January 2020
there are thousands of people camped out in parks or
their own lawn.
Seawater is 2.5 percent denser than freshwater. Aquifers
seldom have turbulent flow and mixing is low. Near the
coast it is common for freshwater to float on top of the
denser seawater. Very little is known about the exact elevation of saline water in most aquifers in Puerto Rico. In
May 1995, borehole induction logging was used to document the elevation of the saline-freshwater interface at
two non-pumping wells in the karst NCL in Dorado. Dorado is located west of San Juan and east of Vega Baja.
At the San Antonio 1 well (USGS ID 182657066162700)
and the Higuillar 1 well (182620066163400) the thickness of the freshwater was 63 and 78 m, respectively
(Troester 1999).
In the karst NCL, as you move southward away from the
coast, the base of the upper aquifer is the rising Cibao
Formation. Compared to the upper aquifer, the Cibao has
lower hydraulic conductivity and the water table has a
steeper gradient. The saline water in the upper aquifer is
truncated by the rising Cibao Formation. The GhybenHerzberg principle predicts that the slope of the salinefreshwater interface will be 40 times that of the water
table (Vacher 1988).
The occurrence of saline water in the aquifer ends about
where the land surface changes from flat alluvium to
rugged, exposed limestone. The Ghyben-Herzberg principle predicts that when the freshwater is floating on top
of the saline water most of the storage of freshwater will
be below sea level. These conditions are more likely to
happen in karst aquifers where the gradient of both the
water table and the saline/freshwater interface are lower.
Which recharged the aquifers more; the 1985 Mameyes
rainfall event or the 2017 Hurricane Maria? How long
does the system take to switch from devasting floods
to water rationing or vice versa? This study will look
at spatial and temporal patterns of low or high rainfall
events and the associated groundwater levels.
Groundwater levels in an aquifer will rise if more water
is entering than leaving. Rising groundwater levels can
be caused by increasing rainfall, leakage from irrigation,
or decreased pumping. Likewise, groundwater levels can
fall if rainfall is decreasing, irrigation leakage is decreas-

ing, or pumping is increasing. In coastal areas where the
freshwater is floating on the denser saltwater the rising
water levels in the ocean can cause groundwater levels
to rise without increasing the total volume of freshwater
in the aquifer.
Currently, the author is working on a three-part series
of journal articles that will describe the current status of
groundwater in Puerto Rico. This article is the first. The
title of the second and third articles will be “Is the specific conductance of groundwater rising in Puerto Rico?”
and “A comparison of the groundwater quality in southern and northern Puerto Rico” respectively. The majority
of the data for all three articles is publicly available on
the Internet pages of the United States Geological Survey (USGS).

Methods

This study uses data from Puerto Rico from non-pumping observation wells operated by the USGS. The locations of these stations are shown in Figure 1. The stations
used to make the index have 100 or more water levels.
The raw data are on the Internet (USGS 2018). The
USGS typically collects data about 10 times per year so
a station with 100 or more data has been visited for a
decade or more. This study has data only from the main
island of Puerto Rico and does not have data from the
smaller, sparsely populated islands of Vieques and Culebra, which are part of the archipelago de Puerto Rico.
The lowest water level is given a zero and the highest a
100. All other water levels are prorated. If a station had
more than one water level in a month then an average
was calculated for the month. The first step to produce
the index is to calculate the average of all the stations
that have data for each month between December 1967
and January 2018. Second the index is a three-point running average of the monthly averages. If a single month
had no groundwater level data, then the average was the
average of the surrounding months.
The island of Puerto Rico was divided into three regions
and a sub-index was calculated for each region. The
three regions are the karst NCL, the non-karst SCP, and
the non-karst ROP. In addition to the index, a graph was
made showing the fraction of the wells with data for each
year that reached record lows or highs in that year. The
record highs were assigned positive numbers and the re16TH SINKHOLE CONFERENCE
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cord lows were assigned negative numbers.

Results

The index is based on data from 80 non-pumping observation wells. The total number of station-months with
data are 14,886 which is 43 percent of the total possible.
A person can visit about 1000 groundwater wells per
year. The labor to produce these data was about 15 years
with a cost of about 2.4 million dollars. The index was
calculated for every month from January 1982 to December 2017. The SCP and NCL sub-indices are based
on 30 stations while the ROP has 20. Due to lack of data
in the early 1980s, the NCL sub-index could not be calculated until October 1984.
The Groundwater Index for Puerto Rico from 1982 to
2017 is shown in Figure 2. The index is rising 0.203
points per year. The hypothesis is correct. The Pearson
correlation coefficient is 0.182 which has a p-value of
0.00014 or 1/7000. The peaks and valleys of the index
are clearly associated with events on the surface.
In November 1985, after the Mameyes Landslide, the
index locally peaks at 70.0 and then groundwater levels
decline for nine years. The all-time low for the index was
16.1 in August 1994 during the period of water rationing
in the San Juan metropolitan area. After the drought the
index rises for 17 years until it hits the all-time high of
79.4 in September of 2011. The last six years have been a

roller coaster. The index drops for four years until it hits
32.4 in August 2015 only to rise to 79.0 in October 2017
after Hurricane Maria.
After Hurricane Maria the index hit its second highest
value, but the hurricane caused the fastest rise in the index. The heavy rains of 2011 caused the index to rise
above the maximum of 2010 by 4.7 points. In comparison the maximum of 2017 was 21.5 points higher than
the maximum of 2016.
The groundwater sub-index for the non-karst SCP aquifer is shown in Figure 3. The sub-index is falling 0.549
points per year. The Pearson correlation coefficient is
-0.356 and the p-value is less than 0.00001. Of the three
major peaks, the all-time high was 94.4 in November
1985, the October 2011 sub-index was intermediate at
80.4, and after Hurricane Maria in December 2017 the
sub-index was 72.8, the lowest of the three. In August
1995 the sub-index was 17.2 and 16.2 in August 2015.
All of this is consistent with declining water levels.
The groundwater sub-indices for the karst NCL aquifer and the non-karst ROP are shown in Figures 4 and
Figure 5. Both other sub-indices are less erratic than the
SCP and are consistently rising. The results for the index
and sub-indices are shown in Table 2. The all-time low
for the NCL was March 1995 at 15.3. The all-time high
for the NCL was 78.9 in August 2011. The all-time low
for the ROP was 5.0 in March 1984 and the all-time high
for the ROP was 81.4 in November of 2017.
The graph of the fraction of stations each year with record highs and record lows is shown in Figure 6. The

Figure 2. Groundwater Index for Puerto Rico,
1982 to 2017. The trend is upward and is
significant. The downward arrows are heavy
rainfall events that did not include a hurricane
or major landslide. The upward arrows are
periods of water rationing in the San Juan
Metropolitan Area. The slope shown on the
graph is the change per day.
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Figure 3. Groundwater sub-index for South
Coastal Plain aquifer, 1983 to 2017. The trend
is downward and is significant. The slope
shown on the graph is the change per day.

Figure 4. Groundwater sub-index for the North
Coast Limestone aquifer, 1984 to 2017. The
trend is upward and is significant. The slope
shown on the graph is the change per day.

Figure 6. The fraction of the non-pumping
observation wells that hit record highs or
record lows in each year. The positive, solid
line is the fraction of stations that hit record
high water levels each year. The negative,
dashed line is the fraction of stations that
hit record low water levels each year.
Between1993 and 1998, 37 wells hit record
lows while only two hit record highs. Between
2005 and 2011, 46 wells hit record highs and
only four hit record lows.

Table 2. Groundwater trends in Puerto Rico
1982 to 1987.

fall independently of its neighbors as the valleys and
peaks would cancel each other out and the index would
stay close to 50. If there was no temporal correlation
then each month would be independent of the months
around it and there would be no multi-year patterns in
the data. Out of 20 stations, the ROP sub-index includes
five stations in the drainage basin of Lago Carraizo and
one above Lago La Plata. If droughts were small and
restricted to a single basin than there would be no correlation between the groundwater level index and water
rationing in the surface water system. The evidence is
that both droughts and heavy rainfall events are at least
the size of the island. In 2017 Hurricane Maria caused
massive rainfall in all parts of the island.

graph shows multi-year periods where it is dominated
by either record highs or record lows, the two tend not to
occur at the same time. Between 1993 and 1998 there are
37 stations that hit record low while only two hit record
high. Between 2005 and 2013 there are 48 stations that
hit record high and only four that hit record low.

Groundwater levels are rising everywhere in Puerto Rico
except the non-karst SCP. The western part of the SCP
near Ponce has permanent rivers and dams to provide
surface water to the city. Near Santa Isabel and Salinas,
the rivers are ephemeral, there are no suitable dam sites,
and the area is more dependent on groundwater.

Figure 5. Groundwater sub-index for Rest of
Puerto Rico, 1982 to 2017. The trend is upward
and significant. The slope shown on the graph
is the change per day.

Discussion

There is evidence that groundwater patterns in Puerto
Rico have both spatial and temporal correlation. If rainfall events, either above or below average, where much
smaller than the island then each station would rise and

Groundwater levels are diverging with the non-karst
SCP declining and the karst NCL and the non-karst ROP
rising. This pattern could be caused by climate change,.
but this would require that rainfall is declining in the
south and rising in the majority of the island. The stations with erratic rainfall are in the south but even in the
16TH SINKHOLE CONFERENCE
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south the overall trend is towards increasing rainfall. Climate change is caused by human activities on a global
scale. Human activities on a local scale could also be
causing this divergence. An unintended consequence of
the use of furrow irrigation in the SCP was the artificial
recharge of the aquifer. With the switch from furrow to
drip irrigation, less water was needed to irrigate crops
and the artificial recharge was reduced or eliminated.
The divergence could also be caused by different pumping patterns. Before invoking climate change, we need to
better understand how irrigation and pumping practices
have affected the groundwater levels.
Levels of groundwater in the SCP have been a roller
coaster. Large scale groundwater production in the SCP
began in the 1930s (Kuniansky et al. 2004). In Santa Isabel, in 1967 there was a drought and a cone of depression below sea level formed (Renken et al. 2002). By the
1980s heavy rains had eliminated groundwater levels below sea level. By 2003 the groundwater levels were once
again below sea level (Kuniansky et al. 2004). The water
levels in the Alomar 1 well in Santa Isabel are shown in
Figure 7. The range of water levels in the well is 12.3 m.
In Salinas the pattern is similar. In 1985, the potentiometric surface had a cone of depression to sea level but
not below. The 1990s was a time of drought and by 2002
the water levels had dropped by as much as 4.9 m. Heavy
rains in November 2003 caused water levels to rise by
about 2.9 m (Kuniansky and Rodríguez 2010). Hurricane Maria is the largest single recharge event but for
most of the 25 years before Maria, the water level in the
well was below sea level. Maria was a large recharge
event, but it does not change the downward pattern over
the 36 years of the sub-index.
At most stations that were used to develop the NCL
and ROP sub-indices, it is unknown if the changes in
groundwater levels are caused by changes in recharge,
pumping or both. One exception is the Valle de Yabucoa,
a small coastal valley filled with alluvium in southeastern Puerto Rico. In Yabucoa the Puerto Rico Aqueducts
and Sewer Authority pumps wells near highway #3 and
for forty years an oil refinery pumped groundwater from
wells closer to the coast. Troester and Richards (1996)
documented that when the oil refinery reduced its consumption of groundwater the water levels in Yabucoa 7
rose. The water levels in the Yabucoa 7 well are shown
in Figure 8. The range in the water levels is 8.32 m. This
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Figure 7. Groundwater levels at Alomar 1,
Santa Isabel, Puerto Rico. The dashed line is
sea level. The water levels dropped below sea
level in the 1970s rose in the 1980s and have
been below sea level almost continuously for
more than 24 years.

station is part of the ROP sub-index. The oil refinery has
been closed and demolished. The water levels in the well
dropped in the 1970s but since 1980 have risen 6 meters.
Water levels in the Griv well in Arecibo are shown in
Figure 9. The well is south of the Caño Tiburones wetland and near the Arecibo landfill. It is developed in the
upper aquifer which has high hydraulic conductivity and
for this reason the range in water levels is 945 mm, an order of magnitude less than the other examples given.
The groundwater levels in the karst NCL have been
rising for years. This raises the question if the rising
groundwater is pushing the saline water out of the aquifer. The best place to answer this question is at Higuillar
1 where the elevation of the saline/freshwater interface
was measured by borehole induction logging in 1995, a
period of drought. By 2011 the water level had risen two
meters. In 1995 the well had 78 m of fresh water floating
on the saline water. If the system is at equilibrium, then
the thickness of the freshwater may have doubled.
In the final analysis, the current pumping conditions in
the karst NCL are sustainable because the population is
falling, rainfall is increasing, the groundwater levels are
rising, and the theory suggests that saline water is being
pushed out of the aquifer. The current pumping conditions in the non-karst SCP are less sustainable because,
as of 2010, the population was still growing, the rainfall
is more erratic, and the groundwater levels are falling. In
the ROP groundwater levels are rising but the population
and rainfall data are erratic and there is no clear trend.

groundwater levels will increase wetland habitats and
may increase biodiversity.

Conclusion

Figure 8. Groundwater levels at Yabucoa 7,
Yabucoa, Puerto Rico. The dashed line is sea
level. The water dropped in the 1970s but has
been rising steadily since 1980. The rising water
levels in this well have been correlated with
the decreasing pumping of groundwater at
a now demolished oil refinery (Troester and
Richards 1996).

Groundwater level data available on the Internet from 80
non-pumping observation wells operated by the USGS
were used to create a monthly groundwater level index
from 1982 to 2017. Sub-indices were created for the
SCP, NCL, and the ROP. Groundwater levels are rising
in all parts of Puerto Rico except the SCP. High values of
the groundwater level index are associated with destructive events like hurricanes and landslides. Low values of
the groundwater level index are associated with water rationing. The largest single recharge event was Hurricane
Maria in 2017. In most of Puerto Rico it is unknown if
the change in water levels is caused by changes in rainfall or pumping. In SCP cones of depression below sea
level have repeatedly formed during droughts. In Yabucoa the groundwater levels rose after an oil refinery first
reduced its consumption of groundwater and then closed
completely. The current conditions under which groundwater is pumped are sustainable in the karst NCL but not
in the non-karst SCP.
All the water levels used in this report were collected
by the USGS and are available on Internet in National
Water Information System (USGS 2018).
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Abstract

Karst terrains contain very productive aquifers. The hydraulic and hydrogeological characteristics of karst aquifers make these systems capable of storing and transporting large amounts of water, but also highly vulnerable
to contamination. Their extremely heterogeneous nature prevents accurate prediction of contaminant fate
and transport. Even more challenging is to understand
the impact of hydrologic condition changes on fate and
transport processes. This study aims at characterizing
changes in transport processes in the karst groundwater
system of northern Puerto Rico under different hydrologic conditions. The study involves injecting rhodamine
wt and uranine tracers into a spring cave, and monitoring
concentrations at different points along the cave during
different rainfall conditions. Results show that transport
processes of solutes in eogenetic karst with temporal
rainfall patterns affect the hydrogeologic flow regime.
Preliminary results suggest significant differences in fate
and transport characteristics under different hydrologic
conditions.

Introduction

Karst landscapes are developed by karstification. This
process results in the dissolution of carbonate rocks,

such as limestones, in the presence of carbon dioxide
and water, which leads to development of fractured carbonated rocks into open fractures, conduits, and caves
(Hartmann et al., 2014; Kresic, 2013). The porosity and
transmissive zones thorough these formations result in
strong heterogeneity, permitting variable pathways for
groundwater flow (Hartmann et al., 2014; Kresic, 2013).
The hydraulic and hydrogeological characteristics make
these aquifers capable of storing and transporting large
amounts of water. In the world, karst regions cover approximately 20% of the planet and supply around 25%
of the population’s drinking water (Morales, 2010; Ford
and Williams, 2007). However, contamination can enter
the groundwater system through recharge areas, which
can be the connections between surface and subsurface
features associated with sinkholes, sinking streams,
caves, conduits, and springs. Water in karst systems
moves through fractures, conduits, and the rock matrix.
Differences in flow capacity through these regions give
rise to a spectrum of flow modes, which range from slow,
laminar flows to high velocity, highly turbulent flows.
There is still a lack of understanding of the complicated
nature of groundwater flow through karst aquifers.
Tracing techniques are powerful tools to understand water movements and contaminant transport in karst sys16TH SINKHOLE CONFERENCE
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tems. Cave tracer test can provide more detailed information about flow velocities and transport parameters.
Injection in sinkholes or streams can deliver information on regional flow paths, from injection and recovery
(Lauber, Ufrecht, & Goldscheider, 2014). Caves accessibility is relatively small, but its water path exploration can provide more details of internal structure and
hydraulic functioning of the aquifer (Goldscheider, Meiman, Pronk, & Smart, 2008).
Previous publications show investigation of karst aquifers in caves using uranine florescent dye. Results indicated uranine breakthrough curves (BTCs) recovers almost 100% for low and high flows. But, in low
flow recovery was between 27% and 75% (Göppert &
Goldscheider, 2008). Many transport studies have been
conducted in telogenetic karst systems (I. Y. Padilla &
Vesper, 2018). This works focuses on open-channel cave
conduit characteristics in an eogenetic karst system in
northern Puerto Rico. The work relies on tracer tests to
assess hydraulic parameters of these systems and the
influenced of this component under different rainfall
events, wet and dry seasons.

Study Area (Site)

The island of Puerto Rico is located between the Caribbean Sea and the North Atlantic Ocean. Historically,
Puerto Rico is subjected to two seasonal periods based
on monthly rainfall: a wet season from May through November and a dry season from December through April
(Cherry, 2001; Torres et al., 2018; Yu et al., 2015).
In Puerto Rico, karst regions cover 27.5% of the island,
from which 19% is located on the northern region, and
contains the most productive aquifer of the island (Molina-Rivera, 2009). The landscape in this region is characterized by deep dolines, separated by high hills called
mogotes (Lugo et al. 2001). The northern karst region
contains an upper and lower karst aquifer, separated by
a confined layer of clay, mudstone and marl. The upper
aquifer is within two hundred meters of the island surface and it is considered unconfined. It is comprised of
the Aymamón and Aguada Limestones. The Aymamón
unit overlies the Aguada limestone. Both are formed of
predominant backreef limestone deposits, which in the
Aymamón formation are predominantly chalk when
compared to the more crystalline in the Aguada forma-
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tion (Veve, and Taggart, 1996). The Aymamón is overlain by Quaternary deposits of sandy and silty clays. The
lower aquifer is at greater depths, and it is considered
confined. It is mostly comprised of the Montebello and
Lares Limestone formations (Renken et al. 2002).
These aquifer system in the northern karst region of
Puerto Rico serves as a main source of fresh water for
thousands of residents and industries. (Veve and Taggart,
1996, Padilla et al., 2011). The aquifers have sustained
population and industrial growth in the area. This growth
has unfortunately resulted in a long history of contamination from accidental spills, deliberate disposal, landfills and clandestine waste disposal (Yu et al., 2015;
Padilla, Irizarry, & Steele, 2011). Major contamination
in the region has led to twelve superfund sites, located
in the northern area, out of the twenty-five found in the
whole island (Figure 1; EPA, 2019).
The tracer study was performed in El Tallonal natural
reserve, located in the municipality of Arecibo, Puerto Rico (Figure 1). The Tallonal site lies on the upper
aquifer of the northern karst region. The Tallonal spring
flows from within a cave and is considered a conduitdominated spring (Quinones-Aponte, 1986). Based on
its cartography (Figure 2), the cave is 110 meters long
and has heights of up to about 4 m with spring water
temperatures of approximately 23°C.

Methodology

The effect of hydrologic conditions on transport characteristics in the cave conduit at Tallonal was assessed by
conducting tracer test at different hydrologic conditions,
such as rainfall. The specific methods of analysis are described below.

Figure 1. Principal aquifers and superfunds in
Puerto Rico (modified from Renken et al., 2002)

Figure 2. Tallonal Spring Cartography (M. Lace). Purple and red circles show tracer injection and
sampling point sites, respectively.

Different Hydrological Conditions

The seasonal hydrological conditions were evaluated
and classified as “extremely dry”, “dry”, “wet”, and
“extremely wet”, according to the approximate total
monthly precipitation. Precipitation data were obtained
from National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA) stations in the Arecibo area. Two NOAA Stations (NOAA, 2019) with daily precipitation data from
2013 to 2019 were used to calculate total monthly precipitation. Quartiles (Qi) were calculated using the total
monthly precipitation from the stations over the 7-year
period: if the total monthly precipitation (TMP) for the
month of measurement was less than Q1, that month was
classified as “extremely dry”; if TMP was greater than
Q1 but less than Q2, that month was classified as “dry”;
if TMP was greater than Q2 but less than Q3, it was classified as “wet”; and if TMP was greater than Q3, it was
classified as “extremely wet”. Total antecedent rainfall
(TAR) is defined as the total amount of rain falling within months prior to the tracer test month. TAR is believed
to influence the amount of groundwater stored in the systems and potentially discharging into the cave conduit
(Longenecker et al., 2017).

Tracers

To meet the objective of this study, several tracer tests
were conducted inside the Tallonal cave using uranine
and rhorodamine wt fluorescent dyes. These tracers were
selected because they are commonly used for groundwater tracing studies (Axelsson, Björnsson, & Montalvo, 2005; Hartmann et al., 2014), are inexpensive, and
nontoxic and have low detection limits (Axelsson et al.,
2005). The detection limits for uranine and rodamine wt
are 10-3µg/L and 10-2µg/L, respectively.
Five tracer tests were performed. In 2018, two experiments were conducted in July and October, while in
2019, experiments were conducted in February, March
and June. A total mass of 2.88 g was injected for both
uranine and rhodamine wt during the July and October
2018 test, whereas a total mas of 1.44g was injected for
the other experiments.

Data Collection

Water samples were collected before the tracer injection
as background concentrations in the spring. After the in-
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jection, samples were collected using a discrete quantitative sampling method (Goldscheider et al., 2008).
Discrete sampling consists in taking manual samples in
plastics bottles at different points and times. All the experiments lasted one hour, except the one made in July,
which lasted half-hour. Samples were collected every 20
seconds for the first five minutes. Thereafter, samples
were collected at 8, 11, 14, 17, 20, 23, 26, 30, 35, 40, 45,
50, 55 and 60 minutes. Dye concentrations were measured after collection by analyzing water samples with a
field spectrophotometer.
In each experiment, the manual samples were collected
in three different points inside the cave, shown as point
A, point B and Point C in Figure 2. Point A was 6.2 meters from the injection point, point B was 12.3 meters
from point A and Point C was 22.7 meters from point
A. Flow (Qm) was measured at point B using a portable
velocity meter (Hach FH950) and sectional area during
the 2019 tracer experiments.

Data Analysis

Temporal concentration distributions (TCDs) at each
sampling location was analyzed qualitatively and quantitatively using the methods of moment. Equation 1 was
used to obtain temporal moments (Goldscheider et al.,
2008) (Chapra, 2003).

Equation 1
Where Mn represents the moment of order n=0, 1, 2.
Time of travel (tt; Equation 2) was estimated as the first
moment (M1) divided by the zeroth moment (M0).

of measurements. The variance (s2) of the temporal
concentration distribution (Equation 3), which is related
to dispersive and mass transfer processes, was calculated
as

Equation 3
Total mass recovered was estimated as the product of M0
and flow. When available, measured flow was used to estimate recovered mass. Otherwise, flows estimated from
velocity estimates (velocity x flow area) using travel
times were used. Percent mass recovered was estimated
as the fraction of total mass recovered over the injected
mass.

Results
Categorical Rainfall

The quartiles obtained from the monthly total precipitation analysis of the two Arecibo station closer to the
Tallonal Spring are 82.3, 128.8 and 192 for Q1, Q2, and
Q3, respectably. Results show that February and March
of 2019 are, as expected, extremely dry and dry and October 2018 and June 2019 are wet (Table 1). In contrast,
July 2018 is extremely dry, which is not as expected
based on historical records.
Results of Tracer Injections
All tracer experiments show TCDs with single peaks.
Though rhodamine wt and uranine tracers tend to show
similar behavior (Figure 3) in almost all experimental
sites along the cave, uranine concentrations and their
respective recoveries are lower. Overall, recovery of
uranine is about 43% (±13%) of that for rhodamine

Equation 2
Velocity is estimated as the distance between two points
divided by the time of travel between those points.
Estimated flows (Qe) were calculated from velocity
estimates and measured cross sectional areas at point
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Table 1. Statistic results for total monthly rainfall
in two NOAA Arecibo Stations.

wt. We therefore, focus this work on the rhodamine wt
results. As expected, TCDs show earlier arrival times,
higher relative concentrations, and lower variance at the
measurement points closer to injection (Figure 4; Table
2).
Results show that TCDs vary depending on the hydrologic regime (Table 1), but also on other factors such
as the total antecedent rainfall. For instance, a TCD for
February 2019, which is categorized as extremely dry,
shows that maximum concentrations arrive a given distance at later times than October 2018, which is catego-

rized as wet (Figure 5). However, peak concentrations
for July 2018, which is also categorized as extremely
dry, tend to arrive at earlier times than those for October 2018 (Figure 5). This is attributed to high total antecedent rainfall (Table 3) before July 2018, relative to
that in October 2018 and February 2019. A sensitivity
analysis relating time of travel to TAR indicates that
the 3 months preceding the month of testing show the
strongest relationship. Results indicate that solute transport in the cave, which lies within an eogenetic karst, is
influenced by conduit flow entering the system during
rain events and flow previously stored in the groundwater systems during previous rainfall events. Estimated
velocities within the cave tend to increase with antecedent rainfall and vary along reaches (Table 3). Because
of the wide ranges in TCD tailing, as reflected in the

Figure 3. Temporal relative concentration
distributions for rhodamine wt and uranine at
point B on October 2018.

Figure 4. Temporal relative concentration
distributions for rhodamine wt at points A, B,
and C on October 2018.

Table 2. Time of travel and variance of TCDs
for rhodamine wt tracer at points A, B, and C
on October 2018.

Figure 5. Temporal relative concentration
distributions for rhodamine wt at points A,
B, and C at various dates and hydrologic
regimes.
16TH SINKHOLE CONFERENCE
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test. Although only 3 points were compared, result show
a linear fit (Figure 7). Measured and tracer-estimated
flows are similar at the lower flow ranges. At the higher
flow, the tracer-estimated flow is lower than the measured one. This is attributed to slower tracer velocities
estimated from the moment analysis as a result of later
time of arrival of the tracer’s center of mass and greater
tailing of the breakthrough curve (Point B, Figure 5).
The slower velocity from the tracer test compared to
the measured ones suggests additional sources of water
entering downstream of the injection point during those
conditions.

Table 3. Antecedent rainfall, estimated
velocities, and variances at points A, B, and C
at different test dates.

variances (Table 3), velocities estimated from M1 travel
times (vM1) differ at times from velocities estimated from
the arrival of the peak concentration (vmax). Peak concentrations are logarithmically related to vmax (Figure 6),
suggesting advection-controlled maximum concentrations. TCD variances are generally higher for the farthest
downstream measuring point (point C) and tend to increase with antecedent rainfall and rainfall-at-month of
testing. The highest variances are associated with tracer
test conducted in July and October of 2018, and show
the highest total antecedent rainfall. The lowest variance
is associated with the test conducted in February 2019,
which does not have the lowest TAR, but does have the
lowest rainfall at the month of testing. A non-parametric
index representing the sum of ranks for rainfall-at-month
of testing and TAR indeed relates directly to the average
of variances and the ranking of variances. These results
suggest that both rainfall patterns during the month of
testing and total antecedent rainfall affect the variance
by both affecting velocity variations along the cave, mechanical dispersion and dilution processes.

Flow Estimates

During the tracer experiments performed in February,
March, and June of 2019 flow measurements at point B
were compared with flows estimated as the product of
cross-sectional area and velocities derived from tracer
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Because flows estimated from tracer tests were more
complete, they were used for the analysis. Results show
that the highest flow was obtained during the July 2018

Figure 6. Velocity at peak concentration vs
relative peak concentrations.

Figure 7. Comparison of measured flows (QM)
with those estimated form tracer tests (QTT).
The circles represent the data, the dash line
the linear regression of the data, and the
black line is one-to-one relationship.

experiment at sample point B and the lowest flows were
obtained in June 2019 at sample points A and C (Table
4).
Flow estimates were used to estimate total mass and estimate mass recovery. Results show variable mass recovery, ranging from 1 to 135% with an average recovery
of 53%. Lowest recoveries are mostly associated with
Point C and is attributed to lack of measurements toward
the end of the TCDs. For comparison purposes, percent
recoveries are compared for total mass passing through
for points A and B (Table 5). Lowest mass recoveries for
these points are associated with experiments conducted
in July and October of 2018. These experiments have the
highest total antecedent rainfall.

Discussion and Conclusion

Transport experiments using rhodamine wt and uranine
tracers in a cave located within an eogenetic karst system
in northern Puerto Rico show that hydrologic regimes
and conditions influence the transport of solutes in these
systems. Result indicate that transport velocities and
the variance of the temporal concentration distribution
at various locations are influenced by total rainfall during the month when the experiments were conducted, as
well as the total antecedent rainfall (TAR) during the 3

months previous to the month-of-testing. The influence
of total monthly rainfall during the month of the tracer
experiments are attributed to rapid recharge into the conduit cave, whereas the influence of the TAR is attributed
to flow previously stored in the groundwater system during previous rainfall events. The influence of the TAR
suggests a large groundwater storage component in these
aquifers. High TAR results in rapid transport of solutes,
even when experiments are conducted during a dry
month. High transport velocities are generally related
with high relative concentration. High TAR is also associated with long tailing and high variance related to variable velocity fields, mechanical dispersion, and dilution.
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Abstract

Karst waters from a mountainous recharge area drains
toward basin and emerges at the edge of the basin after encountering quaternary sediments. The flow paths
are partly covered by Quaternary sediments or other
sedimentary rocks, which makes the spring acts as an
artesian spring. The spring is more vulnerable to human activities and climate change than the classic confined karst spring. Weakly confined spring is typical in
faulted karst basin. Heilongtan Springs are located at the
foothills of Wulao Mountains in the northern suburb of
Kunming City. They consist of Qingshuitan (QST), Hunshuitan (HST) and Xiaoshuitan (XST) springs. Spring
water appears clear and muddy in QST and HST Spring,
respectively, even though they share a common outlet
at the southern end of QST Spring pool. From 2010 to
2012, a comprehensive hydrochemical study has been
performed in Heilongtan Springs. In coincidence, the
study area experienced continuously severe droughts in
Yunnan Province, China, which offered an opportunity
to better understand the impact of global climate change
on such weakly confined karst springs. Both concentrations of hydrochemical parameters at high-resolution
(every 15 min) and weekly measured data during March

2010–December 2012 covering two complete hydrologic years were used to investigate the response of hydrochemical changes to prolonged and severe droughts
in Yunnan from 2010 to 2012. During the drought, in
addition to the decline of water table, the EC of spring
decreased progressively from 319.5 μS/cm (yearly average, ranging from 294.0 to 339.1 μS/cm) in 2010 to
299.2 μS/cm (ranging from 248.9 to 323.3 μS/cm) in
2011 and 277.6 μS/cm (ranging from 237.4–311.4 μS/
cm) in 2012. At the same time, instead of the tendency of
temperature to decrease, pH values increased. In 2010,
the ratio of Ca/Mg was constantly increasing from May,
but in 2011 and 2012, Ca/Mg ratios fluctuated greatly,
which highlights the rapid responses of spring to precipitation. All the evidence has shown that as the drought
went on, the water from the karstic aquifer kept draining
out and the residence time of water got shorter. Meanwhile the water quality of the spring was more sensitive to the rain events. With a small to medium amount
of precipitation, the concentrations of Cl– and NO3– of
the spring water started to increase a few hours after the
rain, which would last 7 to 14 days. In summary, this
study has shown the high sensitivity and variability of a
weakly confined karst spring to environmental changes.
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Introduction

A faulted karst basin is a special type of hydrogeological unit. It originated from neotectonic movement and
formed a basin-like topography surrounded by mountains, which is at least partly karstified with several hundred meters of Quaternary sediments in the basin (Wang
et al., 2003). The karst water from mountainous recharge
areas drains toward the basin and emerges at the edge of
the basin in contact with Quaternary sediments. The flow
paths to the spring are partly covered by Quaternary or
Tertiary sediments or other types of rocks, which makes
the spring act like an artesian spring, but it is more sensitive to climate change than the classic spring of a confined aquifer. Such karst springs are named as weakly
confined spring, which are typical of springs in faulted
karst basins. These karst springs play essential roles in
local water supplies. Heilongtan Spring, one of the most
important karst springs in Kunming, Yunnan, had been
supplying water to Kunming City until the late 20th century. The spring dried out many times because of excessive water demand and urbanization of Kunming in the
1980s to 1990s.
Heilongtan Spring karst system is a complex and heterogeneous system in terms of structure and hydrologic
characteristics (Huang & Liu, 2015; Liu et al., 2011).
However, the dynamics and origins of groundwater
and the mechanism of contaminant transport are poorly
understood. From 2010 to 2012, a comprehensive hydrochemical study has been performed. In coincidence,
the study area experienced the prolonged and severe
droughts of Yunnan Province, China, which offered an
opportunity to better understand the impact of global
climate change on such a weakly confined karst spring.

Site Description

Heilongtan Spring, one of the main karst springs in Kunming, China, is located in the foothills of Wulao Mountains in the northern suburb of Kunming City. The spring
emerges along the east branch of Heilongtan Fault after
karst water meets the Quaternary sediments at the edge
of Kunming Basin. Heilongtan Spring is a typical weakly confined karst spring, with a main conduit developed
below spring level bounded by a major regional fault.
This spring is composed of Qingshuitan, Hunshuitan,
and Xiaoshuitan springs. Qingshuitan means clear water
spring and Hunshuitan means muddy water spring. They
are connected by a bridge. Though all of them share an
outlet at the end of Qingshuitan spring pool, the water
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from the 2 springs normally do not mix. Xiaoshuitan
spring is an epikarstic spring with very small discharge
Figure 1.
The discharge of Heilongtan Spring, based on monitoring results of 1960, ranged from 82.78 l/s to 365.5 l/s
with an average flow rate of 208.3 l/s. Water temperature of Qingshuitan Spring is 18 to 20℃, which is 2–4℃
higher than shallow karst springs in surrounding areas.
Since the exploitation of groundwater in the 1960s,
water levels began to decline. In the early 1980s, due
to the substantial increase in exploitation, water levels
dropped by 3–4 m within 5 years. The decline of water
levels caused Heilongtan Spring to be completely dry in
the mid-1980s to the end of the 20th century during dry
seasons. Consequently, instead of being a local industrial and municipal water supply source, the spring only
serves as an important landscape feature of Heilongtan
Park now.
The geological setting of the study area is very complex
(Figure 1). Lithology of the Heilongtan Spring karst system corresponds to massive to thin carbonate rocks of the
Paleozoic Era, which is highly folded. The lithology consists of fine-grained limestone and dolomitic limestone,
interbedded with 10–30 m thick mudstone or sandstone
bands. The N-S oriented Heilongtan fault is the most
important fault in the study area. In the recharge area,
Fengcong-depression and Fengcong-valley morphological features are well developed. The karst water is thought
to flow under a Permian basalt along the east branch of
Heilongtan fault,and emerges to the surface which is in
contact with Quaternary sediments in the basin.
The geographical setting belongs to a north subtropical plateau monsoon climate. For the 1961–2016 period, the average annual rainfall is 996.6 mm, and 85%
of precipitation occurs between May to October. From
2010 to 2012, the entire Yunnan Province suffered a prolonged and severe drought. The annual precipitation of
Kunming was 982.2 mm in 2009, 565.8 mm in 2010,
869.1 mm in 2011, 659.0 mm in 2012 and 802.1 mm in
2013 respectively.

Methods

A CTDP300 multi-parameter water quality meter (made
by Greenspan Corporation in Australia) was placed at
Qingshuitan Spring pool in the end of March 2010 to obtain water temperature, electrical conductivity, pH, and

Figure 1. Hydrogeological map of the Heilongtan karst system and simplified N-S geological cross
section.
water level parameters with an interval of 15 min. Precipitation data was recorded by a RG2-M rain gauge installed on the roof of the Heilongtan Park headquarters.

trical conductivity, and pH parameters of water samples
were measured in situ by WTW350i.

Water samples from two springs (QST and HST) were
collected weekly from March 2010 to November 2012,
which were analyzed for concentrations of Ca2+, Mg2+,
HCO3–, Cl–, NO3–, NH4+, and PO43–. The hydrochemical
samples were stored in 1000 ml high density polyethylene bottles. Ca2+ and Mg2+ values were determined
by ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) titration.
HCO3– and Cl– values were measured by hydrochloric
acid and argentum nitricum liquor titration, respectively,
in the Karst Laboratory of the International Joint Research Center for Karstology, Yunnan University on the
same day of water sampling. NO3–, NH4+, and PO43– were
analyzed by a series of Macherey-Nagel visocolor®
ECO colorimetric boxes. The water temperature, elec-

Results of hydrochemical data are presented in Table
1. Figure 2 illustrates daily record of seasonal (wet and
dry seasons) variability with fine details of storm-scale
fluctuations. Figure 3 shows detailed hydrochemical
variations of the spring during the drought. Though the
data of water levels in Figure 2 demonstrates seasonal
variability of spring water level, we did not take it in
account, because a dam was built 100 m downstream to
maintain the water level of the spring pool for the sake
of tourism and some spring water was used for watering
the garden daily.

Results and Discussion

Comparing with other confined karst systems, Heilongtan Spring is very sensitive to precipitation. In the 1960s,
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Year

Item

Water

pH

Ca2+(mg/L)

Mg2+(mg/L)

Cl-(mg/L)

temp.(℃)
2010

2011

2012

HCO-3

NO-3

EC(uS/cm

(mg/L)

(mg/L)

25℃)

Ca/Mg

Min.

17.5

7.2

33.8

14.0

1.5

140.4

1.0

294.0

1.1

Max.

20.9

7.5

74.4

37.1

5.9

246.6

5.0

339.1

5.1

Mean

18.6

7.4

54.9

22.9

3.6

167.5

3.9

319.5

2.5

N*

26,717

26,717

30

30

30

28

19

26,717

30

Min.

17.1

7.2

47.1

13.9

1.0

140.4

1.0

248.9

2.1

Max.

20.4

7.7

67.8

24.0

3.9

157.2

8.0

323.3

4.7

Mean

18.7

7.4

54.0

17.8

2.5

151.4

5.9

299.2

3.1

N*

32,926

32,926

17

17

17

17

17

32,926

17

Min.

16.6

7.1

33.5

9.7

1.0

145.1

1.0

237.4

1.3

Max.

20.3

7.8

66.7

32.5

8.7

205.3

10.0

311.4

5.1

Mean

18.5

7.4

51.3

21.9

3.5

168.6

7.0

277.6

2.5

N*

29,487

29,487

26

25

26

26

26

29,487

25

*N means number of samples.
Table 1. Minimum, maximum and annual mean values of water temperature (water temp.),
electrical conductivity (EC) and hydrochemical parameters in Heilongtan Spring in 2010, 2011
and 2012 respectively.
the maximum discharge was 4.4 times the minimum
discharge. Based on the high-resolution (every 15 min)
of hydrochemical parameters data, Liu et al. (2011) discussed responses of the spring hydrochemical parameters to several scenarios of rainfall in 2010. On the scene
of continuous light rainfall event, 22 April to 28 April
of 2010, with a total rainfall of 23 mm, the physical and
chemical parameters of the spring had a small range of
dynamic change, with a response time lag of about a half
month. At the beginning, the water temperature, conductivity and pH all reached a peak value, which indicates
that the “old water” within conduits was pushed out. On
the heavy rainfall scenario, 25 July 2010, a total rainfall
of 42.2 mm, the response of hydrochemical parameters
was just 4 days of delay. It shows the dilution effect of
rainwater and the electrical conductivity decreasing rapidly. With the ongoing drought, the spring became more
and more sensitive to the heavy rainfall event. The response time for the storms of 4 August (81.2 mm) and 12
September of 2012 (81.4 mm) were less than few hours.
Figure 2. Daily continuous data
of hydrological (water level) and
hydrochemical parameters (water
temperature, EC and pH) in Heilongtan
Spring during March 2010–December 2013,
and the rainfall data of 2010 and 2012. The
data between the two straight lines (27 July
to 11 August of 2011 and 27 April to 25 June
of 2012) was not available due to repair of
the sensor.
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It could be seen clearly that the EC of the spring water decreased progressively from 319.5 μS/cm (yearly
average, ranging from 294.0 to 339.1 μS/cm) in 2010
to 299.2 μS/cm (ranging from 248.9 to 323.3 μS/cm) in
2011 and 277.6 μS/cm (ranging from 237.4–311.4 μS/
cm) in 2012 respectively. Temperature and pH values of
spring water were relatively stable in 2010 and displayed
more variations in 2011 and 2012 with a positive corre-

Meanwhile the water quality of the spring was more sensitive to the rain events. With a small to medium amount
of rain, the concentrations of Cl– and NO3– of spring water start to increase in a few hours after rain in 2012,
which would last 7 to 14 days. The concentration of Cl–
has a wide range of variations in 2010 and 2012. The
concentration of NO3– generally increased from 2010 to
2012.
All the evidence has showed that with the ongoing
drought, the water from the karstic aquifer kept draining
out and the residence time of water got shorter. As a consequence, the hydrochemical response of spring water to
rainfall events became more rapid.

Conclusions

Figure 3. Ca2+, Mg2+, HCO3–, Cl–, and NO3– time
variations from 2010 to 2012 in Heilongtan
Spring.
lation. In general, instead of the tendency of decreasing
temperature, pH value increased each year (Table 1 and
Figure 2).
The concentration of Ca2+, Mg2+, HCO3– change synchronously due to the dissolution of carbonate minerals
(Yang et al., 2012). The concentration of Ca2+ normally
is lower in wet seasons and higher in dry seasons. From
2010 to 2012, the annual average value of Ca2+ concentration is slightly down from 54.9 mg/L to 54.0 mg/L
and 51.3 mg/L respectively. The range of Ca2+ concentration is larger in extreme drought years (2010
and 2012). The annual average concentration of Mg2+
is higher in extreme drought years with a wider range
of variations. The value of HCO3– has the same trend
as the concentration of Mg2+. In 2010, the ratio of Ca/
Mg constantly increased from May to the end of 2010.
However, in 2011 and 2012, the Ca/Mg ratio fluctuated
greatly, which implies rapid responses of the spring to
precipitation.

From 2010 to 2012, a comprehensive hydrochemical
study has been performed in Heilongtan Spring. The
study was conducted during prolonged and severe
droughts of Yunnan Province, China, which offered an
opportunity to better understand the impact of global
climate change on such a vulnerable karst spring. Both
concentrations of hydrochemical parameters at highresolution (every 15 min) and weekly measured data
during March 2010–December 2012 were used to investigate the response of hydrochemical changes to
prolonged and severe droughts of Yunnan from 2010
to 2012. During the drought, besides the water table
decline, the EC of the spring decreased progressively
from 319.5 μS/cm (yearly average, ranging from 294.0
to 339.1 μS/cm) in 2010 to 299.2 μS/cm (ranging from
248.9 to 323.3 μS/cm) in 2011 and 277.6 μS/cm (ranging from 237.4–311.4 μS/cm) in 2012. At the same
time, instead of the tendency of decreasing temperature, pH value increased each year. In 2010, the ratio of
Ca/Mg steadily increased from May to the end of 2010.
However, in 2011 and 2012, Ca/Mg ratio fluctuated
greatly, which implies rapid responses of the spring
to precipitation. All the evidence has shown that, with
the ongoing drought, the water from the karstic aquifer kept draining out and the residence time of water
got shorter. Meanwhile the water quality of the spring
became more sensitive to rain events. With a small to
medium amount of rainfall, the concentrations of Cl–
and NO3– in the spring water start to increase in a few
hours after rain, which would last 7 to 14 days. In summary, this study demonstrated the high sensitivity and
variability of a weakly confined karst aquifer to environmental changes.
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Abstract

The peculiar intrinsic geological and hydrogeological
features of karst aquifers enable an immense capacity
of karst aquifers to store and carry contaminants from
sources to potential discharge zones (e.g., coastal seas).
In coastal settings, the function of karst aquifers is closely linked to the sea. Submarine groundwater discharge
(SGD) is critical for coastal ecosystems and their services. This research aims to promote understanding of
the spatial variability of SGD, and its potential role in
delivering contaminants, along the nearshore Gulf of
Mexico of the northern Yucatán Peninsula, Mexico using a combination of stable (oxygen-δ18O and hydrogenδD) and radiogenic (radon-222Rn and radium-224Ra, 223Ra
and 226Ra) isotope measurements. This region is unique
because of the presence of a “ring of cenotes” that preferentially directs continental groundwater toward the
ocean. Several submarine groundwater point sources or
springs have been identified in the area where the cenotes ring and the coastline intersect. In this study, 2 underwater- and 4 coastal-springs were sampled. Continuous
measurements of 222Rn along approximately 300-km of
Yucatán State coast, yield spatially variable SGD rates,
ranging between 1 and 18 m d-1. The largest SGD rates
and lowest radium ages were measured in vicinity of
the so-called “underwater labyrinth” Xbuya-Ha spring.

Based on the observed correlations between temperature, δ18O and δD isotope ratio abundances and radium
activity ratios, at least two distinct hydrologic environments were identified. Nearshore waters with (1) weaker
groundwater signals have lower temperatures and more
depleted δ18O and δD abundances and higher radium
ages; (2) stronger groundwater signals have higher temperatures, more enriched δ18O and δD signatures, and
lower radium ages. Nevertheless, the pervasive occurrence of SGD along the entire coast indicates that inland anthropogenic inputs of pollutants likely affect the
ecosystem health and magnitudes of impact are expected
to vary dependent on the different inputs and forms of
groundwater discharge.

Introduction

Karst aquifers have a vital importance to water supply
worldwide. According to recent estimates, carbonate
rocks that form karst represent circa (c.) 14% of Earth’s
land surface (Chen et al., 2017). Karst water resources
have been and remain at the core of sustainable economic development of many regions (Parise and Sammarco, 2015). They supply c. 15% of the global population with drinking water, and in many regions, are the
only water resource available (Parise et al., 2018). Karst
16TH SINKHOLE CONFERENCE
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formations are characterized by intrinsic geological and
hydrogeological features, such as dissolution processes,
cavities and conduits that facilitate rapid infiltration of
runoff and concentrated groundwater flow (Figure 1)
(Parise and Gunn, 2007). These characteristics result
in a high capacity of karst aquifers to store and carry
contaminants from sources to potential exposures zones
(e.g., estuaries and coastal seas). Because they are highly
productive groundwater systems (Steele-Valentín and
Padilla, 2009), karst environments are among the most
vulnerable to degradation and over-exploitation worldwide (Parise et al., 2018). In addition, karst groundwater
contamination presents a unique global public health and
economic challenge.

Coastal aquifers are a nexus of oceanic and terrestrial
hydrologic ecosystems and provide water resources for
over one billion people (Post, 2005; Small and Nicholls,
2003). With population increase, contamination and
overexploitation of groundwater resources are likely to
be exacerbated in coastal regions with carbonate substrates (Escolero et al., 2002). When combined with climate change (e.g., sea level rise and increased frequency
and intensity of storms), adverse impacts on coastal
water resources will be felt globally (Milly et al., 2005;
Vörösmarty et al., 2000) including seawater intrusion
and pollutant accumulations (Ferguson and Gleeson,
2012), as well as the gradual diminishment of ecosystem services (Reams et al., 2012). In coastal settings, the

Figure 1. Northern Yucatán karst aquifer, land-sea and the surface and groundwater connection conceptual model (modified from NCRL, 2017) (A) surface expression of submarine springs
(i.e., Xbuya Ha), (B) underground caverns and conduits for groundwater flow, (C) and coastal
spring at Dzilam the Bravo, (D) Due to the ubiquity of cavities, Yucatán lacks surface rivers, thus
freshwater and all human-derived wastes, flow through a network of underground well-developed conduits, towards coastal lagoons and the sea.
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functioning of karst aquifers is closely linked to the sea
(Figure 1). The action of tidal forcing (Valle-Levinson
et al., 2011) and variable-density flow caused by seawater intrusion (Arfib et al., 2007) and aquifer discharge
through submarine springs (Slomp and Van Cappellen,
2004) amplify the complexity of karst environments in
coastal areas. These physical mechanisms shape the development of karst and the geochemical and biological
processes affecting the quality of water resources and the
health of human and estuarine ecosystems (Bear et al.,
1999). Understanding the complex linkage between karst
water resources and their impact on coastal communities is especially relevant in developing countries, where
poverty and education level make these challenges more
critical. A major concern is the threat to the communities’ safety, health, and longer-term social and economic
stability due to ineffective water resource management.
In coastal areas with carbonate rock formations, submarine groundwater discharge (SGD), which is critical for
coastal ecosystems and their services, occurs offshore
on the order of1 m3 s-1 per karst spring direct opening
on the seafloor or by diffuse discharge through the bed
sediments (Valle-Levinson et al. (2011); Figure. 1). Regardless of its source (e.g., meteoric fresh groundwater
or recirculated brackish water), SGD was found to be
a source of ecologically significant nutrient (UrquidiGaume et al., 2016) and cations (Charette and Buesseler,
2004; Montluçon and Sañudo-Wilhelmy, 2001; Rodellas
et al., 2014) inputs to estuaries and ocean. Thus, there are
concerns of pollutant inputs to the coastal seas via karst
spring discharges and contaminant exposure for humans
and ecosystems (Yu et al., 2015). For instance, the continued residential and agricultural development of inland
aquifer recharge areas, particularly in developing countries, is polluting groundwater and the sea in the form
of SGD (Slomp and Van Cappellen, 2004), potentially
endangering fisheries (Lotze et al., 2006). However,
climate conditions and human activities could alter the
magnitude of SGD and the associated fluxes of solutes
to the surface estuaries. In addition, sources and magnitudes of SGD can also be influenced by the subsurface
heterogeneities.
Significant magnitudes of point groundwater discharges
were observed near the Gulf of Mexico coastline along
the Yucatán Peninsula. These significant SGD inputs
were found to affect the coastal flow and salinity fields
in areas with high density and intensity of point dis-

charge (Valle-Levinson et al., 2011). Thus, SGD could
have large implications on the health of ecosystems, especially where point discharges are dominant. For instance, studies show that along the northern coast of the
peninsula, there are four hydrological zones that have
different influences on the hydrochemistry and trophic
status of the near-shore marine waters (Herrera-Silveira
and Morales-Ojeda, 2009; Morales-Ojeda et al., 2010).
However, the balance between terrestrial and oceanic
inﬂuences, like groundwater discharges and/or oceanic
upwelling, on spatial scales is poorly understood. Furthermore, unknown are the types and degree of groundwater inputs along Yucatán’s coastline.
This study aimed to determine the magnitude and sources of groundwater discharge to the northern coast of
the Yucatán peninsula. Radiogenic and stable isotopes
are employed to evaluate the spatial heterogeneity of
groundwater discharges. These types of measurements
have proven to be useful tracers of terrestrial and recirculated SGD. However, their application in karst coastal
settings, where SGD can occur both as channeled flow
(i.e. springs) or dispersed seepage, is limited. Since radiogenic isotopes integrate SGD fluxes over the scale of
sampling, they have contributed to a better understanding of SGD dynamics, as opposed to physical measurements, which only constrain SGD fluxes on small, local scales (Burnett et al. 2006; Cable et al. 2004; Moore
2006; Murgulet et al. 2018).

Study Area
The Yucatán population has increased rapidly in the last
decades (1,362,940 in 1990 to 2,091,500 in 2014; Population City, 2019), and with this trend expected to continue, food and energy demands will continue to increase,
thus exacerbating the contamination associated with agricultural and industrial activity (Lutz et al., 2000). With
implications directly related to the impacts of submarine
groundwater discharge on the well-being of humans and
ecosystems, this study focused on the approximately
300-km of coastline, settled on a highly vulnerable and
sensitive karst dominated environment in the northern
coastal Yucatán Peninsula, Mexico (Figure 2).
The Yucatán Peninsula is a limestone platform. Typically, the dry season extends from March to June and the
wet season from July to November. Between December
and February, precipitation is sporadic and light, usually
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Figure 2. Map of the study area showing the locations of sampling stations, cenotes and submarine springs sampled in this study, towns and cities, and cenotes located throughout the Yucatán
(based on the “Yucatán cenotes” layer in the ESRI online database). The length of shoreline
covered each day in also shown.
associated with the propagation of cold fronts (Nortes).
The mean historical precipitation rate is < 1000 mm⸱yr-1
(Valle-Levinson et al., 2011). The upper hundreds of meters of almost pure carbonate rocks and evaporites form
a mature karstic system in the peninsula. Soil cover is
thin to non-existent due to the little, if any, residue left by
dissolution process of the rocks (Escolero et al., 2000).
Thus, rainwater percolates rapidly through the porous
substrate into the aquifer and there are no surface rivers.
The aquifer consists of a thin freshwater lens that is underlain by saltwater intruding inland more than 100 km
from the coast (Perry and Socki, 2003). The aquifer is
unconfined except for a narrow band parallel to the coast
(Perry et al., 1989).
This region is unique because of the presence of a
“ring of cenotes” that preferentially directs continental
groundwater toward the ocean (Figure 2) (Perry et al.,
1995). The ring of cenotes formed in the outer edge of
a crater, the Chicxulub crater, produced by a meteor-
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ite collision during the Cretaceous period < 65 million
years ago (Pope et al., 1996). The permeability of the
karst aquifer is largely scale-dependent with preferential flow paths ranging from large dissolution conduits
(10–100’s of m) to smaller scale fractures (1–10 cm)
(Gonneea et al. 2014). The hydraulic gradient is very
low (1–10 cm⸱km-1) with flow generally perpendicular
to the coastline (Gondwe et al. 2010). The fresh groundwater forms a distinct lens on top of the intruding marine
water within conduit cave systems, which are accessible
via sinkholes called “cenotes” (Metcalfe et al. 2011).
The hydrogeologic characteristics of the coastal area as
described by Perry and Socki (2003) can best be understood with reference to two features: (1) terrestrial water
inputs to the coast are virtually groundwater, which is
channeled into specific zones in response to structural
features such as faults or lineaments. These unique characteristics explain the existence of three important north
coast freshwater discharge zones: Estuario Celestún (Celestún area), Bocas de Dzilam (Dzilam de Bravo area),

and Laguna Conil (just east of El Cuyo) (Figure 2); (2)
and the so called “groundwater sandwich” developed
due to the presence of a coastal aquitard along the north
coast of the Yucatán Peninsula.
Cenotes are well mapped on land, but it is likely that many
that occur inside the mangroves (i.e., coastal springs) are
still to be discovered. The most energetic oceanic spring
(called Xbuya-Ha; Figure 1B) was observed to reduce
the mean oceanic salinity from a background salinity of
36 to values of 23. At this location, Valle-Levinson et
al. (2011) measured groundwater discharge velocities,
across the < 1-m2 opening on the bedrock, up to 104 m3
d-1. In addition, a study by Young et al. (2008) suggests
that substantial groundwater discharge can occur further
to the west (i.e., Celestún Lagoon) during both dry and
rainy seasons.

Methods
Sample collection and analysis

Radioactive isotope measurements
Radium isotopes were measured in seawater at the beginning and end of the ~350 km long sampling transect,
all odd numbered sampling locations, and six coastal or
submarine springs (Figures 1, 3). Activities of the shortlived 223Ra and 224Ra isotopes were measured on a Radium Delayed Coincidence Counter (RaDeCC) (Moore
and Arnold, 1996). Measurements of the long-lived 226Ra
isotopes were conducted using a RAD7 using methods
by Kim et al. (2001). All surface water, coastal spring
and submarine spring radium samples were collected in
20 L plastic carboys for total volumes ranging from ~20
L (springs) to ~65 L (seawater). The associated uncertainties in Ra activities were estimated following Garcia-Solsona et al. (2008) and were found to be < 10%.
Activities of 222Rn in groundwater from coastal springs
were measured with a RAD-7 detector (Durridge Inc.;
portable monitor spectrometers) with soda bottle accessory.
Radium water ages
Radium water ages, or the relative time that has elapsed
since the radium left its source, was calculated using the
ratio of the short-lived (i.e., 224Ra; half-life T1/2 = 3.6 d)
to the long-lived (i.e., 223Ra; T1/2 = 11.4 d or 226Ra; T1/2 =
1,600 yrs.) isotopes using equation 1, where ARCO is the
measured activity ratio of the station of interest, ARGW is

the activity ratio of the discharging groundwater source
(i.e., cenotes and springs), and λ is the decay constant (d1
) for the short-lived (S) and long-lived (L) radium isotope
(Knee et al., 2011).

Equation 1.
This equation assumes radium activities and activity ratios are greatest in the Ra source (i.e., groundwater and
sediment containing Ra) and elevated in receiving nearshore water relative waters further offshore due to SGD
and desorption from sediments. Consequently, radium
activities and ARs should be decreasing as the water
mass is moving away from the discharge point due to
radioactive decay and mixing with more dilute offshore
waters. This equation also assumes Ra additions are occurring continuously over a wide area. The short-lived
isotope is normalized to the long-lived isotope with activities that are expected to only decrease due to dilution.
Using the cenote and submarine spring activity ratios as
the source of radium (i.e. water source), an estimate of
the time since SGD occurred was provided.
Continuous radon-222 (222Rn) measurements
Continuous radon-222 (222Rn) measurements were recorded along five shore-normal transects from El Cuyo,
Mexico, to San Felipe, Mexico, (corresponding to stations 1-5) and uninterrupted from shore-parallel transects from San Felipe to Celestún, Mexico, over four
consecutive days. We used three RAD-7 detectors connected in series following the procedure described in detail by Burnett and Dulaiova (2003); Lambert and Burnett (2003); Smith and Robbins (2012). Briefly, surface
water was continuously pumped (2 to 4 liters per minute) from 1.0 m below the air-water interface to a RAD
Aqua air-water equilibration chamber where 222Rn was
separated from the water into the headspace of the chamber. This 222Rn laden air was then circulated through the
RAD-7 detectors. The boat was maintained an average
speed of ~20 km⸱hr-1 between sampling stations, so the
water intake tubing was kept in place within the water
column by an aluminum pipe with a crescent cutout, to
avoid cavitation bubbles, fastened to the outside of the
boat and lowered to the desired depth. The three RAD-7
units connected in series collected data over 30-minute
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integration time, resulting in a measurement every 10
minutes or every ~3.5 km on average.
Radon-222 -derived submarine groundwater
discharge rates
Radon-222 -derived submarine groundwater discharge
rates were measured to identify areas of significant
groundwater discharge (Burnett and Dulaiova, 2003) because of the unreactive nature and short half-life (T1/2 =
3.83 d) of 222Rn make it an excellent tracer. The continuous 222Rn measurements were used to construct a mass
balance to estimate SGD ((Burnett and Dulaiova, 2003;
Burnett et al., 2001)). Expressed mathematically, the
total 222Rn flux (Ftotal) at the station equals equation 2,
Equation 2.

where λARn is the decay corrected activity of 222Rn in water column, λARa is the activity of 222Rn due to production
226
Ra in the water column, z is the water depth, Fo is the
offshore flux (flood tide), Fi is the inshore/nearshore flux
(ebb tide), Fsed is the sediment flux, Fatm is the losses due
to atmospheric evasion, and Fmix is the losses due to mixing processes. The main principle behind using continuous radon measurements to quantify groundwater discharge rates to surface waters is based on the inventory
of 222Rn over time accounting for losses/gains that have
altered the apparent 222Rn activity. Tidal mixing effects
could not be fully addressed using the presented methods
as change in tidal height occurred over large distances
and nearshore and offshore 222Rn activities were not constrained, thus the Fo and Fi terms were neglected. It is
assumed that the lower radon fluxes observed during
the transect are due to mixing with offshore waters of
lower activity. The maximum absolute values of the observed negative fluxes during each day are used to correct radon fluxes for losses via lateral mixing (Burnett
and Dulaiova, 2003; Dulaiova et al., 2006). Sedimentsupported radon activities were measured using laboratory equilibration experiments from sediment samples
collected at each sampling station following the methods
outlined by Corbett et al. (1998). Thus, any changes can
be converted to radon fluxes. Using the advective fluid
radon activities, which in this case were selected from
the sampled coastal springs, 222Rn fluxes are converted
to water fluxes (Burnett and Dulaiova, 2003):
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Equation 3.

Stable isotope measurements: To trace and constrain
groundwater sources, stable isotopes of δ18O and δD
were measured from 20mL samples filtered to 0.7 µm
with Whatman GF/F filters and run on a Picarro L2120I cavity ringdown spectrometer with uncertainties of
0.1‰ for δ18O and 1‰ for δD. Abundances of oxygen
and hydrogen isotopes were measured relative to the
accepted international standard Vienna Standard Mean
Oceanic Water and are report in the conventional delta
(δ) notation in permil (‰).

Results and Discussion
Spatial-distributed radon-222 SGD rates
and radium-water ages

Total 222Rn activities and the associated SGD rates measured during the nearshore continuous survey range
between 1 and 18.3 m d-1. The highest rates were measured starting a few kilometers east of Dzilam de Bravo
and continue closer to Progresso. The highest rate was
measured in the surroundings of the Xbuya-Ha spring
(Figure 3A). As mentioned earlier, Valle-Levinson et al.
(2011) using physical measurements found SGD rates
up to 3 orders of magnitude higher at this spring. Radon surveys were conducted at a relatively fast speed
(average ~ 20 km h-1) and with intakes only about 1 m
below the air-water interface, thus SGD is likely underestimated due to limited response time of the detectors
when passing over, or close by, point sources. In addition, radon measurements are integrated over an average
~13 km distance, thus the rates provided herein represent
the groundwater influence over an extended area where
dilution by the sea and degassing is expected to occur.

Field observations do not confirm the presence of high
density or visible underwater springs in the nearshore areas east of Dzilam de Bravo to station 7 and west of the
Dzilam de Bravo area and station 11, where SGD was
found to be on the higher range (10-18 m d-1) (Figure
3A). For the area west of Dzilam de Bravo, however, po-

Figure 3. (A) 222Rn-derived SGD rates, (B) 224Ra:223Ra, (C) 224Ra:226Ra activity ratios for surface
water stations and cenotes and springs, (D) Temperature, (E) Salinity, and (F) δ18O for surface
water stations and cenotes and springs.
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tential transport by the persistent westward coastal current (driven by NE winds and momentum transferred by
the Yucatán current) (Enriquez et al., 2010) could explain
the higher than expected groundwater influences. Ocean
current transport is supported by the lower 224Ra:226Ra
activity ratios and the increasing surface water ages from
Dzilam de Bravo toward Progresso (Figure 3 B, C). Naturally, it is expected that radon will degas and dilute with
distance from the source. Also, the long-lived 226Ra activities will decrease due to dilution with more depleted
seawater while 224Ra and 223Ra will be affected by decay
and dilution, and in the absence of nearby inputs their
activities will decrease along the shoreline as carried by
oceanic currents. This behavior is confirmed by the decreasing activities of radium isotopes to the west from
around Dzilam de Bravo and to Chelem (Figure 4).
Increased SGD rates along the coastline between stations 6 and 9 (Figures 1 and 3) are also not supported
by mapped submarine springs, but magnitudes of SGD
equal those around the Xbuya-Ha spring. Based on the
“Yucatán cenotes” layer in the ESRI online database
locations of cenotes, there is a large number of cenotes
extending out from the “ring of cenotes” that merge into
the coastline between these stations. Thus, we speculate
that older groundwater (e.g., lower radium ARs) dis-

charges to the sea via coastal springs rather than submerged springs further from shore. SGD rates and radium ages seem to correlate for the nearshore transect
spanning from El Cuyo to Chelem to the west. On the
other hand, starting with station 15 to the east, SGD rates
decrease while the radium activities and ARs are slowly
increasing with a peak at Celestún. Here, the radium water ages are the second lowest, just shy of that at Dzilam
de Bravo, home of the “underwater labyrinth” Xbuya-Ha
spring. Interestingly, the oceanic currents take a northerly turn a few km east of Celestún, thus limiting the
carryover of depleted radiogenic signature waters towards Celestún. In the nearby Celestún Lagoon (Figure
1), radium activities were found to be about one order of
magnitude higher than in all our measurements along the
Yucatán coastline (Young et al., 2008). In fact, radium
abundances in the Celestún Lagoon were in the same
range as the coastal springs samples as part of this study.
This may explain the higher observed radium activities
at our nearby sampling location.

Oxygen and hydrogen stable isotopes,
salinity and temperature

Nearshore salinity distribution varies significantly
(range: 32 to 37; average 35) but does not follow a simi-

Figure 4. Radium activities and salinity for surface water and cenotes and springs.
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lar pattern with SGD rates or radium activities (Figure
4). On the other hand, temperature follows a similar pattern distribution as the 224Ra:223Ra and 224Ra:226Ra ARs
and radium water ages (Figures 3 B, C, D, and 5B). Surface water spatial and temporal variation of δ18O and δD
signatures are generally influenced by geographic and
climatic (i.e. latitude, elevation, distance from the coast,
humidity, temperature, precipitation, evaporation) characteristics of the area and exchange with groundwater
(Walther and Nims, 2015). In this study, surface water
δ18O and δD ratios spanned from –0.6 to 2.1‰ (average 0.9‰) and from –2.2 to 15.3‰ (average 6.09‰),
respectively, with the most depleted signatures measured
on the east side of the Yucatán coastline (Figure 3E).
West of Progresso also exhibited more depleted signatures, in this instance associated with lowers salinities
(Figure 3 E, F). Except for slight deviations, the most
enriched stable isotope abundances are associated with
the higher SGD rates and younger radium-based water
ages (Figure 3).
Coastal and submerged springs’ signatures yielded more
depleted δ18O and δD signatures (−4.2 to 1.7‰, average 1.9‰; and –25.4 to –11.2‰, average –10.3‰) (Figures 3F, 6A). The above-mentioned submerged spring,
Xbuya-Ha, has the most depleted signature measured in
nearshore waters (δ18O and δD: −2.0 and -11.8‰) and
is similar to the coastal springs (Figure 6A). The second
submerged spring, which showed a much weaker surface
imprint, has virtually the signature (δ18O and δD: 1.7 and
11.2‰) of other seawater samples collected between
stations 6 and 9, which also show elevated temperature,
SGD and lower ARs (e.g., older radium age). Both surface water and spring δ18O and δD abundances show a
deviation from the global meteoric water (GMWL) line
with a shift towards more depleted δD but more enriched
δ18O (Figure 6a). This trend is usually associated with
evaporative effects, especially on surface water. Only
two of the coastal springs and the fast drip sample (from
a cave near Merida) fall along the GMWL. The fast
drip δ18O signature (-3.4‰) is virtually identical with
the local precipitation signature reported by Young et al.
(2008) of -3.2‰.

Groundwater discharge source indicators

Similar to radium, surface water stable isotope signatures
are not correlated with salinities (Figure 6B) but exhibit
a significant positive correlation with temperature (Fig-

Figure 5. 224Ra:226Ra activity ratio plotted
against (A) salinity, (B) temperature, and (C)
δ18O. Strength and significance of correlations
are given as r and p-values, respectively.

ure 6C, only oxygen relationship shown). In general,
during summer months groundwater has lower temperatures than surface water. For that reason, SGD, if significant, is expected to decrease surface water temperatures
(Petermann et al., 2018). Although not fully explained,
Surić et al. (2015) suggests that groundwater rapidly
warms up when it moves away from the coast. Temperature measurements are not available for the coastal
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23.3‰ and 23.5‰ at the base of the freshwater lens to
1.3‰ and 0.8‰ at the bottom of the sampled cenotes (98
to 120 m depth).
Signatures of δD range from -19.7‰ and -12.0‰ at the
base of the freshwater lens, to 7.9‰ (at 120 m) and 7.2‰
(at 98 m). They also measured increased conductivities
with depth. Thus, coastal discharges originating from
these deeper and more distant sources may be enriched
in the stable isotopes or of higher salinities, as observed
in our study. However, if originating from deep structures like those investigated by Young et al. (2008), water
temperatures are expected to be lower. Unless, transport
through connected cenotes brings water from deeper cenotes at further distances inland to shallow more coastal
openings where it is exposed to sunlight and heat, thus
experiencing further isotope enrichment and an increase
in temperature. Open cenotes are pervasive in the Yucatán, and naturally, water open to the atmosphere and high
temperatures experiences the effects of evaporation.

Figure 6. (A) δD plotted against δ18O.
δ18O plotted against (B) salinity and (C)
temperature with strength and significance
of correlations given as r and p-values,
respectively.

springs. Nevertheless, since the sampled groundwater
endmembers are characterized by more depleted isotope
abundances, the positive correlation between temperature and the δ18O presented herein is considered to be
an indicator of different groundwater inputs. Young et
al. (2008) observed significant enrichment in the isotope
signatures with depth in a few cenotes located inland in
the Yucatán. For instance, δ18O abundances ranged from
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In this study, a statistically significant inverse correlation between the 224Ra:226Ra activity ratios (and water
ages) and temperature indicates that older, or more distant, groundwater inputs are of lower temperatures while
more recent groundwater discharges are warmer (Figure
5B). This is further supported by the statistically significant inverse correlations between 224Ra:226Ra ARs (or radium ages) and δ18O (Figure 5C). Thus, areas with older
groundwater inputs, or in other words weaker groundwater signals, the sea surface temperatures are lower and
of a more depleted stable and long-lived radium isotope
abundances (Figure 3). On the other hand, where water radium ages are younger, the temperatures and stable
isotope signatures are higher.
As discussed above, all coastal springs have negative
abundances of the two stable isotopes, but just two of
them do not show effects of evaporation and have salinities of, or nearly, zero. Thus, although not well constrained in this study, it may be that significant amounts
of SGD may be of recirculated nature rather than fresh
groundwater inputs. On the other hand, nearshore
stretches with more depleted stable isotope signatures
and lower radioisotope abundances and temperatures,
such as those in the eastern most portion of the study
area, could be influenced by recently recharged shallow groundwater input. Lower water-rock interaction
times associated with short flowpaths or transport rates

leads to lower radioisotope activities while the oxygen
and hydrogen isotope signature of the recharging rainwater is slightly altered. This stretch of the transect,
between El Cuyo and San Felipe, runs along a coastal
area with a high density of cenotes located within just a
few km from the shore (Figure 1), previously defined as
the “Pockmarked Terrain” or north-central plain, which
consists of strongly developed karst features (Perry and
Socki, 2003).

range between 1 to 18 m d-1. SGD is the main terrestrial
influence and occurs as springs or diffuse seepage. Oceanic processes such as turbulence and water currents, are
expected to weaken the groundwater signal when measurements of SGD are not conducted on the point source.
For that reason, in the absence of a mixing degree evaluation, the reported SGD rates and radium water ages are
essentially relative indicators of groundwater discharge
magnitudes rather than quantitative assessments.

Although speculative, these cenotes may not be connected through conduits to further inland recharge areas or
older groundwater sources; however local recharge may
occur during rain events, rapidly discharging to the sea
through coastal springs or diffusively through the shallow unconsolidated formation that overlies the highly
permeable karst (i.e., the shallow ramp, nearly-continuous dune ridge (Perry and Socki, 2003). This is an area
where the groundwater end member was not constrained
locally, thus conversion of radon inventories to advective
groundwater discharge rates using a potentially more enriched radon endmember could lead to underestimated
groundwater inputs.

The largest SGD influence, using 222Rn as the groundwater tracer, was found in the area around Dzilam de Bravo,
and extending to approximately 40 km to the east and 70
km to the west. In general, radon SGD rates agree well
with the radium water ages along the sampled coastline,
except at Celestun where SGD rates are among the lowest while radium activities and corresponding ages are
decreasing, thus a nearby source of groundwater discharge. This discrepancy is related to the more distant
previously observed input of groundwater in the semi
enclosed Celestun Lagoon which, while diluted by the
oceanic waters, it carries high amounts of radium.

Although more detailed characterization of coastal
springs and cenotes as well as seawater profiles need to
be conducted to further understand the forms and magnitudes of SGD, this study offers valuable information that
may begin to explain the hydrologic zonation observed
by previous studies using ecological and water quality
indicators. The four major hydrologic affinity zones,
identified previously (Herrera-Silveira and MoralesOjeda, 2009), aligned with our 2018 path evaluation of
SGD. The 2009 study showed that the least anthropogenically impacted area is east of Dzilam de Bravo with the
worst conditions (high nutrient and chlorophyll-a levels)
to the west, inside the ring of cenotes, following the potential transport path by currents of water and contaminants originating around the Xbuya Ha area as discussed
above. In this area, SGD inputs were also found to affect
biotic characteristics of seagrass beds (Kantún-Manzano
et al., 2018).

Conclusion

The coastal region along the northern Yucatán Peninsula
is heterogeneous in terms of spatial distribution of SGD.
While SGD is evident throughout the entire nearshore
area, rates (radon-derived) integrated over 3 km or more

The pattern of temperature, stable oxygen and hydrogen isotope ratio abundances and radium activity ratios
throughout the coastline indicates the presence of at least
two distinct groundwater sources: 1) Weak groundwater
signals are associated with lower seawater temperatures,
more depleted stable isotope abundances and higher
radium ages or more depleted long-lived isotopes; 2)
Strong groundwater signal areas are of higher seawater
temperatures, more enriched stable isotope signatures,
and lower radium ages or more enriched in the longlived radium isotopes.
These potentially different inputs and forms of groundwater discharge are expected to have implications on the
input and transformation of contaminants to the Gulf of
Mexico. Given that high coastal groundwater discharge
is occurring along the study area, inland anthropogenic
influences on the ecosystem health are likely significant,
as indicated by the close alignment of this study’s stronger groundwater signals with the previously reported degree of ecologic health.
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Abstract

Karst groundwater constitutes a considerable fraction
of drinking water in many regions in the world. Understanding its recharge processes is important for a
sustainable water resource management. Experimental approaches to study karst aquifers mostly focus on
the characterization of the entire aquifer using the disintegration of its output signal measured at the spring.
Despite the important role of the soil and epikarst for
recharge processes, limited attention has been given
to this specific part of the systems. In our study, we
present the first results of a soil monitoring program at
five representative locations across the globe. We use
a large number of soil moisture observations to understand the partitioning of rainfall into infiltration, storage, evapotranspiration, and groundwater recharge at
five contrasting climates and two different land use
types (forest & grassland).
With the present analyses, almost no differences were
identified between the two land use types investigated. However, the site with the largest number of soil
moisture measurements creating recharge is the one
with a tropical climate as expected, as the one with the
lowest number is the semi-arid site. However, other
sites with different climate conditions like oceanic and
Mediterranean show similar results. Other parameters
influencing recharge processes should be investigated
in the future.

Introduction

Around a quarter of the world’s population is dependent
on drinking water from karst aquifers (Ford and Williams, 2013). The water storage in these systems is significantly affected by climate change, land use changes and
a growing population (Wada et al., 2010; Vörösmarty et
al., 2010). It is therefore essential to study the water storage and hydrological processes in these systems. This
poses a challenge especially in karstic areas since karstification leads to high heterogeneity influencing variable
pathways and velocity (Goldscheider and Drew, 2007).
Several experimental methods have been conducted in order to characterize karst systems. One of the most popular methods used to investigate flow paths and flow times
through karst systems is the analysis of signals of artificial
and natural tracers at karst springs (Mudarra et al., 2014;
Goldscheider et al., 2008). Besides, natural tracers are used
to study the transit time and dispersion of water entering the
karst system (Maloszewski et al., 2002). Hydraulic methods like pumping test are conducted in order to analyze
the heterogeneity of hydraulic conductivities (Giese et al.,
2018). These approaches are mainly focused on the characterization of the entire aquifer. The investigation on the role
of the vadose zone in water recharge and its processes has
received limited attention (Berthelin and Hartmann, 2020).
The vadose zone is composed of the soil, the top weathered carbonate rock called epikarst (Williams, 1983) and
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the unsaturated carbonate rock. Dissolution processes
lead to an irregular interface between soil and rock and
the porosity of the rock decreases with depth. These characteristics lead to different hydrodynamic processes. The
soil influences infiltration velocity and mixing processes
(Charlier et al., 2012; Perrin et al., 2003) while the water
in the shallow subsurface is additionally subject to evapotranspiration. The heterogenic interface between the soil
and the weathered carbonate rock leads to a redistribution
of infiltrated water (Fu et al., 2015; Hartmann and Baker,
2017). Likewise, the heterogeneity at the interface of the
weathered and non-weathered rock can lead to the formation of perched aquifers and therefore to lateral redistribution of water flow through enlarged fractures (Williams,
1983). There are several other ways in which the vadose
zone affects recharge processes. The soil and rock properties like porosity, fractures, lithology, karstification, etc.,
as well as the epikarst topography have major impacts
on recharge processes and therefore on the water storage.
The thickness of the subsurface affects water flow velocity
since a shallow epikarst has a higher proportion of large
fractures (Zhang et al., 2013). Precedent moisture conditions have an effect on storage capacity, infiltration rate
since more water can be stored, and subsurface flows are
less important under dry conditions (Charlier et al., 2012;
Fu et al., 2015; Trček, 2007). Finally, evaporation rates,
weathering and dissolution processes are influences by
vegetation and climate (Sarrazin et al., 2018).
In this study, we present the first results of a soil moisture
monitoring network to characterize karst recharge and
evapotranspiration processes that was installed at five different climate regions. Measurements of soil moisture are
conducted at a high spatial and temporal resolution. They
will be used to quantify the influence of land cover types,
soil and epikarst heterogeneity on spatiotemporal dynamics of karstic recharge under different climate conditions.

The Monitoring Concept

The experimental concept is designed to investigate the
influence of soil and epikarst heterogeneities on water
flow and storage processes in the karst vadose zone, and
to observe the impact of land cover type and climate on
the karst system recharge and evapotranspiration. To address these objectives, we want to use standardized observations of soil moisture (Ries et al., 2015). Five sites
with different climatic conditions were selected: tropical
climate, Mediterranean, humid oceanic, humid mountainous and semi-arid climate (Figure 1).
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Description of Sites
All of the selected sites are located at carbonate rock
regions that have local or regional relevance for water
resources management; they differ however in their surface and subsurface characteristics. The following part is
dedicated to the description of the sites. However, more
detailed descriptions of the sites can be found in Berthelin et al., 2019, as well as the detailed soil profiles
description of each plot.
Puerto Rico (PR)
El Tallonal is located north of Puerto Rico in the karstic
zone of a private natural reserve. With an annual average temperature of 25.5°C and an annual precipitation
of 1295 mm, the area is classified as a tropical climate
(Af). Vegetation in the reserve is categorized as a subtropical moist forest zone with exotic plants as Castilla
elastica (S.) and native plants such as Guarea Guidonia (L.) (Fonseca da Silva, 2014; Rivera-Sostre, 2008).
The main geological units found in the studied area are
limestones from the late Oligocene and early Miocene
(Seiglie and Moussa, 1984; Behrensmeyer et al., 1992).
These formations respectively called Aymamón and
Aguada show characteristic features of karst like deep
dolines which are separated by high hills called mogotes
(Lugo et al., 2001). One of the most productive groundwater resources of the island lies in the upper layer of
northern limestone of the Aymamón and Aguada formation. It is recharged by precipitation, surface streams and
runoff. The recharge in the mogotes area is mainly due to
runoff during large precipitation events (Troester, 1999).
The soil of the Tollonal karstic area is, according to the
classification of Puerto Rico’ soil, a humid oxisol with
minimal and simple development of horizons (Beinroth
et al., 2003). The clayey texture of the soil leads to a
high water retention capacity. Besides, the soil shows
moderate fertility and high acidity whereof growth can
be limited (Viera et al., 2008). At the grassland plot, the
bed rock cannot be reach since the soil profile can have
a thickness of up to 9 meters as reported from the landowner. At the forest plot, a dense network of roots can be
found in the first 30 cm of the soil.
Spain (ES)
Villanueva del Rosario system is a part of the Sierra Camarolos and Sierra del Jobo aquifer. It is located 30 km
north of the city of Malaga in Spain, with a catchment area
of 14 km² and a range of altitudes from 600 to 1640 m

UK, Sheepdrove Organic Farm
Altitude = 170 - 200 m
Average precipitation = 815 mm
Mean annual min & max
temperatures = 5.4 & 14 °C

Germany, Berchtesgaden
Altitude = 1450 m
Average precipiation = 1660 mm
Mean annual temperature = 7.5 °C

Puerto Rico, El Tallonal
Altitude = 80 - 195 m
Average percipitation = 1295 mm
Mean annual temperature = 25.5 °C

Spain, Villanueva del Rosario
Altitude = 1150 m
Average precipitation = 760 mm
Mean annual temperature = 14 °C

N

0

2500 km
Karstic areas

Australia, Wellington Caves
Altitude = 250 - 350 m
Average precipitation = 600 mm
Mean annual min & max
temperatures = 9.4 & 24.4 °C

Figure 1. Location of the five sites and their main characteristics. Carbonate rock outcrops
derived from the World Karst Aquifer Map (Chen et al., 2017).
(Marín et al., 2015). The climate is classified as Mediterranean climate (Csa) with an average annual temperature
around 14°C at 700 m and a mean annual precipitation
below 600 mm in lower altitudes and more than 900 mm
in higher altitudes. The vegetation is Mediterranean scrubland with Mediterranean forest patches and pines from
reforestation (Marín et al., 2015). The geology of the
area is carbonate rocks from the Jurassic with a maximum thickness of 450 m (Peyre, 1974). The aquifer is
bounded at almost all its tectonic borders by Upper Triassic clays and evaporate, Flysch clays and sandstones and
Cretaceous-Paleogene marls, and presents a high fracturation and karstification degree (Mudarra et al., 2014). The
spring draining the system is located at the north border of
the karst system at an altitude of 770 m. With an annual
mean flow discharge of 260 L/s it reacts rapidly to precipitation events (Mudarra et al., 2014).
In the study area, two main soil types are found:
patchy leptosols, which is a shallow soil with a thickness up to 30 cm and soil with a silty, clayey texture
ranging in depth from 10–70 cm (Marín et al., 2015).
According the description conducted in the field, the
soil at the plots is silty and became more clayey with
the depth. More roots and deeper are found in the soil
at the forest than in the grassland area.

United Kingdom (GB)
The United Kingdom site is located on the property of
the Sheepdrove Organic Farm, in south England at the
West Berkshire Downs. The climate of this site is classified as Oceanic with an annual minimum and maximum
temperature of 5.4°C and 14.0°C. The annual average precipitation is 815 mm. The vegetation covering the sites is
made of meadow and forest with species as beech trees,
hawthorn bushes, cherry trees and maples (Iwema, 2017).
The study area is located in the Lambourn catchment
area, where the main aquifer of the region is situated. The
groundwater table lies at tens of meter depth (Wheater et
al., 2007; Rahman and Rosolem, 2017). The geology of
the area is Chalk of Upper Cretaceus age (Wheater et al.,
2007), which is highly permeable and karstified.
The soil of the study area is described in Iwema 2017
as grey loamy soil with flints and pieces of white chalk.
The chalky bedrock in the grassland can be found at all
location between 30 cm and 60 cm depth. In the forest,
the chalk layer can be found between 10 am and 35 cm.
Thick roots are present in the entire soil depth at most of
the profile.
Germany (DE)
The Berchtesgaden Land site is part of a National Park located in the Alps in Southeast Germany. With an average
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temperature of 7.5°C and an annual average precipitation
between 1500 and 2600 mm, depending on the altitude, the
climate is classified as humid continental climate (Dfb).
The altitude of the national park ranges between 603 and
2713 m. The type of vegetation found in the park is grass,
mountain pine and green alder shrubs (Garvelmann et al.,
2017). Besides the dominant geological formations Triassic Dachstein limestone and Ramsau dolomite, there are
Jurassic and Cretaceous rock series present. Karst features
like sinkholes, dry streams and caves can be found in the
area. The karst system is drained by 330 springs which
are located at the interface of limestone and dolomite rock
and have a vast variability in their discharge (Kraller et al.,
2011). The study site is situated at 1450 m of altitude with
an annual precipitation of 1660 mm. In the colder season
from November to the end of April or beginning of May, a
snow cover can be found in the area.

The soil at the study site is extremely dry. At the grassland, most roots are present in the first ~5 cm of the
soil. Deeper horizons show a sandy clay texture, followed bellow by carbonate rock. The soil of the forest
site contains partly degraded organic matter in the first
~5 cm and is clayey with thicker roots. Bellow 20 cm an
increasing amount of rocks can be found indicating the
beginning of carbonate rock.
Selection of Plots and Set Up
At each site, two squares with an area of 400m² were selected. One is located in a grassland area, the other one in
a forest. GIS analysis and Digital Elevation Models were
used in order to choose two plots with a similar slope
and exposure within the site. For the soil moisture measurements, 15 locations within each plot were randomly
chosen for the installation of soil moisture profiles. Each
soil moisture profile was equipped with probes at three
different depths in the ground: 5 cm, 10 cm and a deeper
depth at the limit between soil and epikarst. In the cases
where the epikarst wasn’t reached, the third probe was
installed at the maximum depth possible (>80 cm). In total, around 90 soil moisture probes were installed at each
site. More details can be found in Berthelin et al (2019).

There are three main different soil types in the national
park: Syrosem (35.5%), Cambisol (30.1%) and Podsol
(26.7%) (Garvelmann et al., 2017). In the plots, the soil
has a texture varying from silty to clayey. A rocky layer
with limestone rock pieces at the bottom of the soil is observed. At the grassland plot, roots are mainly observed
at the upper ~ 0–15 cm of the soil. At the forest plot,
roots are abundant in most of the entire profiles.

Results

Australia (AU)
The Wellington Caves site is located in a reserve on the
eastern side of the Catombal Range, adjacent to the Bell
River valley and alluvial aquifer, at 7.3 km south of the
town of Wellington. The temperature at the site ranges
from 0–45°C and the annual mean is 24.3°C. With an
annual rainfall of 620 mm and PET of 1800 mm, the
climate can be classified as temperate semi-arid (Bsh)
(Markowska et al., 2016). The vegetation is dominated
by the native Australian Grassy White Box Woodland.
The deep-water marine sediments of the Ordovician
Oakdale formation and the limestone of the middle
Devonian Garra formation make up the geology of the
reserve. Both the forest and grassland sites are situated on the massive limestone. There are no permanent
streams besides the Bell River which flows 700 m west
of the caves and has a high potential connectivity with
the aquifer (Keshavarzi et al., 2017). Certain condition
need to be met for a recharge of the aquifer according to
(Jex et al., 2012). The rainfall needs to be at least 60 mm
within 24–48 hour period depending on soil moisture
conditions.

We can observe that the reaction of soil moisture after
precipitation events is different at the different sites (Figure 2). The Puerto Rican and German site present an amplitude of soil moisture values quite high compared to the
other sites. Also, the amplitude of reaction of soil moisture to rainfall is different among the sites. The peaks of
reaction seem larger at the Australian site, and smoother
at the German site. A seasonality can be observed at
some of the sites. At Puerto Rico, the amplitudes of reaction are smoother during the months of November to
March. This effect is stronger in the forest than in the
grassland. At the Spanish site, no soil moisture reaction
is observed during the months of July to September, and
an increase of general soil moisture value is observed
for the rest of the observation period. At the English site,
compared to the rest of the time series, the soil moisture
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Figure 2 shows the dynamics of soil moisture at each
site (PR, ES, GB, DE, AU), depending on the land cover
(grassland and forest) for the period of July 2018 to March
2019. At the German site, snowfall can present between
November and April. No data is available for July 2018 at
Puerto Rico as the probes were installed in August 2018.

Figure 2. Soil moisture measurement time series recorded at different depths at each site for two
different land covers and precipitation.
peaks are larger from July to November. In addition, the
amplitude of soil moisture values between the probes is
higher during the period between November to May. At
the German site, there is almost no soil moisture reaction between December to May, despite the precipitation
events that occurred during this period, which indicates
snowfall and storage of rainfall within the snow cover.
At the Australian site, no soil moisture events at all seem
to be recorded during the month of July.

To further understand the different soil moisture patterns
among the sites, we consider two seasons (one from October to March, a second one from April to September)
separately. In order to identify periods of recharge, we
assume that recharge is most probable to occur at soil
moisture conditions close to saturation. Accounting for
variability of soil porosity within and among our sites,
we define a range of 35% to 65 % of soil moisture, at
which we expect a higher probability of groundwater
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recharge. This range corresponds to the possible range
of porosities found at loamy soils that developed over
carbonate rock (Kirn et al., 2017).
Comparing soil moisture variability among the sites for
both seasons shows that the Spanish site and the English
site soil moisture median value seems to be similar, lower
than at the German site but much higher than at the Australian site (Figure 3). Their forest and grassland values
are similar at each site. Only the Puerto Rican site presents
different behaviour. Its soil moisture values are lower in
the forest than in the grassland. The forest values are as
low as at the Australian site, but the values of soil moisture
in the grassland are higher than at all the other sites.
The comparison between the seasons allows identifying
different site-dependent patterns. At the Puerto Rican
site, the soil moisture median value is similar between
the two seasons at the forest plot. At the grassland plot,
it is slightly higher in the season October–March than
during the season April–September and it is the highest
value compared to the other sites. At the Spanish site, the
median is higher during the season of October to March
than during the season April–September, at both forest
and grassland sites. At the English site, the median is
also higher during the first season compared to the second one at both plots. Its soils moisture median value is
similar to the Spanish site but the dispersion of its data is
lower. The German site presents a soil moisture median
value similar between the two seasons at both plots. It is
the site presenting the higher median value at the forest
plot and the higher data dispersion at both plots. The median value at the Australian site is almost similar at both
seasons at the forest plot and higher during the season
October–March than during the season April–September
at the grassland plot. This site presents the lower range
of variability in its data.
Considering the soil moisture values expected to create
recharge, only the grassland site of Puerto Rico presents a median reaching the minimum value, 35%. Then
comes the German site where recharge seems to be able
to occur more often than at the other sites, at every season at both the grassland and the forest. At the English
and Spanish sites, not a lot of soil moisture values reach
the threshold, with a slightly higher occurrence during
the season October–March. The site presenting the lowest number of value reaching the threshold is the Australian site, for both plots and seasons.
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Discussion

At the Puerto Rican site, a clear difference appears between forest and grassland: the soil moisture in the forest
is much lower than in the grassland. This observation is
coherent as the roots in this forest site are very abundant
and the soil not so much present. The forest soil moisture is, in fact, the lower value compare to all the other
sites, but the grassland soil moisture is the highest. At the
Spanish site, the summer season is very dry: no precipitation event and so no soil moisture events were recorded. That is why it presents a higher soil moisture value
during the season October–March. Grassland and forest
values are similar. The English site also presents a higher
soil moisture value during the season October–March
with similar values between grassland and forest. The
soil moisture values are similar to the Spanish ones. This
is surprising regarding their different climates. The German site presents the highest amplitude between probes
values. No soil moisture reactions were observed during
the wintertime despite precipitation events. This is due to
the snowfall period and no melting during this time. As
the Puerto Rican forest plot has low soil moisture values,
the German forest plot is the one with the highest soil
moisture median values. The Australian site presents the
lowest soil moisture median values, at both grassland
and forest (similar to the forest in Puerto Rico’s site).
The grassland and forest plots present similar values.
Consequently, with the present analysis, the influence
of land use cannot be identified among almost all sites
except for the site of Puerto Rico. This is the site that
present the highest soil moisture values at the grassland
plot and this is coherent with the climate conditions. As
the Australian site presents the lowest values. Indeed,
the site that presents more soil moisture measurements
reaching the threshold to initiate recharge is the grassland in Puerto Rico. The site presenting the lower soil
moisture measurements reaching the threshold is the
one in Australia. The differences between the forest and
grassland plots of Puerto Rico can be explained by the
fact that the forest plot is mostly composed of a dense
root network with only little soil. The water can probably
not be stored at this place justifying the low values of
soil moisture measured.
However, the tropical climate can justify the fact that
this site presents the highest values of soil moisture at its
grassland plot and the highest number of measurements
reaching the potential soil moisture value to initiate recharge. The fact that high values of soil moisture are

Figure 3. Boxplot of the soil moisture measurements at each site depending on the land cover
and the season. A range of soil moisture value from 35% to 65% at which recharge is expected is
represented within the yellow frame.
measured at the German site also can be justified with
the climate has a high annual precipitation is recorded
there. The Australian site, with its semi-arid climate
shows only a few measurements reaching the threshold
to create potential recharge. This is coherent with results
presented in a preliminary analysis comparing soil moisture dynamics and drip dynamics in a cave at the Australian site.1 The recharge at this site is measured counting the drips falling into a cave below the plots. During
the measured period, only one rainfall event, creating
the highest soil moisture value, initiated recharge into
the system. The rest of the time, the rainfall was either
evaporate or used by the vegetation.
The similarities between the sites in Spain and England
are quite surprising regarding their different climates.
We have to consider that many other parameters can
influence soil moisture reaction, as soil moisture antecedent conditions, soil texture, and vegetation (e.g., Fu
et al., 2015; Heilman et al., 2012; Martos-Rosillo et al.,
2015; Perrin et al., 2003). The comparison between sites
and so climates remains qualitative.
In the presented study, the description of the time series
results remains visual. Analyses of soil moisture reac-

tions to precipitation events should be conducted individually. This would allow the extraction of parameters
and thus the characterization of each soil moisture reaction. These characteristics could allow a better understanding of the infiltration processes at a small scale
and a comparison of behavior between profiles and
sites.
Other investigation as the comparison of measured
depths should be conducted. Have the deepest probes
similar values than the upper ones? Are these disparities between values, as at the German site, due to heterogeneities between the different soil horizons or because of heterogeneities within the area?
Finally, the comparison of the soil moisture between
seasons should be done at different periods on at least
two hydrological years. Seasons could be adapted to
each site. Moreover, the choice of threshold to initiate
recharge remains theoretical and could be adapted to
each site depending on their soil description.

https://blogs.agu.org/waterunderground/2019/09/25/
groundwater-and-a-green-drought/
1
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Conclusions and Outlook

We use soil moisture observations to understand groundwater recharge in karstic areas at five contrasting climates and two different land use types (forest & grassland).
A difference of soil moisture behavior at almost each
site is observed, but the present analysis shows nearly
no differences between the forest and grassland areas.
The site of Puerto Rico presents at the grassland plot the
highest number of soil moisture measurements leading
potentially to recharge. However, its forest plot presents
the lowest, which can be explained by the large roots
network in the soil of the forest. This is the only site
where a difference between land uses can be observed
with the conducted analyses. Other patterns as the fact
that the Australian site presents the lowest number of
soil moisture measurements creating potential recharge
is concordant with the climate conditions. In addition,
the fact that the German site presents the second-highest
potential recharge confirms that climate seems to be an
explanation for these behaviors. However, the sites of
Spain and England present similar values. Here their different climates cannot explain their similar soil moisture
measurements.
Indeed, many other parameters can influence recharge
processes through the soil and epikarst. In order to explore other parameters, individual analyses of soil moisture reactions to precipitation events will be done.
Based on previous work exploring soil moisture at
non-karstic region (Demand et al., 2019), an automatic method to extract events and associated parameters
could allow, for example, the inclusion of antecedent
soil moisture conditions and rainfall characteristics in
the analyses. The analyses of soil moisture events could
also allow the identification of different behavior between forest and grassland. Moreover, the comparison of
soil moisture reactions to the spring signal of the studied
system will allow linking soil moisture measurement to
identified groundwater recharge periods.
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Abstract

In any natural system, environmental and geomorphic
responses are more extreme and frequent when caused or
affected by human activities. Karst aquifers differ from
other aquifer types in that they are composed of complex
matrix, fracture, and conduit porosities. As valuable resources for societies and ecosystems, karst aquifers are
highly vulnerable to pollution and must be well studied
for proper protection.
This study combines ongoing monitoring data with hydrochemistry data from sampling sites within the Honeycut Hollow Creek Watershed, Blanco County, Texas.
Flow measurements revealed that the discharge of Honeycut Creek Spring does not respond to local precipitation. The wettest September in 2018 in recorded history
in southcentral Texas resulted in minimum discharge,
which is one order of magnitude lower than the discharge
recorded from April 2017. During low flow conditions,
the salinity of spring water is higher with elevated levels
of nitrate and higher concentrations of other ions, especially sulfate.
There has been little variation for water isotopes of Honeycut Creek Spring during 2017–2019, which may demonstrate relatively long residence time of groundwater
and a deep flow path. This could also explain why the
discharge of Honeycut Spring does not respond to lo-

cal precipitation. The deuterium excess values of these
spring water samples are close to 10‰, which may indicate little evaporation during precipitation and groundwater movement.
These investigations aim to reveal the relationship between water quality of springs and local geoenvironmental conditions, evaluate the impact of long-term climate
variations and wet and dry conditions on water quality, identify possible sources of nitrate among sampling
sites, and ultimately generate a baseline model for a better understanding on how the karst aquifer responds to
recharge events and potential contamination.

Introduction

The Pedernales River contributes 23% of the annual inflow to Lake Travis, which supplies the city of Austin
and many municipalities along the Colorado River as
the sole source of drinking water (Wierman et al., 2017).
Coupled with reports projecting a population growth in
Travis County from 1 million in 2010 to 1.6 million by
2050 and Austin as the fastest growing city in the United
States from 2011 to 2016 (U.S. Census Bureau, 2019),
the importance of understanding limited water recourses
is paramount to sustainable management. As such, understanding the watersheds that contribute to the Pedernales River Basin is also of importance. Honeycut Hollow Creek is a 1,240-acre watershed draining from the
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south to the north directly into the Pedernales River. The
river and small streams play critical roles in the ecology
of the area as well. The central Texas ecosystem has 81
plant and 67 animal species rated “very rare” or “critically imperiled”. The ecosystem is ranked in the top ten
nationwide for bird and reptile diversity. Of the 29 different plant communities two are found nowhere else
(Powell et al., 2018). Additionally, Central Texas is an
important North American stopover for migratory birds
(Shackelford, 2005).
Within this watershed rests the 977-acre C.L. Browning Ranch (Figure 1). While initially a cattle and sheep
ranch, as well as scattered orchards, it was converted in
2001 to a research ranch to be operated as a model of
land stewardship and environmental preservation practices. All livestock grazing and agricultural growth have
been ceased. Studies at CL Browning Ranch have been
combining ongoing monitoring data (precipitation, water
temperature, spring discharge, and specific conductance)
with hydrochemistry data (pH, water isotopes, anions,
cations, and trace metals) of four sampling sites including a spring, creek, and two tributaries within the Honeycut Hollow Creek watershed. The objectives of these
studies are to (1) investigate the water quality of groundwater and surface water; (2) evaluate the impact of longterm climate variations and extreme weather conditions
on water quality; (3) identify possible sources of nitrate
among the four sampling sites. The ultimate goal of this
research is to create a baseline model for a better understanding of how the aquifer responds to recharge events
and potential contamination.

Hydrologic Setting

The Browning Ranch lies within a locality with several
features of importance bearing the name “Honeycut”,
which is in part due to an 1836 land grant to James Roland Hunnicutt. The misnomer “Honeycut” is due to
misspellings on subsequent surveys (Knott and Chusid,
2003). This title has been given to the formation, creek,
and spring that reside within the ranch. These creeks in
the ranch serve a drainage basin locally known as the
1,240-acre Honeycut Hollow watershed, which is part of
the larger Pedernales River Basin.
Eleven springs are found in the C.L. Browning Ranch.
Honeycut Spring is the largest and has never been known
to run dry, even during periods of drought. Additionally,
Honeycut Spring discharges from a lower formation than
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Figure 1. Map of the Pedernales River Basin
within the Texas Hill Country. The Browning
Ranch, southwest of Johnson City, rests within
the Honeycut Hollow Creek watershed just
south of the Pedernales River.
other springs in the ranch, residing in the Cow Creek
Limestone. Honeycut Creek flows across the Honeycut Spring Location, running south to north, which traverses through the Glen Rose Limestone, Hensell Sand,
and Cow Creek Limestone formations. Four ephemeral
creeks feed the Honeycut Creek: Turkey Creek, Red Tail
Creek, Rock Creek, and Walnut Creek.
The Glen Rose Limestone caps the elevated area of the
ranch, with a six-to-nine-foot layer of Hensell Sand Formation underneath. The Honeycut Creek flows through
the ranch, creating a subtle valley that cuts through the
Hensell Sand Formation to expose the Cow Creek Limestone to the north. The Glen Rose Limestone, Hensell
Sand Formation, and Cow Creek Limestone all fall
within the Trinity Aquifer (Barnes, 1986). This erosion continues into the Marble Falls Limestone of the
Marble Falls Aquifer, exposing a small confining bed of
Mississippian and Devonian rocks, and finally into the
Honeycut Formation. This final formation lies within the
karstic Ellenburger – San Saba aquifer (TWDB 1990a
and 1990b) (Figure 2).
The local formations yield very small to moderate quantities of fresh to slightly saline wells in most of the county, while the Honeycut Formation’s presence of dolomite
may contribute to higher levels of magnesium. Larger
saline yields within the Glen Rose Limestone may be
from the massive basal limestone, which contains solution channels carrying large quantities of water (Follett,
1974). Within the Trinity Aquifer region, the Hensell

The Piper diagram is an effective graphic representation
of water chemistry to display dissolved constituents in
water. Relative concentrations of anions and cations for
these water samples are shown in the Piper diagram (Figure 4). For cations, the dominant ions are Ca2+ and Mg2+.
While for anions, the dominant ion is HCO3–. However,
there is a trend towards SO42– during heavy precipitation
events (Figure 4).

Discussion

Figure 2. C.L. Browning Ranch and the
prominent formations within its boundaries
including four sampling sites. In addition to
the sites at the Honeycut Creek (green) and
Honeycut Spring (blue), there are two tributary
sampling sites: Tributary 1 (yellow) within Turkey
Creek and Tributary 2 (red) within Rock Creek.
Sand is comprised of weakly cemented clay, quartz, and
calcareous sand (Inden, 1974).
The broad upland area to the south contributes and directs
flow from the Glen Rose, underlain by the Hensell, downward and laterally towards the Honeycut Creek and finally
into the Pedernales River. This recharge would include
rainwater infiltration along the Turkey, Red Tail, Rock,
and Walnut creeks with a small amount of water infiltrating through the soil, subsoil, and bedrock of the uplands.

Major ions were measured for the Honeycut Spring, the
Honeycut Creek in the upstream of the spring, and the
two tributaries further upstream from the spring. The
ions include fluoride, chloride, nitrite, bromide, nitrate,
phosphate, sulfate, lithium, sodium, ammonium, potassium, magnesium, calcium, strontium, and barium.
With no recent livestock or agriculture use, contaminant levels are expected to be low, with trace constituents linked most likely to vegetation recovery and
abundance of wildlife in the ranch or from geological
formations. Within each sampling site, major ions were
compared at individual levels in comparison to water
quality standards.

Geochemistry and Isotope Data

Groundwater flows through geological materials when
moving from recharge to discharge areas. Along this flow
path, dissolution, precipitation, and ion-exchange processes occur. Ionic concentrations depend on the composition
of the precipitation, geological structure and mineralogy
of aquifer formations and contact time with aquifer host
rocks (Andre et al., 2005). As such, hydrogeochemical
compositions of groundwater can be useful in understanding the origin and history of groundwater flow.
Water isotope values (Figure 3) are nearly constant, with
no response to precipitation. This is most likely due to
long underground residence times while mixing within
established reservoirs. The deuterium excess values of
the spring and creek water samples are close to 10‰,
which may indicate little evaporation during precipitation and groundwater movement.

Figure 3. Isotope values for four sampling sites
spanning March 2017 to October 2019.

Figure 4. Piper diagram for the four sampling
sites; April 2017 to February 2019.
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Utilizing water quality regulations all tested ions were
compared against maximum contaminant level goal
(MCLG), maximum contaminant level (MCL), and secondary maximum contaminant levels (SMCL). While
fluoride, chloride, and nitrate were all present within the
sampling sites, levels did not meet or surpass water quality regulations (Table 1).
Peak level of sulfate within the Honeycut Spring were
present from June 2018 to October 2018, with a maximum of 436.68 mg/L, which is over the SMCL of
250 mg/L. While this time does correspond with high
precipitation, sulfate concentrations did not rise significantly during other comparable precipitation events. A
single peak level of barium was observed at Honeycut
Spring in March 2019, with all other sampling times
showing non-detectable barium levels. Water quality regulations enforce MCLG of 2 mg/L for barium
in drinking water. SMCL total dissolved solid (TDS)
of 500 mg/L is recommended for drinking water. Two
samples from the Honeycut Spring during April 2017,
523 mg/L, and September 2018, 707 mg/L surpasses the
SMCL. These high TDS levels occurred during a month
of low and high precipitation, respectively (Table 2).
Calcium and Magnesium are dominant cations in most
groundwater and contribute to water “hardness” (Gurdak
et al., 2002). Nitrate and sulfate follow closely to TDS
levels across all sampling sites (Figure 5).

Precipitation and Discharge Levels

TDS responds to precipitation events, with some lag
time. The discharge of Honeycut Spring reached its
minimum level in September 2018, corresponding to the

Table 1. Average, maximum, and minimum
observed levels of fluoride, chloride, nitrite,
nitrate, and sulfate of the four sampling
sites against national primary drinking water
regulations (U.S. EPA, 2009). Concentrations
below the detection limit are listed “na”.
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Table 2. Average, maximum, and minimum
observed levels of barium, calcium,
magnesium, and TDS against national primary
drinking water regulations (U.S. EPA, 2009).
Concentrations below the detection limit are
listed “na”.
maximum of TDS - 707 mg/L. However, During May
2019, a month of high precipitation, TDS levels did not
rise significantly until August 2019 during a monthly of
low precipitation low (Figure 6).
Discharge does not have a fast response to precipitation,
though a long period of “lag” could be present for Honeycut Creek.
Peaks of discharge are present during low levels of precipitation, and periods of greatest magnitude between
discharge and precipitation are not consistent (Figure 7).

Conclusions

Honeycut Hollow Creek and tributaries are Ca-MgHCO3– types, while the Honeycut Hollow Spring is
Ca-Mg-HCO3– type and shifts to Ca-Mg-SO42– type in
response to increased precipitation. This shift may be
caused by the dissolution of gypsum layers in the lower
Glen Rose formation. Water isotope values are nearly
constant with no response to precipitation due to long
underground residence time while mixing within established reservoirs.
The discharges of Honeycut Hollow Creek and Honeycut Hollow Spring do not respond to local precipitation. Minimal flow was observed during the wettest
periods of the year. Spring sulfate levels increased
after intense precipitation events which are likely
caused by interaction with gypsum beds or gypsiferous limestone.

Figure 5. Concentrations of nitrate and sulfate of sampling sites in comparison to TDS from April
2018 to September 2019.

Figure 6. Precipitation levels (blue) against TDS for Honeycut Spring (red line) over the period of
March 2018 to October 2019.

Figure 7. Precipitation levels (blue) against discharge of Honeycut Spring (green) and Honeycut
Creek (purple) over the period of October 2018 to September 2019.
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Abstract

The City of Austin Watershed Protection Department
(WPD) in Austin, Texas maintains a spill response plan
to protect Barton Springs, one of the largest springs in the
state that also functions as a municipal swimming pool,
endangered species habitat, and well-studied karst research site. From December 18–20, 2018, three discrete
sediment plumes of unknown origin emerged from Main
Barton Spring and Eliza Spring, presenting an atypical
spill scenario. Unlike the majority of spills, where staff
respond to a known location, pollutant, and spill volume, WPD responders and staff at the Barton Springs
Edwards Aquifer Conservation District (BSEACD) had
to work backward from evidence at the springs to identify the plumes’ source.
Of the four springs that make up the Barton Springs
Complex, the highest turbidity was observed at Main
Barton and Eliza Springs, which narrowed the source
to the Manchaca groundwater basin based on previous
regional groundwater traces. The concentrated spikes in
turbidity associated with each plume indicated minimal
dispersion and thus a source relatively near the springs.
The white color of the plume on the 19th was typical of
either construction runoff or bentonite grout used in well
installation. No significant rainfall had occurred in the
days prior to the event, and the plumes were not typical
of storm responses. Following these lines of evidence,
the source was identified as nearby drilling of a residential geothermal heat pump well system located approximately 1,250 meters from Main Barton Spring. The tim-

ing of the plumes correlated to voids encountered and
well grouting as noted by the driller during initial discussions on site, yielding approximately a 315–415 meter/hour (1,030–1,360 feet/hour) groundwater velocity:
within the range of velocities documented by groundwater tracing. Following this incident, WPD and BSEACD
officials updated drilling protocols and communication
procedures regarding future drilling projects in the area
to improve WPD’s ability to respond quickly to similar
events in the future.
Because the sediment plumes only increased turbidity
for short periods (no other parameters were affected) and
posed no other significant threat to the health and safety
of humans or the resident endangered salamanders, the
incident presented unique opportunities to (1) test our
Barton Springs Spill Response Plan readiness, (2) gather
data similar to a groundwater tracing study, and (3) improve the Barton Springs Spill Response Plan and update
drilling and notification protocols between overlapping
regulatory agencies.

Introduction

At approximately 12:45 on December 19, 2018, one of
the lifeguards at Barton Springs sent a photo of the rapidly-turning-white pool to WPD’s lead salamander biologist. Several representatives from the department made
their way to the pool to investigate the cloudy white
plume (Figure 1) and check on the welfare of the salamanders. A quick check of 15-minute field parameters
that are collected continuously at Main Barton Spring
16TH SINKHOLE CONFERENCE
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Figure 1. Drone footage of the white sediment
plume (Plume 2) in Barton Springs Pool on
December 19, 2018 (Bradshaw, 2018).
revealed that all parameters were within typical ranges
except for turbidity, which had quickly risen to significantly higher concentrations than had been observed as a
result of natural events.
The lifeguards informed WPD personnel on site that
there had been a reddish-brown high turbidity discharge
the previous evening as well. The recorded field parameters showed that turbidity had risen roughly three times
as high during that event (Plume 1) as during the white
plume that was quickly circulating throughout the pool
(Plume 2). The cloudy water stopped discharging from
the springs as quickly as it had begun. While WPD was
still searching for the source of Plumes 1 and 2 on December 20, 2018, a third plume emerged from the spring
at approximately the same time of day as Plume 2 had
on the 19th. Plume 3 was brown. These events garnered
much local concern for the city’s most popular swimming hole which is remarkably clear under normal circumstances (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Barton Springs Pool is clear under
typical conditions.
middle of which comprises much of south Austin and is
referred to as the Barton Springs segment of the Edwards
Aquifer (BSEA) (Figure 3). The aquifer becomes saline
deeper and east of the confined zone, where flow paths
are more stagnant and residence times are longer.
The major discharge point for the BSEA is Barton
Springs, the largest spring in Austin and the 4th largest
in Texas (Brune, 2002). The BSEA primarily recharges
from the streams that flow across the Edwards Group
(Figure 4) south of the Colorado River in Austin: Barton, Williamson, Slaughter, Bear, Little Bear, and Onion
Creeks, with the Blanco River also contributing under
lower aquifer conditions (Smith et al., 2012; Johnson et

This paper describes the forensic approach taken by the
City of Austin and regulatory partners in determining the
source of these discharges and explores how communication has been strengthened and response protocols updated as a result of this event.

Hydrogeologic Setting & Background

The Edwards Aquifer is a major karst aquifer that extends across central and southwest Texas along the
Balcones Fault Zone. The aggressively weathered, lateCretaceous Edwards Formation outcrops along the fault
zone, generally dipping to the southeast where it is confined by the overlying Del Rio Formation. It is divided
regionally by groundwater divides into 3 segments, the
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Figure 3. Barton Springs Edwards Aquifer in
and near Austin, Texas.

complex is habitat for two federally endangered salamanders: the Barton Springs Salamander (Eurycea sosorum) and the Austin Blind Salamander (Eurycea waterlooensis). The springs are important for regional water
resources and contribute up to 20% of the downstream
discharge in the Colorado River, the largest surface water body in Austin. The municipal swimming pool is a
popular and economically important recreation center,
attracting nearly one million paid visitors in 2018 (fees
are only collected during high season). Because of the
important services it provides and its inherent sensitivity
to potential contamination, the springs complex has been
well-studied for several decades.

Figure 4. Groundwater flow paths and basins
as determined by over 20 years of ongoing
aquifer tracing studies (from Zappitello and
Johns, 2018b).
al., 2012). Water entering the aquifer through features in
these creeks either saturates the matrix material in the
aquifer or flows through the conduit system to discharge
at the Barton Springs Complex or Cold Spring.
The Barton Springs complex consists of four major
springs discharging from the Edwards Aquifer: Main
Barton Spring, Eliza Spring, Old Mill Spring, and Upper Spring. Main Barton Spring discharges into the pool;
Eliza Spring is north of the pool and surrounded by a
historical amphitheater which the public can view but
not enter; Old Mill Spring is downstream and east of the
pool and also surrounded by a historical amphitheater
kept private from the public; and Upper Spring discharges into Barton Creek upstream of the pool. The springs

Decades of Data
WPD, in collaboration with regulatory partners, has established and maintained a groundwater tracing program
since 1996 (Hauwert et al., 2004; Hunt et al., 2005; Smith
et al., 2006; Hauwert, 2009; Smith et al., 2012; Hauwert,
2012; Hunt et al., 2013; Zappitello and Johns, 2018a).
The tracing program has provided detailed flow path and
groundwater velocity data. This information has allowed
the BSEA to be further subdivided into three groundwater basins that flow to different springs in the Barton
Springs complex and Cold Spring (Figure 4). Groundwater in the Cold Spring Basin flows to Cold Spring on
the south bank of the Colorado River, approximately
3 kilometers northwest of the Barton Springs Complex.
Groundwater in the Sunset Valley Basin discharges from
Upper Spring and, to a lesser extent, from Old Mill
Spring. Groundwater in the Manchaca Basin discharges
from Main Barton, Eliza, and Old Mill Springs, with
Old Mill Spring also receiving some influence from the
saline zone. Groundwater velocities vary depending on
aquifer conditions and drought cycles, but tracer arrival
times usually range from hours to days depending on the
injection site, sometimes weeks during drought.
In addition to the tracing work that has been done, the
City of Austin has collected physicochemical parameters
on a 15-minute interval since 1993. The United States
Geological Survey (USGS) has collected this data continuously on behalf of the City since 2007 and makes
it available in near real-time (hourly uploads) on their
website. Parameters collected include specific conductance, dissolved oxygen, turbidity, temperature, pH, and
discharge (determined by a rating curve corresponding
to the level in a nearby well). This data has proven invaluable in revealing how the springs, and thus the aqui16TH SINKHOLE CONFERENCE
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fer, behave under different conditions including drought,
rapid recharge following rain events, and even lowering
the water level in the pool for cleaning.
Armed with this knowledge about aquifer function and
response, WPD maintains a catastrophic spill response
plan for incidents in the Barton Springs Zone.
Barton Springs Spill Response Plan
The City of Austin has robust programs in place for the
investigation and mitigation of pollution discharges to waterways throughout the city, with staff performing approximately 1,250 investigations each year. The oldest is the
Spill Response Program, which began in 1987 and was
expanded in 1990 to meet the requirements of Phase I of
the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (40
CFR 122, 124). This program investigates all discharges
of pollution throughout the City’s jurisdiction, seeking
compliance and mitigation for any illegal activities.
A specific plan for spill response in the Barton Springs
Zone was developed in 2003. At the time, the entire
known habitat of the endangered salamanders was limited
to the four springs within the Barton Springs Complex.
As a result, the City was required to obtain and maintain
a 10(a)(1)(B) incidental take permit with the US Fish and
Wildlife Service (PRT-839031). Measure No. 36 of the
permit states “The City will, in concurrence with the Service, develop a catastrophic spill response plan for Barton
Springs…This plan will address spill prevention, containment, remediation, and salamander rescue.” The plan
specifically lays out roles and procedures for dealing with
various events which could threaten the habitat and population of salamanders within Barton Springs Pool. Since
initial implementation, the plan has gone through multiple
revisions and updates to incorporate aquifer information
gained from groundwater tracing and other research. Recommended courses of action vary depending on pollutant
type, spill volume, and discharge at Barton Springs, which
is an indicator of groundwater velocity and thus contaminant transport time.

Forensic Investigation

Given that the alert received by WPD was a photo of
Plume 2 sent to the Salamander Team Lead’s smartphone, the initial response involved mobilizing to Barton
Springs with available sample bottles, a multiparameter
water quality sonde, and a chlorine analyzer. Due to the
unknown nature and source of the plume, the pool was
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closed to the public and all swimmers were asked to
leave, after which point the first priority was to ensure
the safety of the endangered salamanders, or to begin a
rescue if they were in danger. Chlorine was not detected,
and all other field parameters aside from turbidity were
within typically observed ranges. WPD staff examined
salamanders and their behavior at the more easily accessed habitat in Eliza Spring (where white sediment was
also discharging) and observed salamanders swimming,
seemingly unaffected by their cloudy environment, indicating that an immediate rescue would not be necessary.
Initial Response and Gathering Evidence
Once swimmers had been evacuated from the pool and
the immediate health of the salamanders had been verified, WPD staff visited the other springs in the complex
to determine which ones were impacted by the white
sediment. As already stated, Eliza Spring was discharging white sediment like Main Spring, in visually similar
concentrations (Zappitello et al., 2019). Old Mill Spring
appeared minimally affected, and Upper Spring was
completely unaffected, thus ruling out the Cold Spring
and Sunset Valley Basins as potential source areas for
the sediment. The (visually) lower turbidity at Old Mill
Spring indicated the source of the sediment was closer to
the Main Spring conduit flow path than the areas on the
eastern edge of the confined zone near the saline zone.
With the potential search area somewhat narrowed based
on this information, WPD Water Quality Compliance
specialists first contacted Austin Water to determine if
there were any active water main breaks in the area.
They then worked with the City’s Development Services
Department (DSD) to obtain information on all active
construction sites within the area of interest, since the
white color of Plume 2 resembled either construction site
runoff or well grout at first glance. However, no rain had
fallen in the days preceding Plumes 1 and 2, so construction runoff without an associated leak or misuse of water
on-site was not a leading theory. DSD agreed to send
out inspectors to assist the WPD staff in investigating
these sites. WPD Water Quality Compliance staff also
checked the creeks in the recharge zone for evidence of
high turbidity flow entering the aquifer and canvassed
nearby neighborhoods for signs of drilling or construction activity.
Shortly after all four springs in the complex had been
checked for sediment, water discharging from Main

Barton Spring began to clear, although the sediment
suspended in the pool continued to circulate for several
hours. WPD hydrogeologists used this time to examine
the past 24 hours of data collected by the USGS sonde
and develop a more directed search plan to find the
source of the plume. This information was used to create
a map assigning search areas to WPD and DSD staff for
the following day.
Turbidity Concentrations in Barton Springs
Turbidity in Barton Springs Pool typically hovers around
1.4 Formazin Nephelometric Units (FNU) under baseflow conditions. Plume 2 turbidity peaked at 28.4 FNU
when WPD staff were present, but during review of the
recorded turbidity data it became apparent that Plume 1
the previous evening had been even more concentrated,
with turbidity peaking at 79 FNU (Figure 5). Lifeguards
on duty the evening of December 18th had taken photos
of Plume 1 and provided them to WPD staff when they
were on site responding to Plume 2 the following day.
The first and larger plume had been brown in color rather than the white sediment from Plume 2 that was still
circulating in the pool. WPD staff were also present on
December 20th when Plume 3 discharged into the pool,
peaking at 11.2 FNU while the search for the sediment
source was still underway. Plume 3 was brown in color,
similar to Plume 1, suggesting that these discharges were
discrete releases of different materials and not natural
phenomena.
Turbidity increases at Barton Springs are typically the
result of storm events, but there had been no recent rainfall in the days preceding the sediment plumes, and the
sediment plume responses did not mimic the physicochemical responses observed following storms. During
storms when the aquifer is rapidly recharged by runoff,
(1) the specific conductance at the springs drops as a result of fresher water diluting the mineralized water that
has been in storage, and (2) the turbidity rises as a result
of the increased sediment loads carried by storm runoff
entering the aquifer. Turbidity measured in the pool during these events rarely rises above 10 FNU except when
Barton Creek floods the pool to such an extent that the
cave where the multiparameter probe is housed becomes
inundated with flood water (a rare occurrence).
No change in specific conductance was observed during
any of the three plume discharges. A heavy rainfall event
several days after Plume 3 (Figure 5) illustrates a typical

spring response to rapid recharge of storm runoff; specific conductance dropped due to the influx of freshwater,
and turbidity rose due to sediment-laden runoff entering
the aquifer through recharge features. The recovery for
both specific conductance and turbidity following the
storm took days, with turbidity returning to baseline levels more quickly than specific conductance.
During storms like the one that occurred a few days after
the sediment discharges, the highly turbid creek water
entering the aquifer through karst features carries increased concentrations of nonpoint source pollutants. In
order to enhance the quality of water entering the aquifer, BSEACD maintains an automated intake structure
for the largest capacity recharge cave in the area, Antioch
Cave on Onion Creek (Smith and Hunt, 2017). To limit
pollutant loads into this feature, the structure’s valves
close automatically when turbidity in Onion Creek exceeds 100 Nephelometric Turbidity Units (NTU), then
reopen when the turbidity drops back below 50 NTU.
Measurements at Antioch Cave to enable the valves’
operation also provide a record of turbidity in Onion
Creek, which contributes the highest fraction of recharge
to the aquifer of the six creeks crossing the recharge zone
(Slade et al., 1986). Turbidity is reported in both FNU
and NTU in this paper because, although the units NTU
and FNU are functionally equal, they are measured using
different instrumentation.

Figure 5. Turbidity and Specific Conductance
Responses in Barton Springs. Turbidity
responses to the three sediment plumes in
contrast with a typical turbidity and specific
conductance response to a large storm event
(rainfall totals of 5–9.5 cm or 2–3.75 inches)
several days later.
16TH SINKHOLE CONFERENCE
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As shown for two recent storm events in Figure 6, the turbidity concentration response at Main Barton Spring under high flow conditions is on the order of 0.5–1% of the
turbidity in Onion Creek during flooding, assuming these
are representative responses. The slightly higher turbidity
spike early on May 4, 2019 is a result of the most significant flood at Barton Springs Pool in 90 years and includes
a brief period of measuring Barton Creek floodwaters
entering the pool with enough force to circulate against
spring flow into the cave where the multiparameter probe
is housed. If this period is excluded, none of the spring
turbidity responses to these storms at Main Barton exceed
the values measured during the December 2018 sediment
plumes. Further note that the turbidity recovery following
these storm events occurs over days rather than over hours
as observed following the sediment plumes.

servations of natural turbidity responses. This is evident
in the relatively gradual arrival and departure of the turbidity response to the storms in Figures 5 and 6 above.
Even when material is introduced rapidly, such as dye
injected during groundwater tracing, dye injected at sites
farther from the springs or away from conduit flow paths
disperses and takes longer to flush through the system.
Figure 7 shows how dye injected into a feature 23.7 km
(14.75 mi) from Barton Springs took hours to peak once
detected and then days to return to baseline concentrations.

Limited Dispersion from Source to Spring
Discharge at the springs was approximately 2.83 m3/s
(100 ft3/s) during the event, which is above average. Under high aquifer conditions, groundwater velocities up to
495 m/hr (7.4 mi/day) have been documented by tracing
(Smith et al., 2006), indicating a release at a site several
kilometers away could still arrive at the springs within
a day. However, a nearer source seemed likely to WPD
hydrogeologists based on the swift arrival and abrupt
dissipation of the plumes.

Plume Arrival Times
Assuming that these sediment discharges were generated nearby and during typical working hours (assumed
to be anywhere from approximately 7:00 to 18:00), the
likely source area could be further narrowed. Plume 1 arrived at approximately 20:15, indicating that the source
of the release was likely at least 2 hours away assuming
no work was done after 18:00 or so. Similarly, Plumes 2
and 3 arrived at 12:45 and 13:00, respectively, indicating
that the source of the discharge was likely no more than
6 hours away, assuming based on the limited dispersion
of the sediment within the aquifer that the releases had
occurred on the same day they arrived at the springs.
Spatially, this made it most likely that the source was
0.5 km–3 km from Main Barton Spring.

Minimal dispersion indicated that the source was most
likely nearby and anthropogenic based on previous ob-

On December 20, 2018, WPD staff returned to Barton
Springs Pool shortly before 12:45, the time that Plume 2

Figure 6. Storm Turbidity Responses in Onion
Creek and Main Barton Spring. Turbidity
Responses in Main Barton Spring vs. flooding
Onion Creek at Antioch Cave, approximately
25 km (15.5 miles) south of Barton Springs.
Note 100x difference in scale.

Figure 7. Dye Trace Breakthrough Curve and
Recovery. Dye injected into Fenceline Sink on
Little Bear Creek (23.7 km/14.75 mi from Main
Barton Spring) takes days to return to baseline
levels (Zappitello and Johns, 2018a).
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occurred the previous day. When brown sediment began
discharging at approximately the same time (Plume 3) as
Plume 2 had the previous day, it confirmed the likelihood
for investigators that it was related to activity early in the
workday causing impacts a few hours later. Plume 3 was
shorter in duration and lower in turbidity than the previous two, and once again was brown instead of white,
emphasizing for investigators that these were discrete
discharges of different materials. WPD staff suspected at
the time that the different materials may have been drilling mud when brown and bentonite grout used for well
completion when white.
A summary of the principal lines of evidence available to
investigators at the time is provided in Table 1.

Source Location and Justification

Following the release of Plume 3 on December 20th
when many WPD responders were still present at the
pool, a WPD water quality compliance specialist was
canvassing the nearby neighborhood and investigated a
small drill rig operating at a residential construction site.
The location was approximately 1,250 meters southsouthwest of Main Barton Spring (Figure 8).

ber 18th shortly before shutting down for the day. On the
morning of December 19th, they grouted that same well
and had to use more grout than typical for a well of that
size because they kept losing material to the void. They
had also encountered a smaller void while drilling a different well that morning of December 20th.
The timing of these events was consistent with travel
times of 3 to 4 hours. The void on December 18th had
been encountered at some time after 17:00, and Plume
1 arrived at 20:15. The driller’s notes recorded that
grouting on the morning of December 19th began at approximately 9:00, and Plume 2 arrived at Main Barton
Spring at 12:45. The smaller void encountered on the
morning of December 20th was also breached at some
point after 9:00, and Plume 3 arrived at the pool at 13:00.
Straight-line travel times from the residence to Main
Barton Spring would then have been approximately between 315 and 415 m/hour. It is likely, based on when
the plumes arrived at Eliza Spring following arrival at
Main Barton Spring (Eliza Spring is 104 m from Barton
Spring), that the travel time was closer to 3 hours than 4

Conversations with the driller revealed that, during the
previous few days while drilling heat pump wells for a
residential geothermal heating and cooling system, the
crew had encountered a void on the evening of Decem-

Table 1. Summary of available evidence.

Figure 8. Geologic Map of Flow Path from Well
Site to Main Barton Spring. The well site is in the
confined zone approximately 1,250 meters
upgradient from Main Barton Spring.
16TH SINKHOLE CONFERENCE
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(Zappitello et al., 2019). For example, even though the
process of grouting is recorded as having begun at 9:00
on the morning of December 19th, the actual grout may
not have been poured down-hole until some point thereafter, once it had been mixed, and more continued to be
added as it escaped into the conduit.
Although investigators’ original hypothesis for the differences in color between plumes was that drilling mud
was responsible for the brown plumes and grout was responsible for the white plume, investigators learned that
the driller had been using air rotary to drill the wells. The
air rotary method runs air at a high pressure through a
hollow-stem drill bit to return cuttings from the bottom
of a borehole to the surface. Since no mud was used in
this process, the most likely scenario for Plumes 1 and
3 is that when the drill bit broke through into the waterfilled voids, the high air pressure mobilized sediment
that had previously been immobile, or possibly opened a
previously clogged conduit.

Enforcement Actions

All officials present at the residential heat pump well
system site agreed that the drilling activity there was
the likely source of the sediment discharges to Barton
Springs. The DSD Enforcement Coordinator issued a
Stop Work Order to cease all construction activities and
a misdemeanor citation for Discharge of Pollution to a
Waterway on December 20, 2018. The Stop Work Order
was provisionally lifted on December 21, 2018 to allow
the driller and builder to complete the drilling project
under close supervision by BSEACD staff.
Continuation of the project was also contingent on a redesign of the system. The system had been designed for
ten wells 76 m (250 feet) deep. Based on the driller’s
notes and target depths for the geothermal system’s
wells, the total depth of the wells and the void horizon
encountered were both below the elevation of Main Barton Spring (128 meters or 419 feet above mean sea level
(msl)), which is only approximately 66 m (217 feet)
below the elevation of the project site (194 meters or
636 feet msl). The target total depth of the wells easily put them within the zone to intercept conduits within
the aquifer (Figure 9). To limit this risk, drilling was allowed to resume with BSEACD supervision under the
condition that wells were drilled only to a total depth
at least ten feet above the previously encountered void
horizon, which meant that more wells had to be installed
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at the shallower depth to achieve the same level of heat
exchange for the geothermal system.

Conclusions & Implications

The Edwards Aquifer tracing program is critical to understanding the sensitive Barton Springs system and has
given us the knowledge to effectively manage the risks
associated with it being a publicly accessible endangered species habitat surrounded by rapid urbanization.
Information obtained from these studies over the past 23
years was key to finding the source of these plumes in
just over 24 hours after receiving the initial notification.
Furthermore, although this was not a planned tracing
event, the sediment plumes acted as groundwater tracers
and revealed the location of what is likely a major conduit on the primary flow path to Barton Springs.
Continuous collection of 15-minute field parameters at
the spring with access to hourly internet data uploads
proved invaluable in the investigation and response to
this event. Without this data there would have been no
information other than the lifeguards’ photographs for
the first plume, and the full duration of the second plume
would not have been captured. The physicochemical
data allowed scientific characterization of the arrival,
peak, and duration of the sediment discharge to within
+/– 15 minutes.
As a result of this event, the BSEACD worked with
WPD staff to revise guidelines for well drilling in the
BSEA. The revised guidelines apply to all wells permitted by BSEACD in a prioritized management zone
that geologists from both organizations agreed was most

Figure 9. Geologic Cross Section from 1912
Paramount Drive to Main Barton Spring. Cross
section depicting drilled well depths at the site
intercepting the water table.

sensitive to impacts that could affect the springs. These
guidelines include limiting non-production wells such
as the heat pump wells involved in this incident to total
depths above the known water table, prohibiting the use
of drilling techniques that could introduce contaminants
(mud rotary, foam, acidization), and requiring more conservative grouting and well-completion techniques when
grout loss is encountered.
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Abstract

The subsurface hydrogeologic connection between Main
Barton Spring and Eliza Spring has long been known
and assumed due to proximity, geologic structure, presence of unique species, water chemistry, and groundwater tracing studies. Fifteen-minute water quality monitoring data from both springs paired with three accidental
releases of sediment to the aquifer and resulting changes
in spring turbidity provided new information at a higher
resolution than previously available. The turbidity response consistently arrived at Eliza Spring 15 minutes
after the response at Main Barton Spring; however, our
sampling interval was 15 minutes, so the travel time between springs may have been slightly more or less than
15 minutes. The duration of the turbidity pulse was similar at each spring. Sediment is not a traditional groundwater tracing tool, but this event provided a unique
opportunity to compare responses at the two springs.
The 23-year history of aquifer dye tracing in the Barton Springs Segment of the Edwards Aquifer provides
a robust context to evaluate the dynamics between individual springs. Main Barton Spring feeds a popular and
historic municipal pool inhabited by two species of endangered salamanders, the Barton Springs Salamander
and the Austin Blind Salamander. These salamanders are
also observed, typically in greater abundance, at Eliza
Spring. Understanding the aquifer dynamics between the
two springs is important for management of the endangered species habitat.

Introduction

The hydrologic connection between Main Barton Spring
(within Barton Springs pool) and Eliza Spring (23 m
(75 ft) north of the pool) has long been assumed due to
proximity, geologic structure, presence of unique species, water chemistry, geochemical storm responses, and
groundwater tracing studies; however, the hydrogeologic
response between the two springs has not been analyzed
and documented in the literature. Comparing and contrasting physical and chemical water quality parameters
during responses to natural and artificial events, such as
storms and spills, reveals information about the sources
and pathways of water between the two springs.
Main Barton Spring and Eliza Spring are two of four
major orifices of the Barton Springs complex (Figure
1). Barton Springs is the biggest spring in Austin, Texas,
USA, and the major outlet of the Barton Springs Segment of the Edwards Aquifer along with Cold Spring
(Figure 2). Barton Springs and the Edwards Aquifer are
formed in the Cretaceous-age Georgetown Limestone
and underlying Person and Kainer Formations of the Edwards Group of central Texas. Main Barton Spring and
Eliza Spring are located along the same geologic fault,
which is a likely conduit for groundwater flow. Preferential dissolution along faults often creates pathways for
high velocity flow through karst aquifers. Each of the
four spring orifices provides habitat for two species of
endangered salamanders, the Barton Springs Salamander and the Austin Blind Salamander, though Eliza and
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Figure 1. The four major springs that comprise the Barton Springs complex and mapped
locations of geologic faults.
than 20 years (Hauwert et al 2004, Hunt et al 2005, Smith
et al 2006, Smith et al 2012, Hauwert 2012, Hunt et al
2013, Smith et al 2017, Zappitello and Johns 2018). During that time period three groundwater basins (Figure 3)
have been defined which contribute to different portions
of the Barton Springs complex and Cold Springs (Hauwert et al 2004). Main Barton and Eliza have been documented to discharge water from the same groundwater
basin. Tracing samples have been collected from Eliza
Spring at a maximum resolution of once a day and at
Main Barton Spring at a maximum resolution of once an
hour, so a fine-scale comparison of response times at the
two springs was not available.

Figure 2. Location of Barton Springs and the
Barton Springs Segment of the Edwards Aquifer in Austin, Texas.
Main Barton contain the first and second most abundant
populations respectively.
Groundwater dye tracing has been conducted in the Barton Springs Segment of the Edwards Aquifer for more
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A long history of physical and chemical water quality
data is also available for both springs (Turner 2000, Herrington et al 2005, Herrington and Hiers 2010, Mahler
et al 2011, Porras 2014, Porras 2016). Continuous measurement of basic physical and chemical water quality
parameters has occurred using deployable water quality
sondes intermittently at Eliza since 1996, intermittently
at Main Barton from 1993-2007 , and continuously at
Main Barton since 2007. The water chemistry at both
springs has historically been similar, and the data from
Main Barton is often used as a proxy for the conditions
at Eliza. Water quality parameters are typically measured
at 15-minute intervals and include turbidity (a measure-

The current analysis takes advantage of an accidental
release of sediment through the aquifer which reached
both springs and was measured by water quality equipment. On 18–20 December 2018, three separate sediment plumes arrived at Main Barton Spring and Eliza
Spring accompanied by high turbidity measurements.
On 18 December 2018, a brownish muddy discharge at
Barton Springs pool was caused when a void was encountered during drilling for a geothermal heat pump
well (Sydow et al 2019). The next day during grouting
of the borehole, additional material was transported to
the springs and turned the pool a milky white color. The
third day drilling at an adjacent well encountered another void, and a smaller plume of brownish sediment
appeared at Barton Springs pool. The differences at each
spring in sediment release response times are compared
to the differences in geochemical storm response times.

Methods

Turbidity and specific conductance are measured every
15 minutes by sensors on a water quality sonde at each of
the two springs: Main Barton and Eliza. The water quality sonde at Main Barton Spring is maintained and operated by the USGS, and the water quality sonde at Eliza
Spring is maintained and operated by the City of Austin
(COA) Watershed Protection Department (WPD). Data
quality is controlled by a combination of regular equipment calibration and data review by the respective agencies.
Figure 3. Groundwater basins and flowpaths
within the Barton Springs Segment of the
Edwards Aquifer, from Zappitello et al (2019).
Adapted from (Hauwert et al 2004, Hunt et al
2005, Smith et al 2006, Hauwert 2009, Smith et
al 2012, Hauwert 2012, Hunt et al 2013, Zappitello and Johns 2018).

ment of suspended sediment in the water) and specific
conductance (a measurement related to the dissolved
minerals in the water). Specific conductance is used to
geochemically link storm response from recharging watersheds to karst springs, since the recharging storm water is “fresher” with a lower specific conductance than
the stored aquifer water that contains higher levels of
dissolved minerals due to longer contact with the host
rock. The storm response manifests as a trough in the
measurement of specific conductance.

The sondes at Main Barton Spring and Eliza Spring use
slightly different turbidity sensor designs, as indicated by
the units of measurement. The sensors are similar in that
they both measure scattered light at a 90-degree angle
to the incident light beam, but they use different wavelengths of light to make the measurement (Anderson
2005). The turbidity sensor at Main Barton Spring uses
an infrared or monochrome light with a wavelength of
780-900 nm measured in Formazin Nephelometric Units
(FNU), while the turbidity sensor at Eliza Spring uses a
white or broadband light with a wavelength of 400-680
nm measured in Nephelometric Turbidity Units (NTU).
The sensor used at Eliza Spring is an OTT Hydromet
brand self-cleaning sensor. It is calibrated approximately
once a month following standard procedures outlined
by the manufacturer (OTT Hydromet US, video posted
2011a). The sensor used at Eliza Spring is set to the
Central Time Zone (CT) Network Time Protocol (NTP)
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standard every month during the routine calibration procedure. The sensor used at Main Barton Spring is a YSI
brand self-cleaning sensor 6136. It is calibrated following USGS standard procedures (Wagner et al 2006). The
sensor clock is set two to three minutes ahead of either
iPhone standard time from a cellular network tower or
a USGS networked computer on Central Standard Time
(CST). The different sensor measurements are similar but
not precisely equivalent in magnitude for environmental
samples; however, the timing of the peak and duration of
the measurements are valid parameters for comparison
within the sampling period of 15-minute intervals.
Specific conductance is measured in units of microSiemens per centimeter (uS/cm). At Eliza Spring specific
conductance is measured using an OTT Hydromet Hydrolab conductivity sensor. This sensor uses four graphite
electrodes in an open cell design. It is calibrated approximately once a month following standard procedures outlined by the manufacturer (OTT Hydromet, video posted
2011b). At Main Barton Spring specific conductance is
measured using a YSI conductivity sensor. This sensor
uses four pure-nickel electrodes. It is calibrated following USGS standard procedures (Wagner et al 2006).
Measurements from these different brands of sensors are
assumed to be comparable.

ment (Table 1, Figure 5, Figure 6, Figure 7). The initial
responses occurred at the same time in both springs for
the first pulse, although at a much lower magnitude at
Eliza than at Main Barton (Figure 5), and 15 minutes later at Eliza than at Main Barton for the second and third
pulses of sediment (Figure 6, Figure 7). Peak turbidity is
much greater than that produced by most rain events and
the sharply defined turbidity curve is markedly different
as well; for an example of turbidity produced by a rain
event please see Sydow et al 2019.
The distance between the drilling site and the springs is
approximately 1,250 meters (4,100 ft), and the potential
velocities ranged from 315 to 415 m/hour (1030 to 1360
ft/hr) as estimated by the timing of events at the well
sites and documented impacts at the springs (Sydow et al
2019). At these velocities, water would be able to travel

Results

The initial response and peak measurements of turbidity
serve as indicators of the arrival of the pulse of sediment
(Table 1, Figure 4). The peak turbidity was measured at
Eliza Spring 15 minutes after the peak turbidity measurement at Main Barton Spring for each pulse of sedi-

Date

Eliza Spring

Figure 4. Graph of turbidity measured every
15 minutes at Main Barton Spring and Eliza
Spring showing all three pulses of sediment.
Main Barton Spring

Initial
Response
Time

Peak Time

Peak
Turbidity
(NTU)

Initial
Response
Time

Peak Time

Peak
Turbidity
(FNU)

12/18/2018

20:15

20:45

91.1

20:15

20:30

80.5

12/19/2018

13:00

13:45

36.2

12:45

13:30

28.9

12/20/2018

13:15

13:30

10.0

13:00

13:15

11.4

Table 1. Magnitude and time of turbidity peak at Main Barton Spring and Eliza Spring.
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79 to 104 m (260 to 340 ft) in 15 minutes. Eliza Spring is
104 m (340 ft) away from Main Barton Spring.

Figure 5. Pulse one on the evening of
12/18/2018: graph of turbidity measured every
15 minutes at Main Barton Spring and Eliza
Spring.

The response of each spring to storm events is another
indication of the hydrologic connection between the two
springs. The storm response on 10 September 2018 as
captured by the troughs in specific conductance had a lag
time between the two springs ranging from 30 minutes
to 1.25 hours (Figure 8). The September storm fell over
the watersheds of Williamson Creek, Onion Creek, and
intervening creeks (Figure 9) with two separate peaks in
rain fall. The multiple troughs in specific conductance
are likely due to the two storm peaks and recharging water from the different creeks across the recharge zone.
In July 2018 the difference in the response time was 1.5
hours for each of two separate storms (Figure 10). The
July storms were more focused over the watershed of
Williamson Creek (Figure 11). Over the recharge zone,
Williamson Creek ranges from 5.8 to 9.1 km (3.5 – 5.7
mi) away from Barton Springs, and Onion Creek ranges
from 22.5 to 30 km (14.0 – 18.7 mi) away from Barton Springs (Figure 3). Other recharging creeks include
Barton Creek, Slaughter Creek, Bear Creek, Little Bear
Creek, and sometimes the Blanco River (during dryer
low-flow conditions, Smith et al 2012).

Discussion
Figure 6. Pulse two on the afternoon of
12/19/2018: graph of turbidity measured every
15 minutes at Main Barton Spring and Eliza
Spring.

Figure 7. Pulse three on the afternoon of
12/20/2018: graph of turbidity measured every
15 minutes at Main Barton Spring and Eliza
Spring.

Comparing the timing and duration of the sediment
plume at the two springs provides insight into the relationship between the springs. The highest turbidity value
consistently arrived at Eliza Spring 15 minutes after the
highest value at Main Barton Spring; however, our sampling interval was 15 minutes, so the time delay may be
between 0-44 min. This indicates that anything traveling
in the water may get to Eliza Spring at the same time
or slightly later than Main Barton Spring and the pool.
Since the aquifer flowpaths are generally south to north,
and Eliza is 340 ft northeast of Main Barton along the
fault, it seems logical for the water to arrive at Main
Barton Spring first. This also indicates that both springs
are fed by at least one common conduit. The duration of
the pulse of material was similar at each spring, about 2
hours for the first and second pulses and one hour and
15 minutes for the third pulse, so the water source containing the sediment affected each spring for a similar
amount of time.
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Figure 8. September 2018 geochemical storm response at Eliza Spring and Main Barton Spring as
characterized by troughs in specific conductance.
past studies was at most once a day at Eliza Spring and
once an hour at Main Barton Spring. Examining arrival
times and transport dynamics of the sediment that arrived at the springs in December required no additional
or special sampling since the 15-minute water quality
sampling was already ongoing and included turbidity.
Sediment is not a traditional groundwater tracing tool;
however, this event provided an opportunity to compare
responses to an acting tracer at the two springs at the
higher resolution 15-minute timescale for the first time.

Figure 9. 9 September 2018 rainfall totals for
watersheds over the contributing and recharge zones of the Barton Springs Segment
of the Edwards Aquifer. ONI = Onion Creek,
WMS = Williamson Creek.
The sediment and turbidity pulses provide valuable data
for comparing Main Barton Spring with Eliza Spring
in the context of past groundwater tracing studies. Past
studies using nontoxic artificial tracers have identified
similar water sources (as outlined in the Manchaca
groundwater basin) contributing to both springs (Hauwert 2004); however, the resolution of sampling during
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Eliza Spring is 104 m (340 ft) away from Main Barton
Spring, so water moving between the two springs in 15
minutes would be traveling at approximately 415 m/
hour (1360 ft/hour). Velocities of groundwater movement measured during previous groundwater tracing experiments range from 11 to 488 m/hour (35 to 1600 ft/
hour) (Johnson et al 2012, Smith et al 2006). The speed
of groundwater movement within the Barton Springs
Segment of the Edwards Aquifer varies due to aquifer
levels and the overall amount of water in the aquifer. The
discharge at Barton Springs as measured by the USGS is
frequently used as a relative scale for the aquifer level.
Barton Springs discharge on 18-20 December 2018 was
2.8 cubic meters/second (cms) (100 cubic feet per second (cfs)), which was relatively high; the median dis-

Figure 10. July 2018 geochemical storm response at Eliza Spring and Main Barton Spring as characterized by troughs in specific conductance.
Barton Springs discharge was 2.4 cms (86 cfs) (Hauwert et al 2004, Zappitello and Johns 2018). A velocity of
water moving between the two springs of approximately
415 m/hour (1360 ft/hour) is plausible and is at the upper end of the velocities estimated by the timing of the
geotechnical drilling and arrival of sediment at Barton
Springs pool. At 315-415 m/hour (1030-1360 ft/hr), the
water would take 15 to 20 minutes to travel the 104 m
(340 ft) between the springs.

Figure 11. 4-9 July 2018 rainfall totals for
watersheds over the contributing and
recharge zones of the Barton Springs Segment
of the Edwards Aquifer. WMS = Williamson
Creek.
charge for that time of year is about 1.6 cms (56 cfs).
Groundwater tracing from one site on Onion Creek
has demonstrated a range of velocities under differing
groundwater conditions: ranging from 54 m/hour (178
ft/hour) in August 2000 when Barton Springs discharge
was 0.8 cms (28 cfs) to 288 m/hour (946 ft/hour) when

The turbidity response provides insight into the aquifer
dynamics between Eliza Spring and Main Barton Spring
during baseflow conditions. The timing and magnitude
of storm responses at the two springs provides insight
into the aquifer dynamics during time periods when large
pulses of water are added to the system. The response at
Eliza Spring consistently mirrors the response at Main
Barton Spring with a slight delay. The delay in the storm
response varied between 30 minutes and 1.5 hours for
storms in July and September 2018. The variation in the
time delay may be due to the distances that the water
travels underground combined with the speed at which
the water is flowing through the aquifer during different
conditions. The highest volume and speed of water flow
through the karstic Barton Springs segment of the Edwards Aquifer occurs in caves and conduits, so variation
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in the time delay may also be due to different conduits
traveled by at least some stormwater as compared to the
single conduit intercepted during the well drilling.
Since the water quality measurements at Main Barton
Spring are posted hourly to the internet, it is a valuable
time-sensitive indicator of conditions both at Barton
Springs pool and at Eliza Spring. Knowing that Eliza
Spring responds to substances being transported through
the aquifer within +/- 15 minutes of Main Barton Spring
at the pool is important for the management of this
spring system. The Barton Springs complex is actively
managed as habitat for two species of endangered salamanders, the Barton Springs Salamander and the Austin
Blind Salamander, with Eliza Spring and Main Barton
Spring as the most populated springs within the complex. The proximity of these two springs along with the
aquifer-dwelling nature of the salamanders has prompted speculation about the nature of the subterranean connection between the two springs. Based on these results,
water quality measurements from Main Barton Spring
can continue to be used as a proxy for water quality
and habitat concerns at Eliza Spring. Water entering the
aquifer may arrive slightly sooner at Main Barton than at
Eliza, and the lead time may vary depending on aquifer
conditions, distance from the water source to the springs,
and whether the water follows a conduit flowpath.

Recommendations

To find out exactly how much longer it takes groundwater to arrive at Eliza Spring than Main Barton Spring,
additional sampling at smaller time intervals such as
one-minute or five-minute intervals would be required.
Evaluating response times at shorter time intervals would
require precise synchronization of equipment clocks at
both springs. Additional physicochemical analyses, for
example applying statistical methods to characterize water chemistry responses to storms, are planned to evaluate similarities and differences between Eliza Spring and
Main Barton Spring.
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Abstract

Hays County is experiencing some of the highest growth
rates in the country, and groundwater is the primary option for water in the county. One spring in the study area,
Jacob’s Well, experiences periodic cessation of flow due
to a combination of drought and pumping from nearby
water-supply wells. Jacob’s Well is important for ecological and water resources of the region. A springshed
delineation study was conducted at the request of the local groundwater conservation district to identify the geographic area where strategies to protect flow at Jacob’s
Well from excessive pumping would be most effective.
Many methods have been derived to set protection areas for water-supply wells, springs, and aquifers in karst
settings. Much of the flow to Jacob’s Well emanates
from a large phreatic cave passage with over a mile of
surveyed passages in the Cow Creek Limestone of the
Middle Trinity Aquifer. The aquifer has varying degrees
of karst development with conduit, fracture, and diffuse
flow components. In this study we relied upon geologic
structure maps, potentiometric maps, hydrographs, and

a variety of water-balance analyses. Ultimately, the data
indicated that the Jacob’s Well springshed boundaries
were best explained by the watershed boundaries for
Cypress Creek, generally upgradient of the spring. This
information was used to delineate a groundwater management zone, which was then recommended to the local
groundwater conservation district and a local stakeholder group. Using the springshed delineation, rules have
been drafted by the groundwater conservation district to
limit increases in permitted pumping, to further restrict
the amount of groundwater pumped during drought, and
to protect springflow. This springshed delineation could
also be used to develop rules or actions to protect the
aquifer and Jacob’s Well from sources of contamination.

Introduction

Hays County, which is situated between Austin and San
Antonio, Texas, is experiencing some of the highest
population growth rates in the country. With very little
surface water available, Hays County depends heavily
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on the Edwards and Trinity Aquifers. In the western portions of the county, where there is no Edwards groundwater, the dominant sources of water are the Trinity
Aquifers with the Middle Trinity Aquifer being the most
prolific. The study area is part of the state-designated
Priority Groundwater Management Area, an area expected to experience groundwater availability problems.
The State of Texas preserves and protects groundwater
resources by enabling local management of pumping
through groundwater conservation districts. The Hays
Trinity Groundwater Conservation District (HTGCD)
covers the western portion of Hays County and the study
area is located entirely within the district’s boundaries.
Most wells in the study area are small-capacity domestic
and ranch wells and are exempt from regulation. Largercapacity wells, which can be regulated, are mainly for
municipal and irrigation use. Larger-capacity wells are
estimated to pump 50% of the total annual volume within
HTGCD, with the remainder pumped from exempt (domestic) wells. The current and anticipated increases in
demand for groundwater and the resulting impacts are of

concern to the groundwater districts, Hays County government, and to the users of the aquifers. Impacts from
pumping on springs, such as Jacob’s Well (JW, Figure
1), affect the ecology of the springs, creeks, and rivers,
as they change from perennial to intermittent flow. In addition, springflow sustains river flow and ultimately recharge to the downstream Edwards Aquifer. Endangered
species at Barton and San Marcos Springs within the Edwards Aquifer could be impacted from reduced recharge
(Smith et al., 2018).
This study was conducted, in part, to advise the HTGCD
about the hydrogeologic boundaries that could delineate
a springshed for Jacob’s Well for regulatory purposes. If
HTGCD establishes a groundwater management zone in
the springshed of Jacob’s Well, this portion of the Middle
Trinity Aquifer could be managed differently than other
portions of the aquifer. Those efforts could minimize impacts to the flow at Jacob’s Well in addition to the ecology and recharge to the Edwards Aquifer.

Hydrogeologic Setting

The study area includes central and western Hays County within the Blanco River watershed (Figures 2 and 3).
Cypress Creek is a tributary watershed of the Blanco
River watershed. The hydrogeologic setting of the study
area has been described in numerous publications including Bluntzer (1992), Wierman et al. (2008), Wierman et al. (2010), Watson et al. (2014), Hunt and Smith
(2010), Hunt et al. (2017), Smith et al. (2015 and 2018a),
and Gary et al. (2019). Figure 4 shows the stratigraphy
of the study area.

Figure 1. Jacob’s Well in the foreground and
view of Cypress Creek looking downstream.
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Geologic units of the of the study area exposed at the surface consist of gently dipping Lower Cretaceous limestone and dolomite (Figure 3). Figure 5 is a cross section showing the stratigraphy of the study area. Except
where remnants of the Edwards Group are present on hill
tops, the dominant uppermost unit present is thin-bedded
limestone and dolomite of the Upper Glen Rose member of the Glen Rose Formation. Where the Upper Glen
Rose has been eroded in the Blanco River and Cypress
Creek watersheds, the Lower Glen Rose is the dominant
surficial unit. The Lower Glen Rose is exposed west of
the Tom Creek Fault and exhibits extensive karst development within the thicker fossiliferous limestone beds
(Figure 3). The Hensel Formation is a thin silty dolomite
unit below the Lower Glen Rose that can behave locally

Figure 2. Geologic map of the region around Jacob’s Well (JW), Pleasant Valley Spring (PVS)
and the Jacob’s Well watershed.

as an aquifer or an aquitard, except where breached with
fractures and dissolution features. The Cow Creek Formation is mostly a grainstone (limestone). The Hammett
Shale separates the Cow Creek from the underlying Sligo and Hosston formations of the Lower Trinity.
The Upper Trinity Aquifer is composed of the Upper
Glen Rose limestone (Figure 4). Where present, the Upper Glen Rose generally consists of shallow perched
water-table aquifers. There are often small seeps and
springs associated with the Upper Glen Rose within the
headwaters of drainages. The underlying Middle Trinity Aquifer is the primary aquifer in the study area and
is composed of the Lower Glen Rose, Hensel, and Cow
Creek formations (Figure 4). The Middle Trinity Aquifer
is the water supply for most of the groundwater production in the study area and is the source of water for Jacob’s Well. The Lower Glen Rose is exposed throughout
much of the study area and is highly karstic. Near Ja-

cob’s Well, the Hensel is a locally confining unit above
the Cow Creek. The Cow Creek is a highly transmissive
and karstic unit and the primary aquifer unit within the
Middle Trinity Aquifer.
Jacob’s Well (Figure 1) is a karst spring with water discharging from the Middle Trinity Aquifer into Cypress
Creek, a tributary to the Blanco River. Jacob’s Well provides baseflow to Cypress Creek, which in turn provides
ecological, hydrological, recreational, and financial benefits to the Wimberley region.
Since 2005, median flow values are less than 85 liters
per second (L/s) (3 cubic feet per second- cfs) (Meadows, 2014). It is estimated that Jacob’s Well historically
provided up to 25 percent of the baseflow to the Blanco
River (Gary et al., 2019). During the drought of record
in the 1950s, springflow was measured at 74 L/s (2.6 cfs)
in March 1955 and estimated at about 5.6 L/s (0.2 cfs) in
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Figure 3. Geologic structure map of the region around Jacob’s Well (JW). Contours intervals are
in feet. 1,000 ft = 305 m.
August 1955 (TBWE, 1960). Over the past 20 years, and
during periods of moderate drought, increases in both
permitted and exempt pumping have resulted in periodic
cessation of flow at Jacob’s Well. Direct measurable effects from pumping is well documented by public watersupply wells (Gary et al., 2019).

Geologic Structures

Geologic maps, outcrop studies, and geophysical logs
provide the foundation of our geologic and structural
mapping of the study area (BEG, 1992, Collins, 2002a,
and Collins, 2002b). Structure contours of the top of the
Cow Creek were created using outcrops and geophysical
logs (Figure 3) (Al Broun, unpublished data).
Geologic maps and structure contours indicate the presence of a horst feature bound between a north-northwest-
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trending west-dipping fault within Blanco County, and
a series of en-echelon east-dipping faults, known as the
Tom Creek Fault Zone, near the town of Wimberley
(Figure 3). Vertical displacement across the faults varies
from about a meter (3.3 ft) to about 30 m (100 ft). The
Blanco River has incised deep into the horst structure—
exposing all three geologic units of the Middle Trinity
Aquifer (Figure 3).
The geologic units of the Middle Trinity Aquifer dip gently from west to east through the study area until reaching the Tom Creek and Balcones fault zones. East of Jacob’s Well the structural dips increase related to faulting
(Figure 3). Some of the faults completely offset geologic
and hydrogeologic units and may act as barriers to flow
(Figure 5). However, faults often have variable offsets
and create relay-ramp structures that can provide lateral
continuity of geologic units (and flow) into and through

the fault zone (Hunt et al., 2015). In addition, fractures
associated with faults can locally increase the lateral and
vertical permeability of the units.
Within the Dry Cypress Creek Watershed (the section
upstream of Jacob’s Well), the geologic units dip to the
southeast (Figures 3 and 5). An additional structure includes an anticline trending west to east across the watershed (Wierman and others, 2010). Schumacher and
Saller (2008) describe the most prevalent orientation of
jointing in the direction of the region’s minor stress axis
(310° to 330°, a northwest to southeast orientation) and
perpendicular to the orientation of normal faulting. This
alignment of jointing and the dip of bedding to the southeast strongly influences groundwater flow in the Middle
Trinity Aquifer.

Figure 4. Stratigraphic section of the study
area.

Groundwater Flow

Used with caution, potentiometric surface maps can provide important information about recharge, discharge,

Figure 5. Cross section of study area showing general stratigraphy and location of cave
passage associated with Jacob’s Well. The scale on the left shows elevation above mean sea
level (amsl) in 100-ft intervals, equivalent to 30-m intervals.
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aquifer storage, and the direction of groundwater flow
(Kresic, 2007). Figure 6 depicts a potentiometric surface
for the Middle Trinity Aquifer during March 2018 (Hunt
et al., 2019) and is similar to other maps made during
2009 drought conditions (Hunt and Smith, 2010). Regional groundwater flow within the
Middle Trinity Aquifer is generally west to east from
Gillespie and Blanco counties and into Hays County.
Limited dye tracing has confirmed portions of this flow
(Smith et al., 2018b).
The overall flow direction and potentiometric gradients
generally follow the structure contour gradients, which
reflect dip and faulting (Wierman et al., 2010; Figure 3).
Closer to Jacob’s Well, groundwater flow in the Middle
Trinity Aquifer is generally from the northwest to southeast following the regional dip of the rocks. Near Ja-

cob’s Well, the Cow Creek is under artesian pressure,
and groundwater discharges through the Hensel and the
Lower Glen Rose to the surface along fractures. Flow
from Jacob’s Well sustains baseflow to Cypress Creek,
which ultimately contributes to flow in the Blanco River.
During severe drought conditions the flow in the Blanco
River is the only source of continuous surface recharge
to the down-dip Edwards Aquifer in Hays County (Hunt
et al., 2017).
Unique features in the potentiometric map are related to
structural and hydrogeologic influences. For example,
the low gradient and broad potentiometric ridge within
central Hays County occurs coincident within the horst
complex (Figure 3). A significant trough in the potentiometric surface is located upgradient from Jacob’s Well
along Cypress Creek (Watson et al., 2014, Hunt et al.,
2019; Figure 6). The trough indicates focused and con-

Figure 6. Potentiometric surface map of the region around Jacob’s Well. Contours intervals are in feet. 1,000 ft = 305 m.
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verging groundwater flow and is likely related to the
Jacob’s Well conduit, which extends northwest, parallel
to Cypress Creek and beneath the trough. This conduit
extends about 1,500 m (5,000 ft) to the north-northwest
from Jacob’s Well and is large enough for cave divers to
traverse. These types of potentiometric troughs are common in karst areas (Hunt et al., 2007). A groundwater
tracing study (BSEACD, 2018, Smith et al., 2018b) and
other data suggest recharge into the Lower Glen Rose
within Dry Cypress Creek watershed contributes to discharge at Jacob’s Well along this potentiometric trough.
Faulting appears to influence the groundwater gradients
(Figures 5 and 6). Steeper gradients coincident with the
Tom Creek Fault Zone suggest that these faults in the
zone may act as a partial barrier to eastward flow. This
may be related to the larger magnitude of displacement
along certain portions of the faults in this zone. However,
faults do not appear to be complete barriers to eastward

flow as the potentiometric contours continue to the east
with variable gradients, indicating lateral groundwater
flow slows in this zone. (Figures 3 and 6). Regional lateral flow to the east may be facilitated by the relay-ramp
structures discussed in Hunt et al. (2015).
Along the southern boundary of Dry Cypress Creek
Watershed, a potentiometric ridge, defined by the 282m (925-ft) elevation contour between Pleasant Valley
Spring (about 8 km [5 miles] to the west) and Jacob’s
Well, suggests a potential hydrologic divide exists between these two major springs (Figure 6).

Zones of Hydrogeologic Influence

Three areas were delineated in the study to have certain
hydrologic characteristics and varying degrees of hydrologic connection (Figure 7). Those include the Jacob’s
Well Springshed, Regional Recharge (Pleasant Valley

Figure 7. Location map of the three hydrogeologic areas outlined by this study. JW- Jacob’s
Well; PVS- Pleasant Valley Spring
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springshed) and Tom Creek Fault Areas. Each area has
unique hydrologic and hydrogeologic features that were
considered as part of the evaluation to delineate areas
that influence Jacob’s Well. These features are considered as the bases for delineating groundwater management zones.

Jacob’s Well Springshed Area

The springshed of Jacob’s Well was previously ill-defined with conflicting conclusions from various studies.
The Blanco River was reported to be the source of recharge to Jacob’s Well based on geochemistry (Steinhauer et al., 2006) and published recharge values and
water budget estimates (Wierman et al., 2008). Davidson (2008) suggested two potential source areas including the area within Dry Cypress Creek Watershed and
another from the Blanco River. However, Budge (2008)
used correlations of NEXRAD (Next-Generation Radar)
rainfall data and springflow to estimate the springshed of
Jacob’s Well and identified an area similar in extent to
the Dry Cypress Creek Watershed.
Various data and methods help define the area that contributes flow to Jacob’s Well. Geologic, structural, and
potentiometric data indicate a convergence of groundwater flow to Jacob’s Well that is generally constrained
within the Dry Cypress Creek Watershed (Figures 3 and
5).
This hypothesis that the Dry Cypress Creek Watershed is
the primary source of water for Jacob’s Well was tested
in this study as a first-order estimation of the springshed
area using a variety of water-budget calculations described below.
Jacob’s Well Water-Balance Methods
The springshed for Jacob’s Well was estimated using a
water-balance approach with recharge equaling Jacob’s
Well discharge. Effective annual recharge, as a percentage of precipitation, and the area of contribution (the
springshed) are the unknown variables, while discharge
is relatively well known due to the U.S. Geological Survey gage at Jacob’s Well. Effective recharge includes
all infiltrating surface water including diffuse recharge
through soils and discrete recharge via karstic features.
A water-balance method was used to estimate a firstorder area for the Jacob’s Well Springshed (Bonacci and
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Andric, 2015). A range of assumed annual effective recharge values, as a percentage of precipitation, results in
a range of potential springshed areas. An annual effective recharge of up to 25 percent of annual precipitation
corresponds to a springshed size equivalent to the area
of the exposed Lower Glen Rose within the Dry Cypress
Creek watershed (31.1 km2 or 12 mi2). An annual effective recharge of up to 10 percent of precipitation results
an estimated area that is about the size of the Dry Cypress Creek Watershed (80.3 km2 or 31 mi2).
Similar results were achieved using another water-balance approach consisting of NEXRAD maps of daily
precipitation for the area upgradient of Jacob’s Well.
Daily rainfall totals were selected from six NEXRAD
grids that cover the Dry Cypress Creek Watershed (about
16.1 km2 or about 6.25 mi2 per grid) for a period of 561
days (1.5 years) during which Jacob’s Well discharge
varied from 0.0 L/s (0.0 cfs) on August 22, 2011, to 6.8
L/s (0.24 cfs) on March 4, 2013. Using this period minimizes effects of changing aquifer storage in a water balance equation. The volume of springflow for this period
is calculated to be 9,300,000 m3 (328,000,000 ft3), and
the volume of rainfall for this same period was calculated for each grid. Results indicate that if 25 percent of
the rainfall is recharge, then an area equal to two grids,
or 32.4 km2 (12.5 mi2), matches Jacob’s Well discharge
volumetrically over the 1.5-year period. If 10 percent of
the rainfall is assumed to recharge, then an area equal
to six grids, or 98.4 km2 (38 mi2), matches Jacob’s Well
volumetrically over the 1.5-year period. These results
suggest Dry Cypress Creek Watershed could account for
most of the recharge area for Jacob’s Well.
The two water balance methods above suggest recharge
of 10-25% of annual rainfall could sustain springflow at
Jacob’s Well. To further test this range, a tool called ESPERE (Lanini et al., 2016) was used to test the range of
estimated recharge using published empirical and analytical methods. Results indicate the annual average effective recharge as a percentage of annual rainfall ranged
from 26 to 42 percent. Results of the annual effective
recharge, as a percentage of rainfall, was annualized into
a flow rate by assuming a recharge area of 31.1 km2 (12
mi2) for comparison to Jacob’s Well flow. Despite the
three different methods, the data correlate reasonably
well (R2 0.42 to 0.80) and indicate relatively high annual average effective recharge for the Dry Cypress Creek
Watershed (Gary et al., 2019).

The estimated effective recharge values of this study
(10-25%) are higher than regional recharge values reported from modeling of the Trinity Aquifer, which is
4 to 6 percent of precipitation (Jones et al., 2011). However, field studies in geologically similar terrains report
annual effective recharge of between 13 to 34 percent
of precipitation (Banta and Slattery 2011, Dugas et al.,
1998). Similarly, Hauwert and Sharp (2014) report 28
percent of precipitation as effective recharge for the
karstic Edwards Aquifer. Thus, the range of annual effective recharge of 10-25% appears reasonable and supports a springshed area for Jacob’s Well Spring approximately equal to the area of the watershed upgradient of
the spring (about 98.4 km2 or about 38 mi2).
Geologic, structural, and potentiometric maps indicate
a convergence of flow to Jacob’s Well that is generally
constrained within the Dry Cypress Creek Watershed.
Water balance results indicate a close correlation to the
outcrop area of the Lower Glen Rose within Dry Cypress
Creek (31.1 km2 or12 mi2) and total Dry Cypress Creek
Watershed (80.3 km2 or 31 mi2) exists. Thus, the evaluations presented here generally support the hypothesis
that most of the flow to Jacob’s Well can be explained by
recharge occurring in the Dry Cypress Creek Watershed
(80.3 km2 or 31 mi2). This area is defined in this report as
the Jacob’s Well Springshed (Figure 7).

map (Figure 6) suggest different source areas for the two
springs.
Along the southern boundary of Dry Cypress Creek
watershed, a potentiometric ridge, defined by the 282m (925-ft) elevation contour between Pleasant Valley
Spring and Jacob’s Well, suggests that a potential hydrologic divide exists between these two major springs
(Figure 7). Data shown in Figure 8 present a compelling case for hydrologic separation between the Blanco
River/Pleasant Valley Spring and Jacob’s Well. The
hydrograph illustrates a response in the Blanco River
at Wimberley and Pleasant Valley Spring to significant
rainfall in May and June 2013. However, during that
same period the hydrograph at Jacob’s Well was unresponsive to the rainfall and the change in river stage in
the Blanco River. This suggests that the Blanco River,
under those conditions, was not a source of springflow at
Jacob’s Well. Other publications (Wierman et al. 2008)
noted similar evidence for hydrologic separation for the
reverse situation in April 2006 and again in January 2007
when discharge at Jacob’s Well peaked while flow in the
Blanco River remained constant. These data provide a
strong indication that the Jacob’s Well springshed is hydraulically separated under most conditions from the Re-

Regional Recharge Area

Most recharge sustaining Jacob’s Well originates from
the Jacob’s Well Springshed Area (Figure 8). However,
recharge to the Cow Creek and Lower Glen Rose units
of the Middle Trinity Aquifer occurs over a much larger
area of western Hays, Blanco, Comal, and Kendall counties where all the Middle Trinity units are exposed and
incised by the Blanco River (Figure 6).
The Regional Recharge Area (Figure 7) also corresponds
to a portion of the springshed for the perennial Pleasant
Valley Spring (PVS). Pleasant Valley Spring is another
important Middle Trinity karst spring discharging into
the Blanco River upstream of the City of Wimberley.
During drought, Pleasant Valley Spring is the sole contributor of baseflow to the Blanco River in Hays County.
Pleasant Valley Spring is hydrogeologically similar to
Jacob’s Well, however flow responses to storm events
(Figure 8) and gradients shown in the potentiometric

Figure 8. Hydrographs of Jacob’s Well,
Pleasant Valley Spring, and the Blanco River.
A flow of 1.0 cfs equals 28.3 L/s. One inch of
rainfall equals 25.4 mm.
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gional Recharge Area. However, during drought periods,
the Jacob’s Well Springshed Area may extend into the
Regional Recharge Area.

Tom Creek Fault Area

The Tom Creek Fault Area is an area down gradient from Jacob’s Well extending approximately
one mile southeast of the Jacob’s Well Springshed
Area (Figure 7). Pumping data and water-level
monitoring data collected since 2008 in the Jacob’s
Well Springshed Area and portions of the Tom
Creek Fault Area indicate these areas are hydraulically connected (Wierman and Hunt 2018). This
applies to the Tom Creek Fault Area within the
Cypress Creek watershed.

Water-Level Data

Water-level data from wells in the vicinity of the Tom
Creek Fault Area and Jacob’s Well were evaluated to aid
in characterizing the hydrogeologic relationship between
structure, hydrostratigraphy, and Jacob’s Well. Wells located south and east of the Tom Creek Fault Area (down
dip) are more deeply confined and show a different water-level response to recharge events than up-dip wells
within the Jacob’s Well Springshed and Tom Creek Fault
Areas (Figures 7 and 9).
During major rainfall (recharge) events, groundwater
levels and discharge from Jacob’s Well rise very rapidly
due to the karstic nature of the Middle Trinity Aquifer
(Figure 9). Groundwater elevations in wells in the Jacob’s Well Springshed and Tom Creek Fault Areas within
Cypress Creek (referred to as the up-dip area) have similar levels in the 280- to 282-m (920- to 925-ft) range and
fluctuate only about a meter (3 ft) except during major

Figure 9. Hydrographs of monitor wells (transducer data) and flow from Jacob’s Well and the
Blanco River in cubic feet per second (cfs). Note 1.0 cfs = 28.3 liters per second. The scale on the
upper left shows elevation above mean sea level (amsl) in 100-ft intervals, equivalent to 30-m
intervals.
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precipitation events. These potentiometric elevations are
very similar to and only slightly higher than the elevation of Jacob’s Well. It appears that Jacob’s Well and the
associated karst conduits are the dominant hydrologic
features controlling the hydrologic heads upgradient of
Jacob’s Well (Watson and others 2014). To use an analogy from hydraulics, Jacob’s Well acts as a “relief valve”
for head build up in the Middle Trinity Aquifer. Dynamic
and large magnitude head changes have been observed
in wells in the Jacob’s Well Springshed and Tom Creek
Fault Areas during major precipitation events and are
accompanied by rapid increases in discharge at Jacob’s
Well, but these increased water levels and discharge dissipate quickly.
Groundwater levels located down dip and east of the
Tom Creek Fault Zone show a very different behavior
to recharge events. Two Middle Trinity wells located
down dip of the Tom Creek Fault Zone, Glenn and Sabino Ranch, have water-level elevations as much as 61
m (200 ft) lower than the up-dip wells (Figure 9). The
difference in water levels indicates the fault is acting as a
partial hydrologic barrier, or relatively impermeable restriction to horizontal flow, in that area. With as much as
100 m (330 ft) of displacement across the fault zone, the
Upper Glen Rose may be juxtaposed against the Middle
Trinity units (Figure 5). Water-level trends in down-dip
wells generally do not mimic the stable trend of water
levels in the Jacob’s Well Springshed and the Tom Creek
Fault Areas and appear to fluctuate more gradually with
wet and drought cycles than with individual precipitation events.
The differences in water-level responses between wells
in the Jacob’s Well Springshed and the Tom Creek Fault
Areas and wells in the down-dip area may be related to
recharge and groundwater flow rates. The up-dip area
is characterized by surface exposure of the Lower Glen
Rose member with well-developed karst. Infiltration of
precipitation is rapid, as evidenced by the rapid waterlevel rises and increased discharge at Jacob’s Well (Figure 9). The Middle Trinity Aquifer monitored in the
down-dip wells is significantly deeper within the geologic section resulting in longer, slower, vertical or lateral recharge pathways.
Water-level data from monitor wells and public-water
supply wells show a potential hydrologic connection to
Jacob’s well within the Tom Creek Fault Zone, at least

within the Cypress Creek Watershed as mapped in Figure 7. Water-level data from wells down-dip of the Tom
Creek Fault Zone appear to have a less of a hydrologic
connection to Jacob’s Well (Figure 9). Accordingly, the
area within the Tom Creek Fault Zone and Cypress Creek
are included within the proposed Jacob’s Well Management Zone (Figure 7).

Summary

Due to the rapidly growing population and demand for
groundwater, Jacob’s Well has become an intermittent
spring. This has negative ecological and recharge impacts to the downstream resources. Limiting groundwater usage from the Middle Trinity appears to be the best
mechanism to ensure adequate groundwater levels and
minimal flows.
Evaluations of hydrogeology, water levels, and water
balance have led to the conclusion that the boundaries
of the Dry Cypress Creek Watershed are a good approximation of the Jacob’s Well Springshed Area (Figure 2).
Under drought conditions the Regional Recharge Area
may also provide a source of water to Jacob’s Well.
Wells within a portion of the Tom Creek Fault Zone are
thought to be in hydrologic communication with Jacob’s
Well. Considering all these data and hydrologic zones,
Figure 7 represents the mapped hydrogeologic and management zones determined by this study. Delineation
of the Jacob’s Well Groundwater Management Zone is
the primary conclusion from the study. Regulations for
groundwater management could be developed by HTGCD that limit the amount of groundwater pumped. This
could minimize negative impacts to flow at Jacob’s Well
and could help maintain water quality.
A recommendation has been made to HTGCD and a
stakeholder group to establish a groundwater management zone for the Middle Trinity Aquifer (Gary et al.,
2019). As of publication of this manuscript, HTGCD has
drafted rules for this area that would restrict permits for
additional groundwater and would require more significant reductions in pumping during periods of declared
drought.

Future Studies

Some uncertainties remain such as the amount of
groundwater flow that might come from northwest of the
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delineated springshed boundaries, locations of conduits
that might influence groundwater flow, and the accuracy
of the potentiometric contours that were used to help delineate the springshed boundaries. A better understanding is needed of vertical flow between hydrologic units
of the Middle Trinity Aquifer. It is not known how extensively the Hensel formation confines flow from the
underlying Cow Creek Limestone other than the confinement it provides at Jacob’s Well. Cave divers have
mapped over a mile of cave passage that extends northwest of Jacob’s Well; however, the conduit system that
feeds groundwater to Jacob’s Well is not known beyond
this mapped passage. A better understanding of recharge
within the springshed and the upgradient areas northwest
of the springshed are needed. Key tasks that are planned
for the near future are installation of two or more monitor wells upgradient of Jacob’s Well. One of those wells
will be a multiport monitor well that can monitor distinct
hydrogeologic zones in a single borehole. From these
zones, discrete measurements of potentiometric pressure
and hydraulic conductivity can be made, and groundwater samples can be collected from each zone for waterquality analyses. Additional studies are necessary to determine how long-term drawdown of the aquifer due to
pumping in this region would impact spring flow. The
delineation of springshed boundaries will be reevaluated
when these additional studies are completed.
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Abstract

The Edwards and Trinity Aquifers are major aquifers
of Central Texas that provide water supply for over two
million people and contain springs that are hydrologically and ecologically important to the region. The Edwards Aquifer overlies the Trinity Aquifer but is geologically juxtaposed along the Balcones Fault Zone. Thus,
understanding the hydrologic connection is necessary
to effectively and sustainably manage the two aquifers.
Previous studies utilizing several different methods such
as water-table evaluations, pumping tests, geophysical
surveys, dye-tracing experiments indicated the existence
of lateral inter-aquifer flow between the Edwards and
Trinity aquifers in some areas. However, lateral interaquifer flow does not appear significant in the study
area - Barton Springs segment of the Edwards Aquifer.
Furthermore, the potential for vertical inter-aquifer flow
between these formations has not been fully evaluated
in this study area. This study focuses on hydrochemical
data collected from multiport wells to assess the degree
of vertical interconnection between the Edwards and
Trinity Aquifers. Multiport wells allow the collection
of geochemical, head, and permeability data from multiple isolated hydrostratigraphic units within the same
borehole. Hydrochemical facies and isotopic signatures

could address the origin of groundwater, and interconnections between different hydrostratigraphic units.
The differences in TDS, SO42–, and NO3– concentrations
between Edwards and Trinity Aquifers are considered
statistically significant. The isotopic tracers (δ18O and
δD; 3H and 14C; 87Sr/86Sr) provide information on the
origin of recharge, residence time of groundwater, and
mineral-solution reactions in soils/aquifer rocks in these
formations. Hydraulic head data further support limited
vertical communication between the aquifers. This study
indicates that vertical inter-aquifer flow between the Edwards and Trinity Aquifers is limited in the study area.
These implications support independent groundwater
management of these two essential aquifer systems in
Central Texas.

Introduction

The Edwards and Trinity Aquifers provide water supplies for more than two million people in central Texas
for municipal, industrial, and agricultural uses. However, water shortages occur in the Edwards Aquifer due
to excessive pumping of groundwater and recurrence of
historic droughts in central Texas. Water quality is also
at risk from urbanization processes, causing rising levels of pollutants in both surface water and groundwater.
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The Trinity Aquifer has increasingly become an important source of water, as the Edwards Aquifer reaches
its capacity due to drought restrictions. However, there
are contradictory findings of the hydraulic connections
between the Edwards and Trinity Aquifers, which have
crucial implications for the management of the Trinity
Aquifer.
The Trinity and Edwards Aquifers are hydrogeologically juxtaposed by the Balcones Fault Zone (BFZ),
where the older Trinity Group limestone lies side by
side to the younger Edwards Group. Many faults may
form not only effective barriers to inter-formation flow,
but also hydraulic conduits connecting shallow and deep
aquifers in the multilayered aquifer system (Bense et al.,
2013). Recent studies related to pumping tests (Hunt et
al., 2010), geophysical surveys (Gary et al., 2011), dye
tracing experiments (Schindel and Johnson, 2011), and
groundwater modeling efforts (Jones et al., 2011) indicate a significant lateral interconnection between the
Edwards and Trinity Aquifers. However, hydraulic head
data within the hydrostratigraphic units illustrate limited
vertical communication between the aquifers (Smith and
Hunt, 2008). Pumping tests of wells in the Trinity Aquifer didn’t induce drawdown in nearby Edwards Aquifer
wells (Hunt et al., 2010), which suggests that vertical
aquifer interflow does not occur under current conditions.
Hydrochemical and isotopic data of groundwater have
been extensively used to address critical aspects of the
water cycle, such as the origin of groundwater, and interconnections between different hydrostratigraphic units.
However, few studies have systematically investigated
the evolution of hydrochemical and isotopic signatures
across the Edwards and Trinity Aquifers at the same location. The Barton Springs Edwards Aquifer Conservation District (BSEACD) has investigated the geochemical indicators of interaction between the Edwards and
Trinity aquifers of Travis and Hays counties in 2016 by
installing several multiport wells (Figure 1). Packers
were used in the wells to isolate sampling zones to allow measurements to be made in multiple isolated hydrostratigraphic units within the same borehole. Thus,
we could evaluate geochemical data to determine unique
natural markers for groundwater compositions of each
aquifer or hydrostratigraphic unit. The differences in
TDS, SO42–, and NO3– concentrations between the Edwards and Trinity Aquifers are considered statistically
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significant. Isotopic tracers (δ18O and δD; 3H and 14C;
87
Sr/86Sr) demonstrate the origin of recharge, residence
time of groundwater, and mineral-solution reactions
in soils/rocks in these formations. This study indicates
that vertical inter-aquifer flow between the Edwards and
Trinity Aquifers is limited in the study area. This implication supports independent groundwater management
of these two essential aquifer systems.
Hydrogeologic Setting
The Edwards Aquifer of central Texas is subdivided into
the Northern, Barton Springs, and San Antonio segments.
The smallest segment, the Barton Springs segment of the
Edwards Aquifer, is the subject of this paper. The main
source water of Barton Springs is the Edwards Aquifer.
The Middle Trinity Aquifer is the primary source of
groundwater west of the BFZ.
In the Barton Springs segment of the Edwards Aquifer
and nearby areas, the Trinity units are exposed in the
contributing zone; the Edwards units outcrop in most
areas of the recharge zone and are confined to the east
by overlying low permeability units. Further east, the
Edwards Aquifer is highly saline (Figure 2). Groundwa-

Figure 1. Schematic view of the multiport well
components for the top monitoring zone (Hunt
et al., 2016).

ter samples from different aquifers were collected from
three multiport wells in Hays County, referred to here as
the Antioch, the Ruby Ranch, and the Driftwood multiport wells (Figure 2). The Antioch well is located in
the artesian zone, the Ruby Ranch well is located in the
recharge zone, and the Driftwood well is located in the
contributing zone/recharge zone boundary.
The multiport well approach allows the sampling of multiple known and isolated hydrostratigraphic units within
the same borehole. A total of 21 and 13 independent
zones within the Edwards Aquifer, Upper and Middle
Trinity Aquifers were isolated at the Antioch and Ruby
Ranch multiport wells, respectively (Figure 3). The
Driftwood multiport well has 12 sampling zones within
the Upper and Middle Trinity Aquifers (Figure 3). The
spring and well samples from the Lower Trinity Aquifer
in the research area were sampled, measured, and utilized for statistical analysis in this study.
As shown in Figure 3, the outcrop of the study area is the
Edwards group, which belongs to the Edwards forma-

tion. The Glen Rose formation is further subdivided into
Lower and Upper units. The Upper Glen Rose is a series
of alternating dolomite, shale, and limestone beds, which
belong to the Upper Trinity. The Lower Glen Rose is
predominately a massive shell fragment limestone with
rudist and reefs present for its lower section (Stricklin
et al., 1971). The Lower Glen Rose, Hensell Sand, and
Cow Creek formations belong to the Middle Trinity. The
Trinity Aquifer within the study zone is generally unconfined.
Data Analysis and Visualization
Charge balance error (CBE) is used to validate the quality of water analyses, and acceptable CBE should be
within ±5% for further analyses. The CBE was calculated based upon the following equation:

CBE =

∑ Cations - ∑ Anions
× 100
∑ Cations + ∑ Anions

We utilized major cations (Ca2+, Mg2+, Na+, K+, Sr2+) and
major anions (HCO3–, SO42–, Cl–, NO3–) to calculate CBE.
The CBE is mostly clustered within ±5%, with very few
outsides of ±5%. Thus, the multiport well hydrochemical
dataset is acceptable for general hydrochemical characterization.
Relative concentrations of anions and cations for these
groundwater samples are shown in the Schoeller diagram
(Figure 4). For cations, there is an increasing trend for

Figure 2. Geologic map of the Barton Springs
segment of the Edwards Aquifer (central
Texas) with well locations.

Figure 3. Cross section from contributing zone,
recharge zone to confined zone along with
diagram of fault structure that could facilitate
lateral communication between aquifers.
Map and cross section are adapted from
Wong et al. (2014).
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normal Q-Q plots for log TDS data (Figure 6D) demonstrate that the log TDS data are closer to normally distributed than original TDS data for all aquifers. There are similar
log-normal distributions for other cation/anion concentrations. Therefore, log transformation for TDS/cation/anion
data is performed for further ANOVA tests.

Figure 4. Schoeller diagram for the
multiport well hydrochemical dataset.
Blue=Edwards Aquifer, Yellow=Upper Trinity,
Red=Middle Trinity, Square=Ruby Ranch well,
Circle=Antioch well, Triangle=Driftwood well.
Ca2+ and Mg2+ from the Edwards to the Trinity Aquifer;
for anions, there are similar concentrations of HCO3– and
Cl–, however, there is a trend towards SO42– dominance
in the Trinity Aquifer.
The Durov diagram is a visualization of major ions in
two ternary graphs (similar to a Piper diagram) with two
additional parameters (TDS and pH). As shown in the
Durov diagram (Figure 5), most samples of the Edwards
Aquifer are Ca2+-HCO3– type with a trend toward Ca2+SO42– type in the Upper and Middle Trinity Aquifers. The
pH shows more variability for the Edwards Aquifer, and
there is an increasing trend for TDS in the Upper and
Middle Trinity Aquifers.

The S-L plot for log TDS data (Figure 7A) indicates the
residual variances are consistent for three Trinity Aquifer groups, but the residual variance is lower for the Edwards Aquifer group. The residual plot for log TDS data
(Figure 7B) illustrates the residual distributions vary
from the four different Aquifer types, but all groups are
approximately symmetric against the estimated group
averages. The normal Q-Q plot of the ANOVA model
residuals (Figure 7C) indicates a likely normal residual
distribution for log TDS data, which further confirms the
normal distribution assumption. Similarly, the log cation/anion data approximately meet the assumptions to
perform ANOVA tests.
The visualization of multiple comparisons for TDS data
by aquifer types is shown in Figure 8. The boxplots of
TDS data by aquifer types (Figure 8A) indicate the mean
of the log TDS is different between the Edwards and
Trinity Aquifers. The Tukey multiple comparisons (Figure 8B) indicate there are similar means of the TDS for
the three Trinity Aquifer units, but TDS of the Edwards
Aquifer is lower than all the three Trinity Aquifer units.
Thus, TDS in the Edwards and Trinity Aquifers are distinct and likely reflect different groundwater residence

Multiple Comparisons
In order to assess differences statistically, multiple comparison procedures are applied for the TDS and concentrations of ions among different aquifers. Comparing
means utilizing ANOVA tests are based on the theoretical assumption of normality, i.e., normal distributions of
hydrochemical data among all aquifer types.
We take distributions of TDS as an example here. From the
histogram plot for all TDS data (Figure 6A), the TDS is
skewed to the lower values. The normal Q-Q plots for TDS
data (Figure 6C) illustrate that TDS data are not normally
distributed for all aquifers. The histogram plot of all log
TDS data (Figure 6B) illustrates that the log TDS data are
much more symmetrical than the original TDS data. The
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Figure 5. Durov diagram for the multiport
well hydrochemical dataset. Blue=Edwards
Aquifer, Yellow=Upper Trinity, Red=Middle
Trinity, Square=Ruby Ranch well,
Circle=Antioch well, Triangle=Driftwood well.

Figure 6. Histogram plots for the TDS (A) and log TDS (B) for all samples; normal Q-Q plots for TDS
(C) and log TDS (D) of different Aquifer types.

Figure 7. The S-L plot for log TDS: square root of the absolute values of residuals against the
estimated group averages (A); the scatter plot of the residuals against the estimated group
averages (B); the normal Q-Q plot of the ANOVA model residuals (C).
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Figure 8. Boxplots for log TDS by aquifer types (A) and Tukey multiple comparisons for the means
of the log TDS by aquifer types (B).
time of interactions with limestone bedrock, and to some
extent the differences in lithology. The lower TDS of the
Edwards Aquifer indicates its younger groundwater age
(Kuniansky et al., 2001).
The visualization of multiple comparisons for NO3– concentrations by aquifer types is shown in Figure 9. There
are similar means of NO3– concentrations for the three
Trinity Aquifer units but apparently higher NO3– concentration in the Edwards Aquifer.
There is no mineralogical source of nitrate in these
aquifers. Excess nitrogen in water could come from
natural sources (organic matters from leaves and animal
waste) and anthropogenic sources (fertilizer, livestock,
wastewater, septic systems, and industrial wastes). The
higher nitrate concentrations in the Edwards Aquifer
might indicate potential sources of contamination. The
Edwards Aquifer is unconfined in the recharge zone
where active interaction between surface water and
groundwater takes place. Therefore, the Edwards Aquifer is much more vulnerable to pollution than confined
Trinity Aquifer.
The visualization of multiple comparisons for SO42– concentrations by aquifer types is shown in Figure 10. Similar to NO3– concentrations, there are similar means of
SO42– concentrations for the three Trinity Aquifer units;
compared with NO3– concentrations, SO42– concentrations in the Edwards Aquifer are much lower.
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Sulfate concentrations are identical among Upper,
Middle, and Lower Trinity Aquifers. This indicates that
gypsum layers exist in the three Trinity Aquifer units or
there are possible vertical flows among the three Trinity
Aquifer units. Much lower sulfate concentrations in the
Edwards Aquifer than all three Trinity Aquifer units suggest that vertical groundwater flow between the Edwards
and Trinity Aquifers is likely limited.
All ANOVA tests were performed by R in RStudio environment. The ANOVA results for log TDS are presented
in Table 1. The differences in TDS concentrations between the Edwards and Trinity Aquifers are considered
statistically significant at significance level α=0.001.
Similarly, there is also sufficient evidence to support the
claim that at least one means of the log SO42–, NO3–, and
Cl– concentrations for the four aquifer types are different
at significance level α=0.001.
Isotopic Signatures
Water isotopes are reliable tracers of the origin of water
vapor and residence time of groundwater. From the δ18OδD cross plot (Figure 11), there is a significant overlap
for groundwater of different aquifers, which provides little
information about the source or mixture of these aquifer
waters. However, the isotopic signatures of all aquifer
types have identical δ18O values as long-term average precipitation of –4.1‰ (Pape et al., 2010), which indicates
little evaporation occurs during recharge to these aquifers.

Figure 9. Boxplots for log NO3- by aquifer types (A) and Tukey multiple comparisons for the means
of the log NO3- by aquifer types (B).

Figure 10. Boxplots for log SO42- by aquifer types (A) and Tukey multiple comparisons for the
means of the log SO42- by aquifer types (B).
There is a good linear relationship between 3H and 14C
(Figure 12), which indicates regional mixing between
young and old groundwater and possible contributions
of very young water in both Edwards and Trinity Aquifers (Darling, 2017).

H signature of groundwater might indicate the large
portion of surface-water recharge, and the low 3H signature of groundwater indicates less influx of young water.
Therefore, the Lower Trinity Aquifer might receive limited surface water recharge.

The 14C dating is not a reliable groundwater dating
method in karst aquifers (Maloszewski and Zuber, 1991)
because the fossil carbon of the calcite/dolomite in the
aquifer would contribute to bicarbonate ions. The high

Sr isotope variations in groundwater have been used to
trace flow paths and specific mineral-solution reactions
in soils and aquifer rocks. The differences in 87Sr/86Sr
among groundwater require either (a) differences in
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Table 1. The ANOVA table for comparison of
means of the log TDS for four aquifer types.
Note. Significance levels: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’
0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1
mineralogy along flow paths or (b) differences in relative abundances of Sr weathered from the same suite of
minerals.
As shown in Figure 13, the Sr isotope for all aquifer types
generally falls between values for host carbonates (mean
87
Sr/86Sr=0.7076) and exchangeable Sr in overlying soils
(mean 87Sr/86Sr=0.7088). Higher 87Sr/86Sr might indicate
interaction with silicate materials, which are abundant in
middle and lower Trinity Aquifers (Wong et al., 2014).

Figure 12. 14C vs. 3H regional mixing trend for
all groundwater samples by different aquifers.

Conclusions

Most water samples of the Edwards Aquifer are Ca2+HCO3– type. The Upper and Middle Trinity Aquifers are
generally Ca2+-SO42– type, which might be caused by the
dissolution of gypsum layers in the three Trinity Aquifer
units.

High Sr concentrations, i.e., higher Sr/Ca ratio occur in
groundwater from the Edwards Aquifer, which indicates
the progressively long residence time and increasing
amounts of calcite/dolomite recrystallization in the Edwards Aquifer. During the drought period, the interaction
time between groundwater and bedrocks increases. The
preferential dissolution of dolomite and precipitation of
calcite might occur in the downdip parts of the Edwards
Aquifer (Hovorka et al., 1995). Thus, climate conditions,
mineral and crystallization have certain influences on Sr/
Ca ratios of groundwater.

The differences in TDS, SO42–, and NO3– concentrations
between the Edwards and Trinity Aquifers are considered statistically significant. TDS and SO42– concentration of the Edwards Aquifer are lower than all three Trinity Aquifer units; however, NO3– concentration is higher
in the Edwards Aquifer.

Figure 11. δ18O against δD for all groundwater
samples by different aquifers.

Figure 13. Sr/Ca ratios vs. 87Sr/86Sr for all
groundwater samples by different aquifers.
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The isotopic tracers (δ18O and δD; 3H and 14C; 87Sr/86Sr)
provided information on the origin of recharge, residence
time of groundwater, and mineral-solution reactions in
soils/aquifer rocks in unconfined Edwards Aquifer and
confined Trinity Aquifer formations.
The geochemical data from the multiport wells indicates
that vertical inter-aquifer flow between the Edwards and
three Trinity units (Upper, Middle, and Lower) is limited
in the study area. This implication supports independent
groundwater management of these two important aquifer
systems.
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Abstract

The karst landscapes of Puerto Rico cover nearly 30%
of the island, occurring on the north and south coasts
and in small patches throughout the central part of the
Commonwealth. The karst is expressed through dramatic inland and coastal landforms, extensive limestone
aquifers, coastal wetlands and estuaries, and through the
many caves and cave systems that drain the landscape.
An important feature of Puerto Rico’s karst are sinkholes
which form from a variety of processes including dissolution of underlying strata, collapse of subterranean
voids, and landslides. From a touristic perspective, sinkholes have served as major attractions in Puerto Rico
e.g. Tres Pueblos Sinkhole, Arecibo Observatory telescope located within a large sinkhole, and the route of
the Rio Tanama through a series of collapsed sinkholes.
Analysis of sinkhole occurrence and density have shown
that sinkhole development is a measure of karstification.
However, despite touristic and academic interest, sinkholes pose major challenges to land development and
are also subject to human impact. In the most extensive
karst area, on the North Coast, it is reported that there
are over 4,300 documented sinkholes, giving a sinkhole
density of 5.4/km2 with a mean sinkhole depth of 19 m.
Improved availability of digital terrain, and other GIS
data allow a fresh look at karstification of the island and
the ever-growing impact of human development on the
karst. Typical problems include groundwater contamination, foundation instability, and storm-induced road collapses.

Introduction

The karst landscapes of Puerto Rico cover nearly 30% of
the island, occurring on the north and south coasts and
in small patches throughout the central part of the Commonwealth (Figure 1). The karst is expressed through
dramatic inland and coastal landforms, extensive limestone aquifers, coastal wetlands and estuaries, and
through the many caves and cave systems that drain the
landscape. An important feature of Puerto Rico’s karst
are sinkholes. They are an inherent part of the karstification process and contribute to the ruggedness of the
terrain. Closed depressions, some of which may be classified as sinkholes, can form from a variety of erosional
processes including dissolution of underlying strata, collapse of subterranean voids, collapse of cover sediments,
and non-karst processes such as landslides, and wind
excavation of blanket sands.
From a touristic perspective, sinkholes have served as
major attractions in Puerto Rico e.g. Tres Pueblos Sinkhole, Arecibo Observatory telescope located within a
large sinkhole, and the eco-tour route of the Rio Tanama
through a series of collapsed sinkholes. At the same time,
sinkholes pose a challenge to the installation and maintenance of human infrastructure. New sinkholes can form
from the interaction of infrastructure on bedrock. Severe
weather events can cause sinkhole flooding or formation
of new sinkholes.
In the present paper an examination is made of the state
of knowledge of Puerto Rican Karst, and human impacts
on karst, specific to sinkholes, with concerns/case stud16TH SINKHOLE CONFERENCE
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Figure 1. Karst areas of Puerto Rico. Derived from: Alemán González, 2010.

ies shared as well as frequency analyses of areas with
deep sinkholes (those greater than 30 meters in depth).

Background
Geology

Puerto Rico can be divided into three basic geological
provinces. The oldest rocks comprise a central volcanicplutonic province which trends east-west and represents
the higher terrains with elevations up to 1337 m. The
central core rocks are from Late Jurassic to Early Cretaceous age and consist of serpentinite, and amphibolite,
chert and basalt (Krushensky and Monroe, 1978; Volckmann, 1984a, 1984b, 1984c). Lower terrains on the north
and south coasts consist primarily of carbonate lithologies, with lesser terrigenous beds, and ages from 34 to 14
million years before present (Ma), and thicknesses up to
1,220 m (Briggs, 1965; Monroe, 1980). These strata dip
gently towards the coastlines. Blanket deposits (“blanket sands”) of probable Pliocene age cover portions of
the island, up to 30 meters thick (Briggs, 1965; Monroe, 1980). These infill many of the depressions in the
limestone belt, and virtually bury lower elevations of the
entire karst terrain.
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Hydrology

Puerto Rico receives substantial annual rainfall, especially in the interior highlands where up to 100 inches (2540
mm) may fall (Figure 2). Climate and rainfall distribution on the karst belts are determined by the orographic
effect. The north coast is the windward side of the island
receiving 50-80 inches (1270-2030 mm) of rain per year
on average. The leeward south coast receives only 30-60
inches (760-1520mm) of precipitation. The differences
in climate result in different rates of karstification (Lugo
et al., 2001).
Giusti (1978) conducted a detailed study of the hydrology of the Puerto Rico karst. The karst belts consist of
aquifers that receive recharge via two different modes.
Allogenic runoff from large catchment areas of the island’s igneous core form surface rivers that dissect the
north and south karst belts en-route to ocean base level.
Some of the allogenic recharge sinks at or near the igneous-limestone contacts at the edges of the karst belts.
Autogenic runoff from the karst belts recharges the underlying drainage systems which ultimately resurge into
the surface rivers or possibly to submarine springs. The
Atlantic Ocean and Caribbean Sea are the ultimate base
levels on the north and south coasts respectively.

ous rocks, enclosed depressions of up to 50 m have been
documented in some of the Cretaceous segments (Miller
et al., 2009). A variety of geomorphic features characterize the various limestone units including cockpits, cone
karst, dry valleys, mogotes and towers, zanjones and
caves. (White 1988).

Sinkholes Overview

Figure 2. Map showing distribution of rainfall
on Puerto Rico. Source: NOAA 2010.
The karst aquifers consist of relatively young and porous
limestones separated by clay layers that act as confining
units. This creates a stacked series of aquifers (Figure
3) both on the north and south coast, many of which are
confined (artesian). The ultimate discharge for these waters is the ocean, but little is known about the submarine
springs,
The overall pattern of groundwater flow is radial, away
from the central highlands, as is typical in an island setting.

Geomorphology

The island of Puerto Rico contains a combination of
karst and fluvial landforms (fluviokarst). Initial observations were made by Monroe (1976) and Giusti (1978)
who conducted much of the original karst research on
Puerto Rico. The variety of landforms are a function of
lithology and climate (Lugo et al. 2001).
The northern karst belt is composed of limestone units
that generally strike east to west and with a dip of about
1-degree North and form linear cuestas that hold many
sinkholes. The southern limestones are more structurally influenced with overall dips of 5 degrees or more,
to the south. Sinkholes tend to be rare in these units.
Remnants of Cretaceous-age carbonates are scattered
throughout the interior of the island and represent relicts of past landscapes formed as erosion modified the
hydrology of the region. Though the older carbonates
tend to be more resistant to erosion than adjacent igne-

Puerto Rico has an abundance of sinkholes that are inherent features of the different karst landscapes. Naturally occurring sinkholes form by several different processes. Dissolution sinkholes form where aggressive
water first contacts a soluble bedrock surface. Bedding
planes, joints, and/or fractures focus water flow into the
bedrock. Dissolution can also take place at the zone of
water-table fluctuation where groundwater is in contact
with the atmosphere.
Sinkhole occurrence and morphology are highly affected
by the stratigraphic units on which they occur. (Lugo et
al., 2001). Density of sinkhole development is a function of topographic relief which is exemplified on the
North coast by areas of land located north of the Cibao
Formation where sinkholes occur on 50% of the land
surface (Lugo et al., 2001).
Bedrock collapse sinkholes, which are rare, occur when
the ceiling of a cave collapses, exposing the cave passage to the surface. Bedrock collapse sinkholes develop
as a function of the influence on the stability of bedrock,
and are dependent on the geology of the area, including
geologic structures, and the maturity of the process in
relation to geologic time.
Cover-subsidence sinkholes can occur where covering
sediments are permeable and contain sand cover. In areas where surface sediments are thicker or contain more
clay, incipient cover subsidence sinkholes can go undetected for extended time periods.
Sinkhole formation can also be initiated or accelerated
by human development and cover-subsidence sinkholes
are the most common type associated with development. These sinkholes tend to impact infrastructure like
roads and buildings. Triggers for these types of sinkholes include: 1) Weather events such as heavy rainfall, or drought followed by rain; 2) Changes in natural water-drainage patterns due to construction or new
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Figure 3. Cross section showing general configuration of aquifers in the north coast karst belt.
10x vertical exaggeration. From: Giusti, 1978.

water-diversion systems 3) Changes in load on the land
surface such as when industrial and runoff-storage ponds
are created, and when the substantial weight of the new
material triggers an underground collapse of supporting
material 4). Significant ground water pumping.
Digital terrain data (USGS National Elevation dataset)
along with sinkhole data from the USGS National and
Puerto Rican Karst Maps (Weary and Doctor 2014;
Alemán González, 2010) provided an opportunity to
examine the distribution of sinkholes on the island and
their relationship to infrastructure (Figure 4). The Karst
Map data sets contain georeferenced polygons for 1,172
sinkhole areas that commonly have sinkholes that are
greater than 30 m in depth. A broader area has sinkholes 5-30 m deep. A dataset of individual sinkholes
is not currently available. The distribution plot (Figure
5) shows that the majority of sinkhole areas having the
deeper sinkholes are smaller than 8,000 m2 or less, but
that one area is over 430,000 m2. Map overlays show the
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interaction of population, karst and sinkholes, and major
roads (Figure 4), which will be discussed further below.

Sinkholes Case Studies
Superfund site

The north coast of Puerto Rico has seen extensive commercial development, due to the presence of prolific
aquifers throughout the region, as well as numerous historical tax incentives (both federal, section 936 of the US
tax code, and Commonwealth of Puerto Rico) designed
to lure industry to the island. The RCA del Caribe site
(Figure 6) was a manufacturing facility located near the
town of Barceloneta, approximately 30 miles (48 km)
west of San Juan, and 5 miles (8 km) inland from the
Atlantic Ocean, and within the North Coast Karst belt.
Information in this section is drawn from the three
volume Remedial Investigation Report for the facility
(Nittany Geoscience, Inc., 1994). The primary site ac-

Figure 4. Map showing relation of Puerto Rico karst and dense sinkhole areas to high population
density and major roads. Derived from Gould et al. 2008 and Alemán González, 2010.
ing water quality in the region. Additionally, wastewater
treatment plant effluent was regularly discharged from
1971-1987 to an on-site natural sinkhole permitted for
disposal. This sinkhole received about 490,000 gallons
(1,850 m3) of effluent per day.

Figure 5. Frequency distribution of areas having many sinkholes > 30m deep. Based on
data from Alemán González, 2010.
tivity was the manufacture of cathode ray tube aperture
masks. In this process, sheets of metal were etched with
a strong acid, and the excess ferric chloride solution was
stored in 4 lined lagoons which had been constructed in
the 1970s. Over an approximate three-year period from
1978 to December 1981, each of the lagoons failed due
to sinkhole development beneath them, releasing approximately 1,000,000 gallons (3,800 m3) of extremely
low pH metal-rich solution into the groundwater. This
led to concerns about groundwater, spring, and drink-

In December 1982 the site was placed on the National
Priorities List (NPL, Superfund), and a remedial investigation was begun. The site underwent an extensive
study which included review of the physical characteristics and facility background, the regional hydrogeology,
and former manufacturing operations. Specific methods
involved included analysis of topographic maps, soils
investigation, an on-site hydrogeologic investigation
which included monitoring well installation and repair
of an artesian well, a karst hydrogeologic investigation
which included aquifer and tracer tests, geochemical
modelling, and a flow path investigation. Groundwater
flow in the uppermost aquifer was determined to be in a
northward direction, towards the Atlantic Ocean. However, conditions at the site were complicated by the presence of a 1,167 foot (356 m) deep supply well which
had been drilled into the underlying artesian aquifer, the
Montebello Member of the Cibao Formation.
16TH SINKHOLE CONFERENCE
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Figure 6. Plan map of the RCA del Caribe Barceloneta facility showing buildings, on-site sinkhole,
and adjacent mogote topography. Source: Nittany Geoscience, 1994.
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Failure of the well casing seal at the confining unit was
allowing copious upward leakage of water from the artesian aquifer into the overlying water table aquifer; a
>250 foot (>76 m) head difference was present. The uppermost aquifer is karstified, probably quite extensively,
though no evidence of open conduits was found. The site
is overlain by blanket deposits, and all of the karst cavities are infilled with sediments. From this perspective,
the groundwater flow system was characterized as diffuse. Nevertheless, pore velocities as high as 10 to 100
feet (3 to 30 m) per day were determined from tracer
tests. These were interpreted to be the result of highly
conductive beds in the lower Aguada Limestone. However, the end result of the study revealed a surprisingly
benign outcome.

eral collapses (sinkholes) inland of the cliff. Limestone
overburden is less than 6 m. Construction equipment
was observed to be clearing land less than 100 m from
the section of the cliff containing the cave. A return visit
six months later noted that a 3-story apartment complex
had been built close to the cave-containing cliff. Coastal
erosion is likely to result in more surface collapse into
the cave which could pose future problems for the apartment infrastructure. This is just one example of commercial land development that has begun to encroach the
coastal cliffs and pose a threat to the caves and to the
overlying infrastructure. The construction of new beach
house structures and resorts are having negative impact
on the coastal karst resources of the island.

Geochemical modeling showed that upon failure of the
ferric chloride containments, the acidic solution came
into contact with the limestone and was immediately
neutralized. This rise in pH resulted in the precipitation
of the metals from the solution, and their immobilization within the strata. Consequently, the only ongoing
and off-site impact to groundwater was a benign diffuse
chloride plume. The final decision for the site was that
no further remedial action was necessary.

Storm Induced Cover Collapse

Coastal Cave Collapses

The well-known caves of the North Coast karst of Puerto
Rico, and those within the Cretaceous blocks of limestones that are scattered through the central parts of
the island, are either active or relict and fluvio-karstic
in nature. An ongoing coastal karst inventory project
(Miller et al., 2009) has revealed that there are also a
significant number of coastal caves on the Atlantic and
Caribbean coastlines of the island that have an origin as
either littoral, flank margin (mixing zone), or flank margin overprinted by littoral processes. On the north coast,
the caves occur at various elevations from sea level to
the top edges of many of the rocky cliffs. Though most
of the entrances open towards the major water bodies,
many also have additional entrances formed by natural
surface collapse into the voids (Miller et al., 2009).
During recent inventory field work a flank margin cave
was discovered on the north coast of the island at approximately 60 m above sea level. Survey of the cave
documented a main access point at the cliff line and sev-

Many of Puerto Rico’s main highways and roads traverse
the north coast karst where naturally occurring sinkholes
abound (Figure 4). (Soto and Morales 1984) However,
it is the human-induced sinkholes that negatively impact
development infrastructure in these areas.
The hurricanes of 2017 caused significant damage to
Puerto Rico. Included among the geohazards triggered
by the hurricanes were sinkhole collapses that damaged
homes and road infrastructure (Thorne, 2017). One of the
most notable sinkhole collapses occurred on Highway 2,
which is a main artery between San Juan and Ponce. The
heavy rains wrought by Hurricane Maria caused extensive flooding under the highway and resulted in a rupture
of a water main. The water scoured away the sediment
beneath the road forming a void which eventually collapsed forming a sinkhole 30 m long and 6 m deep that
backed up traffic for miles.
The sinkhole was of the cover collapse variety, occurring
entirely within the soil profile. These are the most common and catastrophic causes of ground failure in karst
terrains (Waltham 2008). Cover collapse sinkholes are
typically caused when some sort of ground disturbance
due to engineering activity affects the natural drainage
of an area (Waltham and Fookes, 2003). As hurricanes
become more intense and frequent, cover collapse sinkholes will likely continue to wreak havoc on the roads
traversing Puerto Rico’s karst regions.
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Summary

Sinkhole development has a complex history in Puerto
Rico. The nature of the tropical karst produces landscapes that are defined by the dense distribution of sinkholes. The evolution of a carbonate coastline results in
new sinkhole development from littoral and erosional
processes. The growth of population and supporting
infrastructure also induces increased sinkhole development. Severe weather, coupled with roads built across
extensive karst regions bring catastrophic sinkhole collapses to what have become main travel arteries. Necessary remediation of sinkhole collapses adds to the growing economic challenges of the island.
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Abstract

Nash Draw is an enclosed basin located in southeastern
New Mexico (USA). Nash Draw developed through solution and erosion of upper Permian rocks of the Rustler
and Salado Formations. Surface features of sinkholes,
swallets (including alluvial dolines), caves, and karst
valleys occur principally in and on outcrops to subcrops
of gypsum of the Rustler. The underlying Salado is
relatively shallow, and groundwater is removing halite
from the upper part, leaving a residue of insolubles and
a brine-saturated zone. Potash refining over nearly 90
years affects the surface hydrology and shallow groundwater of Nash Draw.
Nash Draw has no external surficial drainage. Thirty internally drained basins have been identified from topography (~3-m to 6-m divides) and field checking. For each
100-m square within a basin, factors such as active or
vegetated channels, presence of surficial karst features,
and curve number (a runoff parameter) have been assigned using field investigations, soil maps, and aerial
photography. For comparison, GIS analysis included air
photo interpretation, DEM analysis, remote sensing and
GPS field mapping of karst features. GIS analysis identifies a relationship between the drainage basins, surface
flow models and feature points. This relationship terminates surface flow models at sink locations and flow
models remain within the identified drainage divides.
Ground truthing of historical air photo interpretation

and DEM analysis indicate that sinkhole occurrence and
character have changed over time.
Nash Draw karst features continue to be cataloged, using
field work and aerial photography. To differentiate and
catalog Nash Draw karst features, four types are identified. More than three-fourths of the Nash Draw surface
has been surveyed in some detail.

Introduction

Nash Draw is a topographically enclosed basin located
in southeastern New Mexico (Figure 1). Nash Draw
has been referred to as a “dog-bone shaped depression”
(Lambert, 1978). Our focus is this topographic feature.
It is adjacent to, but topographically separated from, the
Pecos River. [The term “Nash Draw” is also applied specifically to an ephemeral, discontinuous water course in
a small segment of the larger “Nash Draw.”] The boundaries of Nash Draw are sometimes drawn differently as
there is an inner escarpment (more commonly used as
a boundary) and an outer partial escarpment. The Nash
Draw watershed is a much larger feature defined by the
entire area that would theoretically drain toward the
topographic low with sufficient precipitation and runoff. Extensive sand dune cover east of Nash Draw and
limited rainfall means that a large area of the watershed
contributes no known runoff to Nash Draw. The southern
portion of Nash Draw has several salt playas; Laguna
16TH SINKHOLE CONFERENCE
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Figure 1. “Dog-bone” shaped Nash Draw
depression (white/black dashed outline)
within larger potential watershed area (blue
outline). Watershed designation: Salt Lake. HU:
1306001117. For reference, the approximate
center of the WIPP site is longitude -103.7914
degrees, latitude 32.3697 degrees.

Grande de la Sal is largest and is the lowest part of Nash
Draw.
Upper Permian evaporite-bearing formations (Figure
2) that underlie Nash Draw are the Castile, Salado, and
Rustler Formations. The upper Salado halite beds have
been dissolved under Nash Draw, with amalgamated
gypsum and siliciclastics as the residue. The Rustler
variably crops out in the lower parts of Nash Draw, and
the sulfate beds are the principal point of attack and development of karst features. The redbed Permotriassic(?)
Dewey Lake Formation (aka Quartermaster Formation)
and Triassic Dockum Group (aka Chinle Group) crop out
around the periphery. There is a thin, variable veneer of
mainly Pleistocene fluvial sediments and pedogenic calcrete, gypsites, and dune sand within Nash Draw. Underlying formations dip ~1 degree to the east, and erosion in
the Pecos River valley eventually exposed the evaporites
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Figure 2. Principal stratigraphic units at Nash
Draw. M-x/H-x portions of the Rustler indicate
mudstone (M-x) to halite (H-x) facies changes
from left (west) to right (east) in southeastern
New Mexico. Modified from Powers et
al.(2003).

to meteoric water at the surface. Dissolution and erosion
created Nash Draw.
Nash Draw was brought to the attention of geologists by
Willis T. Lee (Lee, 1925). He explored some of northcentral Nash Draw, reporting on karst features and proposing a process of “erosion by solution and fill” to explain the development of the draw. Robinson and Lang
(1938) surveyed the geology and hydrology of Nash
Draw in support of the growing potash industry in the
area. They discovered and reported the presence of brine
underlying the main axis of Nash Draw and proposed
that solution of upper Salado halite created the draw and
the brine. They also found that this brine was upwelling
locally in the nearby Pecos River. Vine (1963) reported
on the geology of Nash Draw and prepared a 15-minute
quadrangle geological map.
After the beginnings of the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
(WIPP) project in the area in 1974, further studies of
Nash Draw summarized the hydrology (Mercer, 1983)

and geology (Bachman, 1980, 1981, 1985; Lambert,
1983). More detailed studies have emerged since that are
variably related to Nash Draw geology and hydrology.
As an example, evidence for dissolution is more precise
now, generally ruling out significant deposition of Rustler halite beds in the area of Nash Draw (Holt and Powers, 1988, 2010; Powers and Holt, 2000); the locus of
dissolution of Rustler beds in Nash Draw is primarily
sulfate beds.
In this article, we summarize the current status of our
studies of Nash Draw. Although some work referred to
here has been directly or indirectly funded by WIPP or
other entities, the work continues mainly by personal efforts because of our interest in the complexities of the
development of Nash Draw through solution, erosion,
and fill.

Basins Within Basins

Using topographic maps, aerial photography, and ground
checks, Powers (2014) divided the area of Nash Draw
and some adjacent areas that could contribute runoff into
30 discrete basins (Figure 3). The main criterion was that
about 3-6 m (~10-20 ft) of topographic relief was needed to divide basins. Some obvious areas of sand dunes
with no evidence of drainage were attached to basins by
dividing along a general topographic high. Most of the
area east of Nash Draw in the greater watershed was neither divided into basins nor assigned other hydrologic
parameters because there is no evidence from drainages
or other features that they currently contribute to runoff
into Nash Draw. Other data included general mapping
of active and inactive drainages, areas with individual
karst features or collections of features, runoff curve values (US Department of Agriculture, 1986), and an estimate of areas where the water-bearing Culebra Dolomite
Member of the Rustler is confined. Because of modeling
constraints for WIPP hydrology at the time, these parameters were assigned to 100 m x 100 m blocks or cells. Basin boundaries and features are associated with a block,
not located precisely.
The initial objective for dividing Nash Draw into basins
and assigning other parameters was to provide data for
modeling potential recharge to the Rustler, specifically
to the Culebra. Although no such modeling has apparently been undertaken, the basins provide a framework
for relating drainages and points (e.g., karst features) for

Figure 3. Thirty topographic basins were
delineated by Powers (2014). Basin 16 does
not exist; it was combined with basin 14 after
re-evaluating the divide between them. Nash
Draw underlay from USGS NED.
potential recharge to the underlying Rustler as well as
some more recent sediments in Nash Draw. The basin
framework can be compared and contrasted to GISbased evaluations of topography and surface hydrology,
for example, as discussed later. Contrasts also can be
evaluated in the field, resulting in refined basin identification and characterization.
The largest basin (#18) is at the north end of Nash Draw.
It is ~140 sq km (~54 sq mi). Two main characteristics
are clear: basin 18 includes most of the active natural
surface drainages within Nash Draw, and there are no
exposed Rustler evaporites except near the sump at the
southern end of the basin. At the southern end, surface
waters recharge in karst features developed in upper
Rustler beds. Most of basin 18 displays no identified surface karst features.
The south-central part of Nash Draw is dominated by
basins that are now collecting runoff after precipitation,
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brine water from potash mining tailings, and some discharge from springs. Rustler sulfate beds and dolomite
are at and near the surface in these areas, and various
karst features are more common. Topographic separations between basins are commonly more subtle.
The smallest basin (#28) is at the south end of Nash
Draw. It is ~0.96 sq km (~0.37 sq mi) in area, with a
shallow closed depression and more or less centripetal
drainage. The south side is an escarpment with a divide
between Nash Draw and a different watershed. No points
of recharge such as sinkholes have been found. Soluble
evaporites are estimated to be more than 50 m below surface. The sediments around the south side of basin 28 are
mainly late Cenozoic (Gatuña Formation) while the fill
is at least partly Holocene. Nearby drillhole logs reveal
a considerable thickness of upper Salado has been removed. The generally accepted explanation is that these
soluble rocks have been dissolved, although much of the
overlying Rustler geophysical log signature remains intact. Some of these relationships are being investigated
regionally, and that may resolve some ambiguities in the
local Nash Draw setting.
An unexpected result of defining the basins was to find
some local basin lows are connected to very large areas
of drainage. Basin 6, in the southeastern arm of Nash
Draw, has an area of slightly more than 23 sq km (~9 sq
mi) (Figure 3). On both south and north ends, it includes
topographically higher areas. Several square kilometers
near the lowest point display interconnected drainage on
relatively hard ground. The lowest point is a karst valley with numerous sinks, dolines, and caves, and it is
believed to have been flooded during major rainfall in
September 2004 (Powers et al., 2006; Hillesheim et al.,
2006).
This same area was directly observed to have flooded
to the point of overflow to the next basin to the west
after a major rainfall in September 2014 (Figure 4a,b).
Although much of the water had infiltrated in the valley
floor within a week or so, some caves and sinks remained
filled with stagnant water for several weeks. However
much the subsurface system may be interconnected, it
does not allow straightforward passage of water. A perennial spring in an adjacent basin indicates considerable
storage in an area that receives an average annual rainfall
of ~33 cm (~13 inches) (Powers et al., 2006). Prior field
observations of these same features indicated more rapid
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Figure 4. A. Flooded low area of basin 6 on
9/20/2014; B. Overflow from basin 6 west to basin 5 on 9/20/2014.

water intake; the system may not present a consistent
storage or permeability over time.
At this stage, basin delineation is helpful for understanding points and areas for recharge to the underlying
sediments and rocks. It helps organize features into potentially useful groups. Nevertheless, we recognize that
the subsurface hydrology (as discussed below) in Nash
Draw is complicated and is unlikely to be organized the
same way as the surface basins.

Geographic Information System (GIS)
Approach and Data

Four elements are included to date in the GIS analysis of
Nash Draw: DEM (digital elevation model) analysis of
basins and features, field mapping using the global positioning system (GPS) to locate specific features, interpretation of old and new aerial photos, and remote sens-

ing. Many details of the software, hardware, and tools
applied here are described in Goodbar (2019).
Digital Elevation Models (DEM) Analysis
United States Geological Survey (USGS) National Elevation Data Set 1/3 Arc Digital Elevation Models (DEM)
were used for surface flow analysis. The resolution is approximately 10 m, and the data conform to North American Datum of 1983 (NAD83). The ESRI ArcMap Spatial
Analyst Hydrology Toolset was used to create raster data
of flow accumulation, flow direction, and link surface
flows paths. The final vector output is a stream/surface
flow feature set which identified surface flow paths within Nash Draw. The Hydrology Toolset was used to identify sinks within the DEM as well as locate and address
error within the DEM.
To evaluate surface flow, threshold values can be set for
water fill in sinks or lows to cause flow out of the sink
or low. Threshold values of 3 m and 9 m were used to
generate these flow paths. In addition, drainage basins
were generated using the same parameters.

The threshold value of 9 m generated flow paths (Figure
5a) that ignore many sink areas observed in the field to
capture surface flow. A threshold value of 3 m generated
flow paths (Figure 5b) that are much more similar to field
observations, with capture of surface flow more commonly terminating at or near alluvial dolines, swallets,
or caves. When no threshold value is assigned, which
is equivalent to not filling sinks, the surface flow terminates at natural sinks, but depressions such as interdune
area or errors in elevation also terminate flow. Drainage patterns from the 9-m threshold (Figure 5a) are approximately what one would expect from this area with
sufficient rainfall to develop integrated surface drainage. Most of the topographic basins are combined, and
the model basin (Figure 6a) corresponding to the 9-m
threshold is similar to the Nash Draw watershed derived
by topographic map analysis (Figure 1). The flow system
and basin derived from the 3-m threshold correspond
somewhat better to basins outlined based on topography
and field inspection (Figure 6b).

Figure 5. A. Surface drainage analysis (ArcBasin) with 9-m threshold for flow integrates all
drainage, similar to the watershed area. Drainage is connected to the Pecos River; B. Surface
drainage analysis (ArcBasin) with 3-m threshold for flow develops many low sinks.
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Figure 6. A. Surface drainage analysis with 9-m threshold for flow compared to basins differentiated with topographic map and field survey (Powers, 2014). Karst features are included where they
have been observed and located (see Field Mapping with Global Navigation Satellite System); B.
Surface drainage analysis with 3-m threshold for flow compared to basins differentiated with topographic map and field survey (Powers, 2014). Karst features are included where they have been
observed and located (see Field Mapping with Global Navigation Satellite System).
Basin boundaries are commonly transgressed by drainage. This is reasonable, as the topographic threshold was
10-20 ft (~3-6 m). The 9-m threshold generally will integrate many basins delineated by the topographic analysis. The 3-m basin subdivisions correspond better to the
topographic basins. Basin 18 becomes divided into two
larger subbasins and several smaller subbasins with a
3-m threshold (Figure 7). The 10-m resolution for the
DEM is not sufficient to delineate through-going water
courses in various areas, whether the 3-m or 9-m flow
systems are considered.
Nevertheless, these DEM models of flow paths and basins are useful as they may pick up subtle relationships
between separated drainages, and they can point out that
topographically delineated basins may be more related
than is initially apparent. Major precipitation events or
differences in earlier climate may have united them more
closely.
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Figure 7. Detail of surface drainage analysis
with 3-m threshold for basin 18. Karst features
are included where they have been observed
and located (see Field Mapping with Global
Navigation Satellite System).

Field Mapping with Global Navigation Satellite
System
Until recently, there has been little systematic mapping of karst features in Nash Draw. Bachman (1981)
remapped the geology of Nash Draw on four 7.5-minute quadrangle maps and noted several larger examples.
Powers and Owsley (2003) reported karst features as
they were related to the realignment of NM128, but they
did not report exact locations. Powers et al. (2006) also
reported on karst features but did not provide exact locations. Powers (2014) catalogued evidence of possible
recharge points, including specific karst features, broad
karst areas, low vegetated collection points, and brine
lakes. These, however, were again only reported as present within the 100 m x 100 m blocks, thus lacking detailed location data.
For several years, specific features have been mapped
(mainly by the Goodbars) in the field using systems
capable of 1-2 m horizontal accuracy. As the work developed, the features have been defined as sink, swallet, cave, karst feature (includes remnant karst, pits,
springs, etc), or other (miscellaneous info, including survey markers, etc.). Elevations are recorded or obtained
from DEM. Field investigations are directed by word
of mouth, reported features in the topographic analysis,
aerial photo analysis, DEM sink analysis, and old-fashioned field treks. This project continues.

Aerial Photo Interpretation
Aerial photos from 1945, documenting the area of potash mining and resources across Nash Draw, have been
compared with later photography. National Aerial Photography Program (NAPP) imagery for 1996 and more
recent National Agriculture Imagery Program (NAIP)
photographs are available in various formats. Google
Earth contributes imagery in an accessible form for identifying and comparing features. Several recent Google
Earth iterations are of excellent quality.
Aerial photos of a small area near a potash mine tailings
pile on the western margin of Nash Draw illustrate local
contrasts in features through time (Figure 8). The 1945
photograph does not appear to show the sinks easily
found in 2016 NAIP imagery. Color aerial photos from
October 1976 (taken for WIPP) reveal three of the sinks
and the nearby tailings pile. NAPP images from 1996
are similar. More recent photos show that the additional
sinks in the 2016 photographs have been very clear since
at least 2007. Current Google Earth images (lat 32.4179
degrees, long -103.9195 degrees) are even clearer.
The collection or sump area for surface flow within basin
18 also has evolved (Figure 9). In 1945, drainage (indicated by R) appears to be in the south-central area of
the sump. There are modest depressions south of this recharge point, and the current drainage/recharge point is
not evident. By 1996, the main recharge point is in the

Figure 8. Well-developed small sinks in the vicinity of a potash tailings pile on the western side
of Nash Draw are not apparent in 1945 aerial photography (photoreferenced for location). Best
resolution available.
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Figure 9. The sump at the southern end of basin 18 illustrates changes with time in Nash Draw. Principal sink/recharge points (R) have changed with sediment influx. Drainage developing in 1996
at east end marked by “r.” A number of small sinks (white circles) have also developed with time.
southwest, and the current recharge point at the eastern
end of the sump shows visible collapse. The sump area
also had expanded by 1996. The November 2012 image
shows that the 1996 recharge point was no longer active,
and the east recharge point dominated. The east recharge
point is still dominant. Field study shows that the sinks
in the eastern end developed in the Magenta Dolomite
Member of the Rustler and the overlying Forty-niner
Member basal sulfate bed. Both field investigations and
study of photos confirm that some of the sinks in basin
18 south of this sump developed by 1996 and are persistent. Some floods in the last few years have transported
red sediment that has at least partially plugged some individual features (Figure 10). Scallop marks in gypsum
(Figure 11) of the Forty-niner at the cave entrance of the
swallet in Figure 10 measure 6+ cm across and indicate
a steady flow of water for an extended period.
Remote Sensing
Landsat imagery has not proven useful in extracting specific location information on sinkholes because the resolution isn’t sufficient.
InSAR data have been used recently to interpret surface
subsidence related to potash mining (Rucker et al., 2013;
Zhang et al., 2018). InSAR and related techniques are
not known to have been applied yet to Nash Draw to
detect the effects of dissolution/karst.
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Hydrology

While investigating water sources to support the early
potash industry in the area, Robinson and Lang (1938)
reported that a brine-saturated zone (“brine aquifer”)
underlies much of Nash Draw. The brine was located
stratigraphically mainly in the solution residue of the
upper Salado and in the basal Rustler. Robinson and
Lang concentrated much of their study at or near Laguna Grande de la Sal in the southern end of Nash Draw
(Figure 1). [Laguna Grande de la Sal is the lowest area
in Nash Draw. Both potash tailings water and natural
spring(s) discharge into the lake, where industrial salt is
produced]. Details of the work by Robinson and Lang
(1938) indicate that 1) the salinity of water encountered
in the zone was quite variable, 2) that it was unlikely
brine from Laguna Grande was infiltrating to the brine
aquifer in view of much fresher water encountered below Laguna Grande, 3) that brine flow was from north to
south-southwest, and 4) that brine from the brine aquifer
was being discharged into the Pecos.
WIPP drilled additional wells in Nash Draw during the
late 1970s to monitor water levels and chemistry of Rustler units and the contact zone with the Salado. Mercer
(1983) summarized findings from these wells, generally
confirming the flow direction proposed by Robinson and
Lang (1938). In the early 2000s, WIPP drilled six additional wells within or adjacent to Nash Draw, focusing
on the Culebra as a water-bearing unit. These are still be-

Figure 11. Scallops at the cave entrance of
the primary swallet for basin 18 are 6+ cm
wide and indicate steady and lengthy inflow.

Figure 10. The primary swallet and associated
cave in basin 18 in January 2014 captured
most of the water entering the basin. At the
base of the sinkhole, a bedrock crevasse
dropped ~5 m to a horizontal passage
trending south for ~8 m before constrictions
halted exploration.

ing monitored, while some of the earlier wells have been
plugged and abandoned.
There are three locations around the margins of Nash
Draw where potash tailings water is being added to the
surface. It is clear to even the casual observer that the
surface and near-surface hydrology is being affected by
the influx of potash mine tailings brine. Goodbar and
Goodbar (2014) reviewed some of these effects, following earlier assessments by Geohydrology Associates
(1978, 1979). Powers et al. (2006) described some of the
karst features and related hydrology. Major precipitation
events, such as in September 2014, can create pressure
pulses in the Culebra where it is closely monitored by
WIPP. Such pressure pulses can clearly be related to infiltration and changes in groundwater storage in Nash

Draw (e.g., Hillesheim et al., 2006), although it is still
not possible to isolate the locus of infiltration (if there
is one). It also needs to be pointed out that there are no
available data indicating whether similar pressure pulses
also occur in the brine aquifer; such data would help to
determine the degree of confinement of the brine aquifer.
Goodbar and Goodbar (2014) outline experimental parameters for tracer tests to help evaluate the hydrology
of the karst system in Nash Draw. No full-scale tracer
experiment is presently being undertaken. However, the
implementation of the first phase of a groundwater trace,
from Laguna Grande to the Pecos River (Goodbar and
Goodbar, 2017), is now concluding.

Dissolution

Upper Salado dissolution has been evaluated extensively
through geophysical logs, mapping of shafts at WIPP,
and drillhole cores. Along the eastern margin of Nash
Draw (Livingston Ridge), concentrated well data show a
narrow margin over which the upper Salado is removed
(Powers et al., 2003, 2006; Holt and Powers, 2010). Elevation on the Culebra shows a structural trough along the
front of the escarpment of Livingston Ridge. Livingston
Ridge overlies the high adjacent to the structural trough.
The top of Salado salt is interpretable in these wells and
is lower in elevation under the structural trough. Holt
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and Powers (2010) propose that salt is dissolved along
the margin by infiltrating low-salinity water along the
escarpment. The data are somewhat limited to map top
of Salado salt throughout Nash Draw, but that surface
is clearly variable in elevation/depth within Nash Draw.
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Summary

Nash Draw is a large karst valley developed by solution
of upper Salado halite. Many of the surficial features
(caves, sinks, swallets) are developed in sulfate beds
of the overlying Rustler. A natural brine-saturated zone
in the Salado dissolution residue and basal Rustler underlies a significant part of Nash Draw and flows to the
south-southwest, eventually discharging into the Pecos
River. The brine zone appears to be separated from vertical recharge in the vicinity of Laguna Grande, as there
are fresher water zones between the brine lake and the
saturated brine zone. Major precipitation events do cause
pressure responses in the Culebra where it is confined
adjacent to the draw. It is possible there is some potential
recharge of the Culebra in Nash Draw. Nevertheless, the
shallow and surface hydrology of Nash Draw is greatly
disturbed by discharge of tailings water from potash
mines.
Our focus is to continue to develop a detailed data base
of the Nash Draw karst features, develop a better understanding of the evolution of karst features, and refine
ideas of surface and near-surface hydrology. Tracer tests
have potential to resolve some of the flow paths and
rates, but the tests would have to be carefully designed
and executed, and such tests would require a long-term
perspective and commitment to maintain.
On the horizon: publish a detailed data base of Nash
Draw karst features, develop and report a more detailed
history of the development of Nash Draw, and acquire
partners to continue the work.
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Abstract

Sinkholes developed in the Paleozoic carbonate rocks
within the James Bay lowland of Canada consist of preglacial sinkholes and post-glacial sinkholes. Most of
the pre-glacial sinkholes were identified in the Upper
Silurian Attawapiskat limestone at the Process Plant site
after the thin peat and unconsolidated sediment cover
were removed and in the Central Quarry site where the
vertical profile of the Upper Attawapiskat limestone was
exposed. One unique pre-glacial sinkhole was reported
in the form of a bedrock trench, which cut through most
of the Paleozoic formations to a depth of approximately
200 m below land surface. The pre-glacial sinkholes are
filled with and covered by sediments that represent postglacial depositional environments. The post-glacial sinkholes have developed after the area emerged from the
Tyrrell Sea approximately 4,400 years ago. Sinkholes
with open drains and intermittent sinking streams are the
primary form in the exposed reefal limestone of the Attawapiskat limestone along the Attawapiskat River and
Nayshkootayaow River. Between the two major rivers
post-glacial sinkholes have developed around perimeters
of isolated bioherms, especially in the Bioherm Complex Zone between these two rivers. Although the mildly acidic peat water may have contributed to sinkhole
formation at bioherms, the majority of the post-glacial
sinkholes are likely linked to the pre-glacial ones, which
provided the pre-existing conditions for the post-glacial
sinkhole formation. The increases in hydraulic gradient
in response to the isostatic uplift and seasonal fluctua-

tions in shallow groundwater level have helped reactivate the pre-glacial sinkholes and have been the primary
agents in eroding the overlying materials.

Introduction

The James Bay lowland, located approximately 90 km
west of the town of Attawapiskat in northern Ontario,
Canada, is a vast peatland consisting mostly of bogs and
fens. A series of diamond-bearing kimberlite pipes were
discovered in this area in the 1980s. The Victor kimberlite occurred within the Attawapiskat kimberlite cluster
and was emplaced through approximately 250 m of Paleozoic carbonate rocks during the Jurassic Period (Webb
et al., 2004). Figure 1 shows the locations of kimberlites
and study area, which lie on the southern flank of the
Cape Henrietta Maria Arch that separates the erosional
remnants of the Hudson Bay and Moose River cratonic
sedimentary basins (Wood et al., 2013; Ontario Geological Survey, 2007). Since discovery of the Victor kimberlites, various geotechnical, hydrogeological and environmental investigations have been conducted to evaluate
the feasibility and environmental impacts of mining. The
carbonates are country rocks in which dewatering wells
would be installed for mining and are prone to karst development. Pliocene glaciations and post-glacial Tyrrell
Sea deposition and continuous isostatic uplift have created a unique environment for karst development on the
carbonate rocks. Similar karst features were first recognized and studied by Cowell in the early 1980s, and an
area east of the Victor mine site was recommended as
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Figure 1 Location of study area

an Area of Natural and Scientific Interest for the unique
karst features (Cowell, 1983). The karst and sinkhole
study presented in this paper was to determine if karst
features should be incorporated into the groundwater
flow modeling for the Victor mine dewatering simulation (Atkinson et al., 2010) and to evaluate the risk of
sinkhole occurrence during mine dewatering. Figure 2
shows location of the Victor mine and other significant
features including Central Quarry, Process Plant, Exploration Camp, Bedrock Trench, and Bioherm Complex
Zone that are related to this karst study. The Victor mine
started operations in 2007 and ceased operation in 2019
(Gautrey, 2018).

Geologic and Hydrogeologic Settings

Table 1 summarizes the major lithologic units that are
relevant to karst study of the area. The majority of the
area between all the rivers remained relatively flat with
poor drainage. Muskeg developed rapidly in these areas
of poor drainage and covered the deposits further reducing their erosion. Only on the high ground along the
larger rivers and on the remnant cores of ancient reefs
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(bioherms) that protrude above the surrounding topography, was there sufficient drainage for trees to grow.
Underlying the muskeg is a series of glacial, marine and
fluvial deposits. This series of deposits reflects the dynamic nature of the region over the relatively recent geologic past of approximately 8,000 years. At that time the
last glacial ice mass made its final, and relatively rapid,
retreat from the area (Cowell, 2004). The earth’s surface
had been depressed by the weight of the ice mass, and
its removal created a basin that was quickly filled by the
marine waters of the Tyrell Sea. During this time a generally uniform layer of clay and silt was deposited on the
bottom of this shallow sea.
With the weight of the glaciers removed the earth’s surface began to rebound at a rate of approximately 1 m per
100 years (Cowell, 1983). Approximately 4,400 years
before present (BP) the land was once again exposed
subaerially, and rivers began to flow across the surface
depositing silt, sand, and gravel along their banks. As
the land surface is generally flat, the high variability in
the thickness of surficial deposits can be attributed to the
highly irregular surface of the underlying bedrock.

Figure 2 Distribution of karst features along and between Attawapiskat River and
Nayshkootayaow River

The bedrock strata are flat-lying in the study area. The
Attawapiskat Formation is the uppermost bedrock layer
and has been divided into upper and lower units separated by a two to three-meter thick layer of blue-green
mudstone. The blue-green mudstone is ubiquitous and
forms a regional aquitard. The upper Attawapiskat unit
extends to a depth of 58 to 68 m blow ground surface
(bgs). Only the upper Attawapiskat unit is visible in outcrops and in the local Central Quarry.
The Ekwan River and the Severn River Formations underlie the Attawapiskat limestone extending to a depth of
250 m. The Attawapiskat, Ekwan River, and Severn River formations are primarily composed of limestone and
dolomite of middle Silurian age. At the base of sedimentary sequence are the Ordovician Redhead and Churchill
River formations that contain mudstones, interbedded
limestones, and evaporites.
The hydrogeological conditions in the study area are
characterized with distinct aquifers and aquitards. The

overburden sediment is the aquitard for the peat aquifer,
whereas the blue-green mudstone is the aquitard for the
upper Attawapiskat limestone aquifer (Gautrey, 2018).
The regional groundwater flow in the area was from west
to east under natural conditions. Local components of
flow are typically towards the larger rivers, where the
rivers incised into the bedrock. Vertical hydraulic connections between the aquifers are limited by the laterally
extensive aquitards. Total dissolved solids measured in
the groundwater indicated stratification, more evidence
of lack of hydraulic communication between the aquifers. Fresh water is present in the peat and upper Attawapiskat limestone aquifers. The groundwater in the
lower aquifer has chemical compositions reflecting a
mixture of fresh water, relic Tyrell Sea water, and water
in contact with evaporites. Saline groundwater is in the
crystalline basement (Sader et al., 2011).

Sinkhole Study

Figure 2 presents a distribution of more than 100 karst
features that were identified during the karst study along
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Lithology
Holocene Peat
Muskeg

Description
Peat covers the vast majority
of the surface at the site. The
peat is typically several meters
thick, with an upper, spongy,
transmissive zone and a deeper,
mucky, relatively non-transmissive zone.
Pliocene Post-gla- Marine and fluvial deposits
cial Marine and
comprise the overburden. The
Fluvial Deposits
overburden thickness varies
from absent where isolated
bioherms protrude through the
overburden and along some
of the larger rivers, to greater
than 50 m thick over former
bedrock valleys.
Silurian Upper
~15 m thick bioherms, which
Limestone
are highly porous and contain
high concentrations of trilobites and brachiopods. The
bioherms are not continuous
but occur in clusters, and are
separated from one another
where the bedrock surface is
eroded or intervening areas are
filled with marine sediments.
Silurian Blue2-3 m thick claystone and
Green Claystone forms a regional aquitard.
Silurian Lower
~140 m of limestone composed
Limestone or
of the lower Attawapiskat
Dolomite
formation, Ekwan River, and
Severn River formations.
Ordovician Red
~50 m thick mudstone that is
Head Rapids and interbedded with limestones,
Churchill River
dolomites, and evaporites.
Groups

inaccessible, the sinkhole study was based on analysis of
existing borehole data, aerial observations in helicopter,
and field verification along select transects. Not all sinkholes were identified in the study area. However, based
on those identified at the Central Quarry, Process Plant,
Bedrock Trench, Exploration Camp, and Bioherm Complex Zone, the sinkholes developed in the Paleozoic carbonate rocks within the James Bay lowland of Canada
consist of pre-glacial sinkholes and post-glacial sinkholes. The pre-glacial sinkholes were identified at Central Quarry, Process Plant, and Bedrock Trench, whereas
the post-glacial sinkholes were recognized at Exploration Camp and the Bioherm Complex Zone.

Pre-glacial sinkholes

Pre-glacial sinkholes formed in the geological past prior to land emergence, approximately 4,400 years ago
(Cowell, 1983). They were buried by marine and alluvial deposits and were identified through quarrying, excavation, boreholes, and geophysical surveys. At least
16 pre-glacial sinkholes were uncovered after the thin
overburden was removed over approximately 8,000 m2
at the Process Plant site. Figure 3 shows examples of

Table 1 Summary of main lithologic units
and between the Attawapiskat River and Nayshkootayaow River. The karst features include sinkholes, caves,
sinking streams, and springs. Identification numbers 1-4,
6-8, 12-15, 18, 021A, 102, 108, 110, 158, 201, and 204
are sinkholes observed during the karst feature survey.
The surface elevation of the identified sinkholes varies
from 58 to 90 m above mean sea level (amsl); whereas
the springs were at elevations ranging from 50 to 80 m
amsl. Additional sinkholes were reported at the Central
Quarry and Process Plant sites. Because most of the
study area was covered by muskeg, and many areas were
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Figure 3 Pre-glacial sinkholes exposed at
Process Plant site

several such sinkholes. Their shapes are similar to “potholes” commonly observed in stream beds. All of these
sinkholes displayed evidence of karstification and were
filled with a mixture of sands, silt and clay along with
pockets of gravel and rock fragments. Dissolution vugs/
cavities were present on the nearly vertical walls of these
sinkholes.
The majority of the sinkholes occurred along a linear
depression that ran northwest to southeast across the
width of the north central portion of the Process Plant
site. This feature was composed of what appeared to be
a paleo-stream channel along with several deep depressions or pits. The largest of these depressions was 10 m
long by 6 m wide and up to 7.5 m deep. They did not appear to drain water when they were exposed. The feature
narrowed from top to bottom and was excavated to the
depth where the backhoe bucket could not fit between
the solid bedrock walls. Since this backhoe bucket was
approximately a meter wide the true depth of the feature
is unknown.
Two pre-glacial sinkholes were exposed on the walls of
the Central Quarry. Figure 4 shows the cross section of
the sinkhole at the north end of the quarry. This sinkhole
was at least 10 m deep. Although the pre-glacial sinkholes were impermeable to water at the time of investigation, their hydrogeological properties are subject to
change if they are reactivated by an increase in hydraulic
gradient by mine dewatering (Glazek et al., 1989; Zhou,
1997).
Geophysical surveys and borehole drilling conducted
during diamond exploration and a feasibility study revealed an irregular bedrock surface and one featured that

Figure 4 Buried sinkhole exposed in Central
Quarry (dashed red lines indicating sinkhole
walls)

was referred to as the Bedrock Trench northeast of the
Victor kimberlite (Hydrologic Consultants, Inc., 2007;
Ontario Geological Survey, 2002). Boreholes at the
perimeter of the trench encountered bedrock at depths
between 20 and 30 m bgs, while boreholes in the Bedrock Trench intercepted the limestone bedrock at depths
greater than 150 m bgs (Figure 5). The Bedrock Trench
cut through most of the Paleozoic carbonates. Laterally,
the shape of the Bedrock Trench is irregular and elongated in the northeast-southwest direction. The exact size of
the trench could not be definitively determined but could
be greater than 3 km2.
The Bedrock Trench is filled with unconsolidated materials that include glacial diamictons (tills), peat and organic detritus, lacustrine silts and clays, and sands and
gravels (Gao et al., 2012). The depositional environment
is perhaps similar to a polje, a steep-sided, internally
drained, seasonal karst lake.
Such large-scale features as the Bedrock Trench do not
usually result from a single process but from polygenetic
processes including glacial scouring and bedrock dissolution. It is possible that an advancing ice sheet carved
this trench along a structurally weakened zone with later
bedrock dissolution as a modifying factor. Alternatively,
the structurally weakened zone might be a karst feature
such as a collapse or solution-enlarged fracture, which
existed prior to glacial scouring. Because the Bedrock
Trench is close to the Victor kimberlite pipe, it was also
speculated that formation of the Bedrock Trench was associated with volcanic activities by fracturing the surrounding bedrock. An alternative interpretation was that
the Bedrock Trench was an evaporite solution collapse
structure that originated in the Churchill River and Red
Head Rapids Group and has been modified in form by
basal glacial scouring (Ford and Worthington, 2005).

Figure 5 Schematic diagram of the Bedrock
Trench
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Post-glacial sinkholes

The post-glacial sinkholes have developed after the area
emerged from the Tyrrell Sea approximately 4,400 years
BP. They occur in two regions, the reefal limestone of
the upper Attawapiskat unit along the Attawapiskat
River and Nayshkootayaow River and isolated bioherm
outcrops in the peatland. The representative sinkholes
along the major rivers were observed in the Exploration
Camp area along the Nayshkootayaow River, whereas
the example bioherm sinkholes were observed in the
Bioherm Complex Zone between the Attawapiskat River
and the Nayshkootayaow River. The two types of postglacial sinkholes correspond to the two distinct karst hydrogeological zones: the vadose fluvio-karst zone in the
exposed limestone along the Attawapiskat River and the
Nayshkootayaow River and an organo-karst zone on or
next to limestone bioherms within the peat mantle (Cowell, 1983). The fluvial karst is most strongly affected by
the two major rivers and associated processes; whereas
the organo-karst is primarily affected by the peat deposits. Figure 6 shows the conceptual model of the postglacial sinkholes.
Sinkhole formation along the major rivers is driven
by local water circulation that develops where the Attawapiskat River and the Nayshkootayaow River have
cut through tens of meters into mid-Silurian limestone
in response to the continuous isostatic uplift. The upper
Attawapiskat limestone is either exposed or overlain by
silty alluvium. The Attawapiskat and Nayshkootayaow
Rivers are the dominant control for the water drainage
and thus the depth of the karst dissolutions. The river entrenchment has dissected the limestones to create numerous islands and abandoned cut-off channels. Hydraulic
gradient tends to be greater than 0.01 in the river cliffs.
Some sinkholes appear to be drains of intermittent sinking streams and are connected to small caves. Because
the groundwater along the major rivers tends to have a

Figure 6. Conceptual model of post-glacial
sinkholes
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pH of greater than 7 (Sader et al., 2011), the groundwater
is not aggressive in dissolving the limestones. These alluvial sinkholes are likely linked to the pre-glacial ones.
The pre-glacial sinkholes provide the initial conditions
for the post-glacial sinkhole formation, and the greater
hydraulic gradient has been the force to erode away the
in-fill materials.
As shown in Figure 6, the blue-green claystone is a key
layer that affected the vertical extent of the post-glacial
sinkholes. The majority of the sinkholes did not break
through the claystone unless the pre-existing pre-glacial
sinkholes were already deeper than the claystone.
In the flat-lying peatland, the marine deposits have acted as an aquiclude to prevent shallow peat water from
draining vertically into the limestone beneath. The lateral drainage is also poor with hydraulic gradients of less
than 0.002. Sinkholes occur where the mild acidic water
in the peat blanket (pH values between 4 and 6 [Sader
et al., 2011]) comes into lateral contact with reef knolls.
Open bedrock cavities were present around several inland bioherms in the Bioherm Complex Zone between
the Attawapiskat River and the Nayshkootayaow River.
These ranged in size from relatively small openings to
some large enough for a person to enter (Figure 7). The
larger cavities appeared to be developed around the perimeter only and did not extend laterally into the bioherm
mound. Through these various openings water could be
heard and observed trickling downward.
Crescent-shaped sinkholes are another common feature
observed around bioherms (Figure 8). Enhanced water
recharge is anticipated within the crescent-shaped sink-

Figure 7. Sinkhole at perimeter of a bioherm

Figure 8. Crescent-shaped sinkholes at
bioherms
holes. Review of these features from aerial photographs
and helicopter flights indicates that they may actually
be estavelles, which accept water during dry periods
but contain and discharge water during wet periods. It
should be noted that not all bioherms display sinkhole
development; some of them show no apparent evidence
of dissolution, particularly those north of the Attawapiskat River.
As discussed, hydraulic gradient has been an important
factor in forming the post-glacial sinkholes. Because the
shallow groundwater table varies seasonally, the waterlevel fluctuation may be another factor contributing their
formation. High groundwater table conditions occur in
spring and fall or following large rainfall events, raising
the groundwater table into the upper, sponge-like section of peat (Whittington and Price, 2012). Conversely,
there is relatively limited to almost no groundwater flow
during drier periods and winter when the water table declines into the mud-rich sections of peat. Episodic fluctuations in groundwater level in the peat cause scouring
of the sediments that were deposited in pre-existing karst
features.

Conclusions

The study area of the James Bay lowland is underlain
by limestones and dolomites that are susceptible to karst
development. Two types of sinkholes were recognized
in the study area: pre-glacial and post-glacial. The
pre-glacial sinkholes are overlain by peat muskeg and
marine and alluvial deposits and were identified at the
Process Plant, Central Quarry, and Bedrock Trench sites.

The post-glacial sinkholes are surface features and occur in the reefal limestone of the upper Attawapiskat unit
along the Attawapiskat River and the Nayshkootayaow
River and around isolated bioherm outcrops in the peatland. The post-glacial and pre-glacial sinkholes exposed
at the Process Plant and Central Quarry sites are relatively shallow and occurred in the upper Attawapiskat
limestone, whereas the Bedrock Trench cut through most
of the Paleozoic carbonates to a depth of approximately
200 m below ground surface. The post-glacial sinkholes
have developed after the area emerged from the Tyrrell
Sea approximately 4,400 years ago, and local water circulation is the driving force for their development. The
post-glacial sinkholes are part of the current hydrogeological karst system, whereas the pre-glacial sinkholes
tend to be dormant until they are reactivated. Recognition of these two types of sinkholes is informative to understanding of the hydrogeological conceptual site model for the groundwater simulation and evaluation of the
environmental impact of dewatering in the Victor mine.
Although the acidic peat water contributes to all postglacial sinkhole formation including those at bioherms,
the majority of the post-glacial sinkhole occurrence is
likely linked to the pre-glacial ones, which provided the
initial conditions for their formation. Understanding of
post-glacial sinkhole development requires knowledge
of the pre-glacial sinkholes. The increases in hydraulic
gradient in response to the isostatic uplift and seasonal
fluctuations in shallow groundwater level have helped
reactivate the pre-glacial sinkholes and have been the
primary force causing erosion of the materials overlying
them. While the formation of the Bedrock Trench is debatable, the trench may have resulted from polygenetic
processes including glacial scouring and bedrock dissolution.
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Abstract

Caves and closed depressions developed in carbonate
rocks are defining features of karst terranes. With the
increasing recognition that significant caves can develop
in quartz (siliciclastic) sandstones, it is natural that we
should start to examine their surficial counterparts, sinkholes. A review of the literature shows rather limited
attention given to these features. In the glaciated region
of northeast Ohio (USA) the first author and colleagues
have examined numerous sinkholes in sandstones, with
a variety of morphologies. The most commonly found
type is cover subsidence sinkholes, where thin overlying
regolith (usually till) has sagged into escarpment-parallel widened fractures. The most significant of these is an
entrance to Little Mountain Caverns, 8 m deep, where a
volume of rock circa 67 cubic meters has been removed
along fractures, while the surrounding rock remains intact. Mechanical as well as chemical processes are in
effect here. In the Precambrian Hinckley Sandstone of
Minnesota (USA) hundreds of small sinkholes are found
and are linked with rapid groundwater flow. Several
large collapses, apparently related to underlying carbonate dissolution, and found in the desert environment of
Arizona (USA). In high rainfall tropical situations, such
as the Cerro Sarisariñama tepui of Venezuela, large collapse sinkholes (up to 300 m depth) are found. These
are developed in a quartzite. Swallet cave entrances are
found in other locations, such as the Aonda Cave system
on Auyán tepui. There, researchers have noted that the
greatest shafts are found at the margins of the plateau, a
situation that is attributed to stress relief fracturing. The
occurrence of sinkholes in quartz rocks is not limited to
tropical environments, though. All of these cases emphasize that “karst-like” processes may, and do, operate
in rocks that we normally consider to be poorly soluble.
As a consequence, rapid groundwater movement and its
environmental ramifications, as well as the potential for
collapses, must be considered in a variety of environments. Great landscape age, high water volumes, and

high hydraulic gradients all seem to possibly contribute
to the formation of these features.

Introduction

Events such as the ongoing Sinkhole Conference series
(e.g. Sasowsky et al., 2018; Doctor, et al., 2015; and
14 others including this volume), the publication of a
major book (Waltham et al., 2005), and even the development of lengthy documentaries (PBS, 2015) demonstrate an enduring interest, and evolving understanding,
of the topic of sinkholes. Praised for their beauty and
cursed for the challenges they may bring with human interaction; they have long been a part of living
in carbonate bedrock areas. As urban growth and land
development spread out in to previously low-inhabited
zones, the need for understanding these features and the
processes that form them increases.
Concurrent with this, and indeed with a generally expanding recognition of the importance of karst terranes,
researchers have been recognizing karst, or “karst-like”
features in many non-carbonate lithologies. Traditionally, features such as caves and the like in such settings
have been referred to as pseudokarst. But, there has
been debate on the appropriateness of this designation, because it appears that dissolution processes may
indeed be responsible for the observed forms in some
cases.
In the present paper, a brief review of karstification and
sinkholes developed in sandstones is accompanied by
descriptions of several type-cases. For this purpose,
only sandstones that are primarily non-carbonate (i.e.
siliciclastic) mineralogy are considered. This excludes
for example traditional karst developed on calcarenites
in the Bahamas (e.g. Mylroie et al., 1995) or carbonate
cemented quartz sandstones such as the calc-eolianite
Loyalhanna Limestone of Pennsylvania (Schmidt,
1974; Ahlbrandt, 1995) which clearly can develop carbonate dissolution forms. Also excluded are shafts that
develop in limestone beneath very thin sandstone caps
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(i.e. along Cumberland Plateau of Tennessee, Alabama,
Georgia). To finish, some conclusions on the importance of such features are explored.

Development of “karst” features in
sandstones

Although quartz (SiO2) is generally considered to be a
rather resistant geologic material with regard to weathering, it has been recognized for over 50 years that in
certain cases it can dissolve to produce “karst like” landforms (White, et al., 1966). However, for many years it
was thought that tropical conditions (high temperatures,
copious rainfall) were needed. More recent work has
shown that these can form in areas having neither of
these extremes, and that quite extensive cave systems
can develop (e.g. Wray, 2009; Wray and Sauro, 2017).
Because of its relatively low solubility, quartz requires
about 50 times more water than it would to dissolve an
equivalent molar quantity of calcite. The temperature effect is actually quite small, and only becomes important
at very high values. Therefore, dissolution of quartz
does not require, nor necessarily indicate, present or former tropical temperatures. What is critical is that water flux be high at some point in the history of the area,
or that the terrain be an old one that has significant flux
when integrated across the time frame of its existence.
Sinkholes developed in sandstone occur through a variety of processes and may therefore be classified in a
number of ways. A thorough review of dissolution-related origins is given in Wray and Sauro, 2017. In addition
to the factors mentioned above, it appears that a positive
feedback relation between mechanical and chemical processes is a major contributor to the development of such
features. Some representative cases are examined below.

Examples of sandstone sinkholes

The following sections provide a sampling of features
based on the authors own observations as well as from
the literature.

In Carboniferous sandstone/
conglomerate, Ohio, USA

In the glaciated region of northeast Ohio numerous small
sinkholes occur in sandstones and conglomerates, with a
variety of morphologies. The area is at an elevation of
~180 to 300 m, receives 97 cm of rain per year, and has
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average low and high temperatures of -6 and 28-degrees
C in January and July, respectively. The bedrock is very
slightly dipping, and the area is within the Quaternary
glacial boundary.
The sinkholes are primarily associated with the margins
of low residual topographic knobs (“ledges”). The most
commonly found sinkhole type is cover subsidence,
where thin overlying regolith (usually till) has sagged
into escarpment-parallel widened fractures. The best
examples of those are found in Liberty Metro Park and
at Whipps Ledges (Cleveland Metro Parks). Occasionally, isolated non-linear cover subsidence features are
found, as in the Kniss Preserve area of Summit County.
Here, an isolated suffosion sinkhole is developed over a
sandstone fissure. This type of feature develops where
unconsolidated material lies over a void, and the material is then carried by gravity or water down into the void
area. In the case of quartzose sandstone the underlying
void can be more likely of mechanical origin, for example a joint that has been opened by gravitational sliding,
rather than by dissolution because sandstone is poorly
soluble. This might be the case here, but the morphology
of the fissure, as shown by the undulating walls seen using borehole video camera, suggest that the fracture has
also been modified by dissolution. Work by Fyodorova
(1998) has verified that this process does take place in
some settings of Ohio.
What appear to be bedrock subsidence/collapse sinkholes are also present in northeast Ohio. The most dramatic of these is an entrance to Little Mountain Caverns
(Figure 1). Here, a volume of rock circa 67 cubic meters
has been removed along fractures, while the surrounding
rock remains intact, leaving an 8 m deep sinkhole. A
detailed study (Novello and Sasowsky, 2019) employed
morphological mapping, as well as lithological and geometric analyses to understand the genesis of the voids.
Mechanical as well as chemical processes are in play
here. It was concluded that initial mechanical fractures
and block separation played a role, but that subsequent
spalling, arenization, and transport of grains by water
drove the continuing enlargement.

In Precambrian sandstone, Minnesota,
USA

Minnesota has many carbonate sinkholes, which have
been the subject of extensive study by the second au-

thor, his students, and collaborators (Alexander and Tipping, 2002; Gao and Alexander, 2008; many others).
Less well known is the presence of extensive sandstone
karst. The area is at an elevation of ~275 to 335 m, receives 788 cm of rain per year, and has average low and
high temperatures of -14 and 28-degrees C in January
and July, respectively. The bedrock is Hinckley Sandstone, a Mesoproterozoic age quartz arenite (Tryhorn
and Ojakangas, 1972) as much as 500 m thick (Mooney,
et al., 1970). It is slightly dipping, faulted, and the area
is within the Quaternary glacial boundary. There is no
indication of carbonate cements or grains in the unit.
A detailed study of the formation in Pine County identified 262 sinkholes and 25 swallets (Shade, 2002, Table
1). The topography is moderately rolling uplands containing wetlands in many places. Streams have incised
through these units, in places creating minor bedrock
gorges such as “Hells Gate” in Banning State Park. The
sinkholes are generally small and subtle, with the influence of thick overlying glacial materials (Figure 2).
There is an underlying structural influence which manifests as linear sequences of sinkholes (Shade, 2002).

Quickflow, between 9 and 128 m/day) in the units connected to the sinkholes has resulted in environmental
concerns (Alexander at al., 2005).

Massive collapse, “Devils Kitchen”, Arizona, USA

The Permian age Schnebly Hill Formation develops a
scenic “red rock” landscape along the Mogollon Rim of

Figure 2. Subsurface profile of sinkhole D144,
Pine County, MN, from Shade et al., 2015.

Figure 1. Views of the largest sandstone sinkhole in Ohio, an entrance to Little Mountain
Caverns, Ohio. a) From the top, looking South, b) Interior, looking North. Photos by IS.
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north central Arizona. The area draws visitors from afar
who bike and hike through the desert around the town
of Sedona. This region lies on the eroded boundary between the Colorado Plateau to the north, and the Basin
and Range province to the south. The area is at an elevation of ~1200 to 1500 m, receives 58 cm of rain per year,

and has average low and high temperatures of 0- and
38-degrees C in January and July, respectively.
The area is not known for caves or karst development,
but does host several massive sinkholes, one called
“Devils Kitchen” (Figure 3). This feature lies on the

Figure 3. Views of Devil’s Kitchen, Arizona. a) Panoramic photograph from East side looking
Southwest to Northwest, b) Photograph from mountainside above, looking South, c) Interpretive
diagram (Lindberg, 2010). Photos by IS.
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side of a mountain, and is ~30 m by 60 m, and ~20 m
deep. Details about this feature are drawn primarily from
the work of Lindberg (2010). The sinkhole as exposed
at the surface is clearly a collapse feature; there is no
evidence of the role of water, or dissolution. The walls
are primarily overhanging and angular, and angular rock
debris lies on the bottom. Lindberg interprets the feature
to be the near surface expression of a breccia filled shaft
which extends downward into the underlying Redwall
Limestone, some 60 m below (Figure 3c). This has not
yet been verified by geophysical or drilling methods. In
this scenario, the feature seems to be a case of sandstone
“cover collapse” into a true (carbonate) karst void. Lindberg (2010) reports ongoing collapses, as well as a large
one documented in the 1800’s.

In orthoquartzite, Venezuela

Beyond a doubt the most tremendous of sinkholes
known in sandstone are found on the tepuis (isolated table mountains) of South America (Aubrecht et al., 2008,

2012). These dramatic plateaus are host to exotic and
rare ecosystems, as well as fantastic features such as Angel Falls (world’s highest waterfall, at just under 1000
m. The tepuis were initially examined for their karst potential in the 1960s (White et al., 1966), and these early
researchers found evidence for dissolution, but not much
in the way of karst features. In recent years many teams
of explorers have been visiting these areas in search of
caves. Local relief is extreme, for example at Sarisariñama with the Gran Sabana lying at about 300 m and
the plateau summit around 2,350 m. Site specific meteorological information is unavailable, but the tepui in
general receive 200 to 400 cm of rain per year, with only
a slight dry season (Huber, 1995). Average low and high
temperatures are 8° and 20° C (Huber, 1995).
Piccini and Mecchia (2009) note that the largest sinkholes are on the edges of the plateaus. They invoked
stress-release fracturing and/or high hydraulic gradients
as the cause for this geography. Some of the features
seem to be typical shaft/swallet configurations, while the

Figure 4. Aerial view of Sima Menore on Sarisariñama Tepui (foreground), about 150 m
diameter. Image copyright Robbie Shone, used with permission.
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largest appear to be collapses into underlying caves passages/rooms (Figure 4). Sauro et al. (2019) examined the
major 7 sinkholes on Sarisariñama Tepui. This group
had diameters ranging from 45 to 330 m, depths of 60
to 315 m, and volumes of 0.16 to 18. x 106 m3 (Fig-

ure 5). Some of the sinkholes had explorable caves at
the bottoms, while others did not. The researchers concluded that all of the large sinkholes were gravitational
collapses related to dissolution of underlying siliciclastic
bedrock.

Figure 5. Maps and cross sections of 7 major sinkholes on Sarisariñama Tepui; with permission of
the authors and publisher (Sauro et al., 2019).
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Discussion and conclusions

Sinkhole development in siliciclastic sandstones occurs
in a wide variety of environments, and over a wide range
of scales. The features are commonly proximal to areas
of relatively sharp relief, such as cliff edges. It is likely
that this association occurs because these areas provide
the potential for high hydraulic gradients, enlarged aperture mechanical permeability development, and the
connected flow routes needed to remove material via
particle transport and dissolution. In some cases, initial permeability for water flux and material removal is
created mechanically (fracturing). But, the work of Fyodorova (1998), Piccini and Mecchia (2009), Sauro et al.
(2019), and others shows it can be enhanced by dissolution, even in the absence of carbonate cements. In other
cases, the creation of voids may be purely mechanical.
With respect to the relatively low solubility of quartz, it
appears that this limitation on dissolution processes can
be overcome by either allowing long time periods, or by
providing copious amounts of water. In the examples
given above one or both of these conditions are met. In
the Ohio and Minnesota cases the high water flux was
likely provided by glacial melting.
In addition to a breadth of sizes and mechanisms, sinkholes found in siliciclastic sandstones occur in many
different present climates, ranging from tropical highrainfall situations to deserts. Taken together, this emphasizes the need to consider full geologic history and the
possibility of “karst” related concerns in sandstone bedrock settings. This includes factors such as groundwater
flow paths, which have been demonstrated in some areas
to exhibit quick-flow in sandstone, and highly variable
chemistry within close geography (e.g. Foos, 2003).
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Abstract

Most methods for the assessment of sinkhole hazard
susceptibility are predicated upon knowledge of preexisting closed depressions in karst areas. In the United
States (U.S.), inventories of existing karst depressions
are piecemeal, and are often obtained through inconsistent methodologies applied at the state or county level
and at various scales. Here, we present a first attempt at
defining a karst closed depression inventory across the
conterminous U.S. using a common methodology. Automated algorithms for extraction of closed depressions
from 1/3 arc-second (approximately 10 m resolution)
National Elevation Dataset (NED) were run on the U.S.
Geological Survey (USGS) “Yeti” high-performance
computing cluster. The full NED was first conditioned
to reduce the creation of artificial closed depressions by
breaching digital dams at road and stream crossings, using the flowlines and transportation route vectors from
the USGS National Map. The resulting depressions were
selected according to location within geologic units having the potential for karst, and screened for occurrence
in areas of developed land, open water and wetlands, and
areas of glacial and alluvial sediment cover. The results
were used as the input to create a nationwide depression
density map. Our results were compared with karst depression density maps for diverse karst regions within
states that have existing closed depression inventories.
The individual state-scale maps compared favorably to

the results obtained from the method applied universally across the nation and illustrated regional sinkhole
hotspots in known areas of well-developed karst. Limitations of the automated method includes false positive
depressions resulting from artifacts generated during the
computer processing of the elevation models, and inclusion of depressions resulting from non-karst geomorphic
processes. More thorough examination of the screening
criteria for depressions is required.

Introduction

On the map “Engineering Aspects of Karst”, William E.
Davies et al. (1984) depicted regions of the United States
prone to karst development based upon bedrock geology
that host karst features—most notably caves—of various
dimension and depth. In addition, Davies et al. (1984)
included fourteen zones roughly outlined by dashed
lines as “areas in which extensive historical subsidence
has occurred.” Since publication of that map, there have
been numerous case studies on subsidence in karst regions across the United States, as well as regional or
state-scale maps produced that portray karst subsidence
features (Kuniansky et al., 2016). The most recent effort
toward a national-scale synthesis of karst was by Weary
and Doctor (2014), which provided digital geospatial
data depicting bedrock geology with potential for karst
feature development both near the surface and in the subsurface. While the map and database of Weary and Doc16TH SINKHOLE CONFERENCE
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tor (2014) provided an improvement in the resolution,
scope, and accessibility of the map by Davies and others
(1984), Weary and Doctor (2014) did not depict the relative degree of karst development in any given region. To
do so would have required accumulated geospatial data
and analysis of surface karst depressions (sinkholes and
dolines) across the United States, and those data did not
exist for the great majority of states.
The goal of the present study is to produce just such a dataset on the occurrence of closed depressions in karst areas at the national scale. The methodology for doing so is
based on analysis of digital elevation models (DEMs) with
consistent resolution that would permit extraction of closed
depressions of dimensions known to reflect karst development. Once extracted, the dataset of surficial closed depressions can be used for creation of a map that shows the variations in density of surface depressions across the landscape.
Such a map is useful for depicting the relative degree of
karst development within areas geologically prone to karst
development and may inform land managers as to potential
subsidence hazards and water resource vulnerability.

Methods

To automate the delineation of closed surface depressions,
digital elevation models (DEMs) at 1/3 arc-second (ap-

proximately 10 m) resolution, road line vector data, and
National Hydrologic Dataset (NHD) stream line vector
data were obtained from the U.S. Geological Survey National Map dataset (https://viewer.nationalmap.gov/basic/). These data were used as the inputs for the automated
processing for extraction of closed depressions. The extraction of the depressions from the DEMs was conducted
using a modified version of the Level Set tools developed
by Wu et al. (2019) to extract sinks and delineate depression contours. A flow chart illustrating the processing is
shown in Figure 1. The first step in the tool is “filling” the
closed depressions in the DEM according to a hydrologic
routing algorithm in which stream flow is forced to flow
out across all edges of the elevation surface. As a result
of this process, wherever flow is obstructed by a cell in
the DEM of lower elevation than all surrounding cells,
the elevation of that cell is raised to the elevation of the
next lowest cell until flow can continue to spill out of the
depression. This artificial filling process occurred without
regard to natural or artificial depressions, and without regard to artificial obstructions to stream flow. Thus, wherever streams pass beneath roads or other surface obstructions (such as beneath bridges and through culverts), these
locations act as “digital dams” to the flow routing, and
cause filling of artificial closed depressions (digital reservoirs) behind the obstructions (Doctor and Young, 2013).

Figure 1. Flow chart illustrating the processing steps taken to condition the DEMs after progressive
removal of digital dams, and subsequent definition of closed depressions.
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Pre-conditioning of DEMs to Reduce Creation
of Artificial Depressions
To avoid the creation of artificial depressions, the DEMs
were first conditioned to breach these digital dams using
the HydroCutter custom ArcGIS® toolbox developed by
Wall et al. (2015) to locate and then breach the digital
dams (any use of trade, firm, or product names is for descriptive purposes only and does not imply endorsement
by the U.S. Government.).
In order to facilitate operation on DEMs for the entire
conterminous United States (CONUS) the HydroCutter
tools (Wall et al., 2015) needed to be reworked and optimized to operate on large datasets. The code was redesigned and expanded to iterate over a set of input data
(road vectors, stream vectors, and 1-degree DEM areas)
that had been pre-processed by additional code to adhere
to a consistent format. The basic steps of the HydroCutter toolbox formed the core of the automated DEM conditioning to iteratively recondition the original digital elevation models (DEM) by removing digital dams caused
by culverts at road and stream intersections.
After conditioning, the modified Level Set code of Wu
et al. (2019) was run on the DEMs to extract closed depressions. Conditioning and extracting depressions from
over 900 DEMs of 1º x 1º area required computing power beyond a single laptop or desktop workstation. We
considered both cloud computing and supercomputing
options for generating the depressions, since both options would provide access to multiple servers with large
amounts of random-access memory (RAM) and file storage. We chose the USGS Advanced Research Computing Center’s “Yeti” Supercomputer (https://www.usgs.
gov/core-science-systems/sas/arc) for ease of use, substantial shared file storage, and no cost of use. On Yeti,
we could allocate nodes with 64 GB of RAM, customize each with specific geospatial tools running different
versions of Python, and process multiple jobs in parallel. Processing ran for over 12,000 hours on more than
6600 cores. Total data storage for the processing on 927
DEMs was about 5.1 TBytes.
Retention of Depressions in Karst Areas
The resulting geospatial layers of closed depressions
were screened to retain only those features occurring
within areas of potential karst or pseudokarst and then
grouped by state. This was achieved by intersecting the
depression polygons with the layers of carbonates, evap-

orites, and volcanic pseudokarst from the national karst
database of Weary and Doctor (2014). Based on the scale
of the original map unit areas being generally 1:500,000
or smaller, a 1 km buffer was added to the edges of the
potential karst unit polygons. All depressions intersected
within the buffered polygon areas were retained, and all
others excluded.
Removal of Depressions According to Geometry
The settings applied to the level-set algorithm of Wu
et al. (2019) for defining depressions were a minimum
depth threshold of 2 m, and a slicing interval of 2 m.
A 2 m depth threshold was chosen since the root mean
squared vertical error (RMSe) of the seamless 1/3 arcsecond DEMs was determined to be 1.55 m as of 2013
(Gesch et al., 2014), and is continually improving with
greater lidar coverage of the nation (Archuleta et al.,
2017). In addition, a median filter smoothing function
was applied with a kernel radius of 30 m to facilitate
extraction of depressions with a minimum size threshold
of 5 pixels (500 m2).
The depression polygons were also screened according
to the following geometric shape criteria:
1. Polygons of area less than 600 m2 and less than
2 m maximum depth were excluded to avoid
spurious depressions that may have occurred near
the minimum size threshold.
2. Polygons of purely rectangular shape and
of 1-pixel (10 m) width were excluded and
considered to be artifacts of the digital processing.
Additional geometric shape criteria are still being evaluated for optimization of filtering of depressions. Initial
inspection of the data indicates that different shape criteria may need to be applied to depressions in different
geological or hydrological settings. This is a subject of
future work; however, to take a conservative approach
we applied several other means of screening out depressions according to multiple land cover and geologic attributes for which data were available.
Removal of Depressions According to Land
Classification
Six classifications of the 30 m resolution National Land
Cover Database (NLCD) (Yang et al., 2018) were used to
exclude depressions as follows: Open Water (Class 11),
Low Intensity Developed (Class 22), Medium Intensity
Developed (Class 23), High Intensity Developed (Class
16TH SINKHOLE CONFERENCE
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24), Woody Wetlands (Class 90), and Emergent Herbaceous Wetlands (Class 91). The cells of these six classes in
the NLCD CONUS raster (available at https://www.mrlc.
gov/data/nlcd-2016-land-cover-conus) were converted to
polygons, and closed depressions were removed wherever
they intersected these polygons. Using the NLCD codes
for developed land, three categories of developed land
were selected as an indicator of mapped impervious surfaces: low intensity, medium intensity, and high intensity
development, where intensity refers to the degree of light
reflection off impervious surfaces on satellite imagery.
Depressions were not removed from the class of Developed, Open Space (Class 21) to allow for depressions in
areas such as parks, golf courses, cemeteries, etc. to be
retained. Intersection with the NLCD classes for wetlands
and open water avoided the inclusion of permanently
flooded closed depressions which are generally unlikely
to be of concern for assessment of sinkhole collapse.
In addition, depressions were removed that intersected a
50 m buffer around road and stream vector lines. The justification for removal of depressions within a 50 m buffer
of roads and streams was to avoid inclusion of manmade
closed depressions as a result stormwater management
along roads such as ditches and retention basins, and to
avoid anomalies in the elevation models due to inaccuracies in locations of incised stream channels.
Removal of Depressions in Glacial and Alluvial
Geologic Units
Numerous depression polygons were generated in river
floodplains having alluvial deposits, as well in areas covered by glacial till deposits greater than 50 feet (~15 m)
in thickness. To remove these depressions from being
considered as karst depressions, the depressions were
intersected with layers obtained from two sources: 1) the
Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) gridded soil survey (gSSURGO) data with soil polygons susceptible to flooding of any frequency to represent stream
alluvium, and 2) glacial material coverage of Soller et al.
(2012). The glacial deposit polygons obtained from the
data provided by Soller et al. (2012) were used to screen
for depressions in areas of coarse-grained stratified glacial sediment and any type of glacial sediment greater
than 50 ft (~15 m) in thickness.
Creation of Karst Density Maps
The pre-screened polygons were then converted to centroids and used to create density maps of closed depres-
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sion locations. Depressions density per square kilometer was calculated using the Point Density tool within
the Spatial Analyst Toolbox in ArcMap® (v10.5). The
applied tool settings used a circular moving window
with a radius of 1 km, and results were written to a grid
with cells of 1 km2 area. As a result of smoothing along
the moving window, the density value assigned to any
grid cell is the number of points counted within the circular moving window divided by the area of the circle
with radius 1 km, or 3.14 km2. Therefore, the density
values are not integers (i.e., a count of points within
each 1 km grid cell), but instead may be fractional values.
The decision to estimate the density on a 1 km grid
was for practical reasons to balance the resolution of
the grid against the resolution of the data, as well as to
consider any comparative datasets in the future. Several
other national-scale datasets are produced by the USGS
and other agencies at 1 km grid resolution. A 30 m grid
(with cell area=900 m2) would have been too small to
adequately capture the density of depressions, since the
minimum area of an included depression was 600 m2 and
depression areas did not overlap.
After calculation of point density rasters at 1 km grid resolution, the rasters were classified into 5 density classes
using the Natural Breaks (Jenks) mode in ArcMap and
assigned a numerical ranking of Very Low=1, Low=2,
Medium=3, High=4, Very High=5 (values=0 were excluded). Each of the density rasters were then reclassified with the numeric integer values (1 to 5) assigned
according to these classes.
Comparison of Depression Density with
Independent Datasets
Independent datasets of closed depressions were obtained from State geological surveys and private citizen
sources that have made the data available in a format
compatible with a geographic information system (GIS)
(links to the data sources are provided in the Appendix).
No attempt was made to create new GIS data from digitization of existing paper or other fixed-scale maps. States
that serve karst depression GIS data include Alabama
(AL), Florida (FL), Iowa (IA), Kentucky (KY), Minnesota (MN), Missouri (MO), Ohio (OH), Pennsylvania
(PA), Tennessee (TN), and Virginia (VA). Some of these
data are polygons (KY, VA), but most are point data (TN,
PA, MN, IA, FL, AL, OH).

For the purpose of this preliminary work, only those
states having complete or nearly complete statewide
coverage of depression data were included for comparison with the automated results. These states were AL,
KY, MN, MO, TN, and VA. Fortunately, these states
cover a broad range in climate and geological settings of
karst areas in the eastern and mid-western U.S. (Weary
and Doctor, 2014), thus providing a robust test of the
performance of the automated routine.
Although the validation datasets from each state were
generated using different methods, reclassifying the estimated density values into new classes provides internal
consistency and normalization among the various datasets, thus allowing the results to be compared between
states that have validation data available. Similarly, we
have placed all density results within an individual state
on the same 5-class numeric scale described above that
is simple for ease of visualization and to facilitate comparison with the automated results.

Results

Maps of depression density at 1 km resolution for both
the validation datasets and the automated depressions
are shown in Figure 2 for four examples of the six selected states described above. In general, the automated
method captured more numerous depressions within a
broader areal extent than did the independently mapped
datasets within each state; however, the density classification values were generally in good agreement.
Comparison of Independent State Data with
Automated Data
In order to more objectively compare the depression density raster of each state’s validation data and the depression density raster generated by the automated method,
code was written to create a tool in ArcGIS that would
facilitate the comparison between the two rasters. This
tool compares the integer values between each cell in the
two input rasters and generates a new comparison raster
with integer values from 1 to 25 that corresponds to one
of all possible combinations between the 1 to 5 rankings
assigned to the input density rasters. The comparison
raster was then mapped and evaluated for similarity according to a matrix as shown in Figure 3.
The results show general good agreement between the depressions defined by the automated process and those of
the independent datasets obtained from individual states.

Green colors in Figure 3 indicate good agreement, whereas yellow and orange colors represent poorer agreement,
and red indicates no agreement. For example, if a grid cell
was classified as having a very high (class 5) density in the
state depression density map and was classified as very
low (class 1) in the automated depression density map, the
resulting comparison value would be a numeric factor 5
and would fall in the lower left corner of the comparison
matrix. Conversely, if a grid cell was classified as having
a very low (class 1) density in the state depression density
map and was classified as very high (class 5) in the automated depression density map, the resulting comparison
value would be a numeric factor of 21 and would fall in
the upper right corner of the comparison matrix.
Percentage values within the matrix boxes refer to the
number of cells showing agreement or disagreement relative to the entire number of cells compared. Percentage
values beneath the matrices refer to the number of cells
that were unique to each dataset, therefore not comparable between the two grids and thus separate from the
comparison matrix results. An explanation for the comparison matrix is shown in the lower third of Figure 3.

Discussion

Discussion of the results of the automated depression extraction is facilitated by a closer examination of the density maps for the state of Alabama, as shown in Figure 4.
The density map of automated depressions for Alabama
shows cells with many more depressions over a broader
area than the density of the depressions provided by the
Geological Survey of Alabama. This observation is similar to several of the other states that have data that were
compared to the automated results. Unlike the other
states, Alabama shows the least amount of agreement between the automated results and the state validation data.
For example, 1% and 2% of cells fall into the comparison matrix zones in Figure 3 where the state data indicate
a high to moderate depression density and the automated
methods indicate a very low depression density (matrix
categories 4 and 3, respectively). In addition, there is
some lack of agreement where the state data indicated
a low or very low depression density, and the automated
method indicated a moderate to high depression density
(categories 11, 16, and 17).
The map of the comparison matrix results shown in Figure 5 shows the areas of those discrepancies; they occur
16TH SINKHOLE CONFERENCE
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Figure 2. Maps of classified depression density at 1 km resolution for selected states that had
independently mapped depression datasets for validation and comparison with the automated
results. The color classification of depression density is the same for each map.
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Figure 3. Comparison matrices illustrating the relative degree of agreement between the
depression density defined by independent state data, and the automated depression density.
Results are shown for states where full or nearly full coverage of the state was available as an
independent dataset. See text for details.
where more depressions were mapped via the automated
routine than were included in the Alabama state survey
data, primarily in two belts of karst in the northwestern
part of the state, but also in the coastal plain units. The
map of the comparison matrix results also shows where
unique cells occur that were generated only in the state

validation, or only in the automated results. The gray
cells in Figure 4 shows where depression density greater
than 0 only occurred in the automated data, while the
black grid cells show locations where depression density greater than 0 only occurred in the validation data.
For example, a large number of black cells occur in the
16TH SINKHOLE CONFERENCE
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Figure 4. Depression density maps for depressions mapped independently by the Geological
Survey of Alabama (left), and those obtained from the automated method (right). Note
the greater density of the automated depressions in general, except for the southwestern
panhandle; this area was not defined as containing carbonate bedrock in the original database
of Weary and Doctor (2014).
southwestern panhandle. This discrepancy results because karst areas were not initially recognized within the
two southernmost counties of Alabama within the dataset of Weary and Doctor (2014) that was used as a mask
to eliminate depressions outside of potential karst areas
(this is an oversight to be corrected in the next revision
of the karst database for the U.S.).
Preliminary National Depression Density Map
A map of the depression “hotspots” across the U. S. generated according to this analysis is shown in Figure 6.
Although preliminary, this map illustrates hotspots of
closed depression density in several well-known karst
areas around the U.S., such as the state of Florida, central
and eastern Tennessee, the Pennyroyal Plateau in western
Kentucky extending into southern Indiana, the Greenbrier Valley karst of West Virginia, central and southeastern
Pennsylvania, north-central Ohio, southeastern Minne-
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sota and northeastern Iowa, and near to the Mississippi
River in southwestern Illinois and southeastern Missouri
(Palmer and Palmer, 2009). Less well-known in the karst
literature are the prominent pseudokarstic terrains in volcanic rocks in the western U.S., or the evaporite karst
areas in central Oklahoma.
Other areas that stand out on this map are where glacial
deposits lie on top of carbonate bedrock, but that may in
fact be falsely indicative of karst processes. These include
some areas in northeastern Illinois, northern Wisconsin and
Michigan, northern New York and western Vermont, and
parts of east-central Ohio. Although depressions in areas
of glacial cover thicker than 50 ft (~15 m) were removed,
those areas of less than 50 ft (~15 m) or more patchy occurrences of glacial cover are included in the map. Many
closed depressions can occur in glacial sediments as a result
of periglacial processes such as melting of permafrost and

At present no attempt has been made to screen for depressions formed through non-karst related geomorphic
processes in areas underlain by carbonate or evaporite
rocks that have glacial or other sediment cover (Figure 6); however, this will be the emphasis for future
work and revision of the overall dataset.
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in various karst regions across the U.S. Although many
more individual closed depressions were identified from
the automated methods than were contained in the state
datasets, the 1 km grids of relative depression density
obtained from the automated methods compared favorably to those calculated from independent datasets available for individual states.
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Figure 6. Closed depression “hot spots” resulting from the automated methods described herein located in areas having bedrock
potential for karst within the conterminous United States. Note the high density of depressions along the southern Atlantic Coastal
Plain, in glaciated regions of the mid-west and northeastern U.S., and in volcanic pseudokarst regions of the western U.S. Additional
work needs to be done to determine where in these regions the depressions result from karst processes or from other geomorphic
processes.
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Appendix

Online resources for state-wide sinkhole datasets.
Alabama sinkhole data:
https://www.gsa.state.al.us/gsa/geologic/hazards/
sinkholes#sinkholeALMap
(accessed Jan. 2, 2020)
Minnesota karst feature inventory points:
https://gisdata.mn.gov/dataset/geos-karst-feature-inventory-pts
(accessed Jan. 2, 2020)
Missouri sinkhole data:
http://data-msdis.opendata.arcgis.com/datasets/bb7ecb814719469a95151c2db3250397_0
(accessed Jan. 2, 2020)
Iowa karst and sinkholes:
https://geodata.iowa.gov/dataset/karst-and-sinkholesiowa
(accessed Jan. 2, 2020)
Kentucky sinkhole data:
https://www.uky.edu/KGS/gis/sinkpick.htm
(accessed Jan. 2, 2020)
Ohio sinkholes and karst geology:
http://geosurvey.ohiodnr.gov/geologic-hazards/karst16TH SINKHOLE CONFERENCE
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geology/karst-mapping
(accessed Jan. 2, 2020)
Pennsylvania karst feature data:
https://www.pasda.psu.edu/uci/DataSummary.
aspx?dataset=3073
(accessed Jan. 2, 2020)
Tennessee sinkhole data:
https://tnlandforms.us/landforms/sinks.php
(accessed Jan. 2, 2020)
Virginia karst features data:
https://dmme.virginia.gov/gis/rest/services/DGMR/
KarstFeatures/MapServer
(accessed Jan. 2, 2020)
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Abstract

Severe drought conditions, along with excessive water
extraction, has imposed huge stress on groundwater resources in many regions across the world. Knowledge
of potential recharge zones can provide authorities valuable data regarding groundwater resource management,
land development, or environmental protection. This
study evaluates the feasibility of using geographical information system (GIS) data and unsupervised learning,
along with high-resolution World-View satellite imagery
to determine potential recharge areas in the karst region
of northern Puerto Rico. Groundwater recharge parameters, such as geology, precipitation, lineament density,
drainage density, topographic wetness index, slope, land
use/cover and sinkhole density were generated as GIS
layers and analyzed for groundwater recharge potential,
employing principal component analysis in ArcGIS Pro
and Environment for Visualizing Images (ENVI). The
map generated categorizes groundwater potential zones
into four categories: high, moderate, low, and very low.
Results revealed that the study area shows a 76% moderate-to-high groundwater recharge capability in the study
area. Even though this methodology was implemented
as a case study, it can certainly be extrapolated to other
regions and can provide critical information regarding
sustainable groundwater resource management.

Introduction

Karst topography, consisting primarily of soluble rocks
such as limestone and dolomite, experiences considerable dissolution that creates joints, fractures, and other
conduits through which groundwater can flow (Steele-

Valentín and Padilla, 2009). The distinctive features in
karst terrains include surface and subsurface features
associated with sinkholes, springs, and caves, as well
as sinking, losing, and gaining streams (Ford and Williams, 2013). Sinkholes, sinking streams and other surface features provide for direct recharge into karst aquifers, which are characterized by well-developed conduit
porosity and highly transmissive zones. Karst systems
naturally develop flow routes originating in surface recharge zones that later transmit water to the phreatic
zone, and from the phreatic zone, groundwater travels
horizontally to discharge points, including emerging in
hydraulically connected springs, lakes, rivers and wells
(Todd, 2009).
Underlying about 20% of the planet’s ice-free continental area, karst areas provide roughly 20–25% of the
global population’s water needs (Ford and Williams,
2013). In the USA, karst systems underlay about 18%
of the continent (Weary and Doctor, 2014) and provide
over 40% of the groundwater used for drinking purposes (Veni et al., 2001). In Puerto Rico, karst areas cover
over 17% of the island (Veve and Taggart, 1996) and
produce significant amounts of water for municipal, industrial, agricultural, and ecological integrity. The karst
aquifer system of northern Puerto Rico is the most productive aquifer of the island, serving as a significant
source of drinking water and supporting important ecosystems. In 2004 and 2005, groundwater provided over
50% of the water supply to the region, and over 8%
of the total water production in Puerto Rico (MolinaRivera et al., 2008).
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The occurrence, flow and recharge of groundwater is
governed by the interrelationship of factors, such as geology, lineaments, slope, drainage density, and land use/
land cover (Jha et al., 2010; Chowdhury et al., 2010).
Advances in remote sensing (RS) technology and software have made it possible for many researchers to
employ geographical information systems (GIS) for
studying groundwater recharge. Methodologies such as
multi-criteria decision analysis (MCDA), analytical hierarchy process (AHP) and groundwater potential index
(GWPI) have been used for identifying groundwater
recharge zones and for determining the relative weight
of thematic layer parameters to categorize an area’s recharge potential (Jha et al., 2010; Chandio et al., 2013;
Andualem and Demeke, 2019).
The groundwater recharge potential zone has been assessed in many regions. However, it has not yet been assessed in Puerto Rico, particularly in the northern karst

region. This investigation aims to: (1) study the weights
of different parameters for groundwater recharge potential based on the characteristics of the Arecibo region (2)
develop thematic layers for the study site, (3) delineate
suitable groundwater potential zones through the integration of these thematic layers, and (4) demonstrate the
capabilities of remote sensing, unsupervised learning,
and GIS in potential groundwater resource mapping.

Study Site

The study area encompasses the Tallonal Natural Reserve, near the Tanamá River, a tributary to the Rio
Grande de Arecibo in Puerto Rico. This reserve is located in the northern karst region of Puerto Rico, 7 km
to the southwest of Arecibo near –66.73 N and 18.405 W
(Figure 1). This region extends 125 km to the east and
west along the north coast from Loíza to Aguada, with a
maximum width of 23 km near Arecibo (Monroe, 1976).
According to the Köppen climate classification, the cli-

Figure 1. Location of the Tallonal Natural Reserve study site with respect to the north coast
aquifer, Puerto Rico. Major rivers near the area include Río Grande de Arecibo and Río Tanamá.
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mate in the region can be classified as tropical humid and
is dominated by easterly trade winds. Mean annual rainfall ranges from 1525 mm along the coast to 1775 mm
near the southern limit of the study area (Torres-Gonzalez et al., 1996). The weather is characterized by warm
and rainy summers and dry winters. Temperature averages 85°F.

Parameter
Land Use

Geology

Methodology

The groundwater recharge potential in the study area
was generated using GIS through the integration of
eight thematic information layers for the area: geology, precipitation, lineament density, drainage density,
topographic wetness index, slope, and land use/land
cover (LULC), and sinkhole density. The pre-processing
analysis of remote sensing data was carried out using
student versions of ArcMap 10.7, PCI Geomatica 2018
and ENVI 5.2. WorldView-2 panchromatic imagery of
0.46 m resolution, and eight-band multispectral imagery
with 1.84 m resolution for 20 January 2016 was provided by Dr. Becker (USACE, personal communication)
and was used to develop the lineament density thematic
layer. The NOAA Office for Coastal Management provided a 3-m digital elevation model (DEM) of the area
(Pendleton 2018, personal communication), which was
used to develop the drainage density, topographic wetness index, and slope thematic layers. Thematic layers
for the geology and land cover/land use were processed
from data obtained in the local government GIS internet
portal (http://www.gis.pr.gov/). Annual average rainfall
data was obtained from a rainfall map produced by the
National Weather Service: (https://www.weather.gov/
images/sju/hydrology/2010_ncdc_precip_normals_PR_
USVI.jpg). Sinkhole density data was provided by Torres et al. (2018), redrawn from Giusti (1978).
Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis (MCDA)
An MCDA was conducted to assign a weight to each parameter within a thematic layer. The values selected were
based on similar studies from literature, and through
engineering judgment, taking hydrogeological factors and field conditions of the study area into account.
The weight indices for each parameter of the different
thematic layers (ranging from 0 to 5) that contribute to
groundwater recharge are provided in Table 1 and will be
discussed in further detail.
Following the Groundwater Potential Index (GWPI)
method proposed by Malczewski (1999), a groundwa-

Weight

Agriculture

3

Bare

2

Forest

4

Urban/Rural

1

Water

5

Sand Deposits

0

Alluvium

2

Swamp Deposits

0

Limestone

5

Volcanic

1

Precipitation

1600–1700

1

(mm)

1700–1800

2

1800–1900

3

1900–2000

4

2000–2100

5

–15 – –8

1

–8 – 0

2

0–8

3

TWI

Drainage

8–16

4

16–26

5

0–75

1

density

75–125

2

(m/m )

125–175

3

175–225

4

225–275

5

2

Lineament

0–125

1

density

125–250

2

(m/m )

250–375

3

375–500

4

500–625

5

Slope

0 to 1

5

(degrees)

1 to 5

4

2

Sinkhole density
(%)

5 to 20

3

20 to 45

2

45 to 90

1

0–1

0

1 to 10

1

11 to 20

2

21 to 40

3

41 to 60

4

60+

5

Table 1. Parameters and weights considered
for the study.
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ter recharge potential map (GWRPM) of the study area
was generated by integrating all the thematic layers that
are expected to contribute to groundwater recharge. The
weighted overlay tool in ArcGIS was employed for this
purpose. The percent of influence for each thematic layer was, as in the case of the parameter weights, based
on those found in the literature (Chowdhury, 2010; Da
Costa et al., 2019; Andualem and Demeke, 2019) and
were modified to consider local hydrogeological factors
and field conditions of the study area (Torres-Gonzalez,
1985; Torres et al., 2018; Torres et al., 2019). The percent
influence for each thematic layer is provided in Table 2.
Geology
The geology of the area surrounding the study site is
dominated by Tertiary-era limestone outcrops which
form three aquifer systems: the north coast limestone
aquifer-upper within the Aguada and Ayamón limestone
formations; the lower aquifer within the Lares limestone
and the Cibao formation; and the alluvial valley aquifer
(Yu et al., 2015). The erosion and dissolution of limestone bedrock have resulted in the formation of karstic
hills or mogotes (Figure 2) within a flat coastal corridor
and alluvial valley, part of the Río Grande de Arecibo
floodplain (Monroe, 1976).
Five main geologic units were considered for this layer:
sand and swamp deposits, limestone, alluvium, and volcanic rock. Particularly the sand and swamp deposits
have developed by dissolution of the limestone surface
that surrounds the mogotes. In these sand and swamp
deposits along the north coast lies the most important
groundwater drainage feature in the study area. Caño Tiburones, a low-lying area parallel to the coast, is approximately 20 km in length and 2.5 km in width, between the
Río Grande de Arecibo and Río Grande de Manatí (TorParameter
TWI
Lineament density
Drainage density
Precipitation
Geology
Land use
Slope
Sinkhole density

% Influence
5
15
10
15
15
10
10
20

Table 2. Percent of influence for the different
thematic layers.
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Figure 2. Karstic hills in the study area.
res-Gonzalez et al., 1996). Several canals and low-lift
turbine pumps help drain surface runoff and groundwater discharge from Caño Tiburones towards the Atlantic
Ocean (Torres-Gonzalez et al., 1996). Since this area is
a groundwater discharge zone, it cannot be considered a
potential groundwater recharge area. To account for this,
a binary thematic layer was created, where the value of
zero was assigned to the sand and swamp deposit drainage areas, and a value of one was assigned to represent
the study area to the south that can potentially contribute
to recharge. Hence, the study area will not contain this
region to the north. The resulting geology thematic layer
is shown in Figure 3.
Precipitation
The annual average rainfall in the northern karst region
ranges from 1300 to 2500 mm (Monroe, 1976). The dry
season runs between December and April, while the
rainy season runs between May and November. Data
from the National Weather Service for the entire island
between 1981 and 2010 was digitized and interpolated
through an inverse distance weighting (IDW) method
using GIS (ESRI, 2019) to generate a precipitation raster
(Figure 4) for analysis.
Lineament Density
Lineaments, naturally occurring features on Earth’s surface, can reflect underlying geological structures related
to faults, linear sink holes or fracture zones (Dasgupta
and Mukherjee, 2018). Since lineaments usually serve as
conduits for groundwater in the subsurface, they can yield
critical information on subsurface features that may control the movement and/or storage of groundwater (Abdullahi et al., 2013). Lineaments may often be apparent in
geological or topographic maps or satellite images, since

automated lineament detection methods, such as principal
component analysis (PCA), can be employed. According
to the ENVI 5.2 help documentation, PCA is an unsupervised learning method that employs matrix operations to
calculate a projection of the original data into fewer dimensions. In other words, PCA transforms the original
satellite imagery, which is usually highly correlated, into
a new set of uncorrelated variables called principal components. The benefits of the technique from a geological
standpoint are mainly that information not visible in false
color composite images can be highlighted in PCA. A lineament density thematic map for the study area (Figure 5)
was generated using PCA in ENVI 5.2 and the LINE module in PCI Geomatica 2018.
LINE extracts linear features from an image and records
the polylines in a vector layer to extract lineaments. The
default parameters were used.

they usually appear as lines or linear formations whose
pixels differ from the background pixels. Most lineament
mapping is done visually using enhanced images. However, visual analysis is time consuming and subjective.
As a means to improve objectivity of lineament analysis,

Drainage Density
The drainage density has been correlated with groundwater recharge (Jha et al., 2010; Chowdhury et al., 2010)
and discharge components. The extraction and analysis
of the drainage density for the study area (Figure 6) was
conducted based on flow direction and flow accumulation computed from the DEM and was obtained through
the line density tool in ArcGIS.

Figure 4. Precipitation thematic layer for the
study area.

Figure 5. Lineament density thematic layer for
the study area.

Figure 3. Geology thematic layer for the study
area.
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Figure 6. Drainage density thematic layer for
the study area.

Figure 7. TWI thematic layer for the study area.

Topographic Wetness Index
The Topographic Wetness Index (TWI) provides a means
to quantify how topography influences hydrological processes. It is commonly used to quantitatively simulate
soil moisture conditions in a watershed (Ma et al., 2010).
Applications of TWI include the study of processes, such
as the spatial scale effects on hydrological processes and
models, the identification of hydrological flow paths for
geochemical or pollutant transport modeling, and the
mapping of soil organic matter (Schmidt, 2003). TWI is
defined as,

higher degree in low lying valleys and, in the case of
karst systems, through sinkholes. The slope thematic
layer for the study area (Figure 8) was generated using
the slope tool in ArcGIS. It shows, as expected, lower
slopes toward the coastal areas to the north, and reflects
the karstic hill (Figure 2) topography toward the southern region of the study area.

TWI = ln

α
tan β

where α is the cumulative upslope drainage area per unit
contour length and tan β is the surface slope gradient.
The TWI for the study area was obtained through the
raster calculator tool in ArcMap 10.7 using the equation
described above. The TWI calculated for the region (is
depicted in Figure 7.
Slope
The steepest slopes are commonly associated with lower
infiltration because water runoff is less able to infiltrate
the surface and recharge saturated zones (Yeh et al.,
2018). Infiltration is, therefore, expected to occur to a
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Land Use/Land Cover
The different land use classes considered for the thematic map include agriculture, bare soil, forest, urban/rural
and water bodies. The weights for each are summarized
in Table 1. Agricultural and forest areas are known to
contribute more to infiltration, and hence recharge, than
populated areas, which are mostly impervious. The land
use thematic layer in presented in Figure 9.
Sinkhole Density
Sinkholes are commonly encountered in karst regions
and may be used to infer physical-chemical properties
of the area (Giusti, 1978). Topographic maps and contour intervals of 5 and 10 m were employed by Giusti
to develop a quantitative map of karst development percentage per unit area. A digitized version of the sinkhole
distribution in the study area (adapted from Giusti, 1978)
was provided by Torres et al. (2018). A close correlation
between sinkhole density and recharge potential can be

Figure 8. Slope thematic layer for the study
area.
hypothesized. The modified sinkhole density used for
the groundwater recharge potential study is shown in
Figure 10.

Figure 9. Land cover/land use thematic layer
for the study area.

Results

A depiction of the groundwater recharge potential map
is shown in Figure 10. Based on the assigned weights
and percent influences selected, it shows that potential
recharge is more likely to occur in the limestone areas
near the river basins that receive the most rainfall. Since
both ground and surface water in the northern karst region moves regionally northward toward the Atlantic
Ocean (Ghasemizadeh et al., 2012), it is to be expected
that the drainage density follows this pattern, showing
higher values particularly near the Río Grande de Arecibo basin, and toward the coast, where significant superficial water discharge occurs. In terms of soil moisture, the
TWI calculated for the region showed higher values toward the coast due to low-lying areas in the karst waterRecharge potential

Area %

Very low

0.4

Low

23.5

Moderate

63.4

High

12.7

Table 3. Percent of recharge potential.

Figure 10. Sinkhole density thematic layer for
the study area.
shed. Analysis also shows, as expected, that areas with
steep slopes are represented by lower TWIs. In terms
of land use, it can be seen that groundwater recharge is
more likely to occur in agricultural and forested areas.
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Abstract

One of the deliverables for the Newton Ungku Omar
funded project: Disaster Resilient Cities: Forecasting
local level climate extremes and physical hazards for
Kuala Lumpur, awarded in 2016, was the development
of a sinkhole susceptibility map for Kuala Lumpur. The
purpose of the map was to contribute to the examination atmospheric and physical hazards in the context of
climate extremes. At the commencement of the project
there was no sinkhole database available to either inform
or validate the mapping.
The geology of the Kuala Lumpur area comprises a flat,
alluvial plain underlain by Cambrian Dinding Schist,

Ordovician Hawthornden Schist and metamorphosed
Silurian Kuala Lumpur Limestone, capped to the west
by the Kenny Hill Formation (Carboniferous to Permian quartzite and phyllite) and bounded on the east and
west by Triassic granitic hills. The structural geology is
complex, and the depth of weathered bedrock extends to
40 meters or more. Alluvial tin, derived from the granite
ranges was trapped between karst pinnacles where they
remained exposed. Consequently, the Silurian limestone
is largely buried by a range of sediment types, including
the Kenny Hill Formation, placer deposits and alluvium
associated with the Klang Valley.
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In order to generate the sinkhole susceptibility map, a
comprehensive literature review of karst landforms and
reports of sinkholes was used to better characterize karst
processes in the Kuala Lumpur region. Potential processes to affect karst susceptibility were translated into
“rules” for GIS karst mapping (for example, geological
boundaries between schists and limestones). The literature review highlighted the benefits of a buried karst feature database.

Introduction

The Kuala Lumpur Multi-Hazard Platform that was generated as the key output of the Newton-Ungku Omar
Funded (NUOF) project on Disaster Resilience Cities:
Forecasting Local Level Climate Extremes and Physical
Hazards for Kuala Lumpur, comprises a decision support
tool for the city council DBKL (Dewan Bandaraya Kuala
Lumpur). It integrates air quality modelling with downscaled meteorological forecasting and geohazard information with respect to flooding, landslides and sinkholes. The project was delivered through a consortium
comprising Malaysian and UK Partners from academia
(University of Malaya, SEADPRI [South East Asian Disaster Prevention Research Initiative of the University
Kebangsaan Malaysia], University of Cambridge, University College, London); government research institutions (Department of Mineral and Geoscience Malaysia,
Met Malaysia, Department of the Environment Malaysia
and British Geological Survey); consultant, (UKM Pakarunding, CERC (Cambridge Environmental Research
Consultants), JBA, Geomapping Technology); small to
medium enterprises (Cuesta and Core) and professional
groups, such as the Geological Society of Malaysia and
the Asian Network on Climate Science and Technology
(ANCST), as well as the city council for Kuala Lumpur
(DBKL). With respect to sinkholes the key output was
a susceptibility map and some written guidance on how
to use it.
The geology of the Kuala Lumpur area comprises a flat,
alluvial plain underlain by a bedrock inlier of folded
Cambrian, Ordovician and Silurian rocks, capped to the
west by gently folded Permian to Triassic rocks and surrounded to the north, east and west by Triassic granitic
hills (Table 1).
The structural setting is complex within Kuala Lumpur:
to the north-west is the western structural belt of Ma-
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laysia and to the west is the Bentong-Raub Zone of subduction (Khoo and Tan, 1983; Metcalfe, 2013). North
of Kuala Lumpur, the sub-vertical Klang Gates Quartz
dyke was intruded along a 300 to 320 m trend, associated
with the Kuala Lumpur Fault Zone, during the Cretaceous (Shuib, 2009).
Yeap (1993) described two phases of tin mineralization
associated with the granite batholiths with hydrothermal
fluid concentration in the upper parts of domal structures, locally breaching the overlying strata. The major
component of the tin reserves of the Kuala Lumpur area
occur as placer deposits, more specifically allochthonous
kaska placers (Hutchison, 2009), derived from the granite ranges. The deposits are commonly cross bedded, and
the mineral deposits are associated with favorable fluvial
environments, e.g. point, braid and side bars (Hutchison,
2009). The Alluvial tin was trapped between karst pinnacles where they remained exposed. Consequently, the
Silurian limestone is largely buried by a range of sediment types, including the Kenny Hill Formation, placer
deposits and alluvium associated with the Klang Valley.
The depth of weathered bedrock extends to 40 meters or
more especially in the low-lying areas (Suratman, 1988).
Typically, the stiffness of tropical residual soils increases with depth. The exception is in the areas known as
the slump zone, associated with dissolution of underlying limestone bedrock, where standard penetration test
(SPT) N values can be reduced to zero (Singh, 1999;
Tan, 2005). The slump zone can occur beneath a cover
of stiff residual soil at depths of up to 100 m, being a
hidden hazard, as encountered at Petronas Towers (Persoski, 1996). It is most commonly encountered where
the Kenny Hill Formation overlies the Kuala Lumpur
Limestone and can range in thickness from 15 to 40 m
(Suratman, 1988).

Karst

The karst is characterized by limestone hills (towers,
pinnacles or mogote), which in Kuala Lumpur rise from
alluvial valleys (Douglas, 2005). Twidale (2006) said
that the pinnacles are the consequence of the sub-surface
weathering achieved by deep phreatic waters retained in
the regolith. The preservation of the pinnacles is attributed to the joint patterns in the bedrock, e.g. resistant
compartments or cores during thrusting. Domal forms
can be converted to towers as a result of failure above

Table 1. Summary of the geological history of Kuala Lumpur.

basal notches. Much of the karst of the Kuala Lumpur
region is buried karst, which is difficult to characterize,
but it can generally be classified as being of class kIV
or kV (Waltham and Fookes, 2003), or in terms of local classifications, e.g. Yeap (1997). The buried karst
also includes dolines, cavities, overhangs, mass rock
head and channels. The pinnacled rock head can exhibit
changes in depth up to 100 m over very short distances
and between the pinnacles buried sinkholes are present.
The Limestone hills exhibit a succession of notches, as a
result of solutionally enlarged conduit systems, possibly
indicative of Pleistocene interglacial high sea levels at
least 70 m above current sea level. It has been suggested
that they are formed by swamp waters and subsoil solu-

tion may be associated with the formation of cliff foot
caves. Quaternary fluctuations in sea level were up to
120 m below sea level.
The limestone hill (Figure 1) of Batu Caves outcrops
as a 200m hill that is the only natural exposure of the
limestone in the Kuala Lumpur area. The phreatic nature of the caves suggest that they formed under different hydrological conditions. It has been suggested
(Crowther, 1983) that the limestone outcrops formerly
transmitted large volumes of allogenic runoff from the
adjacent granites in the Main Range and that the current
drainage is a remnant of the former. In their assessment
of the structural guidance of karst processes Zabidi and
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de Freitas (2006, 2011) differentiate between subsurface
karst developed at rock head and the more pervasive development of permeability within the limestone. Additionally, there is some evidence of hypogene karst, likely
associated with late stage iron mineralization (Banks et
al., 2019).

Geohazards

There is a legacy of ground related collapses in the Kuala
Lumpur region due to instability in the former mining areas, e.g. subsidence in mining related slimes and tailings
with either land sliding of the mine slope or subsidence
caused by consolidation settlement of the underlying
slime (Tan and Komoo, 1990); dewatering of groundwater near mining area (Suratman, 1988) , or slope failure due to excess pore pressures resulting from rapid
draining of former reservoirs in abandoned mine areas
(Tan, 2006). Excessive differential settlement has been
reported in areas underlain by municipal waste (Tan and
Komoo, 1990). Slope failures have also been reported
in residual soils and schists, as well as the Kenny Hill
Formation metasediments (Tan and Komoo, 1990). Collapse of soil in the slump zone above limestone bedrock
has been encountered during investigations for multistory buildings (Tan and Komoo, 1990). In areas underlain by limestone the problems of differential settlement
or subsidence is due to variation in depth to rock head in
pinnacle karst, and subsidence related to dissolution in
karst limestone, have been reported.

Figure 1. Sub vertical bedding in marbleised
limestone of the Kuala Lumpur Formation.

Sinkholes

Dolines associated with the Batu Caves are generally
circular to elongated, 7 to 45 m across. They commonly
appear to be aligned with dominant structural trends
(Figures 2 and 3). In the Kuala Lumpur region sinkholes
have been linked to a number of triggering processes
and can generally be classified as suffusion and dropout
dolines (Waltham et al., 2010) in the alluvial and weathered sediments. It is understood that most are triggered
by anthropogenic activities, such as tunneling (Tan,
2017); loss of fines by groundwater seepage and piping;
vibration; changes to groundwater levels; excavation of
roofs’ cavities. Tan et al. (2005) suggest that they are
particularly common in areas where the cover thickness
is less than 3.5 m above the limestone and particularly
when triggered by groundwater withdrawal.
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Figure 2. Limestone hills rise to 200 m above
the alluvial valley floors.

Figure 3. Structural alignment of shaft in Batu
Cave, Kuala Lumpur.

Sinkhole susceptibility

A sinkhole susceptibility map developed by Rosdi et
al. (2017) using GIS and analytical hierarchical process
(AHP) appears to capture the principal conditioning factors: lithology, soil type, land use, water level decline
and proximity to groundwater and applies a normalized
weighting of each of the criteria. The resulting susceptibility map was presented with five classes of susceptibility (very low to very high). Analysis of 33 sinkholes
from a database maintained by the Department of Mineral and Geoscience Malaysia (JMG) found that 24% of
the sinkholes are within the moderate and low susceptibility classes.
In the absence of a fully attributed database of sinkholes
the approach that was adopted by the NUOF project was
to use the literature and stakeholder engagement to consider the processes potentially associated with karst and
sinkhole triggering in the Kuala Lumpur region to generate a set of criteria for susceptibility mapping. While a
number of potentially influencing factors were identified
from the literature and engagement with stakeholders,
e.g. Table 2, the evidence for these factors was found to
be very limited, because of the rareness of exposure of
the limestone in the Kuala Lumpur region.
Ultimately, in the absence of a validated evidence base,
the criteria for developing the susceptibility map (Figure
4) were limited to areas underlain by karst (buried karst)
and the potential slump zone. It is anticipated that this

Figure 4. (a) Sinkhole susceptibility map for
Kuala Lumpur with (b) conceptual model
to show the slump zone corresponding to
thrusting of the Kenny Hill Formation and
the Kuala Lumpur Limestone Formation.

map will be most useful as a reminder to consider the
potential for sinkhole formation at the planning stage of
the project. The map is also accompanied by a conceptual model that shows the potential for juxtaposition of
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Table 2. Potential factors influencing sinkhole susceptibility.
schists (pyrite bearing) and marble in areas of multiple
thrusts with the potential for striped karst resulting from
the dissolution associated with the generation of sulphuric acid by the oxidation of pyrite.
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Future refinement of the susceptibility map

Our current understanding of sinkhole triggering processes suggests that improvements to the susceptibility
map could be brought through: (i) better understanding of
groundwater conditions; (ii) higher resolution structural
mapping; (iii) mapping and interpretation of sub-surface

karst features of the existing data base, and (iv) updates
of the sinkhole database. Geohazard databases prove to
be useful when they are subject to ongoing maintenance
and capture geometrical information (width, depth, and
orientation), geology, date, groundwater conditions, triggering and inception processes, as well as location and
impact. The recording of impact data provides information that may influence future decision making. Intensive development of the Kuala Lumpur sub-surface,
e.g. SMART tunnels and metro systems has generated
borehole data that lends itself to analysis for data on
sub-surface karst, structures and groundwater and it is
anticipated that this research will be undertaken within
the context of PhD research contributing to the NUOF
project.
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Abstract

In karst areas, there is a close relationship between the
landscape surface and the bedrock below. Classification
of the karst landscape helps identify the groundwater
characteristics beneath it. Common indicators of karst,
such as springs, sinkholes, and sinking streams, are not
always present, therefore karst landscapes were identified through analysis of landscape position and geologic
setting.
A karst landscape unit describes a unique system that
includes the surface and its connections to underlying
aquifers. Identifying and mapping these units allows for
better water and land resource management and planning.
The process began with observations of patterns on the
landscape through field observations and Geographic Information System (GIS) reconnaissance. The delineated
units were based on geology (bedrock unit); hydrogeology (aquifer characteristics); karst feature type, distribution, and occurrence; spring monitoring; geochemistry;
and karst hydrologic characteristics as determined by
fluorescent dye tracing including springshed mapping.
These elements were combined in a GIS environment,
and the unit boundaries were iteratively refined using
GIS tools and analysis, Light Detection and Ranging
(LiDAR) image review, and field mapping.
Karst landscape unit maps were created as part of the
products for Houston County for the Minnesota Depart-

ment of Natural Resources (DNR) County Groundwater
Atlas (CGA) program. The process developed can be
used to develop karst landscape maps for other counties
throughout southeastern Minnesota.
The maps were developed to help citizens and government entities identify karst areas so they can deal with
the unique myriad of issues that come with karst. The
connections to enlarged underground pathways allow for
rapid transport of water, creating unpredictable groundwater travel times and flow directions. This makes
groundwater in karst settings vulnerable to human activities and complicates remediation efforts for issues like
spills or surface applications of chemicals.

Introduction

In karst, there is a close relationship between the landscape surface and the underlying bedrock. Surface connections to underlying fractures and enlarged pathways
allows for rapid transport of water, creating unpredictable groundwater travel times and flow directions. This
makes groundwater in karst settings vulnerable to surface activities and complicates remediation efforts for issues like spills or surface applications of chemicals.
Classification of the karst landscape assists in identifying
the groundwater characteristics beneath it. Classic signs
of karst are not always present at the surface (springs,
sinkholes, and sinking streams), therefore the landscapes
16TH SINKHOLE CONFERENCE
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were identified through analysis of karst feature position,
and type, elevation, and geologic setting to characterize
regions where karst features aren’t present.
Maps were developed for Houston County, Minnesota,
which is located in southeastern Minnesota in an area
underlain by thick sedimentary bedrock (Figure 1). The
first encountered bedrock units are predominantly limestone, dolostone, sandstone, siltstone, and shale carbonates and siliciclastics. Karst is predominately present
in the carbonates, with pseudokarst occurring in finegrained siliciclastics.

Mapping Methods

The development of the Karst Landscape Units was an
iterative approach that that allowed for refinement of unit
boundaries based on data elements and field verification.
This ultimately led to GIS methods and the development
of interpretation criteria that allows for this method to be
replicated in other karst areas.
Karst feature location and type were retrieved from the
Karst Features Database, which is a collection of karst
related field mapping compiled over decades from researchers, local residents, government agencies, aerial
photography, and LiDAR data imagery (Tipping et al.,
2015).
Spring locations came from the Minnesota Springs Inventory (Minnesota Department of Natural Resources,
2019a). Time, property access, and staff limitations prohibited field verification of all karst features and springs
in the county.
Patterns on the landscape were identified through field
observations and reconnaissance and in depth GIS analysis, leading to a preliminary conceptual model of Karst
Landscape Units. The model is based on geology (bedrock unit); land surface morphology, karst feature type,
distribution, and occurrence; spring monitoring in like
settings; karst hydrologic characteristics as determined
by fluorescent dye tracing including springshed mapping, hydrogeology (aquifer characteristics), and geochemistry.
Slope class from the Soil Survey Geographic Database
(SSURGO) (Natural Resources Conservation Service)
and karst features were overlain on the bedrock geology
projected onto a one-meter LiDAR hillshade (LiDAR)
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Figure 1. Location map for Houston County,
Minnesota

base. These elements were coupled with a hydrogeologic
model of flow determined through dye tracing (Minnesota Department of Natural Resources 2019a) aquifer
characterization (Runkel et al., 2003), spring flow monitoring, and spring temperature monitoring (Luhman et
al., 2011).
Fluorescent dye tracing from pseudokarst stream sinks
to springs found they occupy a consistent position in the
stratigraphy and have unique hydrologic characteristics.
Spring monitoring for discharge, temperature and chemistry were used to categorize springs and demonstrated
that the St. Lawrence Formation and Lone Rock Formation springs have distinct flow and chemical characteristics (Green et al., 2014). All of these elements were combined in a GIS environment with geochemistry results
of aquifers in the CGA program database. The resultant
units were then compared to the landscape during field
verification.

Hydrostratigraphy

Houston County is underlain by sedimentary bedrock of
the Hollandale embayment (Steenberg, 2014). The region was not glaciated during the last two major glacial
epochs and is informally known as the Driftless Area.
The first encountered bedrock units are Ordovician
and Cambrian in age and are predominantly limestone,
dolostone, sandstone, siltstone, and shale (Steenberg,
2014). Karst features are predominately present in the
Ordovician carbonates which are prevalent in the upland
areas; pseudokarst occurs in fine-grained siliciclastics in
incised valley settings. Where saturated, the carbonates
and siliciclastics units are aquifers. The aquifers transmit
water through conduits, fracture networks, and/or porous
media. Aquitards typically have low vertical permeability but may have high horizontal permeability. Aquitards

are primarily composed of very fine-grained sand, silt,
shale, or dense carbonate, across which vertical fractures
are poorly connected (Figure 2).
In shallow carbonate aquifers turbulent flow dominates
and groundwater flows rapidly through subsurface
voids, conduits, and fractures. Human activities impact
the uppermost carbonate aquifers of the region. Nitrate,
pathogens, and other contaminates move into the shallow groundwater system by open conduits or diffuse
flow through the thin surficial cover (Libra et al., 1984;
Runkel et al., 2013).
Surface karst in Houston County is primarily found in
areas where there is less than fifteen meters of unconsolidated material above these carbonate units: the Cummingsville, Platteville, and Shakopee formations; and
Oneota Dolomite. The St. Peter Sandstone, a siliciclastic unit, is included because of the numerous sinkholes
and fractures that have been identified in the unit across
southeastern Minnesota.

Karst Features

The formation of surface karst features (sinkholes,
stream sinks, and springs) is primarily controlled by the
underlying bedrock units and structure and depth to the
bedrock surface and known high transmissivity zones.
Nearly 300 sinkholes have been mapped in the county,
ranging in size from a 1 m in diameter to 0.4 ha, with
depths from 0.3-6 m. Most form as cover-collapse sinkholes where the soil underneath is carried away into conduits and channels in the bedrock. The highest density of
sinkholes occurs in areas where the Shakopee Formation
is the first bedrock aquifer. High sinkhole density occurs
where two major conduit systems are near the land surface: 1) the St. Peter–Shakopee contact and 2) the Shakopee–Oneota contact (Dalgleish and Alexander, 1984;
Tipping et al., 2001). Each of these systems occurs at unconformities where karstification occurred (Alexander et
al., 2013). These contact zones were found to be almost
exclusively in the Karst Rolling Upland unit.
Springs are points where groundwater emerges from
the land surface. Combining springs in the Minnesota
Spring Inventory with probable locations from airphoto
and LiDAR interpretation suggests over 300 springs occur in the county. The majority of springs emanate from
the St. Lawrence and Lone Rock Formations and pro-

Figure 2. Bedrock Geology, Hydrostratigraphy,
common karst feature position, and Karst
Landscape Unit position for Houston County.
Modified from Steenberg, 2014.
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vide cool isothermal water that supplies the numerous
trout streams of the county.

•

Platteville and Glenwood formations: aquitard
with generally low permeability, high permeability fractures

Stream sinks are points where surface water disappears
into the subsurface. The locations of stream sinks may
shift over time and a range of surface water flow conditions. Stream sinks occur in two forms: discrete locations or locations where water disappears gradually in
a stream reach. Where the first bedrock is the St. Peter
Sandstone or Shakopee Formation, the discrete form is
most common. Both forms are common where the first
bedrock is the lowermost Jordan, St. Lawrence or Lone
Rock formation.

Karst upland
• St. Peter Sandstone: aquifer with moderate intergranular permeability with high permeability
fractures

Pseudokarst is defined as “karst-like morphology primarily produced by a process other than dissolution”
(Halliday, 2007). In Houston County, pseudokarst is
commonly found in valleys where the St. Lawrence or
Lone Rock formation is the first bedrock. Groundwater
time of travel detected by dye tracing pseudokarst stream
sinks is similar to karst, however these conduits do not
appear to be the product of carbonate dissolution (Green
et al., 2012; Barry et al., 2015, 2018).

Karst and pseudokarst escarpment
• Jordon Sandstone: aquifer with relatively high
intergranular permeability with high permeability fractures
• St. Lawrence Formation: aquitard with generally low permeability
• Lone Rock Formation: aquitard with generally
low permeability

Springsheds are defined as “those areas within groundand surface-water basins that contribute to the discharge
of a spring” (Florida Geological Survey, 2003). Surfacewater basins that contribute surface runoff to stream
sinks were delineated by determining their upstream
catchment areas using watershed tools and digital elevation models (DEM). In the vicinity of deeply incised valleys, many large surface water catchments are directly
contributing to groundwater via sinking streams and losing stream reaches.

Karst Landscape Units

The positions of the Karst Landscape Units are schematically shown next to the stratigraphy in Figure 2 and
are summarized in the detailed descriptions below.
The stratigraphy list below summarizes relative permeability and whether the formation is considered an
aquifer or aquitard. Most of the hydrostratigraphic
information comes from Runkel et al. (2003).
Karst mesa
• Cummingsville Formation: aquifer with very
high fracture permeability, relatively low matrix permeability
• Decorah Shale: aquitard with very low permeability
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Karst upland and karst interfluve
• Shakopee Formation: aquifer with high fracture
permeability, relatively low matrix permeability
• Oneota Dolomite: aquifer with generally low
permeability

Karst and pseudokarst escarpment, lowland plain
• Lone Rock Formation: aquitard with generally
low vertical permeability; unit has high horizontal permeability
• Wonewoc Sandstone: aquifer with moderate intergranular permeability
Lowland plain
• Eau Claire Formation: aquitard with primarily
low permeability
• Mt. Simon: aquifer with relatively high intergranular permeability
Karst Mesa
The Karst Mesa Unit has the youngest (upper Ordovician) bedrock in the county. It is prominent in Figure 3 as
ridges in the southwestern part of the county where the
Karst Mesa rises above the surrounding upland plateau.
Unconsolidated material over bedrock is generally less
than 15 meters thick. The top of the mesas are underlain
by the Cummingsville limestone, the side slopes are underlain and interbedded with Decorah shale, Platteville
limestone and Glenwood shale Formations, and St. Peter
Sandstone (Steenberg 2014). Sinkholes are isolated in
the Cummingsville and Platteville, typically with diameters less than 9 meters wide. The unit has 2 percent of
the mapped sinkholes. Springs and seepage occur at the

Figure 3. Karst landscape units of Houston County, Minnesota. Surface water springsheds show
the contributing areas of the landscape that drain to sinking stream locations.

contact between the Cummingsville and the Decorah.
The top of the mesa has slopes less than 9 percent with
the backslope dropping off steeply at 10–30 percent. The

footslope is formed by the St. Peter sandstone formation.
Using slope data from SSURGO, the final boundary between the Karst Mesa Unit and the Karst Rolling Upland
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unit has a slope class of less than 8 percent. The primary
factors describing it are bedrock geology, landform morphology, spring occurrence and sinkhole density.
Karst Rolling Upland
The Karst Rolling Upland Unit surrounds the karst mesa
unit and forms a plateau that covers the central, western
and northwestern areas of the county (Figure 3). It is a
dissected plain of rolling topography that is moderate to
steeply sloping. Unconsolidated materials are generally
less than 15 meters thick and overlie the St. Peter sandstone or the carbonate bedrock of the Prairie du Chien
Group. Sinkholes are the primary surface karst features
and the unit has 69 percent of the mapped sinkholes.
They occur both individually and in clusters, primarily
ranging in width from 1-75 m and in depth from 0.3-9 m.
Many are developed above a regionally recognized high
transmissivity layer located at the contact of the Shakopee–Oneota. Subsidence frequently occurs near this zone,
including catastrophic wastewater treatment facility failures in southeast Minnesota (Alexander et al., 2013).
Another mappable characteristic of the Karst Rolling
Upland is wells completed in the Shakopee, Oneota and
Jordan sandstone (County Well Index), indicating saturated conditions (Figure 4). Saturation in these units was
also verified via the locations of springs that emanate
from these formations. Although not abundant, they occur in dissected valleys down slope at the base of the
Karst Rolling Upland unit and the Karst and Pseudokarst Escarpment. Some areas of the unit are delineated
as surface-water springsheds that contribute flow to St.
Lawrence or Lone Rock stream sinks.
Karst Interfluve
The Karst Interfluve is typified by rolling topography on
narrow ridges that extend from the Karst Rolling Upland
and divide stream valleys. These ridges are prominent
local topographic features that commonly have unique
geographic names such as Dog Square Ridge, Union
Ridge, and Irish Ridge. There is generally less than 15
meters of unconsolidated material overlying the Shakopee limestone and Oneota dolostone. The unit has 23
percent of the mapped sinkholes which primarily occur
individually and are generally 0.6-30 m wide and 0.3-6
m deep. However, a few interfluves have dense clusters
of small sinkholes that are typically less than 9 m in diameter.
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The primary characteristic that separates this unit from
the Karst Rolling Upland is the dewatered nature of the
underlying Prairie du Chien and Jordan bedrock. This
lack of saturation is evident in the absence of wells finished in those units and was also verified by the dearth of
springs discharging from these units in the valleys adjacent to the karst interfluves (Figure 4).
Karst and Pseudokarst Escarpment
The Karst and Pseudokarst Escarpment is typified by
dissected bluffs with steep slopes that provide the transition from the karst rolling upland and karst interfluve to
the lowland plain. The ridgetops and hill shoulders are
underlain by Oneota dolostone. The upper side slopes
are underlain by Jordan Sandstone, the lower side slopes
and footslopes by St. Lawrence Formation (siliciclastic),
and the toe slopes are underlain by Lone Rock Formation
(siliciclastic). Each of these formations are commonly
found as the first bedrock in deeply incised valleys.
Sinkholes and solution openings are found in the
ridgetops and hill shoulders underlain by Oneota dolostone (Figures 3 and 4). This unit has 8 percent of the
mapped sinkholes. Streams commonly sink into voids
in the lowermost Jordan and the upper St. Lawrence on
tributary streams in valleys. The stream sink locations
are ephemeral, as they often move up and down the valley depending on stream stage. Flood events can close
or reopen stream sinks and change streams’ flow regime.
One example is Indian Springs Creek, which is now perennial, but in 1920 it was found to be disappearing into
the streambed (Surber, 1920). There are also streams that
lose flow but do not totally disappear as they cross the
St. Lawrence. Several stream sinks have been mapped
where the Lone Rock is first bedrock.
Surface-water springsheds, where surface flow becomes
groundwater, terminate at stream sinks in the fine siliciclastic lowermost Jordan, upper St. Lawrence and upper Lone Rock Formations. These formations lack the
evidence of bedrock dissolution, large conduit networks,
subsurface voids, and sinkholes that would classify them
as karst and are therefore classified as pseudokarst. Dye
tracing investigations (Green et al., 2008, 2012, 2015;
Barry et al., 2015, 2018) have shown that groundwater time of travel from stream sinks in this setting to
the spring resurgence points approaches that of classic
karst aquifers. Groundwater time of travel in these units

Figure 4. Karst landscape units of Houston County, Minnesota and the distribution of Prairie du
Chien and Jordan aquifer wells and springs.

ranges from dozens to hundreds of meters per day. The
stream sinks function as points for recent water to infiltrate into the regional groundwater flow system.

Springs are numerous, primarily discharging from the
St. Lawrence and the Lone Rock formations, although
there are several large Jordan springs in the county. Field
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investigations at several St. Lawrence and Lone Rock
springs in southeast Minnesota has shown that they
primarily respond quickly to precipitation and runoff
events. However, unlike karst conduit springs, they do
not have corresponding changes in temperature, chemistry, or turbidity.
Water sampling of select wells and springs in the county was carried out by the Minnesota DNR as part of its
County Geologic Atlas Program (Barry in progress).
This work and previous investigations (Runkel et al.,
2018, Barry et al., 2015, 2018) have demonstrated that
the St. Lawrence Formation and the Lone Rock Formation springs reflect mixing of recent water with older waters and is one of the identifying characteristics of this
landscape unit.
To standardize the delineation of this unit, various buffer
distances were set from the St. Lawrence Formation and
the Jordan Formation. The resulting polygons needed to
include all of the Jordan and St. Lawrence subcrops, the
Lone Rock footslopes and the Oneota ridge shoulders.
The area includes springs and stream sinks and fits with
our conceptual model of the groundwater mixing zone at
the edges of the dissected valleys. We accomplished this
by setting a 150-meter buffer from the Jordan Formation
polygons in ArcMap. This delineation fit with our observations and data on spring chemistry, spring discharge,
spring stratigraphy, stream sink locations and groundwater hydrology.
Lowland Plain
The Lowland Plain is the only non-karst landscape in
the county (Figures 3 and 4). It is found on the floors
of the dissected valleys across the county. The largest
areas of the unit are in the Mississippi River and Root
River valleys. The Lowland Plain generally has slopes
generally less than 6 percent, although steep areas along
major streams and at its boundaries with the Karst and
Pseudokarst Escarpment are exceptions.
Unconsolidated material ranges from less than 15 m
to over 60 m, primarily filling buried bedrock valleys.
Lowland Plain unconsolidated deposits are underlain by
bedrock of the lower Lone Rock Formation, Wonewoc
Sandstone, Eau Claire Formation (siltstone and shale),
and Mt. Simon Sandstone.
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Flowing wells commonly occur in wells completed in
the Eau Claire and Mt. Simon formations, as they are under artesian conditions in the river valleys and along the
banks of the Mississippi River. Springs are less common
in this landscape unit; where present they typically emanate from the lowermost Lone Rock, upper Wonewoc, or
from unconsolidated sands.
This unit was delineated by selecting the areas with
Wonewoc, Eau Claire or Mt. Simon Sandstone as first
bedrock. The Lone Rock Formation polygons were then
clipped to add to the Lowland Plain those areas with less
than 6 percent slope.

Summary

Karst feature inventory and mapping is a standard practice for the analysis and management of karst areas. In
Houston County, Minnesota, karst landscape units were
developed using additional factors. This process characterized the karst and pseudokarst areas of the county
and assisted in the development of interpretation criteria.
Following refinement of the processes, the methodology
was applied to neighboring Winona County, Minnesota
with successful results.
These maps will be used by citizens, local and state officials, and businesses to provide guidance to a myriad of
water resource and land management issues.
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Abstract

Land disturbances in karst can result in considerable adverse ecological impacts if the nature and characteristics
of karst systems and processes are not considered. This
is particularly the case for the well-developed and forested karst of coastal British Columbia (BC). Industrial
forestry activities in the region typically comprise of
building logging roads, harvest openings (or cut blocks)
and post-harvest silviculture treatments. In conjunction with the BC Ministry of Forests, Lands, Natural
Resource Operations and Rural Development, an evaluation procedure has been developed to assess whether
current forestry practices are adequately protecting and
maintaining karst surface and subsurface system elements at the site-level. The basic approach is to assess
the environmental status of surface karst feature samples
using seven core disturbance indicator questions related
to: a) tree removal, b) windthrow, c) introduced materials, d) forest floor/soil/bedrock disturbance, e) burning, f) shade alteration, and g) changes in lower plant
community. From these indicators it is then possible to
report on the disturbances observed at the surface karst
features within the sample area. A series of questions
are then asked with respect to forest practices and management, with the aim of continual improvement. Additional information can also be collected on retention
areas that surround surface karst features, the broader
karst landscape, and cave infiltration areas. The evaluation procedure has been complied into a digital checklist
for use in the field with an Apple iPad, allowing for ease
of data collection, storage and transfer. This procedure
could potentially be modified to collect disturbance data
for other land use development or resource activities that
occur on karst.

Introduction

Human-related land disturbances in karst areas have
been well documented in relation to karst system elements such as soil, the subsurface karst environments
including caves, karst biota and karst aquifers (Ford,
1993). Overall it is recognized that karst landscapes are
more sensitive to disturbance, as compared to others, primarily due to the open connections between surface and
subsurface karst, the underground drainage system of
karst, and its associated ecosystem (Watson et al, 1997).
The principal types of disturbances that can occur at the
surface include vegetation removal, soil changes, and
the alteration of water quality and flow. These disturbances can result in a range of impacts and effects on
the processes and functions of the karst system such as:
loss of soil, deterioration of water quality, degradation of
ecosystems and landform destruction (Williams, 1993).
The goal of this paper is to outline some of the concepts
used in developing a procedure for evaluating disturbance to forested karst areas in British Columbia (BC) at
the site level, where the focus is on disturbances that occur due to recent forestry activities within a cutblock. (A
cutblock is typically an area of 5 to 40 ha that has been
designated for forestry activities and includes a combination of clear cuts with trees removed, forest roads
and treed reserves; see Figure 1). The karst evaluation
procedure has been developed for the Forest and Range
Evaluation Program (FREP) in conjunction with the BC
Ministry of Forest, Lands, Natural Resource Operations
and Rural Development (FLNRORD) and is intended to
report on the status of karst resources and to aid in the
improvement of forest practices. The procedure is constrained by a number of factors including: 1) it should
be simple enough so that it can be carried out by a forest
resource assessor (who is not necessarily a karst special16TH SINKHOLE CONFERENCE
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Background

Considerable research and assessment has been completed worldwide in the examination of land disturbance
on karst. Most of this work has been done at a regional
or landscape level (1:50,000 scale or greater) and covers
a wide range of disturbances such as caused by agriculture, quarrying, mining, engineering and urban development projects (van Beynen, 2011). Some disturbance
evaluations in karst areas have focused on specific karst
environments or attributes such as karst aquifers and
cave fauna (Drew, 1996; James, 1993)

Figure 1. Forestry activities in a karst area of
northwest Vancouver Island with a clearcut
and forest road in centre of image. Yarding
debris pile in foreground on edge of landing.

ist), 2) it should be a routine method based on direct field
observations, 3) at least one cut block area should be assessed in a day, 4) it does not require any subsurface investigations, and 5) the results should be representative
and reproducible.

A holistic approach to evaluating karst disturbances was
adopted by van Beynen and Townsend (2001). They used
five categories (geomorphology, atmosphere, hydrology,
biota and surface practices) and a total of 33 associated
indicator attributes to measure and compare disturbances
on karst landscapes. The resultant numerical based Karst
Disturbance Index (KDI) was applied with variations to
several karst regions of the world including west Florida,
Italy, Sardinia, Spain and Puerto Rico (De Waele, 2009;
North et al., 2009; Porter et al., 2016; Angulo, 2013; and
van Beynen, 2011).

For the purposes of this paper, the term ‘disturbance’ is
primarily considered as the physical actions imposed on
karst by recent forestry activities. Natural events such as
tree overturning (windthrow), landslides, or biological
infestations can also be disturbances, and likewise past
disturbance can result from previous forestry activities.
It is generally understood that these disturbances result
in impacts and changes to the natural physical, chemical
and biological functions of karst (beyond the range of
natural variability) and include effects such as: increased
runoff, increased sediment erosion and movement, and
the alteration and/or impoverishment of the ecology
(Williams, 1993).

More specific studies have examined disturbances to
surface vegetation and the effects on the karst. For example, vegetation removal and associated soil loss on
karst in China has led to its transformation into a ‘rocky
karst landscape’ (Huntoon, 1992). Jiang et al. (2014)
provided a detailed summary of these issues and gave
estimates for the recovery times for soils on karst, plus
outlined ways in which restoration could occur. Another
example of rocky desertification due to vegetation and
forest cover loss has been reported in the Dinaric karst of
the Mediterranean (Kranjc, 2012). Numerous other examples of similar rocky karst landscape change following vegetation removal around the world include such
places as: Haiti (Williams, 2003), Belize (Day, 1996),
Mexico, Indonesia (Sunkar, 2008) and Barbados.

Where possible karst terminology and karst management
concepts outlined in the Karst Management Handbook
for British Columbia (BC Ministry of Forests, 2003) and
the Karst Inventory Standards and Vulnerability Assessment Procedures for British Columbia, version 2.0 (Resources Information Standards Committee, 2003) have
been used in the development of the evaluation procedure.

Examples of disturbances on temperate forest karst areas following timber harvesting and associated forestry
activities are fewer but can found be in New Zealand,
Tasmania, Europe and southeast Alaska (Ford and Williams, 2007). One of best examples is from southeast
Alaska and the Tongass National Forest, where Baichtal
and Swanston (1996) outlined the intricate connection of
forests to karst landscapes and described the impacts of
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past timber harvesting including increased run-off and
soil loss, sediment and debris transfer into the subsurface, as well as slow tree regeneration. A more recent
intensive study was completed in the forested karst of
the French sub-alps where monitoring of the physical
and chemical properties of drip waters was carried out
in a cave before and after timber harvesting (Tissier et
al., 2013).
Karst and potential karst area underlie about 10% of
British Columbia (Figure 2) and occur in a range of different geomorphic settings from alpine, interior plateau
to the west coast (Stokes and Griffiths, 2019). Most of
the temperate forested karst occurs along the west coast
of BC on Vancouver Island, Haida Gwai and the Mid/
North Coast, where the tree cover is typically comprised
of western hemlock, western red cedar, Douglas fir and
Sitka spruce (Figure 3). Research on disturbances to
forested karst in these areas is limited. However, research completed by Harding and Ford (1993) in northern Vancouver Island compared clearcut (and mostly
burned) karst areas to those underlain volcanic bedrock
and identified a significant decrease in the depth of soil,
an increase exposed bare rock and a low basal area for
tree regeneration at the karst sites. The Forest Practices Board of BC has produced two reports on karst.
The first examined damage to karst caused by logging
and road building in an area of sinking streams and karst
features on Haida Gwaii (Forest Practices Board, 2007).

Figure 2. Distribution of carbonate bedrock
and potential karst in BC along with the
location of Vancouver Island, Haida Gwai
and Mid/North Coast (adapted from Stokes
and Griffiths, 2019)

The second was a special investigation report on the
management of karst resources on northern Vancouver
Island, which concluded that out of 128 karst features
examined no caves or significant surface karst features
had been ‘damaged or rendered ineffective by forestry
activities’(Forest Practices Board, 2014). However, this
report did not provide the data or a clear rationale supporting this finding. A recent evaluation of surface karst
feature data from northern Vancouver Island (Stokes,
2017) found that the surface karst features surrounded by
forested retention areas typically had fewer disturbances,
and that carefully designed retention areas were likely
needed to limit post-harvest windthrow above natural
rates.

Methodology

The FREP karst evaluation procedure is designed at the
site or cutblock level so that it can be readily used to
provide advice and improvements to current forest practices. At the site level the most obvious evidence for
karst are the micro-, meso- to macro-scale surface karst
features (e.g., from fine karren structures on bedrock
surfaces, karst sinkholes to large 100’s m -scale closed
karst depressions). The focus of the FREP procedure is
designed around the mesoscale surface karst features as
they can be readily identified, sampled and measured.
These mesoscale surface karst features are important
sub-components of the greater karst system (physically,

Figure 3. Forest covered karst of British
Columbia and the three-dimensional karst
landscape (from Stokes and Griffiths, 2019)
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biologically and hydrologically), and can also be broadly
correlated to karst development - whereby the greater
the number and density of the surface karst features, the
more developed the karst site, and likewise the better the
connection between the surface and subsurface elements
of the karst system.

(Figure 4). ‘Advanced Options’ of the procedure can be
used if necessary to examine aspects of the broader karst
landscape (a combination of soils, epikarst and surface
karst features), as well the ground surface above caves
(cave infiltration area), and treed retention areas that surround surface karst features.

The FREP karst evaluation procedure is built on the
premise that careful management of mesoscale surface
karst features such as karst sinkholes (dolines), sinking
streams, karst springs, cave entrances and other features
will help to protect and maintain the associated karst
system. The procedure at the ‘Basic Level’ focusses on
evaluating the observable biophysical disturbances at
these surface karst features using seven core disturbance
indicators (Figure 4). Cave information is also collected
at the ‘Basic Level’ to confirm the presence of caves and
record whether they have been appropriately mapped
and also if cave infiltration areas have been delineated

The FREP karst evaluation process and procedures can
be broken down into a series of steps as follows:
1.

Identification of a Site for Evaluation – The first
step is to identify the site for sampling, which
should include a cutblock where recent timber
harvesting and road construction have occurred.
In most cases clear-cutting is the main harvest
method, either using ground-based or cable yarding
equipment. Forest road construction is used for
machine access and tree transport equipment and
includes the development of small quarries/borrow

Figure 4. Flow chart of the FREP Karst Evaluation Procedure with the Basic Level and ‘Advanced
Options’.
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pits and landing areas. Treed retention areas or
reserves are typically left in the centre or along
the edges of cutblocks for various reasons (e.g.,
wildlife trees, individual surface karst features
or clusters of surface karst features; see Figure
5). Cutblocks 1-5 years old and mostly underlain
by karst bedrock are preferred for the evaluation
procedure. Potential cutblocks can be identified
using BC’s digital karst inventory data available
through various web portals (i.e., iMapBC) which
identify karst potential polygons delineated at
1:250,000-scale. Usually, some level of random
selection of evaluation sample sites is carried
out. Confirmation that the cutblocks contain karst
resources can also come from forest licensees,
where site plans and/or karst assessment reports
have typically been completed for cutblocks.
2.

3.

Delimiting Karst Sampling Areas – Once a site has
been selected for sampling it is then possible to
either sample all surface karst features in the site
(cutblock) or to sub-sample part of a site. In either
case a karst sampling area is defined that includes
harvested areas underlain by karst, nearby adjacent
non-karst (where sinking streams may occur), and
treed retention areas that occur internal or external
to the cutbock. The size of the karst sample area
selected can vary depending on the terrain and site
conditions, but it should be 5 to 20 ha, so that it can
be covered in a single day’s field work
Selection and Sampling Surface Karst Features
– Prior to the field visit, office work is required

Figure 5. A recently harvested cutblock on
karst with treed retention areas surrounding
surface karst features. Exposed epikarst
in foreground and middle of image, plus
evidence of burning.

to compile all known information about karst or
potential karst in the sample area, and to develop
a detailed field plan for the evaluation procedure.
The locations of the known surface karst features
are plotted onto a working map and a tentative
walking route planned for the field work. Time
may not permit sampling of all features, so a
careful selection process is required to ensure
that the variety of features ultimately sampled is
representative of the site, and that some level of
randomness is applied. Features may occur as
individual ‘feature types’ such as a sinkhole or a
large grike or can occur as a complex of nested or
connected feature types (Figure 6). An example
might be a cave entrance located within a larger
enclosing depression that also functions as a sink
point for a sinking stream. In the latter case all
three components of the nested/connected feature
could be sampled if time available or just the
karst depression that encloses the cave entrance
and maybe the last segment of the sinking stream.
Clusters of surface karst features such as sinkholes
may only require sampling of one or two sinkholes
rather than every sinkhole. A series of simple
rules have been developed to address the different
types of features and how best to select them for
sampling.
4.

Evaluation of Surface Karst Features – In this step
the dimensions and other basic characteristics of
the surface karst feature are recorded first, and then
the condition of the feature is evaluated using the
seven core disturbance indicator questions. For

Figure 6. A complex surface karst feature in
a second growth forest. The large sinkhole
functions as a window with water emerging to
right of image and sinking to left.
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example, with a sinkhole the plan view, shape,
diameter and depth are recorded. A key part of this
process is to determine the limits of the feature;
for sinkholes this will be the rim (as defined by
the slope break), while for cave entrances it will
be the opening and/or dripline, except where
the mouth or threshold of the cave entrance is
enclosed by a sinkhole (in which case the limit
of the sample is at the sinkhole rim). A 2 m-wide
zone is added to the outside edge of features to
account for some of the roots of large trees and
discrepancies in determining the limits of the
feature. Once measurements and characteristics of
the surface karst feature have been recorded, the
seven core indicator questions related to current
forestry activities are applied1. The disturbance
indicator questions asked at each of the surface
karst feature includes: a) tree removal, b) postharvest windthrow, c) introduction of material
(logging debris or road construction material), d)
forest floor/soil/bedrock disturbance, e) burning,
f) alteration of shade, and g) change in the lower
plant community (Figures 7 and 8). These
indicator questions are simply answered as a ‘Yes’
or ‘No’ response based on visual observations
in the field, and then additional information
is gathered on the extent and amount of these
disturbances. A ‘Yes’ response to any of the
indicator questions means that the surface karst
feature has been disturbed2. Typically, ten or more
surface karst features might be sampled in a single
day. In some cases where background information
on surface karst features is lacking for a selected
sample area it may be necessary to search for
features in the field. In this case the number of
features evaluated in a day could be significantly
less.
5.

6.

Advanced Options - In certain situations, the
Advanced Options of the FREP karst evaluation
procedure can be used. For example, if treed
retention areas surrounding surface karst features

Figure 7. Area of disturbed sinkholes with
windthrown/overturned trees and windsnapped trees.

Cave Evaluations – The dark zones of caves are not
entered as part of the FREP karst procedure but are
evaluated by an office exercise based on existing
information. This evaluation determines whether:
a) the caves have been confirmed by a qualified
person, b) the caves have been appropriately
mapped, and c) if cave infiltration areas has been
delineated for the ground surface above the caves.

1

. These biophysical indicator questions
were field trialed extensively between 2003-2009
and in part come from other FREP evaluation
procedures.

2

. Note, these disturbances are not
necessarily independent of each other and it is
anticipated that some duplication may occur.
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Figure 8. Soil and bedrock disturbance along
edges of a large grike with burning and the
introduction of logging debris.

are consistently displaying evidence of post-harvest
windthrow, there may be a desire to investigate
these sites in more detail to measure the size of
these retention areas and assess their disturbances.
As another example, if a karst sample area has very
few surface karst features (which can be the case)
the nature of the broader karst landscape could be
evaluated. In addition, if a cave infiltration area
has been delineated for a cave, the extent of the
area and any associated treed retention area could
be examined and evaluated for disturbances.
7.

8.

Compilation of Results - Following the evaluation
at a site it is then possible to compile the results
and provide some preliminary analysis of the
information gathered. The proportion of the
disturbed versus undisturbed surface karst features
is calculated, and the disturbances caused to
features in harvested areas can be compared to
those surrounded by reserves or treed retention
areas. The procedure also provides information
on the disturbed features in terms of the types
of features disturbed, and the types of the
disturbances. It should be noted, that a low number
of disturbed features at a site does not necessarily
imply less impact as this requires more in-depth
consideration of the disturbances in terms of their
type, direction (positive, neutral or negative), scale,
scope, duration, as well as intensity/magnitude. At
present there is no specific threshold of acceptable
disturbance to surface karst features in BC. This
requires more research and study of the ecological
processes and responses of these features to
disturbances. Therefore, the current approach is to
assume that if no disturbance occurs to a surface
karst feature then no adverse impact has occurred.
Closing Questions - At the end of the procedure the
assessor is required to answer a series questions
about the: sampling, karst data collected, forest
practices and improvements to karst management
at the site.

As part of evaluation procedure, a checklist has been developed to gather information on the selected sites/ cutblocks, the karst sample areas, the surface karst features,
and the state or condition of the sampled features based
on the responses to the disturbance indicator questions.
This checklist has been complied into a digital format
using Filemaker software and the data are gathered and
analyzed using an Apple iPad. The benefit of this approach is that data collected in the field does not have to
be transcribed, can be analyzed “on the go”, and readily

shared or saved to a database. Site photos can also be
taken, and along with maps, stored digitally using the
software. Typically, a hard copy checklist is kept on
hand for use in the field if technical difficulties occur.
Preliminary field testing of the digital check list has been
carried out in a variety of field conditions. However, further testing and pilot training for assessors is anticipated
for 2020, and feedback from this work will likely result
in modifications. Research in the future will also help
in further refining the procedure as it evolves over time.

Conclusions

A site level procedure has been developed for assessing disturbances to karst systems and their surface and
subsurface elements following recent forestry activities.
The focus of the procedure is to assess the state or condition of surface karst features using seven core disturbance indicators. The data are collected and analyzed in
a digital checklist using Filemaker software and an Apple iPad. The information gathered on the number and
proportion of disturbed surface karst features can then be
used to determine improvements and/or modifications to
forest practices in karst areas.
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Abstract

In 2017, at least 770 sinkholes were reported to occur
in Cebu City, a populated town in the Philippines dominantly underlain by karstic formations. In this study,
the genesis and development of these sinkholes were
related to various geomorphologic, geologic, and hydrologic factors in order to determine their influence on
sinkhole distribution in the area using GIS-based spatial analyses. Results show that the sinkhole frequency
varies with respect to the relative age of the underlying
karstic formation, slope, and elevation. Most sinkholes
occur on younger bedrock, low slope, and low elevation
areas. However, sinkholes that occur on younger bedrock are significantly smaller in area than those in older
bedrock; in terms of total area, the sum of the areas of
sinkholes are greater on relatively older bedrock. Other
factors found to influence sinkhole occurrence were lineaments and streams. GIS-based analyses of sinkholes
such as those presented in this study are useful for sinkhole susceptibility prediction and disaster risk reduction
management efforts of communities.

Introduction

In recent years, sinkhole studies have transitioned from
manual field techniques into computerized, automated
methods (Antonic´ et al., 2001; Doctor and Young, 2013;
Miao et al., 2013). Most methods utilize geographic in-

formation systems (GIS) software in processing satellite
imagery and digital elevation models (DEM) from Light
Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) and Interferometric
Synthetic Aperture Radar (IfSAR) data. However, previous studies have recognized that these automated methods are highly localized and variable between different
environments (Doctor and Young, 2013; Green, 2015).
Most authors concentrate on small-scale study areas
(i.e., less than 100 km2) and use high-resolution images
and DEMs to monitor and detect sinkholes (Miao et al.,
2013; Intrieri et al., 2015). Consequently, these areas
typically have little to no variation in terms of lithology,
allowing the analysis of sinkholes belonging only under
a single formation. Studies on sinkhole genesis and development, much like karstification studies in general,
commonly look at geological, geomorphological, and
hydrological factors and their relative influence on the
occurrence and distribution of sinkholes in a specific
area (Delle Rose, et al., 2004; Del Prete et al., 2010;
Farrant and Cooper, 2008). Geostatistical methods have
been employed to enable qualitative correlation of these
factors with sinkhole occurrence and clustering (Ciotoli
et al., 2016; Cahalan and Milewski; 2018).
Since this is the case, studies on sinkhole genesis have
been dependent on local factors and are difficult to generalize (Doctor and Young, 2013). For the Philippines,
studies on sinkholes are limited and most data are only
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found on news articles and mandated agency reports.
Thus, sinkhole studies specific for the Philippines are
usually incoherent due to lack of local study sources.
This study aims to explore the relationship between sinkhole morphometry and the different rock formations on
which they occur. Morphological measurements were
correlated with various geological and geomorphological factors (e.g., lithology, slope, proximity to faults,
etc.) in order to evaluate the likely occurrence of sinkholes in the area. Results of this study will contribute
to local efforts on land use planning and risk reduction
efforts. Findings from this study will also aid in understanding sinkhole formation and development in tropical
countries like the Philippines.

Study Area

Cebu Island is dominantly underlain by sedimentary formations (Figure 1), most of which are limestone-bearing
(Aurelio and Peña, 2010; Porth et al., 1989). Limestone
is a highly soluble carbonate rock, and the dissolution
of limestone bedrock results in the formation of karst.
Karst terrain is characterized by distinct surface and subsurface features, including sinkholes, caves, and subterranean streams (Monroe, 1970).
At least 770 sinkholes were reported to occur in Cebu
City according to a report by the Mines and Geosciences
Bureau Region 7 (Leyson, 2017; Mejia and Bunachita,
2017). These sinkholes occur in four formational units
that generally comprise Cebu City’s geology: Cebu Formation, Malubog Formation, Carcar Formation, and
Quaternary Alluvium (BMG, 1983). Hence, sinkhole occurrence poses a major threat to Cebu City’s residents.
Cebu Formation is the oldest limestone-bearing formation in Cebu City with an age of Late Oligocene (Corby
et al., 1951). It is composed of two members: a lower
coal measure (previously Cebu Coal Measures) and an
upper orbitoid-rich Ilag Limestone (Aurelio and Peña,
2010). Conformably overlying the Cebu Formation is the
Malubog Formation, dated Late Oligocene to Early Miocene based on fossil studies by Porth and others (1989)
and Foronda (1994). It is characterized by interbedded
clastic rocks and limestone with occasional coal stringers (Aurelio and Peña, 2010). The youngest formation
of the entire Cebu Island is Carcar Formation, with an
age of Late Pliocene to Pleistocene (Müller et al., 1989;
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Figure 1. General lithology of Cebu Island
(modified from Porth et al., 1989; inset: red box
showing the location of Cebu Island). Cebu Island is predominantly underlain by sedimentary formations. The map also shows the location
of Cebu City (Fig. 2), which is mostly underlain
by Pleistocene to Recent sediments.

Porth et al., 1989). Carcar Formation fringes the entire
island and is characterized by coralline, porous, dolomitic limestone (Aurelio and Peña, 2010). These three
formations are overlain by recent sediments (Quaternary
Alluvium).

Methodology

A GIS database of sinkholes was built stemming from
the ground-validated sinkholes reported by the Mines
and Geosciences Bureau (Figure 2). Sinkholes were
treated in this study both as points (centroids, used for
frequency and proximity analyses) and as polygons (for
morphometric analyses). These were then spatially analyzed based on the following geological and geomorpho-

logical factors: formational unit, lineaments, streams, elevation, and slope (Green, 2015).
Five-meter resolution IFSAR was used to automatically
delineate the streams in the area using hydrology tools.
Terrain analysis was used to analyze the topography of
the area from the IFSAR DEM to obtain slope gradient
and elevation maps. Geologic maps from the Mines and
Geosciences Bureau (BMG, 1983) were digitized to provide information on the lithology of the area as well as
the extent of the different karstic formations. Lineaments
were obtained from previous works on the Central Cebu
Fault System (Mendoza et al., 2019).

Sinkhole Polygons

Sinkhole polygons were measured for the following geometric properties following the methods of Doctor and
Young (2013) and Miao and others (2013): area, com-

pactness, eccentricity, index of circularity, and orientation (Table 1), generated automatically based on Field
Calculator and Minimum Bounding Geometry. These
values were then compared based on the following layers: formational units, slope, and elevation. The total
area of sinkholes, percent sinkholes, and sinkhole density (White, 1988) per formation were also plotted.

Sinkhole Centroids

The centroid of each sinkhole polygon was obtained and
used for point data analyses such as frequency and proximity. Each sinkhole was treated as a centroid under the
assumption that sinkhole development progresses from
a point source due to focused dissolution (Ford and Williams, 2007). Attributes of the centroids included fields
from the original sinkhole polygons, as well as the elevation and slope gradient obtained using Extract tool.
The proximity of each centroid with respect to both
streams and lineaments were also investigated using
the Near tool and the measured distances were added as
new, separate attributes. Sinkhole frequency was plotted
against the following factors: formational unit, orientation (Chen et al., 2018), elevation, slope gradient, and
distances from the nearest stream and lineament (Faivre
and Pahernik, 2007).

Feature
Area
Compactness
Eccentricity
Circularity
index

Formula/Definition
, where is the number of pixels
within the boundary
, where is the semi major axis, and
is the semi minor axis
, where is the observed perimeter,
and is the expected perimeter ()

Sinkhole
density
Percent
sinkhole
Figure 2. Hillshade map of Cebu City. Sinkholes were treated both as polygons and
points (centroids) in this study.

Table 1. Sinkhole features calculated for the
morphometric analyses in this study (White,
1988; Doctor & Young, 2013; Miao et al., 2013).
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Results
Sinkhole geometry

The area of sinkholes in Cebu City vary greatly, ranging from 80 m2 to 2.5 km2. The largest total area sinkholes in the area occur in the Malubog Formation (2.5
km2), while the smallest sinkholes in the area occur in
the Quaternary Alluvium (80 m2) (Figure 3A). In terms
of minimum and maximum values, there is a seemingly
increasing trend in area from the youngest to the oldest
formational units.
Three measures of circularity were used in this study:
eccentricity, compactness, and circularity index. These
indices all refer to how close the shape of the sinkholes
is to that of a perfect circle. However, each index uses
different parameters (Table 1) and are normalized differently. In terms of eccentricity (Figure 3B), most sinkholes in Cebu City deviate from the eccentricity value
of a perfect circle, which is zero. There seems to be an
increase in eccentricity within the older formations, with
the maximum eccentricity belonging to sinkholes from

Figure 3. Plots of area (A), eccentricity (B),
compactness (C), and circularity index (D)
versus the different formational units arranged
based on increasing relative age. All four
parameters show an increasing area and
decreasing circularity with increasing relative
age of bedrock.
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the Malubog Formation and Cebu Formation (0.968 and
0.967, respectively). The deviation of the sinkholes from
the dimensions of a perfect circle is reiterated by the
compactness, where increasing values (approaching 1)
means more circularity. The plot of compactness (Figure
3C) values for the sinkhole show a decreasing trend towards increasing relative age, with the lowest compactness value (0.098) belonging to a sinkhole in the Cebu
Formation. This is again supported by the values for
circularity index (Figure 3D), wherein the highest value
(5.66) belongs to a sinkhole in the Cebu Formation, the
oldest among the four.
Streams and lineaments
Multiple streams and selected lineaments can be found
within the vicinity of Cebu City (Figure 4A). Most of
the sinkholes occur within less than 200 m from a stream
(Figure 4B). After 100 m, the frequency of sinkholes declines with increasing distance from any nearby stream.
The influence of lineaments was also explored by plotting frequency versus distance from the nearest lineament (Figure 4C) and getting the general direction of
elongation (orientation) of the sinkholes (Figure 4D).
The distribution of sinkholes with increasing nearest lineament distance does not seem to have any correlation,
with the histogram showing four peaks in the following
distances: 500 m, 1500 m, 3000 m, and 4000 m. It can be
noted, however, that most sinkholes occur less than 500
m away from the nearest lineament. Since there seems to
be no correlation with frequency and distance from lineaments, the orientation was then looked at. Most sinkholes trend west and northeast, following the trend of
most streams and lineaments, respectively.
Slope and elevation
Sinkhole frequency was also geographically compared
with the changes in the degree of slope (Figure 5A) and
elevation (Figure 5B) of the terrain. Most sinkholes occur in slopes less than 5° (Figure 5C). A decrease in sinkhole frequency can also be seen with increasing slope
steepness. In contrast, no general trend can be established when elevation is compared with frequency (Figure 5D). It is worth noting, however, that most of the
sinkholes in the area are found at elevations of 50 masl
or less. These pertain to the multiple sinkhole centroids
that are found near the coast.

Figure 4. (A) Simple geomorphological map of Cebu City showing streams, lineaments, and
sinkholes. Most sinkholes occur near streams (B) and lineaments (C). This influence can also be
seen by their similar trends: west for streams and northeast for lineaments (D).

Formational units and relative age
Sinkholes in Cebu City plot only on limestone-bearing/
karst formations (Figure 6A). In terms of frequency, a
general decreasing trend with increasing relative age can
be observed, with most sinkholes occurring within the
Quaternary Alluvium (133 of 319 ground-validated sinkholes) (Figure 6B). It can also be observed that because
more than 1/3 of sinkholes occur within the most recent
sediments, percent sinkhole (Figure 6C) and sinkhole
density (Figure 6D) is also highest in the Quaternary Alluvium. If these anomalously high values are separated,
however, it can be noted that there is a general increasing trend in terms of both percent sinkhole and sinkhole
density with increasing relative age of formational unit.

Discussion

Results show that sinkhole morphometry and distribution are affected by the following geological and geomorphological factors: relative age of bedrock, slope,
elevation, and presence of streams and lineaments. The
relative age of limestone-bearing bedrock is correlated
to affect the shape of the sinkhole as well as its frequency. Generally, the shape of the sinkholes deviates in an
increasing manner from that of a perfect circle with increasing relative age of the underlying karst formation
(Figure 3). Frequency is also correlated to decrease with
increasing relative age, but percent sinkhole and sinkhole density tends to increase given the same trend (Figure 6B-D). A possible explanation for these trends is the
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Figure 5. Slope (A) and elevation (B) maps of Cebu City showing sinkhole centroids. A
decreasing trend in frequency with increasing slope steepness can clearly be observed (C). No
general trend is established when it comes to elevation, but it can be noted that most sinkholes
are found below 50 masl.
coalescence of sinkholes. As the bedrock becomes more
karstified with time, the sinkholes tend to grow larger
(Figure 3A) and eventually coalesces. This coalescence
increases the sinkhole’s elliptical shape (Figure 3B-D)
and area. Because of this, sinkhole count becomes much
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less, since two coalesced sinkholes will then be counted
as one (Figure 6B), but there will also be an accompanying increase in sinkhole area relative to the total area of
the karst bedrock (Figure 6C-D). The concentration of
more circular sinkholes in the more recent deposits can

Figure 6. Map showing the distribution of karst formations in Cebu City (modified from MGB,
1983). A general decreasing trend in frequency with increasing relative age of limestone-bearing
bedrock can clearly be observed (B). Since most of the sinkholes occur on Quaternary Alluvium,
the percent sinkhole and sinkhole density that is yielded is anomalously high (D). Separating the
values from this deposit leaves a trend of increasing percent sinkhole and sinkhole density with
increasing relative age of formation.
also be due to their smaller area and diameter, which allows their values to approach near circular dimensions.
The shape, orientation, and frequency of sinkholes were
also observed to vary depending on the nearest linear
feature (Figure 4). Most sinkholes occur near streams
(Figure 4B). This is because most dissolution occurs
near areas with water, such as streams (Ford and Williams, 2007). The direction of elongation of sinkholes
depends on the orientation of the nearest stream or lineament. This explains the two dominant trends in the strike
of sinkhole orientation: west, which follows majority of
the orientation of streams, and northeast, which is the
general trend of the lineaments and Cebu Island itself.
The terrain also influences sinkhole occurrence, and this
was observed by comparing the frequency with changes

in slope and elevation across the study area. Most sinkholes occur on flat to gentle slopes and low elevation
(Figure 5). This can be explained by water ponding,
wherein the water becomes more concentrated and resides in a particular area due to a generally flat slope, allowing longer and more concentrated dissolution of the
underlying bedrock. The concentration of sinkholes in
lower elevations can also be explained by slope, since
the areas near the coast tend to be flatter than towards
the west of Cebu City, where the highlands can already
be seen.

Conclusion

This study related the morphometry and frequency of
sinkholes with the geological and geomorphological factors present in Cebu City using GIS-based morphomet16TH SINKHOLE CONFERENCE
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ric and terrain analyses. The results of the morphometric
analyses and correlation show that there are at least four
factors that significantly affect the shape and occurrence
of sinkholes in Cebu City: relative age of underlying
karstic bedrock, presence of streams and lineaments, elevation, and slope. Most sinkholes in Cebu City occur
in flat to gentle slopes and low elevation. A possible explanation for this is the effect of slopes in surface runoff
movement. Gentler slopes allow for the ponding of water, which positively feeds the dissolution of the underlying karst bedrock. This is further justified by the high
number of sinkholes that occur near streams, which may
have allowed water to reach and dissolve the bedrock
sooner. Moreover, the direction of elongation of sinkholes are affected by the nearest stream or lineament, as
evidenced by the dominantly west and northeast trends
of sinkholes which is consistent with the general trend of
streams and lineaments in the area, respectively.
The relative age of the underlying bedrock affects the
morphometry and occurrence of sinkholes. It was observed that with increasing relative age, there is also an
increase in sinkhole area, percent sinkhole, and sinkhole
density, and decrease in sinkhole frequency. This may be
due to sinkhole coalescence, a phenomenon that occurs
with sinkhole development, which decreases the total
number of sinkholes but increases its area and ellipticity
as the karst bedrock becomes older and more karstified.
Deviations in the values yielded in this study can be due
to the treatment of sinkholes as centroids. It is recommended in future studies for the distal points along the
perimeter of the sinkholes to be used in proximity analyses to be able to depict not only sinkhole genesis from a
point source, but also sinkhole development which involves coalescence. Moreover, it will also be useful for
sinkhole depth to be used in morphometric analyses, so
the three-dimensional shape can be studied, and models
can better reflect real-life scenarios.
To improve and further this study, it is also recommended to explore other factors affecting sinkhole formation
such as the characteristics of the superficial deposit, as
well as detailed studies on the bedrock (i.e., limestone).
Overall, this study serves as a guide in preliminarily delineating areas prone to sinkhole formation in Cebu as
well as similar areas.
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